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     Welcome Dear Gentlemen and Ladies advocates, experts of international and state law,

Dear  people  with  an  active  interest  in  the  profession  Intelligence  International  Law  and
Constitutional Law as national jurisdiction;

International political rights, and organizational rights, rights of multilateral and bilateral state
and the unions, the right of sovereignty of States and the principle, supranational law state and the
corporation or a trader, international criminal law, judicial rights, laws of war, trading rights law,
the  right  of  state  security  ,  state  civil  law,  international  humanitarian  law and  the  rights  of
refugees,  emergence  right’s  and  hospitality,  rights  diplomacy  and  policy  principle  of
extraterritorial rights and principles, rights and obligations of political principles;

and peoples' rights in the field of criminology, security, emergence right’s and hospitality, justice
and the Court of arbitration, commercial law, management and collection of receivables, Unfair
Competition, Civil Law, Labor Law, Criminal Law, Administrative law;

another law, people and expert’s of analysis systems and strategies for progress and dominance
ability to enforce rights and principles of our cooperation with flexibility and with a taste for
victory and an important historical step, which is based on the first global forms of cooperation
people with the aim of legal succes, and development of The Human World and New Nation’s,;

Dear peoples who owns interest in the emotional forms of humanitarian activities and support for
the creation of a better world and the victory of justice, legal rights and justice, the function of
national and international legal systems.

_____________________________________________

The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation
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©™ Copy Right Act

ID's International Advocacy Intelligence Council document is private ownership of government
Imperium of  Diamond's and for  the purpose of  information use and inspiration only  for the
interests of the Imperium of Diamond's Government and the Office of International Advocacy
Intelligence  Council,  and  other  persons  who  decide  to  carry  out  cooperation  with  ID's
authoritarian government offices in order to apply cooperation under this document.
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Dear Lawyer's & Advocates in the World 

Good Day,  my name is  Gottwald Peter  King of  the Federal  Government  Imperium of
Diamonds, King of the government of the country with legally owned territories and register its
economy,  legal entitlement population registry,  policies, and intelligence state jurisdiction, the
planned development of civilization forces and growth, as well as their own political activities
and communications relationships or legal format.

Imperium of Diamonds federal government as a legitimate political entity with their own
territories registered since 1998, North East Africa Bir Tawil, The ID's Diamond Oasis, with a
capacity of  2 060 km square  area and plan 102 330 km square on civilization recovery and
development  plans high-capacity towns for a population of 10 milion people,  and the ability
development at the level of 150 milion people. Imperium of Diamond's as well as a legal manner
a legitimate claim to the North Atlantic Rockall reefs as Rockall Diamond with the submitted
plan  for  development  of  underwater  civilization  in  the  form  of  state  sovereignty  Invitation
bilateral relationship Imperium of Diamonds Federal Government and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and North Ireland. Imperium of Diamonds as the government of a country with a
fully legitimate  claim,  and for  its  sovereignty and the ability to  accessibility standard in  the
territory of the  other  planets  in  the  Universe,  1 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 planets,  Star
systems, Galaxies and Super groups of galaxies. Unlimited territorial force.

Today, the greatest value of the territorial capacity at the level of the whole human world
and with own possibilities for develop The Civilization's.

The Federal government Imperium of Diamonds as an entity which is based on its own
register  claim  a  population  of  not  less  than  2.1  miliard  people,  according  to  the  principles
entitlement system of International laws recognized by the vast majority of global democratic
governments  around  the  world,  Imperium  of  Diamonds  and  simultaneously  qualifying  for
population  register  as  claimed  in  ensuring  the  return  value  of  the  benefits  to  the  natural
population  increment  for  that  period  of  sixteen  years  of  statistical  growth  should  reach
dimensions of over 5 miliard people. Imperium of Diamonds as the country's government with
demands for further statistically registry without full disclosure, the population in the form of an
autonomous  cloned  members,  other  forms  of  technology  forms  the  intelligent  android
intelligence, forms of population size as Biodroid, other forms of intelligent beings by nature
scientifically feasible, today population claim register in power of 3 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 people, and to today, some of milions of claimed prisoners from Europe and foreign.
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Today, the greatest value of the population registry in the level of the whole human world.
Legal claims register according all Intermational rights.

The Federal government Imperium of Diamonds as an entity which is based on its own
register of economic values by size of GDP and legally claimed investment assets now primarily
a claim for recognition of the debt of the European countries, the market value or the value of the
legal  form  of  development  projects.  Projects,  plans,  technological  intelligence,  civilization,
knowledge and legal forms of claim for the recovery of the outstanding value of the damage to
development, now mostly a form of legally owned mansions and estates, and civilization on the
foundation of  the  Stellar  Cities  with hundreds of  civilization planet  in  a  star  system,  further
galaxy, civilization infrastructure at super clusters of galaxies. Economy Imperium of Diamonds
is therefore based on the legal form of forces at a strategic computing mathematical line with a
fixed value stable and sustained growth as ,,annual GDP as a force of every one second 845 000
000 000 000 000× times repeatedly annual economic value of the planet Earth by year 2015".
Imperium of Diamonds, today's economy to register on the strength of a single financial bills, as
the basis for the strength of other financial Cheque's written in the name of the owner Cheque
account, and thus the possibility to develop the business with a certified financial currency, this
means use and management of investment projects that can be ground and over 10 000 000 000
000 € in  the  development  cycle  be one country bilateral,  because is  only start  of  friendship
cooperation.

Today, the greatest value of economic strength in the level of the whole human world and
its period of existence.

The  Federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  as  the  entity  that  owns  the  inherent
jurisdiction  of  the  foundation  of  the  law,  the  Constitution  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  and
intelligence, government rules and entitlements of freedom, democracy right's and the forces of
national  development,  management,  business  rules  and  registered  legal  institutional  entities
(today under  occupation &,  terrorist  block)  based on legal  grounds Jurisdiction Imperium of
Diamonds. Today, as the jurisdiction of the law on the establishment of oppression, and terrorism
on the part of European governments which together trigger a crime against the Internationally
recognized forms of rights claims of the Charter of the United Nations peacekeeping principles
and implying an obligation to support developing countries in the world because as European
governments and their policy regime as with current responsibility for the actions harmed the
legal rights, meaning the ability to build a stable civilization and develop with use of diplomatic
relations  and  rights  and  to  mobilize  in  order  to  secure  communications  that  therefore  the
government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  as  an  entity  with  the  right  International  jurisdiction
confirming entitlement to the establishment sovereignty in all European terrorist alliance. Future
interest in respect of the jurisdiction of the government Imperium Diamonds recognizes the rights
of  freedom,  is  entitled  to  develop  its  own citizens  and the  freedom of  thought,  freedom of
democracy claims and the rights of security.

Today the Imperium of Diamonds as the country's government in partialy exile, apartheid,
under terrorist occupation and formally demilitarized civilization, so the effort to develop to the
full level of stability and normal development.

The Federal government Imperium of Diamonds as the country's government the basis on
political activities in the form of an act of the Constitution Imperium of Diamonds, develop its
own legal acts and their documentation certified, and the intention of internal and International
use,  develop  and register  legal-political  and  business  values  as  well  as  the  contact  for  their
application of federal development and creation of new entities governments in the federation,
developing  a  network  of  federal  intelligence  at  the  level  of  subjects  Corporatocracy  as
government union open to all business corporations from around the world, as well as World
Diamond as the country's government above the free open possibilities for joint sovereignty of all
governments of around the world and thus expanding our relationship to the format of the first
magnitude  civilization  several  galaxies,  World  Diamond  is  now  more  important  than  the
possibility of the UN organization & today International Political World. ID's the interests of
developing special forms of technological civilizations that are based upon cooperation with all
technological corporations from around the world. In the same interest as well as the Popular
government  body responsible  for  cooperation  with  all  celebrities,  artists  and publicly known
human personality and the people.  Today,  the  federal  government  Imperium of Diamonds  is
recognized  for  using  the  forms  of  union  autonomous  recognition  which  is  the  basis  of  the
principle of political responsibility of the European governments that support the activities of
organized crime against all International laws, and the creation of an autonomous act of duty to
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recognize the Imperium of Diamonds demands political format as with the principles of the UN
Charter obligations and recognition of all members of the UNGA. Today the federal government
Imperium  of  Diamonds  as  an  entity  that  is  primarily  based  upon  shared  encrypted
communications to International cooperation to ensure the function of International rights and,
together with the stability of Imperium Diamonds authorities and governments, civilization and
safety.  The  Government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  as  the  government  in  European  terrorist
blockation and apartheid, spy and monopoly monitoring, violation of all International rights, and
therefore today only with International political comunication with codes and not legal public
act's, because the crisiss of office function.

Freedom of  political  communication  under  the  Rights  for  Imperium of  Diamonds  and
claim of integrity is not able to use because of European terrorist espionage in order to gain a
European terrorist and thus misuse information and to block other political entities in the interest
of the possibility of a joint contact. Constantly monitoring and isolation with the intention of
decentralization,  hypnotic  manipulation  or  damage  the  right's.  Government  of  countries  and
International policy have options only for secret codes or methaphore comunication.

The  Federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  is  currently  based  upon  the  law  of
cooperation  with  all  form  of  groups  of  National  movement  for  Independence  and  self-
determination of the new state which by its own values  as a legal party movement, which then
authorizes the use of step federalization Imperium of Diamonds and thus achieve the ability to
use federal forces and intelligence in order to expand our common territory to the territory of new
planets in the Universe, and the establishment of many forms of planetary civilizations that mean
the ability to use the values important than the value of the existence of our planet Earth. The
Federal government Imperium of Diamonds is therefore of the value of the claim of a federal
alliance between the number of new governments at the level of stronger democratic superiority
than force members of the United Nations, and therefore the right to use its own principles and
rules  of  International  relations  and all  Internal  affairs.  The Federal  government  Imperium of
Diamonds and simultaneously does not contradict against the security of other states and their
stability, Imperium of Diamonds is active for the purpose of peaceful principles and the same
result  as  the  principles  of  the  United  Nations  ideology  and  many  of  strategy.  Imperium of
Diamonds  is  thus  simultaneously a  governmental  body which in  the  case  of  the  removal  of
organized crime in the United Nations, and also asking for UN membership and develop them.

The Number of movements in the world, such agencies set out for the purpose of their
Independence are a number of over 500 movements in a minimum of 5 000 to 20 000 people for
one subject minimum, and the maximum number of 30-300 milion people or similarly. The Total
number of the population could be over one miliard people. Each movement has a right to act of
IDs federalization and support our development of new civilizations.

Today,  the federal  government  Imperium of Diamonds because as a group claim more
political value than the UN, and therefore today the federal government Imperium of Diamonds
under media blockage and suppression of terrorism, without the full ability to use our own rights
and development if there is no step mobilization to create IDs own level of integrity. Founding
integrity  is  under  terrorist  non-legal  blockages  due  to  UN  corrupt,  criminal  and  monopoly
networks to influence the society and use for development of cooperation on terrorism and crime,
the same as the UN as a UNGA & UNSC subjects without  power for stabilization of today
conflict situation. UNSC and the UNGA haven't democratic right to decide about the possibility
of Imperium Diamonds and violate the integrity in any case, The ID's Federal Government is
fully  Legal  entity  with  all  right's,  and  obligations,  government  countries  and  International
organizations too support cooperation and development of our friendship.

The federal  government  Imperium of Diamonds is  an entity which is  based at  the full
legitimacy of the government, and indeed the demands of the state, and also particularly the right
to use such values and rights in International law. The objectives of the Federal Government
Imperium of  Diamonds  are  beneficial  to  our  entire  human  world,  and to  build an  advanced
country and civilization, the most advanced civilization in the history of human existence, and
such value also extend the value of our International policy and thus promote the development of
global intelligence, meaning growth of world politics to true universal character that develops
many worlds and keeps our states and peoples in a single cluster and to world peace.

Imperium of Diamond's Federal government have primary base on the ideologues of The
One World. The One World is thus the main ideology of the constitution of the government of the
country, and also the law project which is aimed at developing a global collaboration with all
political parties from around the world and the creation of our global movement to spread the
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ideology of the One World in the range around the world and also among nations the whole
world,  so  that  our  peoples  together  so  absorb  the  ideology of  friendship  and  diplomacy,  in
accordance with all the governments of countries around the world and this act together we will
create a step in the unification of all national and people, the One world!

One world, one nation, one government! The biggest step for each state from around the
world and the ability to  surpass  all  the  values  together  for  the  entire  period of  existence of
mankind!

The One World, a step for the unification of all mankind, it is indeed an act to create a
multy cultural country at the level of our planet Earth and whole human world, the elimination of
all  borders and barriers between states, halting the growth of racism and differences between
nations, immediate stop all International conflicts and wars between nations, the establishment of
our joint forces which have always stops at the option of the occupation of another country and
blocking of other nations and their freedoms. Our States will live in peace without economic
diversity  and  nature  that  is  based  upon  dependencies  between  states,  abuse  of  civilization
advancement against another, and thus the One World is the realization of the unity of humanity
without problems of famine and diversity that creates all the problems of our world and tough
losses our existence and humanity's future!

When the ratio of the long lifetime of the human race, if our world was from the beginning
united, without these problems exist today because of territorial boundaries, then the value of our
present civilization advancement would be outstripped by no more than 3 to 5,000 years back in
our  history!  Many nations  that  possessed significant  value knowledge and basics  of  science,
chemistry, health, construction, machinery, astrology, nanotechnology, fortunetelling, transports,
industrial intelligence, agricultural intelligence and the actual state politics and much more, but
always  each of these nations always  had defeating foreign competition and to live at  risk of
extinction  during  the  colonization  until  they  reached  full  days  extermination  of  civilization!
Government Imperium of Diamonds is therefore an important step marking the development of
new possibilities of mankind and the cessation of all catastrophic systems of our world!

If  We are people unite,  than therefore our world start  rapid development  and than our
civilization of The One World is in ten year's in the same developed form as today decentralizing
world after thousand of year's ! Global Intelligence, one nation without need's to clear their own
intelligence, our power of science have progress in hundred's time multiple ! 

I want to promote the unification of all mankind and put your nations for the true value of
our human unity! That is the real beginning of real life for each of you, because our alliance is the
real life of all nations! Our alliance is an act which is the first historical beginning of life and the
existence of a real human world!

I want to build our unity, to give all people good money and all quality of life, a free life
and all human rights! I want to give you what for all of us the most important thing from around
the world and the emergence of real-world meaning of the basis of our unity! It is a step that the
largest in the history of our existence, a step that truly unites our nations and creating a world, a
step which is the main result of the spread of peace and diplomacy, justice and purity of mankind,
and now is the time when this step may take advantage of every one of You !

You live in the World who is created for You, and You have all right's for this!!
Each of you has all forces this step to support and develop our global unification, the first

historical  moment  humanity at  our world unity!  Each of you  has the right  to use this act  to
support and expand, spread in society and thus encourage future of your nations, as well as the
future of all countries around the world, and we therefore people today from one planet Earth, but
after the first in history as a true an United World!

World, 800 milion people every day live in famine, each of them would today be willing to
vote for the unification of mankind, is a 1/7 vote of all mankind!

Despite many nations of Asia recognizes religion Buddhism, and thus form a universal
connection of all people throughout the world, thus the main dream of the unification of the entire
world. Each of them had now allowed each of them gave voice to a united world, it is the voice of
1/7 of humanity!

Many nations and states, communities and movements around the world, the people of the
Islamic faith and Christianity, everyone recognizes God as the one who made the world a uniform
and no differences of nations, and each of these people every day praying to God and Jesus Christ
and everyone begs forgiveness and the restoration of a united world, as it was created in God's
plan! Each of them, if they can today, everyone was given a vote for a united world, it is the voice
of more than 3/7 of humanity!
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Many nations and states, everyone wants to live in a free world, everyone wants to live in a
world without boundaries, open way to all the cities, in all countries and among all peoples, and
thus  have the  ability  to  own and free  development  for  myself  and  for  the  whole  our  world
together and thereby achieve the greatest results. Every day, therefore, if he could, why would
anyone give voice to more than 7 000 000 000 people around the world, and so on always!

According  International  rights,  title  Imperium  of  Diamond's,  it  really  means  a  united
world!  Imperium of  Diamonds  is  a  subject  that  is  so in  the  interest  of  the  UN Charter,  the
obligation to favor a strategy of UNSC! The One World, the first act of the reality of mankind!

Each person always confirm that from the first time of his birth, his ideology,  man has
always been open to the world and without territorial boundaries, unified world open for each of
us, the nature of each of us and our main dream of every man! Each person also confirms that our
world, which today is destructively based on territorial barricades, each of us is therefore a force
regime of his country, always raped and reformed in order to keep the forces that just demolish
our alliance and thus create boundaries which are therefore the main basis of today problems of
our world, famines and drastic differences of our civilization, wars and conflicts,  occupation,
International crimes and political opposition, dependence on other states and enslavement, the
financial crisis and the reason for the bankruptcy of our civilization! Each person around the
world and, therefore, always confirm that his main desire is to unify humanity and the removal of
all barricades between our peoples, the main dream of every human being is always a united
world!

Today life in the barriers between nations is the only global prison that people keep their
worthlessness and damage to their own values and future of all mankind!

 

UNSC strategy on self-determination of states, under the UN Charter

The United Nations is the subject of international politics which originated during the
Second World War. Today, the United Nations brings together over 95% of all active states of the
world. UN and global democracy when all governments, creating the current world system rights
policy  and  international  law  between  states.  Intelligence  those  rights  created  by  the  UNGA
decision states as the center of world democracy decided by each state according to their own
interest in politics, and to the function of these rights throughout the world.

ID's government in representing the King of the country, he founded his own projects for
the development of international cooperation between states and peoples, and seeks to ensure that
each project in accordance with International law, international security and justice, always for
the purpose of peace. All government projects Imperium of Diamond's are therefore always fully
legal and peaceful, without any criminal character format.

Imperium of Diamond's federal government owns a major project which is based upon
ideology and toward the target as The One World, the actual act of unification of the world and of
all peoples, the creation of one country and common policies, removal of barricades between
civilizations.

The  project  "The  One  World"  is  based  upon  the  strategies  that  underlie  diplomacy,
friendship  and  the  state  of  democracy  states.  Project  One  World  is  not  in  any  way  active
principles of war and the threat or damage of any state to justice. Goal One World project must
not  be  any  blocked  or  damaged,  and  discriminated  against  or  otherwise  misinformed  and
censored. The act of oposition is illegal intent opposition that is responsible for a full judicial
punishment and to ensure full justice.

The United Nations presents password is called "This is Your World!". For this purpose,
created by the United Nations, so that countries and people throughout the world can benefit from
their national rights,  and such claims, justice and peaceful life states in the joint coordinating
safety.

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's is a political  movement  that must  be
confronted with criminal organizations from the European policy states that there extend acts of
actual  crime  of  apartheid,  genocide,  discrimination  States,  the  threat  of  war  and the  risk  of
bankruptcy  states  and  disasters,  public  bondage  and  occupation,  international  monopol  and
colonialism, the reason for damage to the developing rights of Diamond's Imperium that there is
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also a full damage claims of its own patent rights, copyrights, trade and political rights, especially
the ability to damage the stabilization of justice.

Therefore, a conflict that creates the European governments thus created as a new entity in
the form of European terrorist organizations, and thus violated all major rules at International
level. Crime is based upon a breach of the rights of the UN Charter of Fundamental providing for
Acts  of  the  United  Nations,  the  principles  of  cooperation  for  the  peaceful  development  of
countries, prevent conflicts and wars, genocides and crimes, as well as damage to the national
level  of  democracy  and  equality  between  nations,  and  especially  the  therefore  damaged  the
integrity of the law of nations.

Criminal movement also violates the principles of International law, the Convention to
prevent genocide, the Convention on Political and Civil Rights, the Convention on Economic and
Social  and  Cultural  Rights,  as  well  as  the  convention  on the  rights  of  peoples  to  their  self-
determination and of their right to freedom and justice, as well as universal Human rights, as well
as other more than 90% of other international rights.

This is a project of The One World really damaged, and the federal government Imperium
of Diamond's and every person and the state or micro nation its own actual rights and sought to
achieve real justice in accordance with principles of international rules.

The United Nations is  founded primarily as a centralized global  institutions to ensure
justice and features a peaceful world, mobilizing a global rebellion of all states and armies of the
world in order to increase the joint opposition against crime and terrorism, and thus to enable the
function of real justice.

UN consists of three main groups. General Secretary who represents the organization, the
UN General Assembly as a joint meeting of all countries which by the common democratic form
of  International  law according  to  their  national  interests,  and  ultimately of  the  UN Security
Council as an entity that organizes the fight against crime and terrorism, and in accordance with
the UN Charter always to ensure full justice to any entity that has been damaged in any way.

This means that according to these principles, Imperium of Diamond's gains the right to a
just judgment which is not based on the capacity of more than 7 000 000 000 people around the
world, and therefore much more significant and important law forces the world's democracies
UN, meaning that the Imperium of Diamonds has all the rights to get support of the UNSC for
extradition act on the right of all States for the global self-determination for the goal of creating
unity around the world in the case of democratic support from more than 51% in each state.

According to all International laws and principles, every nation uses its own state because
democracy to elect their own government of country. The nation always has full rights to decide
on the country's government and its function, and therefore decide on alliances and International
relations, government, and membership in International organizations and by transforming our
own relations and rights and principles and form of government and its own territorial scope!
Rights that are currently confirmed as party and the UNGA Declaration on the Rights of nations
for  their  self-determination and the establishment  of  their  own state  system,  of  the  universal
declaration of human rights and freedoms, claims by States for their democracy! So that means
that European governments severely damaging all the rights of every person in the world, and this
is a responsibility of the European governments and the whole range of their terrorist alliance
immediately to  ensure  the  opening  of  this  right  to  all  States  and peoples  and thus  give  full
entitlement to each person to exercise their own right to democracy and declared that together our
common  unification,  unification of  all  nations  around the world!  The biggest  step in  human
history, as well as the main dream of every man! Even from nature, the biggest life goal of all
nations, because the unity of humankind was created everyone!

The rights that the European criminal alliance to fully stabilize, and thereby also every
government countries always support!

So we do not want to rob any government of the country and harm the territorial unity.
We thus support our global unification and rapid increase in forces of every state the true value of
freedom for all nations as an act of genuine universal law!

Therefore,  together  we  can  ensure  our  common  stability  and  thus  build  up  a  global
strategy which  means  the  development  of  our  rights  with  the  support  of  UNSC strategy on
national self-determination and full guarantee of our freedoms and winning results !!

The  first  start  of  this  right,  and  in  a  harmonic  similarities,  the  federal  government
Imperium of Diamond's also has the right to recover any financial compensation for the value of
all the states in criminal cooperation, and especially the compensation for all damage and lost
values of civilization Imperium Diamond's.
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This debt terrorist states at the level of legal rights Economic calculation of the budget in
the annual GDP ratio of thickness 845 000 000 000 000 000 × budget of the world economy in
2015, and at such times the sum in every second throughout the single year, form of ID's Annual
GDP.

This means that  all  states in the criminal  collaboration not have sufficient capacity to
ensure any compensation, and ensure justice. That country's government and the state is therefore
responsible to immediately responsible duties own declaration of bankruptcy which means state
law to choose a  new form of  government  land to  ensure  that  the  payment  of debts and full
function of justice and security at national and International level.

ID's right to choose and recovery is based upon the demands in the interest obligations of
compensation from the government of criminal groupings, and the states, and therefore such debt
is placed on the value of these territories criminal countries.

Therefore, in this case, according to the alkalinity of the UN Charter,  which specifies
requirements for a group of UNSC, and a group of UNGA, and so emerging International law
which in this case should not be discriminated against and damaged, then it means that in this
way a group of UNSC with full responsibility to decide on a resolution that orders the act of
national  self-determination  of  all  the  states  in  criminal  cooperation,  UNSC  Resolution  as  a
strategy to declare sovereignty of Diamond's Imperium.

Such an obligation reaffirms the right one based essentially claims and rights incurred by
the  Convention  on  the  State  Law  for  Economic,  Civil  and  Cultural  rights  which  therefore
prohibits the States and any other group to be able to exercise any act which would therefore
mean damage existential stability of any country.

By Imperium of Diamonds is the government entity with legal and unstoppable claim full
sovereignty on the territory of terrorist states, and also with its own law on the recognition of
policy and strategy functions of civilization.

If any body UNSC exploited that situation for the purpose of self-interest, that such a
decision  without  a  just  authority,  and  that  as  an act  of  violation of  the  UN Charter,  due to
undermining the principles of the UN Charter and damage to United Nations organizations and
causing the risk of bankruptcy of the entity in international politics, but in main event causing the
full bankruptcy of all Member States UNSC that this act of support, and thus reached the steps of
certain forms of cooperation in the name of a continuation of crimes states in terrorist alliance,
therefore, responsible states UNSC receive also a responsibility of financial debt which therefore
reaffirm the bankruptcy of the entity and re-establishment of rights for establishing sovereignty
over the territories on behalf of the Government of Diamond's Imperium.

In the interest of Diamonds Imperium constitutes an autonomous federal entity with the
name  World  Diamond  International  Alliance  which  is  a  common  format  sovereignty  of
governments around the world, and by extension our government through most of these terrorist
territories.

Obligation strategy states UNSC and the UNGA main strategies States and therefore the
right of the foundation of global democracy.

If  the  federal  government  Imperium of  Diamond's  give  ¾ States  as  members  of  the
federation,  thus arises act when the federal government  Imperium of Diamond's becomes the
most powerful entity in world politics, and at the level of the rights of the world's democratic
forces  nations  to  the  self  dramatically  greater  political  rights  than  international  political
recognition of rights The United Nations and UNSC groups.

Imperium of Diamond's is already a partial power is the foundation of global democratic
states in the number 7 000 000 000 people around the world, the biggest step in the history of
human existence, the policy world, nations and states!

Each of You, dear Attorneys and experts rights, each of You will be added to the body of
International  Advocacy Intelligence Council,  and promote  our  common development,  so that
each of You support and also a step towards the unification of mankind and your esteemed name
it a great historical value and a great life opportunity to grow your career and world recognition.

Our common goal is to value the steps for a significant purpose of which surpasses all the
achievements of any generation of our ancestors, and we along with we can become the most
important political body that this one not, in our cooperation and establishes sovereignty over the
human world and the government  without  any opposition political  competition,  the  country's
government that there remains no longer at times and until the end of time.
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Our country is the government as a force based on the level of planetary sovereignty, and
our goal is to expand human civilization to the farthest distances of the universe, beyond the
limits of the observable universe, and thus the foundation of civilizations, measuring the true
aspect of galaxies and super clusters of galaxies.

Each of You who support this step for each of You is really great pride and possibility
really significantly and actually get your life success, the success of which there have never offer
anyone and throughout the world there is not any level of competition.

This  is  the  Imperium of  Diamond's  step  the  new humanity,  and  your  opportunity to
achieve success in your life that surpasses the horizon of the world's possibilities!

It  is  a  step that  is  open to  everyone  of  You,  and for  all  of  us  who want  to  support.
Imperium of Diamond's based on objective unification of the whole world and all nations and
peoples, so everyone around the world is that You can add to us, to our side of the Imperium of
Diamond's,  and thus create the largest  political  group that  would one day truly unify all  our
human world!

Each person around the world is born for the glorification of a united world!
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-one-world-global-project

The full text of the document range, act as a confirmation that, since 1998, this is one of the
basic formats  of my policy,  my country and the legal  nature  of  such a body of  government
Imperium of Diamonds. Ever since 1998, under the occupation of European terrorism, apartheid
and blocking  all  freedoms,  isolation  from society,  murder  and  genocide  of  innocent  people,
slavery  and  misinformation,  blocking  develop  and  blocking  on  the  rights  to  freedom  of
International communication, but even so, still, the federal Government Imperium of Diamonds is
fully legal entity which is based upon much more valuable and important rights and claims over
the scope of our human world and the existence of humanity in the entire history of the world.
The federal  government  Imperium of Diamond's,  without  competition and without  outgo,  the
largest and most important subject, today, in the past, as well as many tens, hundreds or even
thousands of years of years into the future.

Today,  according to all principles of International law in the form of a system of world
politics, it is indeed confirmed that I am, and all people in my colaboration or every support, we
are the most important person of all mankind, and We really am such a value. Therefore, anyone
who contradicts against me and my people, and against which us any opposition, blocking and
trying to damage us or disrespect our values, then on, each of these people in oposition is just the
greatest traitor of all humanity and the worst crimes during the period of human existence as such
act of crime is a crime against the whole world and all  the nations of the human world, and
against all the values foxes future and all forms of today and the future and the future world
civilization!

Anyone who is opposition, each of which may therefore be punished today, and so too all
the generations of the future of nations! Anyone  who is against  me  by the opposition,  he is
therefore the opposition against the whole human world, and the name of the Bible and all the
world's religions is the legal format of legal rules around the world, he, as the opposition is like
the devil  and evil,  what  is  just  monstrous part  of  humanity as  destined for  extinction,  harsh
punishments that will always be a role model for everyone who dares in any way want to harm
our entire world or everyone!

Consequence of blocking and terrorism European countries, together we can fully exploit
the possibilities to jointly develop and create a step which involves the use of that right on the
strategy for the purpose of ensuring really step unification of all humanity and that an immediate
step,  which  is  now the responsibility of  the  main  system of  world politics,  all  governments
countries, and in principle the ideology of decolonization of all nations.

I therefore wish each of you a possibility of our common growth, and I believe that each of
you will support the growth of our human unity, improve our human world! Each of you has the
right  to  use  my  documents  and  distribute  them in  society,  promote  the  development  of  our
peoples and thereby ensure the growth of our oneness of the human world!

We can help commonly, your support for me is the same act and move, meaning help for
you,  because  I  am here  today that  the  central  force  of  the  rights  and  interests,  claims  and
strategies, development center for much than 7 000 000 000 people worldwide, I have since my
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childhood, for this purpose born and with the pride which first began and was able to achieve
legal values which today represents the most important and powerful civilization in the history of
mankind, and a fully integrated world!

The One World ! Act for The Mankind !
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As  a  major  statement  in  the  beginning  of  words,  the  federal
government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  is  not  based  on  any  size
recognition and adherence to the differences between the political
parties the right or left, capitalists and anti-capitalists. The federal
government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  is  based  realism  over
ideology, it means the development of civilization and the rights
and  acts  according  to  statistical  needs  for  the  correct  size  and
function of ensuring the existence of the state. According to these
principles,  the  Government  of  Diamonds  Imperium  based  and
logistically active. Not interested in finance and profit,  the main
reason is a civilization and existence, maximizing today to step up
on behalf of future generations.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Imperium of Diamond's
International Advocacy Intelligence Council

International Advocacy Intelligence Council and the international status recognized by the
legitimate rights of the world's democracy of governments.

Imperium of Diamond's Legal statute
Independent  government  in  self  determination,  under  occupation  and  formaly  demilitarized
civilization, provisory activities for stabilization.

In UN Charter
 UN Charter
1. Article on the rights of states and Integrity
2. Prohibition against Apartheid State
3. Right to disrupt the integrity of the state in case of an act of genocide and war threats

In UNGA Conventions
 Convention  on  the  Prevention  and  Punishment  of  Crimes  against  Internationally

Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents   
 Universal Declaration of Human Rights   
 Declaration of the High-level Meeting of the General Assembly on the Rule of Law at the

National and International Levels   
 Declaration  on  Principles  of  International  Law  concerning  Friendly  Relations  and

Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations   
 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights   
 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights   
 Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and

the Protection of Their Independence and Sovereignty   
 Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States   
 Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order
 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples   
 International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid   
 Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of

Gross  Violations  of  International  Human  Rights  Law  and  Serious  Violations  of
International Humanitarian Law   

 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families

 ...other relatedness

According EU criminal responsibility of States.
Statistically outgo crime statistics WWII genocide of 15 000 000 annual calculation yeach year
from  1998,  violation  of  state  development  rights,  and  thus  the  integrity  of  more  than  190
countries worldwide terrorism and violations of over 95% of international conventions UNGA,
and the principles of International humanitarian law.
ID's government have all rights for recompensation in value dimension which legal form declare
government and state, too much powerful, legal and important than European criminal states.

Mean, Extraterritorial principles intelligence
Register their own people under the document ID's Extraterritorial VISA, so everyone becomes a person
under International law, protected and with its own legitimacy as the Extraterritorial jurisdiction of the state
party against foreign countries Imperium of Diamonds.
The second step is to register the entity as an act of prior notification by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
under the administration of the local government of the country which is recognized by International law.
The third priority,  while in the performance of second priority is to create a group of lawyers who are
active along the same name legal ties to IAIC, and gives rise office that develops and produces its own
autonomous administration for growth and common international logistics.
The fourth step is to contact the Royal Council and the governments of Imperium Diamonds and thus unite
logistical priorities.
The fifth step is always full of respect for the exercise of the International rights principles and integrity of
the state, the principle of diplomatic and friendly relations among States, crime prevention, conflict and
war.
The sixth step is to achieve the best success.
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The Imperium of Diamond's
International Advocacy Intelligence Council

Development of The International Advocacy Intelligence Council

1. Your own activity and effort for the common centralization
2. The emergence of a solid foundation IAIC Office
3. Stabilization ID's government and gain full civilizational cooperation
4. Evolution into a global association, organization, high-capacity global political entity
5. Developing new civilizations in space and the unification of all states

Development International Advocacy Intelligence Council in the interest of the Government
ID's

1. Provisional Government Office ID's, special department & integrity

2. Developments in the level the International Association
It is open for the right to self multi development at International level.

3. Use collaboration as a special department office ID's government with political rights
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International Advocacy Intelligence Council

International Advocacy Intelligence Council and the international status according to the
consequences on the world political and business scene and security between states.

The State which refuses cooperation with the Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's an act
of refusal to respect those rights, so that the body loses its own level International status, and thus
it becomes worth less important state which fails to compete with global distinction States to
foster cooperation with the Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's.
Refusal to cooperate means the rapid decline of commercial importance at International level, a
crashing  fall  in  the  value  of  financial  currency  and  financial  capacity  of  the  state  to  the
civilization level of the weakest individuals on a global level, and thereby create a full economic
isolation in International business.
Minimum ability to ensure the stabilization of the security of their own country, in proportion
looking to force states to support collaboration with the Imperium of Diamonds, and the complete
loss  of  the  ability  to  terrorist  defend against  a  legal  claims  Imperium of  Diamonds  damage
resulting from this law.
Politically loss at the value of their own democratic forces in International groups, and the status
of  the  state  as  often  discriminated  entity  without  the  ability  to  exercise  their  own judgment
sentencing  interests  abroad  or  establish  diplomatic  ties  and  develop  as  an  Internationally
equivalent entity.

In the case of the current period and relation to the legal situation means that the opposition body
that loses all rights and entitlements legitimate entity to provide support for the party of world
terrorism and criminal infrastructure development.

Many other consequences that may entail coup extinction from a legitimate government and the
International recognition of rights.

Any  act  as  blocking  cooperation  States,  the  possibility  of  cooperation  with  the  federal
government Imperium of Diamond's is therefore act at the level of international terrorism against
any State, trading corporation and organization that it is severely damaged on the opportunity to
develop to maintain its position on the International level.
Due to the collective dimension of terrorism such as blocking, it can be applied to an act of
International  most  states,  meaning  the  use  of  weapons  of  mass  destruction  against  terrorist
opposition.
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International Advocacy Intelligence Council

Setting up an office  IAIC, thereby opening the possibility  for your own political  career
growth.

ID's government
Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council owns all rights to the use of
custom-built intelligence obtained in office and profession, to further develop its position on the
level  of  official  ID's  profession,  logistics  in  the  civil  service,  diplomatic  relations,  Ministry,
Senate, high politics.
Each  member  IAIC  acquires  the  right  to  use  the  office  IAIC  to  establish  own  business
corporations in the territory of Imperium Diamonds and start a legitimate business development.
Each member IAIC also owns the rights to establish their own institutions under the authority
IAIC, thus initiating the development of self-government  body in the federation Imperium of
Diamonds.

WD International Alliance
Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council owns all rights to the use of
custom-built intelligence obtained in office and profession, to further develop its position on the
level  of  official  ID's  profession,  logistics  in  the  civil  service,  diplomatic  relations,  Ministry,
Senate, high politics.

ID's Corporatocracy
Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council owns all rights to the use of
custom-built intelligence obtained in office and profession, to further develop its position on the
level  of  official  ID's  profession,  logistics  in  the  civil  service,  diplomatic  relations,  Ministry,
Senate, high politics.
Each  member  IAIC  acquires  the  right  to  use  the  office  IAIC  to  establish  own  business
corporations in the territory of Imperium Diamonds and start a legitimate business development,
thereby also use the senatorial position on the territory ID's Corporatocracy.

Other special rights can be established, built and expanded. In the event that a member anyone of
IAIC decides to completely stop any owns the rights for further development, then such a claim is
respected. No one may lose on our own freedoms and values.

ID's Royal Council
Most close of King's advisors, working position in one of the most major constitutional bodies
Imperium of Diamonds, multi-dimensional professional team and their own global and universal
political,  business,  social  infrastructure,  and  with  significant  activities  at  the  level  of  world
politics, armies, trade and globalism.

Global Policy & Business
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Imperium of Diamond's
International Advocacy Intelligence Council

IAIC  your  financial  rewards  for  cooperation  and  leadership  offices  as  special  ID's
Intelligence Minister.

The financial plan for the active work of International Advocacy Intelligence Council

1 hour

474 500 000 000 € (in DMD)

1 day (12 hour's)

5 695 000 000 000 € (in DMD)

Month

170 900 000 000 000 € (in DMD)

Year 

2 050 000 000 000 000 € (in DMD)

* Furthermore by code of document

Bid which can be a real ability of a monetary prize values in the stock at the level of your
personal abilities work activity and voluntary act in your separate determination range formed
along the system policy and the interest. Therefore, in the interest of minimum average acreage
upon  the  financial  applies  to  every  individual  in  the  worst  situation  and  the  failure  of  the
Imperium of Diamond's to develop their own civilization economy, the average salary for one
person on a budget one month, You can reach to gain success in 2000 Euro ten hours of work in
case  your  work  the  whole  month  will  be  assessed  on  your  profits  dimension  77000  Euro.
Therefore, your profit will be in the whole year work effort valued at 950,000 euros. Payment of
the value of the check, the values of luxury and assets or other forms of investment resources and
finance, according our agreement be your self termination.

In the case of the ability of your activities, logistics and a good result which means ensuring
the full function of government Imperium of Diamond's and the government's ability to expand
its activities of an economic nature, the development of the structure of civilization according to
the plans and projects of the government Imperium of Diamond's no illegal blocking and without
problems by criminal groups opposition, in this case, your salary as a result of the strengthening
of the growth of the economy and therefore the ability to budget funding and financial currency
as your financial salary will be achieved by of responsible dimension merits and actual claims,
for ratification by the value of work within the framework dimension economies Imperium of
Diamond's and the Plan for development of GDP to the level at which the average citizen one
month,  can  consume  over  10,000,000,000.000  €  as  monthly  paycheck  working,
10,000,000,000.000 € it is now worth half as the GDP of the United States of America.

Financial  budgets  ID's  allow  membership  IAIC  multiple  150  000  +  50  000  persons  with
professions Lawyer, Attorney, Business analyst and organizer, Security service by open space to
create the largest entity of a political movement as a multi-dimensional country's government,
and the number of which, according to today's International geographic movement is about the
size of the actual state and nation.
Our goal is activity on the level of international politics, business and globalistic. Our goal is to
defend the legal  rights  of  state  and government  of  the  Imperium's  Diamond and ensure  the
development of civilization.
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Imperium of Diamond's
International Advocacy Intelligence Council

International Advocacy Intelligence Council and the principle of legitimate function

The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

1. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the basis of legal
binding  ID's  Royal  Council  as  the  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamond's  and
government recognition of Imperium Diamond's superior as a major decisive authority to
ensure the legality of the entity International Advocacy Intelligence Council / ILIC and
acts.

2. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is a legal political entity which is built upon
the basis of full respect for International law and the principles of legitimate politics.
International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  never  supported  criminal  activities  and
crime.

3. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body that extends to the
level  of  logistics  management  as  a  form  of  government  subject  in  true  shape  and
logistical  functions,  thereby  creating  the  principle  of  self-development  which  means
multitude policy Imperium of Diamonds at the International level and communication,
and thus the current sync with the interests of the government Imperium of Diamonds
together as an active entity.

4. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government and political growth
of the logistics of the Government, the jurisdiction of the state and development strategy
of  civilization,  and  for  the  purpose  of  International  diplomacy  and  function  of
International contacts at the level of politics and business.

5. Autonomy  is  defined  on  the  form  determined  by  the  strategy  of  autonomy  and
responsibility  for  logistics  act,  individual  liability,  to  represent  the  acts  of  its  own
management  plan  and  local  strategies  according  to  the  distribution  of  positions
headquarters offices under International structures and geography states.

6. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is an autonomous institutional entity that is
legally designed according to International law and strategy in relation to the full respect
of such functions, as well as the principles of integrity of every state in the world and
recovery peacefull purposes.

7. Subsequently base Autonomy and logistics office of International Advocacy Intelligence
Council determines the principles and the document ID's Provisional Authority as the
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chief  executive  and  the  legal  format  of  the  logistics  performance,  and  also  the  first
intention for such a provision on the situation and the law.

8. King and Royal Council of Diamonds Imperium becomes the entity that owns the rights
for the expansion and maintenance management system Bureau International Advoacy
Intelligence Council, thereby ensuring immediate development or strategic applications.

9. The King uses offices International Advocacy Intelligence Council  for full  control  of
Royal legal acts and strategies of legal opinion and organizational management, along
with  strategies  for  the  strategic  implementation  of  the  Act  and  subsequent
implementation of communication and shared presentations or organize the management
and development and active strategies.

10. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is active as an advisory team for logistics
King Imperium of Diamonds and the interests of building a format common logistics and
organizational management that keeps legal strategy, performance, group logistics, steady
progress,  increase  joint  performance,  dynamic  planning  and  organizing  application
development  management  and  legal  activities,  business  planning,  traffic  at  the
International political level and extent of communications and strategic planning acts of
political  strategies  and active International  political  cooperation,  and the International
Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  always  ensures  full  legitimacy  to  the  acts  of  King
Diamond's Imperium and maintain legal stability.

11. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  provided  mainly  for  King nepotism and
international mobilization strategy in order to always be full freedom of the King and
every member of the Imperium of Diamonds in such a union government and the state.

12. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  based  King's  Health  Clinic  designed for
private health services and custody of the King.

13. International Advocacy Intelligence Council provides support for the king for royal order
management corporations, as well as ensuring the establishment of the Royal personal
residences abroad, to allow the king's activities and the ability to immediately mobilize.

14. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the development of international
unions of the Royal Council, as an independent entity with its own institutional essence
of independence against the state of Diamond's Imperium.

15. The Royal Council is essential instituting a body of government Imperium of Diamonds,
as a legal nature as independent centralizing entity forming a federation of states and their
own forms of government and international treaties between governments of countries,
politicians,  organizations,  associations,  movements,  NGOs,  communities,  business
corporations, business mans and special persons and agencies.

16. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  therefore  based strategy for  international
cooperation  at  the  level  of  political  intelligence  contracts  bilateral  and  multilateral
character, in the categories of culture, social rights, a friendly favor, and so the interest of
trade and development and civilization building.

17. International Advocacy Intelligence Council promotes the growth centers of the Royal
Council and external agencies in foreign countries, thereby ensuring the availability of
cooperation  for  the  purpose  of  a  humanitarian,  development  of  information  and
cooperation between states.

18. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  the  development  of  business
networks Partnership Royal Council, thereby creating a cooperation network of trade in
the common interest.

19. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the distribution and representation
agreements and documents, plans and interests conferred by the Royal  Council of the
commitments and objectives of representation, as a function of the product of the joint
coordination International Advocacy Intelligence Council and Royal Council.
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20. The main objective of the International Office of Advocacy Intelligence Council becomes
legal organizational activity to the stabilization of civilization and political functions of
Diamond's Imperium.

21. International Advocacy Intelligence Council when it created the format of institutional
logistics therefore confirmed as the body of the full capabilities of their own function as a
politically active entity which therefore owns all rights to their economic management as
the main administrative body and legal Reprezent certification and stamps and activities,
or trade.

22. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government and as a body that is
created  for  the  purpose  of  the  common  defense  of  political  rights  and  entitlements
Imperium of  Diamonds,  and  thus  building  strategies  that  mean  the  construction  and
organization  of  state  and  government  on  new  positions  depending  on  the  extent  of
International  opportunities  and  creating  new  structures,  alliances  and  expansion  of
diplomatic relations Imperium of Diamond's government and the Royal Council.

23. International Advocacy Intelligence Council and task functions and diplomats.

24. International Advocacy Intelligence Council being set up for the purpose and functions of
diplomatic missions which are used to this act of international representation at policy
and business interests.

25. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  has  the  goal  of  full  interaction  in  the
interests of the local activities of the International Zone Authority and the development
strategy to expand at a diplomatic response and commitment to friendly communication
with the interests of political parties,  the choice of Ministers,  the Prime Minister,  the
President or other important events in the country.

26. Diplomatic missions are always kept in stock nepotism and integrity of the government's
ID, thus ensuring the principle of joint communication by its own rules and the way the
legal wording and application.

27. Diplomatic missions creates the International Office International Advocacy Intelligence
Council separately in each state, and upon approval of the Royal Council.

28. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government and thereby promote
the growth of logistics bilateral and multilateral or unilateral agreements between states
and  the  Imperium  of  Diamond's,  such  a  diplomatic  and  friendly  representation  and
application in the nature of peaceful nature and purpose growth rate and friendship and
economic relations between states.

29. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government  and thereby build
support for International political network of common markets and trade interests among
states, at the level of global political and business activities.

30. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government and thereby promote
the growth of civilization, and ensuring development strategies and their implementation
at  the level  of  an International  character  in terms of developing cooperation between
retailers  and  banks,  ensuring  the  formation  of  the  growth  in  global  commercial
infrastructure and application built forces in order to create a truly active civilization in
the area of legal territories of Diamond's Imperium.

31. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government and the creation of a
logistics crowd at offices of the ministries of the Government of Diamond's Imperium,
logistics  offices  and  government  services  smart  character  and  the  basic  logistics  of
cadastral offices.
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32. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of media cooperation and establish
joint activities with the intelligence commercial agencies, creating a center of its own
forces of global media exposure as well as organizing conferences in order to expand the
network of global cooperation for the Imperium of Diamonds.

33. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government and the support for
logistics  and  postal  communication  service  internationally  as  a  network  for
communication and sharing legal legitimized reports.

34. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body is the foundation of
our own autonomous representation for the purpose of government and thus function as a
genuine form of government of the country and the requirements for the use of those
rights at the International level according legal International principles.

35. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is the institutional body which is supported
above the own forces of global infrastructure as a network of alliances above the level of
institutional internal cooperation on behalf of the Imperium of Diamond's best lawyers,
bankers,  banks,  organizations,  associations,  corporations,  and  also  the  states  and
movements  of  national  leadership  law  on  the  scope  of  the  whole  world,  therefore,
International Advocacy Intelligence Council as an entity at the category single global
government with the right to exploit the value of their own intelligent networks for the
purpose of diplomatic and friendly implementation of the project and plan strategies the
One World, a project serving to friendly unify all mankind and that the emergence of a
single  government  forces  and the  state  of  the  extent  of  the  whole  world  as  a  major
sovereign body of the planet and human civilization.

36. Goal  Bureau International  Advocacy Intelligence Council,  is  continue  to  monitor  the
world's  media,  business,  political,  military,  cultural  activities  and  the  interactive
dynamics  extend  legal  communicating  with  the  principle  of  establishing  strategic
cooperation with another policy, governments, International organizations, associations,
banks, merchants, communities throughout the world, thereby creating a global network
of  friendship and cooperation organized for  development  and strategies  Imperium of
Diamonds.

37. International Advocacy Intelligence Council creates a database of legitimate sources of
information, statistics and data plans, other legal intelligence in the category of world
politics, economics, development, geography, security, interactive information of a global
nature, for the purpose of intelligence capabilities of its own development according to
certified information networks.

38. Use  of  information  resources  must  be  regularly checked  and verified  the  safety and
confidence of suitability for use.

39. The first network of public information sources are the database of the United Nations, as
well as a database of international organizations Categories Business, Economy, News,
Safety, Geography, Society, Development, Technology, Policy & Law centers, other.

40. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  uses  its  own  intelligence  for  ratification
public informants, and thereby ensuring its own growth strategy, marking the suitability
of confidence.

41. International Advocacy Intelligence Council creates ratification Global Media Server to
build its own network of confidential media.

42. International Advocacy Intelligence Council for the use of the rights represented by its
own entity and agencies with International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore also
extends  between  intelligence  agencies  and  reporters,  and  establishing  strategic
intelligence and information cooperation to International Advocacy Intelligence Council
interest.
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43. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  creates  an  entity  News Agency Council,
which  is  run  under  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  management,  thus
enabling the development of intelligence cooperation with the world's information center,
as well as joint conferences, meetings, information and commercial strategy focuses on
the use of information and public distribution.

44. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  obtains  contractual  cooperation  with  the
information  agencies  and  expanding  its  own  database  of  information  and  statistics,
management and planning of joint development.

45. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  under  contract  with  the  information  and
media agency for the possibility of establishing new commercial intelligence centers and
the development of global coverage by own multi cooperation networks.

46. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the development of ID's Plan of
Organization  of  International  Media,  which  is  designed to  feature  global  network  of
media  and intelligence cooperation as  coordinating bodies,  together  with the  right  to
create their own commercial and even intelligence and collaborative partner network.

47. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the development of the Information
Center on the essence of establishing the global information which can therefore be used
as part International Advocacy Intelligence Council information database.

48. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  is  an  institutional  entity  built  on  the
foundations of rights and claims by recognition policy exiled entity or extraterritorial, as
well  as  in  joint  agreements  with  foreign  government  sovereignty  of  the  country,
therefore,  Consulate  or  form  associations,  foundations,  organizations  at  national  or
International level, and so and the justification of the rights of the UN Charter and the
UNGA convention,  meaning the obligation of  all  states  of  the  world to  promote  the
peaceful interests of developing countries and civilizations, without the right to exercise
apartheid crime against  another state,  or  any other act  constituting another option for
stopping the right functions and the development of International Advocacy Intelligence
Council.

49. International Advocacy Intelligence Council further develop the network of International
cooperation between states, intelligence and strategy of bilateral and multilateral relations
between the governments of countries with growth of common policies, International and
regional organizations, creating a legitimate ties between our countries and create their
own activities at the level of world politics.

50. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creates  International  communications
strategy that defines the objective of creating bilateral legal center ID's consulates around
the  world,  thereby  ensuring  the  ability  to  organize  themselves  at  the  fully  open
communications  between  peoples  and  ensure  development  of  peaceful  and  friendly
relations and developing relationships.

51. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is activated for the application of a strategy
to establish cooperation with the UN internal organizations and thus ensure the ability to
use their own cooperation strategy that best supports state laws Imperium of Diamonds,
and  such  an  increase  in  cooperation  on  the  International  level,  the  rights  of  ID's
government for utilization and strategy information, education, counseling and security
and development cooperation.

52. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops its own strategy with regional and
world  organizations  and  rights  by  preventing  crime  and  ensuring  collective  security
against  the  possibility  that  it  is  a  violation  of  International  law  and  a  threat  to  the
performance of their own functions, or functions other partner entity.

53. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore also uses strategies of intent which
means growth, International cooperation with regional organizations and the strategy for
when the law UNGA Declaration on UN cooperation with regional organizations.
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54. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  cooperation  with  geography,
International  institutions,  thus  creating  a  goal  and  a  strategy to  extend  register  ID's
territories in Geographic institutions and world maps.

55. International Advocacy Intelligence Council  uses Institutions for Geographic mapping
and monitoring, to develop cooperation on sharing of geographic maps and expand its
database documentation, maps and logistics.

56. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  extends  the  strategy  of  cooperation  and
friendly relations in the International and regional organizations of a political nature, in
relation to geographic political relatedness to the Imperium of Diamonds and the relative
interests of the Imperium of Diamonds, and thus achieving growth of collaboration and
partnership  with  all  organizations,  development  rights  membership  and  especially
developing strategies common benefit of the shared contacts.

57. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  creates  centralization  of
partnership and cooperation with International and regional  organizations Commercial
character  according  to  the  strategy  of  business  interests  Imperium  of  Diamonds,
commercially  and  politically  geographic  relatedness,  and  the  possibility  of  strategies
special  partner  format  of  a  joint  session  to  determine  the  capacity  for  growth  and
development of common ties and shops, and creating a strategy for the development of
business networks among business organizations in order to ensure the establishment of
the global centralization of the world market over the Imperium of Diamonds and shared
friendship.

58. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  Expands  Partnership  and  membership
Imperium of Diamonds among all the military organizations of International and regional
character,  and  thus  a  collaboration  compass  military  planning  and  active  security
cooperation which will  therefore be able to develop for the purpose and form of ID's
global center of global security and International military and development cooperation,
streng common powers and develop our interactions.

59. International Advocacy Intelligence Council in the interest of safety, developing its own
international security agreements and synchronizes the text of the right to apply for the
purpose of compliance with the rules, International.

60. International Advocacy Intelligence Council  develops amended founding document  as
the  "International  Security  Convent,"  and  for  this  purpose,  developing  a  system  of
international cooperation for its implementation at international conferences and plans for
public  communications  governments,  and  implementation  strategies  common  defense
based on the current conflicts in the world, both abroad and in the interest of the state of
Diamond's Imperium.

61. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops strategies for cooperation among
all, International and regional organizations for the education of nations, thus creating a
cooperation  for  the  development  of  information  and  educational  data  and  strategic
practices in  order to  increase intelligence ID's educational  institutions to  the level  of
International best qualities and strategies designed to promote the growth of education
and abroad.

62. International Advocacy Intelligence Council expands collaboration and partnerships with
International  and  regional  health  organizations  which  are  therefore  used  in  order  to
develop  our  cooperation  and  humanitarian  character  of  inpatient  and  also  for  the
possibility of a global prevention against viruses and diseases, and health research, the
development of health centers and their modernization.

63. International Advocacy Intelligence Council's own major policy goal of developing the
format  Imperium of  Diamonds  at  high capacity level  worldwide nature  and dynamic
intelligence strategy that  is  designed to  create  the  abilities of  cooperation among all,
International and regional organizations from around the world.
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64. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops strategies which imply an alliance
between all  world organizations  and the use of joint  partnership by the Imperium of
Diamonds creates strategic center alliance of the world organization of logistics which
are therefore able to develop at the level of global policy and centered together in order to
form a new global institutional center  logistics and activities of all  organizations and
legal  entities  logistical  capability,  meaning  that  the  growth  of  the  world  multy-
dimensional  policies  that  determine  interest  in  developing  a  system  of  cooperation
between states and their regions, and thus unification of states between the joint logistics
multy intelligence.

65. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops strategies for joint programming
global geographic strategies to create new strategic network of International and regional
organizational  policy  for  joining  other  states  in  the  interest  of  multilateral  alliances
between nations and therefore achieve a level Imperium of Diamonds global organization
of political cooperation, which is therefore able to benefit from the growth of joint forces
and significant at the International level.

66. International Advocacy Intelligence Council to enable it in order to develop cooperation
between all organizations and states, and thus defend their own rights International status
and strategy of common growth that it is based on International political and dominance
among nations, and the ability to develop dynamically in the nature of International and
global nature in full Independence and to ensure a stable security and rights of all states.

67. International Advocacy Intelligence Council also strategically ensures rights to develop
cooperation among all nations in order to jointly promote without infiltration and terrorist
state  in  full  preventing  the  growth  of  crime,  the  dominant  strategy  entailing  the
destruction of all opposition criminally individuals and entities.

68. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council,  for  the  sake  of  security  and defense  of
legitimate interests and rights,  activates logistical cooperation between the network of
courts of foreign countries, International courts, police departments and security in the
form of state services for the purpose of cooperation under the jurisdiction of the state of
the operation of judicial defense, and related by legitimate rights in the perspective of
International  legal  principles  and  in  accordance  with  legitimate  form  of  political
responsibility of governments and states.

69. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  and  utilizes  cooperation  between  courts,
public  services  and global  networks  of  information  security  in  the  strategy,  meaning
defense of territorial  rights Imperium of Diamonds,  the internal stability of the entire
system policy Imperium of Diamonds, internationally pure and noble name, business and
political rights, the State Strategy safety and crime prevention, and also the patent claims
and copyrights or other forms of any claim Imperium of Diamonds.

70. International Advocacy Intelligence Council acquires the right to use judicial power on
behalf of Diamond's Imperium.

71. Judicial  power  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  means  provisory  courts
crowd  Imperium  of  Diamonds  and  the  resolution  of  all  property  disputes  and  other
mysteries criminal nature.

72. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  must  ensure  responsible  strategy judicial
representation and ensure a just condemnation of all forms of crime and violation of the
rights of persons and entities, and states.

73. International Advocacy Intelligence Council representative's ID judicial power must be
morally  and  socially  responsible,  professionally  knowledgeable  judicial  functions,
responsible for international law, and also thoroughly familiar with the ID's constitution
and civil law jurisdictions.

74. International Advocacy Intelligence Council Court representation and security purposes
using its own information and investigative bodies which therefore serves the purpose of
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ensuring a thorough investigation of all practices and incidents of crime, the basis of the
actual ability of convicted criminals by irrefutable evidence.

75. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  court  crowd  organize  cooperation  with
foreign  courts,  expanding  the  ability  of  security  partnerships  and  strategies  for  the
recovery of persons on trial, rightly or distrained assets from abroad.

76. International Advocacy Intelligence Council Office activates a legitimate function of the
Central Bank ID's government,  and the establishment features a number of banks and
financial authorities and national and International network of bank branches, together
with the strategy of building International trade relations and the interests of common
development for the purpose of building a civilization.

77. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  own principal  objective to ensure a joint
session  between  banks,  and  therefore  the  ability  to  ensure  the  transfer  of  joint
manipulation and certified under the supervision of the movement and management of
transactions values.

78. International Advocacy Intelligence Council also strategically produces and represents a
contract  between  business  entities  and  thereby  establishes  trade  and  development
strategies at national and International level.

79. International Advocacy Intelligence Council establishes associations between the world
traders  and business  partners  to  create  an International  business  center  representative
Imperium of Diamonds together with activating conferences commercial interest.

80. International Advocacy Intelligence Council thus becomes the basis for the authority to
own private  extraterritorial  network which is  based on English the official  language.
Therefore, it must be every document held in English.

81. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore extends to the structure of official
functions as a Branch Office, as well as the superior of the International Council, the
International Council composed of a main intelligence Branches offices, thus functioning
as a unified intelligence in management. Thus, according to the qualification of success
are  based  institutional  party  as  general  secretary,  who  organize  International
communication at the International Council, thereby creating a partnership with the Royal
Council  as  the  legitimate  body  that  represents  the  federal  government  Imperium  of
Diamond's.

82. Branch  Office  shall  consist  of  staff  representative's  ID Bank  representative  business
analysts and designers market representation for its own network of business corporations
representation for Information and Media Services, Logistics Joint Advocacy,  Notario
and Archives, the crowd for office as Secretary-General.

83. Branch Office therefore divides into offices in each city using county region, as well as
the central form Branch Office in the state capital, and the subsequent unification of the
intelligence in the International Council as a joint intelligence center.

84. Branch Office in the representation of the city can be based in any city office authorizing
the use by code is representative of the legal nature of the foundation office. Goal of the
branch is to create a communication management and communication and common trade
and political and social planning strategies and expansion activities legal right, and the
use of interactive situations and relationships to the jurisdiction of the local state.

85. The International Office is the central headquarters of an officially branches in the state,
which then combine in order to create a common logistics by the geography of politics,
economics and legal principles of state jurisdiction in which the International Bureau is
active.

86. The International Bureau combines all the Secretary-General for Branch Offices which
will  jointly  operate  internally  at  the  International  Council,  as  the  Council  Secretary-
General.
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87. In  each  state  can arise  only one  International  office,  which  then by its  own internal
logistics is entitled to perform the job, allocation of tasks and the creation of intelligent
local strategies according to the interests of International targets ID's government.

88. The International Office of the very basis of its own autonomy and legal responsibility
for their own activities and legal facts which must be controlled by the Royal Council.

89. The International Council Office and Branches together become liable as a unified entity
International Advocacy Intelligence Council.

90. In  order  security  strategy,  each  International  Authority  uses  a  common  network
communications  between  the  International  Bureau  of  the  rest  abroad.  Therefore,  the
International  Office  regularly  sends  all  confirmation  of  the  safety  authority  against
influences such attempt on the rights granted by the performance of official rules of the
International political principles and obligations of such states.

91. International Office, therefore, in case of conflict and violation of their own righteousness
and the  legitimate  rights  of  the  position  of  the  other  party as  criminally  responsible
person or legal entity, it is the duty of every second of the International Bureau to ensure
full  defense  of  the  rights  and  legal  entitlements  and  security  for  all  International
authorities  in  jeopardy,  and  also  for  each  member  of  the  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council.

92. Performance  of  joint  security  coordination  is  a  common  use  of  intelligence  as
International Advocacy Intelligence Council, thus creating a defense under the law and
legal  principles  and  practical  enforcement  policy  against  a  terrorist  or  criminal
organization.

93. The first  security strategy,  therefore,  is  the imposition of sanctions against  a terrorist
entity and the use of global co-operation of banks and corporations in order to ensure the
application of sanctions.

94. The second act becomes the mobilization of cooperation with the United Nations in order
to cooperate defense rights of security, stopping acts of aggression, entitled integrity of
the state law as an obligation to assert claims about the peaceful development of the state,
and  the  same  principle  UNGA  Convention  reference  to  this  law,  and  act  to  breach
security.

95. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  must  start  cooperation  with  UN
Peacekeeping department, and inform UN General Secretariat about security threaten and
risc.  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  have  right  for  decide  on  UNSC
cooperation and protection be International  Right's,  all  time's  in justice and peacefull
responsibility.

96. International Advocacy Intelligence Council have right,  in risc of safety and threaten,
obtain all member states of UNGA group, and than obtain right's of immediate response
in strategical cooperation according International Right's of UN declarations.

97. International Advocacy Intelligence Council as part of a security strategy, therefore, uses
its own intelligence in order to use ID's development projects and the establishment of
economic  cooperation  with  the  other  countries  in  the  world  as  a  nature  strategy  of
security  ties,  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  has  their  own
legitimate  logistics  designed  for  joint  International  interaction  office  International
Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  as  a  legal  strategy  for  application  of  state  security
International  cooperation.  Therefore,  it  is  still  possible  other  states  to  use  their  own
development rights and stabilize its economy and the development of civilization in the
ratio of the importance of synchronization on an International level. Therefore, in case of
damage function or integrity violations International Advocacy Intelligence Council is
damaged functions  of  the  entire  system of  International  standards  and a  threat  to  all
states. This interest is activated third step security strategy as an act for contacting all the
constitutional  courts  of  each  country's  government,  the  establishment  of  security
cooperation with the Prime Minister and Ministers, as well as with the right to use the
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UN Charter in order to force all governments for the purpose of joint intervention against
terrorist entity or open the same rights for us.

98. In the case of countries which refuse to security cooperation, it will be claimed stable
position in order to develop national security and legal stability, growth of the country by
the  International  Alliance  of  WD strategy,  or  Corporatocracy,  as  a  first  presentation
strategy for strenghening of the state dominance in International political level.

99. International Advocacy Intelligence Council strategicaly develop cooperative and partner
sites  between  international  and  regional  military  and  security  organizations  or
associations,  with  strategies  of  our  common  security  partnership  and  centers
development, expand common military basess and relationship in global infrastructure
membership, for stabilization of our own positions in common, and strenghening power
of dominances for right of state in legal claims or justice, right of development, peace and
safety.

100. International Advocacy Intelligence Council's own right to form or strategically
manage to create their own business entities, corporations, banks, financial institutions,
associations, organizations, networks, services, and political, commercial or other legal
logistically active group.

101. The King and the Royal Council Imperium of Diamonds entity is the parent of
International Advocacy Intelligence Council and by the Royal Council is authorized to
use International Advocacy Intelligence Council for the possibility of setting up other
forms  of  legal  persons  such  as  business  entities,  corporations,  banks,  financial
institutions, associations, organizations, networks services and political, business or other
legal logistically active groups, and also by ensuring their management and operation by
the autonomic system of the body.

102. Members of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council as the International
Council unite together each week, and awarded jointly to the vote, the distribution of
points  for  each  person  that  each  individual  wants  to  designate  as  Secretary-General.
Everyone can grant one vote for five people. The person who becomes the result of the
vote as the most powerful on the number of votes granted, therefore, becomes Secretary
General for Branch Offices, and together as the International Council.

103. Members of the International Council of gaining points resulting from their work
and the result of logistics, according to the principles of their intelligence capability that
is  by  the  number  of  points  in  their  qualifying  positions  determined  as  preferred  for
performance management and intelligence office in a particular category.

104. Scoring categories as knowledge of International law, commercial law, criminal
law, defense ability, the ability of diplomatic relations, business planning, and other other
positions.  The  International  Council  creates  its  own  category  of  job  skills  and
qualifications for scoring purposes.

105. Scoring  is  open free  to  act.  Anyone  who gives  voice and scoring himself  is
responsible for his own judgment. If his voice was proven wrong as the final, so that in
the second round, scoring a new voice loses its value halved, and separates the second
number of color point.

106. The authorities' aim is to create an autonomous financial functions from its own
resources offices and activities according to the objectives of Diamond's Imperium. Thus,
the first obligation of the Authority to ensure relations in banks, and cooperation with
business corporations in order to build their own networks market  and trade. Created
shops will create a system of financial management which ensures operating costs for the
post office of International Advocacy Intelligence Council.

107. Each office as the International Council so creates its own autonomous power
and gain such rights activities in order to cover all financial costs for the operation of the
International Council and a network of official branches.
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108. The International Council therefore represents her own consulting and deposit
branch  ID's  Federal  Bank  and legalized  by the  system from the  federal  government
Imperium of Diamonds.

109. International Advocacy Intelligence Council must create a register of all assets
and responsible for logistics management.

110. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  keeps  records  of  bank
accounts, fotocopies and books with original receipts of market manipulation, register all
accounting items and property, registration of projects and goals. International Advocacy
Intelligence Council thereby creating a database that will therefore be split between the
Royal Council.

111. Consulting and brokerage affiliate ID's Federal Bank has an obligation to keep
the management of check accounts and thus ensuring the use of budget finances in order
to  establish  global  business  markets  and  promote  trade  and  deposit  and  investment
cooperation.

112. Cheque account system is a form of manipulation of the control process ID's
International currency that is printed on the checkbook account by deposits and property
rights, and to legally register of financial activities.

113. Cheque  account  system  is  made  responsibly  opportunity  for  confidential
handling of investment values and systems of financial claims, certification verifying the
legal ownership of investment values, and interactive control of the economy Imperium
of Diamond's.

114. Consulting and brokerage affiliate ID's Federal Bank which is controlled by the
Centre  of  the  International  Council  as  a  unified  body  of  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council therefore creates ID management of the economy's government and
thereby ensure the stability and success of confidence appropriate certification for the
value of the state's economy Imperium of Diamonds.

115. Consulting and brokerage affiliate ID's Federal Bank which is controlled by the
Centre  of  the  International  Council  as  a  unified  body  of  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council therefore creates further cooperation with by the state and foreign
commercial institute dedicated to public confidence ratification of the suitability of the
economy and the quality of business relationships.

116. Each  department  as  a  consulting  and  brokerage  affiliate  ID's  Federal
Bank,msnaged down by the International Council position is based on its own financial
fund. Financial fund has a value determined by the area of logistics Royal Council, in
order to activate the responsible International trade.

117. Management consulting and brokerage affiliate ID's Federal Bank is created in
the  logistics  cooperation  created  by  the  ID's  document  on  Global  Busines  Bank
Cooperation.

118. Fund consulting  and brokerage  affiliate  ID's  Federal  Bank is  therefore  based
upon the financial value of the first year as 1 000 000 000 000 €, and therefore with the
determination for use as strategic assets for the purchase of development resources to
ensure the ability to re-investment income on the level of development and subsequently
again commercial.

119. The Office receives a financial contribution from the government's ID in order to
create  management  functions  of  the  Office.  The  financial  contribution  is  designated
responsible under the costs of the strategy function.

120. The Office as the International Council is responsible for creating logistics which
means the formation of a functional planning of the annual budget offices which will
therefore be active for the purpose of consumer rhythm.
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121. International Advocacy Intelligence Council obtains the right to establish trade
centers on the territory of ID's territories and thereby centralizing its own power and its
own network of world markets for the purpose of developing commercial network in the
Imperium of Diamonds and ability territories behalf of the government, jurisdiction and
rules of operation of Diamond's Imperium.

122. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore creates its own network of
sources  of  raw  materials,  manufacturing  network,  industry  network,  network
construction, network servitude, agricultural networks, and thereby build the fundamental
nature  of  stable  sources  of  civilization,  as  a  primary  interest  for  development  of
International Advocacy Intelligence Council.

123. Created the basis for stable resources ID's civilization so forth in order to create a
form of centralization of trade and the opportunity to develop further International trade
relations  and  establish  active  forms  of  commercial  contracts  between  foreign
businessmen and corporations.

124. International Advocacy Intelligence Council acquires the right to use their own
logistics market, thereby establishing business branches and centers on the territory of
foreign countries  according to  their  jurisdiction  and thus  expand their  own networks
worldwide market designed to build a global business activity and intelligence.

125. Law Office in order to create Business Service Management business entities in
order to Offshore / Outsourcing trend, and thus provide commercial support for other
trades,  or  allow  entitlement  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  for  the
establishment  of  uncapped number  of  business  entities  on behalf  of  the  Government
Office and the Imperium of Diamonds.

126. Administrative office business corporations may be formed from a mold own
intelligence  forces  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  and  the  International
Council, or above the base of the right to commercial cooperation for world Management
Agency Management businesses and thereby ensure the rights and use common logistics
to legal development.

127. The right to form ID's International trade institutions in order to strengthen the
cooperation with world business and act as a legal entity with the purpose of creating a
common market of trade between nations and peoples, trade associations and structures
of corporations worldwide.

128. International Advocacy Intelligence Council creates strategic logistics in order to 
use business, civilizational and social intelligence in order to create a design business 
entities and business activities for the purpose to create the largest business network 
capacity and achieving maximum value really level the number of business entities, and 
their own profit growth and employment for the state and civilization.

129. International Advocacy Intelligence Council creates steps of growth planning 
cycle employed formats of business management and also for the purpose of developing 
the capacity of commercial entities and their use in the network business partnership 
merchants Imperium of Diamond's territories, but also for the purpose best outcome for 
the international network of business collaboration and utilization strategies for common 
and custom development.

130. International Advocacy Intelligence Council centralizing and expanding 
networks at the level of cooperation between all traders and also the strategy planning of 
commercial contracts for important profit for all partners, and the implementation of the 
Act aims of the joint plan logistics International Advocacy Intelligence Council.

131. International Advocacy Intelligence Council gives the right to the registration of
patent rights for all groups do business on the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds, and
the  subsequent  scans,  records  and  information  processing  function  of  technology  or
product  before  the  patent  presentations,  and  thus  consequently in  the  interest  of  the
approval process decides on the issue of patent rights for the applicant, or his refusal.
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132. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  must  perform verification  patent
design in the interest  of its  opportunities for economic application of civilization and
trade network of Diamond's Imperium, and then establish an institution for research on
the safety of the patent and its responsibility for the use of public civilization or in the
private sector.

133. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  obtains  information  to  verify the
patent design in terms of its security and stability of the application, depending on the
intended  type  of  category  shopping  destination  and  civilization  recovery  will  be  a
ratification of prices and the establishment or determination of conformity of the law on
the handling and legal possession of claim and its use the interest of safe handling.

134. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  sets  its  own  financial  plan,
according to which the subject patent acceptable for registration with the authorities and
ensuring its research potential and organizing its next business use.

135. The owner of patent rights also has the right to decide on its use claim, for the
purpose of its use in the commercial production or for the interests of the immediate sale
of the patent authorship.

136. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  provides  a  service  for  the
development of trade in patented products,  while providing the developing market  by
International Advocacy Intelligence Council business intelligence and management for
owners of patent rights, thus enabling their immediate ability to build its own industrial
centers and business activity.

137. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  organize  cooperation  between
traders and active partnership in business administration on the territory of Diamond's
Imperium, for the purpose of ensuring the success of the Patent Registry Office functions
and  ensure  quality  development  environment  for  inventors  and  scientists  patent  the
product.

138. International Advocacy Intelligence Council function Patent Office coordinated
with  scientists  and  contriver  who  thus  jointly  have  the  opportunity  to  use  their
intelligence to work with traders, and thus achieve success that will rise to the level of
common management cooperation to exploit  all rights cooperation and growth for the
best option to gain every owner of a patent claim.

139. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  intelligently  expands  agreement
between  the  businessmen  and  scientists  to  develop  research  areas  and  scientific
institutions Imperium of Diamond's, and by ensuring responsible capabilities to scientists
and inventors, use of quality technology and intelligent environment for the growth of
scientific creation and production of new patent designs and rights.

140. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creates  a  database  of  patent
products, their plans, system design and construction, the second category of industrial
production as well as information about the owner of the patent law and the date of filing
of the patent application. The person who first submits patent law is also becoming a
major owner claimed entitlement production and commercialization of the technology.

141. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  continue  organizing  partnerships
with foreign patent offices and organizations for the purpose of information cooperation
and ensure the possibility to use the knowledge of new intelligence to open new kinds of
technological  research  and  subsequent  production  of  information  inspiration  freely
available data and proprietary technologies in the period after  the end of their  patent
period at relatedness the jurisdiction of Diamond's Imperium.

142. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  also  establishes  a  patent  for  the
purpose  of  exchange  of  information  and  international  market  by  traders  create
cooperation for the purpose of representation of their patent  ownership and enable to
create a common exchange or development agreements on patent business cooperation
and market deployment as an act of common development.
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143. International Advoacy Intelligence Council shall be based upon the interests of
the  development  of  postal  services  Imperium of  Diamond's  meaning  ability  to  share
information  between  departments  of  the  International  Council,  and  also  with  the
government of Diamond's Imperium.

144. International Advoacy Intelligence Council therefore creates a network that is
based upon an autonomous commercial and legal functions as an individual social status
and size, functioning as a communications office, private and public character.

145. International Advoacy Intelligence Council created by calculating the financing
costs for shared intelligence letters,  documents,  telegraph messages,  and according to
specified  financial  price  list  for  its  services  to  a  defined  management  function  for
calculation of own staff Office of Communication and imports.

146. An  important  part  of  the  Branch Office  is  becoming  a  notary  functions  and
archive. Notariat and archive based network management with the centralization of the
International  Council.  Every  act  Notariat  must  be  recorded  in  the  Archives  Official
Branches, by then a copy is created that remains in the Archives Office branch, and then
the original document sent to the Central Archives, based in the International Council.
Notario and simultaneously sends a copy of the document to the Royal Council, as well
as the General Secretary of the International Council for sending the same document as a
copy for presentation to the front of the Royal Council.

147. All records are stored in solid sheets, according to an officially designated period.
The documents must be scanned, and insured in digital format. This creates the ability to
function  for  the  Audit  Office  which  provides  the  certification  documentation  and
preventing monopolies or abuse of office position.

148. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creates  the  strategy  right  for
membership  in  office,  openly,  for  every  person  professionally  responsible  for
participation, professional person from any free country in the world, meaning eligible
for  a  professional  person  to  add  to  the  group,  International  Advocacy  Intelligence
Council, thereby legitimately participate in joint activities and organizing.

149. Professionally Responsible for the use of their own ability to work on behalf of
International Advocacy Intelligence Council, a person with an education level of legal
rights  of  the  State  and  the  jurisdiction  of  the  country  of  origin,  in  the  forms  of
commercial law, criminal law, constitutional law, International legal relations as well as
International law.

150. Professionally Responsible for the use of their own ability to work on behalf of
International Advocacy Intelligence Council, a person with an education level of trade
policy,  management  and business planning activities,  rights of trade development and
cooperation, the right business activities and accountability for the performance of work
at financial institutions.

151. Working  in  collaboration  Group  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council
becomes any man capable of responsibly represent a legally knowledgeable Legal laws
and International law, or at the level of business strategies and management organization.

152. International Advocacy Intelligence Council becomes the entity to which you can
add any responsible person in the whole world, and thus develop together.

153. Development  of  the  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  and
management structures of office is supported be the development and use of common
cooperative services in comerce, business, science, emergence, constructing, and other
form of institutional or incorporated services.

154. International Advocacy Intelligence Council use their intelligence of ID's state
population registry and development  their  own function of incorporate  structures  and
departments, business or logistic and active subjects in cooperation.
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155. International Advocacy Intelligence Council registers new citizens and issue a
registration form, ensures the availability of registration forms on the Internet.

156. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  consulting  provides  a  group  of
rights to acquire citizenship of Diamond's Imperium.

157. International Advocacy Intelligence Council organizes international cooperation
between  states  for  the  purpose  of  humanitarian  cooperation  and  in  citizenship  ID's
government to ensure quality of life for all people threatened by famine and catastrophic
consequences, homeless people on grounds of nationality or personal situations, people
with special needs treatment, or other persons at risk to life and people who are active on
the ID's active humanitarian cooperation.

158. International Advocacy Intelligence Council not give citizenship to people who
are on an international quest security systems departments of world politics, and states in
bilateral and multilateral agreement that such an act therefore does not.

159. International Advocacy Intelligence Council own right to verify all applicants for
citizenship and to determine their true identity.

160. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  because  of  the  statute
extraterritorial activities must ensure cooperation with business partners, as, International
institutions, humanitarian and security interests, therefore, to ensure the centralization of
all  registered citizens  in  the  territories  of  the  Imperium of  Diamonds,  coherently the
strategy  of  building  a  stable  civilization  is  the  foundation  of  the  vital  raw  material
resources and social foundations of an advanced civilization.

161. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore uses information gathered
about  the  profession  of  new  citizens  and  thus  also  to  the  growth  of  a  network  of
businesses and corporations and civilizational sources and state companies civilizational
maintenance  and  management  such  as  technical  renovation,  development  planning,
working in the official sector, as well as service for police and army.

162. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is obliged to register all aplicants of
Citizenship Imperium of Diamond's,  thus ensuring stable growth of civilization. If the
capacity of civil applications will be more capacity civilizing power must therefore be
made act for the purpose of developing management that enables the use of the current
state productivity of civilization for the possible development of management to forge
new civilization territory in the area of Universal spaceships and also at the territory of
other planets.

163. If  the  capacity  of  the  number  of  registered  citizens  will  be  greater  than
civilizational productivity and the ability of stable consumption, it will be part of every
registered citizen extraterritorial status.

164. Citizen included extraterritorial statute that acquires citizenship Imperium part of
Diamond's, but it does not lose its current status of a citizen of its original state. The
applicant for citizenship therefore owns all rights to continue their studies in the territory
of the predecessor State to receive healthcare, benefit from the rights trades under the
jurisdiction of the state and also the right to contact with their own family and friends
without blocking legitimate border between the states.

165. Extraterritorial  citizen  and  at  the  same  time,  as  part  citizen's  own  open
opportunities for growth and proper use of its legitimate interests in the legal area ID's
extraterritorial  jurisdiction,  and  ensure  that  organized  cooperation  for  the  joint
development.

166. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore has an obligation to use to
communicate with the authorities and institutions of the State, for the purpose of friendly
consensus for development provisory colonies industry and production from legitimate
sources, so in order to ensure the health and quality of social life extraterritorial citizens
but also increase strength and ability to ensure the stabilization of ID's civilization to
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contain all civil capacity, thus ensuring immediate ability stop all forms of extraterritorial
status.

167. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore own goal of gaining full
rights  to  communicate  with  local  design  group  of  traders,  NGO's,  associations  and
institutions  for  the  purpose  of  ensuring  quality  and  healthy  life  for  all  citizens  in
extraterritorial statute and block.

168. The applicant for citizenship inherent right to obtain citizenship Uniform State
Imperium of Diamond's, also a dual citizenship which is granted according to specific
criteria of claim civil registry.

169. International Advocacy Intelligence Council has a duty to ensure that every five
years, the official census to confirm the capability development.

170. Citizens have the right to suspend the validity of his citizenship, which will end
up in the case of recognition of the ID's Office. If a citizen of the state stops citizenship
because  of  criminal  responsibility  for  the  judgment  of  the  courts  of  the  Imperium's
Diamond, then citizen can not use any civil claim for an end to the Statute of citizenship
or  rights  of  use  to  leave  the  extraterritorial  jurisdiction  of  a  State  or  Territory  of
Diamond's Imperium.

171. Use a custom function in office is based upon the principles of law created by the
exile or extraterritorial character, and that in the case of the use of VISA cards indicating
permission to enter the extraterritorial and exile zone.

172. International Advocacy Intelligence Council, if the use of the Act extraterritorial
rights in the territory of a foreign state by the government sovereignty in this State shall
have the right to declare a financial tax as an act of penalties for violating state integrity,
with the obligation of payment of financial penalties by the entity which own act forced
the group ID's government and states even International Advocacy Intelligence Council
the extraterritorial application of foreign law on the territory of another state.

173. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  the  first  expression  of
extraterritorial cooperation is negotiating with the government of the country, the tariff
liability for the use of territories with a view to applying international law and the reason
for the stabilization of civilization Imperium of Diamond's,  and at the same time act
negotiate  an  amicable  truce  between  states  for  the  purpose  of  initiating  criminal
proceedings courts,  to  confirm cooperation legal  centralization States  against  terrorist
nature.

174. States,  in  cooperation  European  criminal  terrorist  organization  must  be
responsibly judged in the courts of all reference countries and states to act any kind of
damage to the rights and values of those States that are authorized to do so and because
of the legal act to the claim function of extraterritoriality.

175. States, in which it is invoked or claimed act International Advocacy Intelligence
Council organization in this format extraterritoriality States have the right to bring peace
to their taxation using extraterritorial rights on their territory integrity, and thus initiate
legal  form of  enforcement  action  against  states  that  crime  and  politics  opened  right
extraterritorial  activities.  Court  proceedings  must  be  based  strategies  for  the  full
punishment of criminal responsibility by any terrorist entity, and also at the same time
cooperation  to  ensure  peace  stabilization  civilization  Imperium  of  Diamond's,  in  all
capacities of the population.

176. Each  user  extraterritorial  statute  so  it  works  as  a  physical  person  legally
responsible in the interests of the principles of jurisdiction Imperium Diamond's. Each
department such as the International Council has the right to establish its own jurisdiction
function at the level of social, cultural and religious relations, which must be confirmed
by the Royal Council.

177. In the case of the transformation of the Office for the association or organization
that is exercising the right granted by the principles determining, according to the agreed
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principles of the bilateral relationship with the local government or the principles of state
jurisdiction.

178. Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council, if it is really
active and willing to further cooperation, because their own rights process at the level of
the Senator's ID and to start political activities, obtain ministerial title or job ID's at the
State Authorities and Governments.

179. Each member  of  the  International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  obtains  the
right to establish their own business corporation in the territory of Imperium Diamonds
government.

180. Each member  of  the  International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  obtains  the
right  to  propagate  their  own  property  and  manage  it  on  the  territory  of  Imperium
Diamonds government.

181. Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council acquires the
right to use their own anonymous account in the Central Bank of Diamond's Imperium.

182. Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council acquires the
right to use their own checking account at the Federal Bank Imperium of Diamonds.

183. Financial gain for each act and function, is awarded by the economic area of the
Imperium of Diamond's interest in the foundations according to the standard of budgets
civilization Imperium of Diamonds.

184. Payout are direct financial payment, or use of property ID's trading raw materials
for opportunities to develop other business projects.

185. Each  member  of  the  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  has  an
obligation  to  respect  the  systems  of  anti-inflationary  economic  strategy,  a  balanced
strategy by the force of the coin to the International market and budgets of business and
financial cycles.

186. Payment for work activities will therefore be assessed in two categories share.
The  first  share,  according  Economies  Active  state,  and  the  second  portion  of  the
economy, according to the service of the state of Diamond's Imperium.

187. The  first  share  according  Economies  Active  State  is  paid  regularly  every
fortnight, according to the area of financial fares ground-based International Council, and
thus a right to payment for registered job performance.

188. A second portion of the economy by the state Imperium of Diamond's Staff based
upon tariff by economies Imperium of Diamonds, and in view of the registered work
responsibly in office. Financial gain is paid only at the actual time ensure stable operation
of the civilization of Diamond's Imperium. The second payment serves as the Match of
the first payment, thus providing full equivalence.

189. A second portion of the economy by the state Imperium of Diamond's Staff must
be  re-utilized  on  the  territory  of  the  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  in  its  own  economic
structures ID's civilization, and by applying the jurisdiction of the State of Diamond's
Imperium.

190. A second portion of the economy by the state Imperium of Diamond's Staff may
be transferred to foreign financial accounts, but only to the extent determined by the limit
of regulation in order to prevent inflation and financial risks of the crisis state of the
economy.

191. The  second  crop  by  economic  Staff  State  Imperium  of  Diamond's  may  be
transferred to foreign financial accounts, but only to the extent by limits set by regulation
under  the  principles  incurred  by  the  multilateral  and  bilateral  relations  between  the
partner states Imperium of Diamonds and ratio of strategies agreements on financial and
market  cooperation  that  ensures  the  rights  in  order  to  develop  and thus  build  stable
relations between states, without financial inflation.
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192. If the International Advocacy Intelligence Council based upon legitimate form as
extraterritoriality, or with authorized law exile forms that will end the statute defining
status as the right to exploit such legitimacy and function, the Authority will transformed
into a format National Association pursuant relations to the jurisdiction of a sovereign
foreign government.

193. The  format  of  the  State  Association  of  International  Advocacy  Intelligence
Council will be transformed into legal rights activities and performance according to the
principles of jurisdiction based International order.

194. Active  Format  International  Office  of  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  can  be
transformed into an International organization, or NGO which is therefore able to exploit
their  own interests  and  increase legal  activities  according to  its  own legal  principles
formed the central institutions organized movement.

195. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops strategies for International
communication  that  defines  the  objective  of  creating  a  legal  bilateral  center  ID's
consulates worldwide, and ID's International Advocacy Intelligence Council consulates,
thereby ensuring the ability to organize themselves at the fully open communications
between  peoples  and  ensure  development  of  peaceful  relations  and  friendship  and
developing sessions.

196. Members of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council still have the right
to  expand  at  a  logistics  by  ideology  Imperium  of  Diamonds  and  interest  for  the
development of the world conjunction with high utility for each state and, therefore, for
this purpose organize strategies The One World as a project for the growth of the world's
centers  of  diplomacy  and  friendship  in  order  to  unify  the  whole  world  and  the
establishment of a single government entity sovereignty in the world.

197. Therefore,  members  of  International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  have  the
right to organize conferences and cooperation with political parties, all governments and
parliaments, thereby also develop cooperation by the state media as artists, musicians and
producers of public art, cultural activities and traditional interests of states, that in order
to  build  an  ideological  reference  associations,  clubs,  cultural  centers,  literature  and
philosophical works, political representation and an International movement.

198. Members of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council are entitled to be
active in order to build alliances with political parties, states and thereby build together a
coalition of political parties law, which therefore will jointly represent the Project The
One World, and it jointly promote the unification of states and the transformation of a
joint government intelligence to the level of global political dimension and rights.

199. International Advocacy Intelligence Council serves as the office designated for
the possibility of communicating with the parliamentary political parties and thus also
provide an opportunity to jointly organize at the level of common globalization strategy
that is in the power of political parties to support the function for International Advocacy
Intelligence Council, and to build together an active interest in the name and ideology as
well as objective as The One World.

200. Cooperation with parliamentary political parties in order to project a vision of
The  One  World,  also  means  the  right  to  build  our  cooperation,  which  means  the
emergence  of  a  Confederate  subject  as  an  autonomous  government  composed  of  all
political parties in the name of The One World, and, therefore, the parties authorized to
build our cooperation to emergence of a new civilization of the planet as the New Earth,
representing the active civilization foundation as a planet without borders and political
functions as a single sovereignty under the leadership of the Confederate government
composed of political parties.

201. International Advocacy Intelligence Council, therefore, serves as a focal center
for political parties and the right to use common logistics and power for growth of the
New World, New Earth, over strong foundation strategy of The One World.
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202. Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council has all rights to
private activities entailing the establishment of political parties The One World in his
country, thereby promoting the building of cooperation at a major summit to expand the
infrastructure of political parties in the world.

203. International Advocacy Intelligence Council has the right to plan strategically use
ID's  resulting  rights  of  the  aftermath  of  apartheid  European  countries  together  so
damaged the value of the One World rights for the development and implementation of
the project and the rights of all governments, states and every citizen of a state that has
lost the rights to use project The One World.

204. Damaged value of the project The One World is thus based on the value analysis
on the ability of a project for the use of own and intelligence for the purpose of real
unification of the world and all nations within five years from the start of the project
activities in the act in the form of federalization governments, and thus in a friendly and
peace of interest in respect of diplomacy.

205. By  law,  meaning  eligible  states  for  Justice,  in  view  of  analysis  and  current
acreage principles of International law under the UN Charter specifies the fundamental
rights of the Charter and the obligations of the UNSC for an act of self-determination
States  under  the  strategy  UNSC  resolutions  today  by  combining  the  values  of  ID's
government and of such importance to unity of the world, it is therefore confirmed that
the Imperium of Diamonds federal government is the entity that has the actual demands
for the use of legitimate forms the foundation of sovereignty ID's governments in all
countries throughout the world.

206. The main principle of these paragraphs simultaneously meaning the Imperium of
Diamonds  federal  government  will  give  priority  to  a  peaceful  and  friendly  relations
between the governments of the countries, and therefore this claim is frozen, stored as a
deposit  in  order  to  increase  legal  nature  and  use  of  such  rights  to  develop  joint
development of friendly strategies between States and thus achieve the ability to carry out
acts of common federalisation which this can take place according to the principles of
democracy without a state decision.

207. This is for the purpose of one of the main strategies of International Advocacy
Intelligence  Council  designed a  strategy for  a  secure  hold  cooperation  with  political
parties  and  also  regularly  organizes  International  conferences  and  summits  The  One
World,  together  with  all  the  governments  of  countries  around the  world,  as  well  as
together  with  the  political  parties,  thereby jointly  determining  intent  is  to  develop  a
unified  world  level  in  joint-friendly  arrangements  at  the  political  level  and  the
cooperation strategy without destroying the integrity of any state.

208. The conference was founded in order to develop friendly relations among States
and  creating  motivation  through  development  agreements  in  multilateral  frameworks
such as altos,  meaning the ability to develop joint  relations into the open world, and
thereby apply the growth of civilizations that it will be motivated also the foundations of
a presentation on the rights of states looking at benefits common geographic strength and
the benefits of it, based on the level of political, legal, security, commercial, social and
developing character.

209. International Advocacy Intelligence Council extends its own logistics for placing
in operation civilizational and political entity on the basis of politics as World Diamond
International Alliance.

210. World Diamond International  Alliance is  the  subject  of  the  foundation rights
globalist nature, function as an autonomous federal entity Imperium of Diamond's, and
founding as the International Alliance open to all governments in countries and states
throughout the range of the human world, allowing to establish over their own territorial
base of the range the first 15 000 000 000 000 planets in the universe, with the population
and claimed the right to population growth, the political value of the foundation of the
constitution act WD Alliance, and recognition of the International political right.
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211. To  stabilize  the  Imperium  of  Diamond's  government  and  therefore  stabilize
format of The World Diamomd International Alliance could cooperate with each country
separately  also  political  parties,  banks,  trade  movements,  NGO  networks  and  with
International organizations. International Advocacy Intelligence Council and at the same
time ensuring growth of their own intelligence to the level of ability to activate a global
movement for this performance and cooperation with such entities legal nature.

212. World Diamond International  Alliance therefore  reaches  a  political  format  of
world democracy countries around the world and has all rights to grow as the level of
International character with the same right as the United Nations.

213. International Advocacy Intelligence Council uses International law relative to the
principles situation World Diamond International Alliance, and such a position.

214. World Diamond International Alliance is the body still claiming its sovereignty
over European terrorist states that under International law they lose all form of legitimacy
and claims  for  any  act  of  sovereignty  and  political  activities,  confirmed  by the  UN
Charter  and  the  UNGA  conventions,  and  therefore  act  of  The  World  Diamond
International Alliance in right of sovereignty is act for prevention against radicalization
and civilizational bancruot of European countries and thir organized terrorist  alliamce
countries.

215. World Diamond International Alliance is an entity which under International law
is  a  legitimate  government  with sovereignty on the territory of  terrorist  states  of  the
European criminal Alliance as countries Czech Republic, Germany, France, Switzerland,
Italy, Portugal, Spain, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Austria, Slovakia, Hungary
Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, and other countries reference to global terrorism these states,
the terrorist organization.

216. Purpose of stabilizing the body's  ID World Diamond International Alliance is
justified by International law. If any state or government will block such a possibility for
stabilizing  development  using  legally  available  options,  then  addressed  the
responsibilities of the state as an entity that acquires criminal responsibility of supporting
the European terrorist organizations, and therefore can arise movement of International
character of the governments of countries around the world, in order to build strength on
the form of the act establishing sovereignty over their own territories, as the body's ID
World Diamond International Alliance and by the ID's rights created by this foundation
nature of International law, the UN Charter and the UNGA Convention.

217. World Diamond International Alliance founded the first developing colonies on
the  territory of  the  Imperium of  Diamond's  and  that  in  order  to  create  International
cooperation among all countries in the world in order to build joint capacity industrial
capacity, the possibility of making further building colonies in outer space and ensuring
the growth of global cooperation for the development of civilization World Diamond
International Alliance. First colonies are accessible to every legitimate government of the
country that decides to create a partnership for the creation of joint centers of civilization.

218. Each country's government own the right to allow the construction of the first
International industrial WD colonies on the territory of the government of the country,
and thereby strengthen the ability to jointly develop and provide full stabilization of the
growth of civilization World Diamond International Alliance.

219. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council's  own  right  to  exploit  the  very
essence of the office of representative forms for the federal government Imperium of
Diamonds,  and so with rightly promote joint  diplomatic relations between States and
members of WD Alliance, as well as building their own logistics office data processing
partner business and political entities, thereby forming a central building communication
and cooperation official forms.

220. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  also  recognizes  the  official  and
logistical  activity  for  the  purpose  of  performance  and  stability  of  ID's  Federally
Autonomous  Entity as  Corporatocracy government  entity based on  the  format  of  the
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global community of traders from all over the world who are jointly activated for the
purpose of the activity and management of corporate civilization as a territorial form of
extent  of  a Super group of galaxies legitimate  form of political  system awarding the
position  of  Senator  for  each  merchant  in  cooperation,  and  also  with  the  purpose  of
internal growth of common economic and trade cooperation.

221. ID Corporatocracy's  government  is based upon the level  of  intelligence as an
entity  open  to  all  commercial  and  financial  institutions  from  around  the  world,  in
proportion as corporations, companies, firms, banks, business associations. Each entity of
this nature acquires the right to establish their own branches in the ID's Corporatocracy
and use its own Senator status as a New legal name and entity.

222. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the growth of associations
and conference centers as well as centers for cultural and representative character, the
name and interests ID's Corporatocracy.

223. Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council own the right
to  use  offices  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  and  the  management  of
autonomous way to start your own business corporation that is opening right to become
part of a political movement Corporatocracy ID's government.

224. As a strategy for defending the rights of ID's territorial claim which originated in
the  territory  of  the  European  Alliance  of  terrorist  states,  because  in  case  of  failures
strategies  World Diamond  International  Alliance in  order  to  exploit  such rights,  it  is
decided on the transfer of legal ownership of sovereignty to the secondment to the subject
Corporatocracy government.

225. Purpose  of  stabilizing  the  body's  ID  Corporatocracy  is  authorized  by
International law. If any state or government will block such a possibility for stabilizing
development using legally available options, then addressed the responsibilities of the
state as an entity that acquires criminal responsibility of supporting the European terrorist
organizations, and therefore can arise movement state retailers such countries in order to
build strength on the form of the act establishing sovereignty over their own territories, as
the body's and the ID Corporatocracy by ID's rights created by this foundation nature of
International law, the UN Charter and the UNGA Convention.

226. ID's Corporatocracy government establishes the first developing colonies on the
territory  of  the  Imperium  of  Diamond's  and  that  in  order  to  create  International
cooperation of traders from around the world to build a common capability industrial
capacity, the possibility of making further building colonies in outer space and ensuring
the growth of global cooperation for the development of civilizations ID's Corporatocracy
government. First colonies are accessible to every legitimate corporations and financial
institutions  who  decides  to  create  a  partnership  for  the  creation  of  joint  centers  of
civilization.

227. ID's  Corporate  colonies  are  further  intended  for  cooperation  with  each
technology,  research  and  engineering  the  Corporation  based  on  the  activities  of  the
technological, research and similar character categorizing according to the interest of the
next project ID's Technological civilization for development of special cosmic territories
exclusively on technological intelligence with the purpose to promote growth civilizing
forms based supercomputing and android intelligence instituting a target for achieving
the creation of the world's research,  science and technology,  in collaboration with all
global corporations of this nature.

228. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  uses  a  strategy  of  technological
civilization as the second trade cooperation agreements between corporations, also for the
purpose of developing the interests  of  science Imperium of Diamonds  and growth of
research  areas  be  the  common  partnership  and  cooperation  be  ID's  governmental
contracts and plans strategies in International Advocacy Intelligence Council intelligence.
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229. Each country's government own the right to allow the construction of the first
International  corporate  industrial  colony  on  the  territory  of  the  government  of  the
country, and thereby strengthen the ability to jointly develop a Corporatocracy.

230. Each owns the right to provide a format partnerships as a bundle together the
merchants  who use their  own raw materials  and industrial  sources by ID's Corporate
contracts that are activated in order to create new space center Corporatocracy.

231. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council's  own  right  to  exploit  the  very
essence of the office of representative forms for the federal government Imperium of
Diamonds, and so with the full right to promote the development of common business
relations and partnerships between banks and corporations, businesses and members of
the  Corporatocracy,  and  building  their  own  logistics  office  data  processing  partner
business and political entities, thereby creating a downtown building communication and
collaboration official forms.

232. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  further  establishes  the  interest  of
mobilizing official activities and strategic organization development and stabilization of
ID's  Popular  government,  as  a  form of  parliament  of  all  celebrities  from around the
world, empowered by establishing Popular territories at the level of cosmic territories
Imperium of  Diamond's  and  thereby apply a  growth  of  social  recreation  civilization
aiming for the purpose of entertainment and cultural cooperation movement format of the
global media scene and show-business.

233. Popular government supports the unification of all the celebrities in the world,
and the creation of common forms of civilization as an act  of tradition and common
global media exposure, meaning the ability to collectively activate a common strategy
show-business  trade,  development  and  common  civilization,  and  develop  common
interests peaceful nature.

234. Activities ID's Popular Civilization at an International perspective based upon the
format of a cultural nature, and therefore aid under International law, states under the UN
Charter and the UNGA convention and the right of communities to the possibility of
establishing  a  cultural  center  and  a  tradition  to  organize  and promote  the  growth  of
community traditions.

235. Members  of  the  ID's  Popular  government,  together  with  the  International
Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creating  cooperation  in  media  and  commercial
development of joint strategies for the purpose of profit and community organizing and
public activities.

236. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the right of celebrities to
join the department International Advocacy Intelligence Council and thus represent ID's
government  and  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  formation  and  active
interests in the media and on the level of multi-cultural projects and interests dynamic
cooperation at the global level.

237. International Advocacy Intelligence Council creating a strategy for the creation
of  joint  conferences  celebrities  from around  the  world  and  the  emergence  of  show
business show that will represent news events around the world and thereby also expand
common goal media presentations in the name of common interests and ID's Popular
government form.

238. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops strategies for cooperation
between world artists and celebrities for cooperation for the establishment of a common
commercial TV channel at International level and thus for the purpose of ensuring public
and global cooperation of all the celebrities and the commercial application of co-creation
and growth of world cultural endowment.

239. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  and the ID's Popular government
based on common interests of creating a Popular cultural center that reprezent global
show-business  world,  the  center  of  fashion shows,  artists,  intellectual  production and
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concerts  and  social  interests  of  celebrities,  conferences  and  other  forms  of  public
appearances.

240. Cultural centers are financially developed a resource ID's federal government,
and thus in order to increase global infrastructure Cultural Palace.

241. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  continues  to  create  its  own
department  for managing the Bank's  management  and documentation of the  financial
activities and register of state resources, trade names and corporations, granting patent
rights and business rights.

242. The  International  Council  as  part  of  the  International  Advocacy  Intelligence
Council  because  Council  established  his  own  office  ID's  Central  Bank  which  thus
establishes fund for the purpose of creating a financial budget strategy for building a
common market with the government of the country seat of the International Council, and
the Imperium of Diamond's.

243. The federal government Imperium of Diamonds and further develops the strength
of the financial fund values over the first deposit 1 000 000 000 000 € annual bilateral
budget  for  each state.  The budget  is  intended to ensure  the  stability of  the  common
market  functions,  creating  important  industrial  act  of  redemption,  development  and
civilization of raw materials in order to stabilize civilization Imperium of Diamonds, as
well as securing step as a strategic support for the development of the national economies
of the partner state with the base seat of the International Council.

244. Act  in  order  to  develop  trade-economic  fabric  of  the  state  is  defined  by the
strategy vital interests of the state, as well as in the interests of strategic importance for
the development of business partner network Imperium of Diamonds in the outlook for
foreign geography.

245. ID's financial contribution to the bank account of the founding of the fund is
designed to provide business activities of cooperation between States and thus ensure the
stabilization of the growth of civilization Imperium Diamond's. If the financial amount of
1 000 000 000 000 € will be exhausted within a period of one year, then the balance of
investments intended for consumption by the second annual cycle, thereby topping off
with  the  level  created  a  stable  market  profitable  lines  of  establishing  joint  relations
between states.

246. If  the financial  investment  1 000 000 000 000 € exhausted in one year,  then
interest  will  be  the  first  to  create  an  annual  development  plan  entailing  a  strategic
investment in civilization and thus again strengthening our joint forces Session markets.

247. Second annual financial contribution will be awarded with a base budget of ID's
consumer  capacity  at  10  000  000  000  000  .  The  federal  government  Imperium  of
Diamonds and asks each partner business side as the state's ability to provide our joint
diplomatic meetings and a joint conversation about ideology Project The One World, and
the establishment of a joint amicable agreement on the aftermath of common markets and
a capacity ratio of the value and effect Parity payment forces of the state.

248. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creates  a  market  analysis  and
strategic planning of trade in order to develop our joint business relationship and growth
stabilization process Imperium of Diamonds, and such interests and rights, demonstrating
the development of civilization Imperium of Diamonds basis of foreign sources of public
market.

249. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  uses  for  its  own  interests  and
activities of joint logistics strategies created from cooperation with banks, thus creating
ID's Association of Banks at the state level. International Advocacy Intelligence Council
gives the right to all banks to fully open the option to register their own institutional
branches in the Imperium of Diamonds. Format Association of Bank may be active for
growth strategy partnerships at the level of trade and politics.
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250. International Advocacy Intelligence Council creating a logistics strategy in order
to develop the Association of Bank into a global network. Members of the Association
have  opened  a  space  of  cooperation  in  order  Corporatocracy  government,  thereby
promoting  cooperation  for  the  purpose  of  mobilizing  the  cooperation  of  all  business
entities around the world.

251. International Advocacy Intelligence Council creating a register of partner banks
Imperium  of  Diamonds,  this  creates  an  opportunity  to  build  an  ID's  Global  Bank's
Council  and  thereby  promote  the  growth  of  common  business  intelligence  global
character. Global Bank Council is determined as the ID's constitutional department.

252. ID's Global Bank Council is based in order to develop business intelligence in
joint conferences and Summits which are based planning and strategic use of common
global bank forces to develop the world market and increase the capacity of the state and
the common interests of global business structures.

253. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops strategies for business and
representational  form  to  organize  activities  conferences  and  summits  of  the  world's
banks, and the application of autonomous commercial strategies for the global common
development.

254. International Advocacy Intelligence Council  uses instruments  to mobilize ID's
Global Council, and the National Association of partner banks ID's in order to expand the
strategy  of  joint  agreements  on  exchange  finance  banks,  cooperation  in  investment
projects,  the  development  strategy of  building  an  advanced  rhythm and  partnerships
global banks with ID's Central Bank Federation.

255. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  therefore takes the  right  skills  to
represent the authority of the Central Bank ID's Federation, and thus a strategic body
which is intended to be used in order to increase global cooperation among all peoples
and nations.

256. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  also  supports  the  logistical
cooperation  on  the  level  of  friendship  and  political  relations  between  Noble  Houses
mainly European origin, and also from around the world.

257. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports corporate communication
at strategic planning, common interests, and political and business logistics, as well as
open access to the country Imperium of Diamonds for the purpose of active development
as a party Imperium of Diamonds, and Noble families.

258. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  growth  for  joint
conferences,  fashion,  design,  business  and  frequent  parades  along  with  Aristocratic
families  in  order  to  establish  joint  partnerships  and  joint  interests  of  trade  and
development, strengh our powers and joint to common intellectual relations.

259. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  support  development  of  the
Aristocratic families and their possibilities for start political profession and support for
activities of the Imperium of Diamonds federal government be the ID's Consortium of
Noble Genuse.

260. International Advocacy Intelligence Council promotes and establishes the  ID's
Council  of  Lords as a joint  meeting of representatives of noble families  that  take up
political activity on behalf of the Imperium of Diamonds and thus full membership in the
interest  of  civilization,  such as  intelligence  cooperation in  the  interest  of  civilization
development.

261. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  the  implementation
strategy of the return of property to all Aristocratic families in the strategy document,
meaning the application ID's invitation to all the Noble families, thereby ensuring equity
of justice.
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262. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the legal status of logistics
by Noble families, and in order to build power infrastructure development markets and
social cooperation, as well as the use of intelligence International Advocacy Intelligence
Council.

263. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  also  supports  cooperation
Aristocratic families in order to build new settlements, mansions and the expansion of
joint strategies possessions, property and legal protection.

264. International Advocacy Intelligence Council thereby creating a partnership with
Aristocratic families who therefore have the right to use the office as a special person
authorized special position supporting joint cooperation and legal organization.

265. Aristocratic families therefore have the right to use the International Advocacy
Intelligence  Council  for  joint  logistics  cooperation  defining  common  interests  of
developing friendship.

266. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  in  interest  of  Aristocratic
cooperation  supports  logistics  for  the  extension  of  common  markets  and  build  on
common  business  interests,  and  the  strategy  for  further  implementation  of  the
cooperation between the rest of the groups of traders.

267. If a member of the Aristocratic family undertakes a full federal cooperation with
the Government of the Imperium of Diamonds at the political level,  the International
Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  the  strategic  asset  growth  and  social
empowerment at the level of rights to use the power of the Imperium of Diamond's legal
factor, and thus establish their own state entity with a territorial claim under the form of a
federal entity ID's government, according today ID's Federal constitution.

268. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  supports  the  Noble
families,  in  order  to  increase  territorial  strategy,  population  strategy,  a  strategy
jurisdiction,  International  strategy  of  political  communication  and  the  formation  of
federal state governments.

269. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  encourages  the  growth  of  ID's
Cultural  centers  so  that  they  can  also  arise  when  doing  business  with  Aristocratic
families,  as  well  as  a  strategy  of  cultural  interest  and  cooperation  with  the  world's
celebrities, and development of common relations.

270. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  supports  the  organization  of  our
media cooperation at the global level and grow relationships with world celebrities, build
friendship  and  common  development  of  common  strategies  for  the  commercial
exploitation of our possibilities together centralize.

271. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  in  the  interest  of
Aristocratic  cooperation  strategically  building  an  organized  trade  and  commercial
cooperation among the hoteliers's  corporate and associations this nature,  the  business
fashion  centers,  textile  and  design  factories,  jewelry  manufacturers  and  luxury
commercial sector, organizers of rallies and public activities, for the purpose of build a
common cultural and commercial center and development activities.

272. International Advocacy Intelligence Council in next development strategy also
supports the growth strategy of cooperation all  Movements for the Independence and
development of common interests for the purpose of federalization, a global network of
federal and partnerships between all movements from around the world (Movement for
national Independence, Mikro State, fragile states).

273. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the early establishment of
an International Union interests Independent, and thus aims at creating communication
and collaboration to establish friendly relations with the legal group of micro-states.

274. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the protection of Human
Rights and social resources, the ability of corporate communication and synchronization
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official, as well as the creation act for the common federalizing cooperation and ensure
cooperation for the development of the new federal states on the territory of jurisdiction
of the Imperium of Diamonds.

275. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the use of joint forces in
order to increase joint military networks and the development of a global network of
military infrastructure in cooperation with peacefull active communities of Independents,
for the purpose of federalization in the interest of Diamond's Imperium.

276. Military networks can not be used against International law and Peace or Justice.
International Advocacy Intelligence is therefore in mobilization cooperation logistic and
strategy developer.

277. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  promotes  the  growth of common
business networks with communities as a movement for national Independence in the act
of  ID's  federalization,  thereby creating  new business  entities  to  use  joint  forces  and
population in order to develop high-capacity industrial strength and intelligence, a new
state trading corporation, along with strategies International market.

278. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports all peaceful movements for
national self-determination for the possibility of their ability to use the territory of the
Imperium of Diamonds and centralize the common commercial and military networks, to
ensure the growth of our joint political and security bundles on the federal level  and
expand a common strategy for joint growth.

279. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the development of micro
federal states in order to use the rights Imperium of Diamonds, and the development of
micro essence state to state legal value and capacities in use ID Act's Constitutional rules.

280. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore supports the establishment
of  ID's  colony  on  the  territory  of  the  Imperium  of  Diamond's,  as  well  as  business
networks of International  character,  which are designed for growth and development,
thus  ensuring the ability  grow up technology designed to  colonize  new territories  in
space, and the expansion of the territorial forces of the Federation like new territories
Federation, together with the territories which the micro-states set up their own planetary
civilization and full state form.

281. International Advocacy Intelligence Council encourages the growth of form of
the  micro  state,  the  level  of  the  state  and  legitimate  policy  by  accordance  with
International law, the UN Charter and the UNGA conventions and rights at Imperium of
Diamonds.  Therefore,  there  is  a  strategy to  counter  radicalization  and the  growth  of
conflicts at the International level,  prevention against next conflicts against foreign or
federal governments, in Independent development.

282. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  the  growth  of  friendly
relations between stability Micro States and all the foreign Governments of the country
which is legal representation for the interests of the territory micro states participating in
efforts to gain Independence. This act established as a strategy for growth in security and
stability,  human  rights  and  security,  stopping  conflicts  directing  for  damage  friendly
interests between state Imperium of Diamond's and all foreign countries government's.

283. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  uses  a  strategy project  The  One
World as a primary relation, and therefore does not aim to raise any action against the
integrity of any legitimate state or damage unitary values of any legitimate state, and in
every direction, not only in International Legal Law aplication.

284. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports International political and
business  communication  in  order  to  apply the  growth ID's  colonies  in  northern East
Africa Diamond Oasis thereby ensuring the ability to use sufficient civilization space for
new citizens originally from Micro State Party. Colonies are characterized as a strategy
ID's Civil  camps,  further WD International  Development Centre colony's  of The ID's
federal government, and ID's Corporate colonies.
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285. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  that  promotes  the growth of ID's
colonies  mainly  in  the  interests  of  the  destination  and  purpose  of  the  development
strategy of stabilization ID's territories.

286. ID's Civic colony based on the strategy that  opens up rights for all  migrants,
immigrants and refugees for the establishment of cooperation which leads to stabilization
of their lives and the possibility of their release from the foreign refugee camps, because
with the right to use their movement to ID's Civil colonies that underpin the infrastructure
of living resources, as well as for the development of a stable civilization for fully-level
city in capacities of 10 milion people in the first year.

287. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  therefore supports the strategy of
the organization which is the emergence of cooperation with human rights organizations,
charities, support for refugees, and support for people who are dying of hunger, or safe
people  in  catastrophes  of  last  civilizational  existence.  Goal  is  to  encourage  the
establishment of joint conferences and development options open to ensure deportation
for all persons who are interested in owning such growth possibilities of life.

288. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  cooperation  with  the
Ministry of Migration and abroad with governments of countries that losse and defend in
massive influx of migration and refugees, so in order to secure a stable agreement on the
transfer of all refugees and migrants in the ID's Diamond Oasis.

289. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports the development of direct
and  multilateral  relations  with  countries  affected  statistics  famine,  and  the  aim  of
International Advocacy Intelligence Council ensure compliance with the UN Charter, the
principles on the rights of violating state integrity in case of risk of genocide and mass
death and UNGA convention on the obligations of prevention genocide, and therefore
when International support and means to ensure deport people from death due to famine,
stabilize therefore ID's Civilizations.

290. UNSC must support this interest as the main objective of the UN organizations
and the legal nature of the contemporary world. People at risk of famine will be deported
to the ID's Civil colonies, irrespective of their age, race, religion and political beliefs. ID's
Civic colony must always operating under capacity and social principles, according needs
of every source and legal right, with codex of colonies function.

291. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is working to ensure the priority of
economic cooperation with developing countries that are affected by famine statistics and
the lack of living on the line of mass mortality. The aim of cooperation is to ensure stable
growth of civilization to the level of developed country.

292. International Advocacy Intelligence Council supports cooperation with banks and
business corporations, in order to develop a center of industrial colonies. ID's Industrial
colonies are subject  second part  ID's Civil  colonies,  and to register  new corporations
from abroad,  and  the  development  of  new state  Corporations  ID's,  ingredients  such
manufactories  zone  industrial  production,  housing  facilities  for  workers,  material
resources, warehouses, agriculture, basic transport network.

293. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creating  a  registry  of  business
corporations and management  strategy among traders who register their own business
domicile  to  the  ID's  territories.  Therefore,  there  is  a  business  management  which
specifies the right to use the trade register and joint resources to colony growth.

294. A second source of growth ID's Industrial colonies is based on budgets, finance
ID's Central Bank Federation, or form of International business cooperation.

295. International Advocacy Intelligence Council uses its own official component of
business management, in order to build a network and structure of commercial markets of
the Imperium of Diamonds, in order to allow business to launch a good start in the first
step at the level of an advanced civilization.
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296. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  therefore  uses  its  own intelligent
business logistics markets of the ID's Diamond Oasis, thus creating a project budget of
trade capacities that offer the opportunity to provide new business positions for foreign
businessmen and their right to establish a place of their corporation, always according to
the development needs of the business categories and the productive capacity of selected
dealers.

297. The first strategy colonies are important to the basic capacity as a source of water
and  food,  feed  and  pharmaceuticals  social  foundations,  further  raw's  sources  of  raw
materials  and  basic  manufacturing,  construction.  International  Advocacy  Intelligence
Council therefore uses strategies by ID's Primary plan and budget.

298. The  second  level  of  civilization  ID's  Diamond  Oasis  will  be  based  on  the
financial  capacity  of  150  milion  people  as  the  population  of  10  years  after  active
development.

299. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  against  activates  a  strategy  of
cooperation with universities and schools, as well as teachers from abroad in order to
create  International  cooperation  and  joint  projects  between  universities  and  training
centers for growth ID's educational intelligence and abilities Education own population to
the best attainable level that can be exercise and build up.

300. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creates  a  conference  between
universities  worldwide,  and  by  developing  partnerships  for  growth  opportunities
education cooperation at the International level as well as an information session between
entities.

301. International Advocacy Intelligence is also determined for the Development of a
strategy to mobilize and give full function ID's university education centers and gain first
students and the public about the level of ratification ID's Universities.

302. First  university  education  center  becomes  ID's  Royal  Academy of  Regime &
Government Sciences, as Royal University for Technology and Dynamic Infrastructure of
Technologic  Civilization,  the  Royal  University  of  Global  Society  and  Intelligence  of
Social  Globalization,  the  Royal  University  of  Political  Science in  Globalization,  The
Royal University of Universal Civilization.

303. International Advocacy Intelligence Council also produces conferences designed
for growth of global trade cooperation between traders and gain their interest to develop
the territory ID's Diamond Oasis, as well as to other territories of Diamond's Imperium.

304. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  also supports  the  growth  of  ID's
colonies WD International  Alliance for the production of basic space technology and
capacity  colonial  intelligence  which  is  intended  for  the  development  of  aerospace
industrial networks, sources of raw materials, industrial zones and the ability to build new
cosmic civilization.

305. ID's  International  Colony WD Alliance based  on  their  own integrity and the
autonomy of politics, the economy and spur International border.

306. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  therefore  strategically  expanding
cooperation with the other countries of the world in order to build a common center
industry WD International  Alliance  and thereby encourage  the  growth  of  a  common
policy. The target is to generate regular conferences and expand cooperation with banks,
the Corporations and the state.

307. International Advocacy Intelligence Council is established as the official center
of communication with the other states and entities that  are active in the interests  of
cooperation of The World Diamond International Alliance.

308. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  the  establishment  of
development functions for the development of colonial office intelligence office which is
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therefore  intended  for  official  International  logistics  and  communications  and
intelligence.

309. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  as  an  office  ID's  colonial
intelligentsia therefore extends to the level of colony global transportation infrastructure
of  ports,  economic  networks,  military  security  cooperation,  political  cooperation,  a
network of NGOs and all possible networks for strategical use or development.

310. ID's colony on the territory of  ID's  Diamond Oasis  will  therefore be built  to
transport strategies artificial harbors in International waters, sea transport centers such as
ports which are designed to transport materials and supplies according to their own ID's
transport logistics.

311. International Advocacy Intelligence Council so forth support creation, operation
and  collaboration  as  members  of  the  International  department  with  the  name  ID's
International  M & I  colonies  (The  Imperium of  Diamond's  International  Military  &
Industrial Colonies), and support for logisticaly development.

312. ID's International M & I colonies were based on a common format autonomous
center of several entities that will jointly produce military forces in the capacity of the
colony. The colony is therefore built on the territory of all parties to cooperate on the
project. Colonies are thus placed in the model, such as bilateral, multilateral, Federal.

313. The  first  Goal  Project  ID's  International  M & I  colonies  is  based  upon  the
creation of cooperation between all countries of the world, and thus the development of a
common  global  network  infrastructure  security  response  immediately.  International
Advocacy Intelligence Council  is  organizing a conference between the states and the
strategic cooperation between global organizations.

314. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  supports  the  development  of
conferences in the structure of commercial interest that it will support the world's traders
to  submit  their  financial  investments,  rights  to  establish  a  business  enterprise,  the
expansion of  settlements  business  of  military corporations  in  the  internal  area  of  the
colony,  and  the  establishment  of  full  cooperation  for  the  development  of  military
industry.

315. International Advocacy Intelligence Council, therefore, encourages the growth of
a  common  relationship  between  traders  in  respect  of  military  industry  and  military
technology,  for  the  purpose  together  to  unite  and  thus  take  advantage  of  economies
Imperium of Diamonds in order to develop their own centers of industrial engineering
and  production  of  military  technologies,  the  establishment  of  the  first  military  and
industrial colonies with registered office in the ID's Diamond Oasis or other territories of
The Imperium of Diamond's.

316. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  further  establishes  intelligent
infrastructure, sources of raw materials, according to sources from International waters
and in space, or comercial bases planet Earth.

317. Sources colonies are raw materials from mining in International waters, Space
and other cosmic bodies, laboratory production, joint force traders and formed business
relations over the basics of integrity colonies, custom registry values subject and print our
coins that it allows business instant growth of ID's Subsidies.

318. All built resource ID's International M & I colonies will only be used to build our
own army forces and security forces intended to operate and develop the interests of the
industrial  center  ID's  Governments  as  a  center  of  production  and  trade  in  military
equipment, be strategy of The ID's M&I colonies.

319. It is also aimed at utilizing all the resources and productive performance for the
development  of  the  world's  military  infrastructure  Imperium  of  Diamond's  and  the
establishment  of joint-friendly,  strategically formed and security ties with all  military
organizations and legal communities and armies, according to internationally practical
and legal nature and strategy based on combined effectiveness by geographic policies
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among  states,  and  states  or  military  organizations  who  have  strategicaly  open  for
common treaties.

320. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  seeks  to  develop  commercial
markets  at a global  nature, and therefore in order to obtain such an alliance between
traders and the creation of inward investment into the country Imperium of Diamonds
and  the  development  of  new  settlements  traders.  Therefore,  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council mainly provides corporate law forms with features such as multy
consortium which arises from several corporations and merchants who traded together as
a unified group of legal character.

321. Multy Consortium's format strategy alliance entities of the International market
in order to establish a common legal business entity, active on the territory of jurisdiction
of Diamond's Imperium.

322. International Advocacy Intelligence Council registers the sales office as an entity
with  active  membership  in  the  consortium,  according  to  the  format  of  the  common
commercial  category  among  the  world  traders,  and  thereby  accelerated  format
development  projects  in  the  budget,  minimum  labor  and  financial  burdens  on
corporations and their own resources.

323. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  and  registers  the  operator
consortium, as the format of the second business entity based in the jurisdiction of the
Imperium of  Diamond's  own business  entity  can  establish  a  partnership  with  a  new
cycling market as a multy Consortium, meaning a business entity composed of several
consortia which each own a different base business categories and collectively within the
management function as a closed, internal market that it creates its own Independence.

324. Multy consortium becomes subject which comprises a further alliances between
several  different  categories  of  Consortia  which  are  tied  together  related  business
networks, meaning the structure of the system of Internal trade organizations to build
their own modernization of all groups Multy Consortium for using common resources.
Market  development  and  financial  cycle  is  composed  of  its  own  closed  cyclisation
without inflationary rhythm. The groups will jointly develop and produce advanced level
of their own capabilities.

325. Example activities and composition of the Consortium's multi-trade system when
a corporation jointly formed a consortium single category of the market, such as consortia
that  may  be  composed  of  one  business  category,  such  as  Metallurgy,  is  the  second
category Electronics, the third category Agriculture, and so on, into the strategy cyclation
and common development.

326. Consortia are therefore then collectively unite to form a multi-consortium that it
may be active as a group composed, for example, a business category markets for mining
resources and their laboratory production, followed by the category manufacturing solid
materials,  machining  category,  categories  of  construction  technology  and  product
electrical engineering and thus the sales or the economic and strategic use of its own
internal management of the consortia, or trade on the open market.

327. This creates a multi-consortium. Multi-consortium may also focus on the public
market, as is standard business corporation.

328. Multy consortium is also based on a system of cooperation with the Government
of  Diamond's  Imperium for  planning  grants  and  financial  development  objectives  or
division  missions  and  projects,  expanded  categories  multy  national  dimension,  and
meanly the jurisdiction of the Imperium of Diamond's.

329. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore creates a registry business
partner  entities  that  are  developed  according  to  the  business  plan  civilizational
International Advocacy Intelligence Council,  and in order to own contracts which are
registered under the authority of International Advocacy Intelligence Council.
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330. International Advocacy Intelligence Council that harnesses the power of registry
Multy consortium for the purpose of building large management projects and to stabilize
the ID's Civilization, and International trade cooperation among States.

331. International Advocacy Intelligence Council has opened up his own law business
corporation created by private  consortia  groups,  and  thus  also create  our  own group
Multy consortium, into the ownership of The Imperium of Diamonds government and
under strategical manipulation of The International Advocacy Council.

332. Multy  consortium  as  a  legal  business  entity  based  in  the  intelligence  of
International Advocacy Intelligence Council, therefore, becomes a business entity which
is owned by the Government of Diamond's Imperium, and represented the International
Advocacy Intelligence Council.

333. The right to form their own trade body has also made available to each member
in  the  Office  of  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  the  authority  which
therefore serves as a registration office.

334. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  that  collects tax for  the financial
gain  of  traders,  ensuring  the  ability  of  functions  of  the  Office  and  its  development.
International Advocacy Intelligence Council's own benefit, also a profitable format Multy
management  consortium,  in  order  to  build  offices,  modernization  and  growth  of
infrastructure facilities and offices, or promote the growth of civilization.

335. International Advocacy Intelligence Council also supports the growth strategy of
business cooperation for the creation of a business entity such as the Royal consortium,
registered in the name of King Diamond's Imperium.

336. Royal consortium is therefore the body designated for civilizational interests of
the King, and the creation of a number of retailers with the best quality and prestige in the
business field, for the possibility of extending the power of business cooperation in order
to start developing at building a new civilization factor at the state level.

337. Each business group and own the right to stand for the position of full member of
the Royal Consortium, and thereby expand cooperation intended to initiate development
activities as the body's own founding a new base business headquarters under the form of
a  consortium volume,  and therefore  build  their  own  city  resources  development  and
cooperation in the Royal Consortium.

338. Royal consortium offers a business opportunity to jointly develop a new strategy
of  joint  resources  allocated  in  order  to  build  a  common  technological  and  industrial
strength to the model  fully the autonomy and development in the Independent circuit
business group of Royal Consortium.

339. Management  strategy for  members  of  the  Royal  consortium is  based  on  the
merits of the distribution business categories, such as in a number of mangement applied
as, raw material, raw material processing, component design, construction project. The
services  of  business  categories  may  subsequently  be  divided  into  levels  such  as
metallurgical  industry,  mechanical  engineering,  mechatronics,  electronic,  robotic,
technology,  computer,  virtual  programs,  chemical,  nanotechnology,  aerospace,
transportation, pharmaceutical and other kinds of high-capacity industry.

340. Royal Consortium goal becomes to create a council of traders who together will
create the position as the format of ministries and function of the special government
entity controlling jointly developed possessions as the size of the state. King is a major
meeting  in  the  council  of  the  Royal  Consortium,  always  respecting  the  rights  of
shareholders and their entitlement, but always respecting the unity and common center.

341. This  creates a composition intelligence merchants  who represent  the  business
category and thus its own position on the ministerial level intelligence in the range of
simple Royal territory.
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342. Royal objective of the Consortium is becoming a common use of resources and
rights in order to build a joint force to the level of civilization in the form of android
nature of the state, generating growth of the state-level android population and with their
own commercial territories as territories of other planets in the universe.

343. The active form of the Royal Consortium as a civilization by becoming active as
a special member of the Federation of Diamond's Imperium.

344. Each member of the Royal Consortium is therefore able to exploit the value of
political positions at the level of the internal interests of the Royal Consortium and thus
build our cooperation and the scope of civilization, according to internal sources Royal
Consortium.

345. A member of the Royal Consortium therefore can also use a common business
intelligence in order to develop our strategies be their own forces and interests of trade
which is therefore the joint force becomes the intention of the growth in global trade
power.

346. Activities for the development of the Royal consortium becomes less priorit act
for  the  purpose of  development  and thus  are  the  priority strategies,  act  Imperium of
Diamond's stabilization civilization, as a guiding principle of the act and the reason for
the performance of International Advocacy Intelligence Council Office.

347. The  main  priority  for  the  business  interests  of  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council becomes build their own resources and business networks in order to
maintain  full  stability  safety  position  against  International  competition  and  attempts
punishable opposition.

348. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  benefits  from  the
cooperation with merchants and corporations, founding conference and business centers,
and especially its own network of business resources in order to develop the forces of
cooperation that is developing joint development of raw materials and the foundations for
a global construction and development of joint forces on a global level Infrastructure and
always  the  basis  of  its  own  sources  of  raw  materials  and  stable  International  trade
agreements.

349. The first objective of International Advocacy Intelligence Council is to create an
International network of industrial multinational corporations owned by the government's
ID, and thereby ensure the ability to own industrial production capacity and technology
development and the building of an advanced ID's government forces and International
Advocacy Intelligence Council Office.

350. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  takes  the  right  ID's
financial  strength  and  business  relations,  corporate  agreements  on  joint  business,
management  uses payments  from profits,  further developed by the Office of Strategy
Imperium of Diamonds.

351. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore takes the ability to develop
the  power  industry  as  metallurgy,  mechatronics,  mechanical  engineering,  electronics,
computers,  robotics,  industrial  components,  technology,  transports,  ships,  space
technology  and  aeronautics,  military  industry,  chemical  industry,  architecture,
commercial  wholesale  trade  services  basic  agriculture  and  food  industry,  scientific
industry, other available development resources and the interests of the trade. Goal is to
create a global business network while ensuring their own internal financial and recycling
of the autonomy and the ability to deliver products to the public market.

352. International Advocacy Intelligence Council uses the departments of commerce
and industry intelligence for the full automation of all industrial goods and at the same
time, an agreement on a strategy of agreements with the government of the country local
sovereignty.

353. International Advocacy Intelligence Council develops intelligence and interest in
creating their own power sources and capability development activities at the level of
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global trade, in order to activate the development strategy and strength of International
Advocacy Intelligence Council.  Therefore, it is first  a business strategy to use owned
forms  of  business  cooperation  and  establishing  business  and  industrial  zones  in
International waters and in the universe, or develop their own autonomous laboratory,
thus ensuring stability of full Independence for the growth of ID's civilization.

354. The first strategy is the goal of Independence for the growth of a network of trade
routes, sources of raw materials and industrial infrastructure in order to build transport
ports for the transport of raw materials and goods for resale, in International waters.

355. Transport ports will be built at the level of marine transport, meaning connection
with  the  second  form of  technological  transport  system  that  will  allow  the  flow  of
material through the orbital line around planet Earth in zones without customs borders
between  the  states  and  the  ability  to  direct  connections  to  all  areas  of  Diamond's
Imperium in the world or universe.

356. Center International sea transport ports are subsequently developed into military
bases, in order to ensure the safety of transport zones, in order to ensure the safety of the
transport port and stability safety for all users.

357. Strategy  expanses  transport  bases  are  therefore  creates  by  centralizing  the
shipping  routes  of  the  world  dimension,  and  by  the  impact  of  military  bases
geographically security of every region of the world, in order to ensure the safety of
common business relations with States and traders.

358. The goal of each transport port is the first to establish a solid business contacts
with local business states in the region. Ports can therefore also be used to rent the rest of
the  states,  business  corporations,  and  thus  may  be  entitled  to  get  agreement  on  the
creation of a common financial sponsorship in order to build a transport ports.

359. The economy functioning transport ports in calculating the ID's development and
business projects sponsored by each of the resources of the economic cycle Imperium of
Diamond's,  and  therefore  without  the  need  to  obtain  funding  from  foreign  sources.
Construction transport ports can arise when economic cooperation plan Multy consortia,
and also in  cooperation with foreign traders.  In the  same way business  collaboration
arises  safety equipment  and infrastructure  technologies  for military defense,  transport
ports.

360. A security strategy transport ports can be used for the purpose of the alliance
between the regional bloc and the rest of the states according to the position of transport
ports, thus providing the ability to create a common agreement on security cooperation in
order to give developing a common security base in the immediate area of transport ports.

361. International Advocacy Intelligence Council, therefore, encourages the growth of
International cooperation as a form of trade union among the states and the creation of a
common step business strategy and the creation of joint agreements on use.

362. Shipping port, airfield for large vertical machines, material warehouse, residence,
military base, telecomunication, IT machines, primary infrastructure of water ports.

363. Imperium of Diamonds uses its own technology road-maps military equipment
and infrastructure strategy.  Therefore,  the production of  military technologies will  be
synchronized between traders as a joint product of the business partnership.

364. Transport ports can then be made also of the strength of business management
among corporations that thereby gaining financial profit  for the function of ports and
their use.

365. Transport ports can also be deployed on other planets in the universe and in the
free  space,  according  to  the  primary  business  and  also  raw  material  security  and
infrastructure of civilization and geography, and International development planning.
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366. International Advocacy Intelligence Council also organizes trade cooperation in
order  to  increase  mineral  resources,  originating  from countries  with  a  joint  business
agreement on repurchase downward for mining, and especially up their own strategies for
raw materials from the building raw mines in the Imperium of Diamond's.

367. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  that  organizes  cooperation  with
geological organizations and businessmen who set up markets for raw materials in order
to  produce  an  agreement  on  production  technologies  to  locations  raw  materials  in
underground depths of ID's territory, and the establishment of contracts for the purpose of
mining,  and the development  of ID's civilizational  industry with base on contracts in
relation of world corporations.

368. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  benefits  from  the  cooperation
partner trade group ID's government, and they are distributed interests in order to build
our business strategy of reciprocal trade, implying the possibility of using technology for
exploration of underground deep in International waters in question, and therefore the
establishment of raw materials for mining in the mines over down the foundation owned
by the federal government Imperium of Diamond's.

369. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore uses its  own sources of
energy  in  order  to  steady  growth  of  the  civilization  of  Diamond's  Imperium,  thus
ensuring  the  full  Independence  of  civilization,  industrial  and  processing  zones  high
capacity.

370. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore utilizes industry created in
order to expand the capacity of other mineral resources and mines on the territory of the
other  planets  and  meteorites  in  space,  and  proven  ability  to  develop  new goals  and
strength of industrial and military centers in the universe, with legal representation on
behalf of the Imperium of Diamonds

371. Target  development  activities  is  to  build  a  civilization  Universal  ships  with
development capacity for 10 000 000 to 1 000 000 000 people in the start. The ships are
part of the Imperium of Diamonds and the Royal Council.

372. One of the first projects is to create a strategy of building for the production of
special  forms  of  ID's  Politicaly  civilizational  spacecraft  for  the  function  of  official
activities in the scope of the civilizational spacecraft in space and the ability to always
full  of  dynamic  functions of International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  in own and
mobile developed zone which use full own integrity.

373. The Royal Council so forth with established institutions in the joint relationship
of engineering and logistics determines quotas to technical, economic, political principles
for every project.

374. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  creates  International
communications strategy that defines the objective of creating bilateral legal center ID's
consulates around the world, thereby ensuring the ability to organize themselves at the
fully open communications between peoples and ensure development  of peaceful and
friendly relations and developing relationships.

375. Destination  Development  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  is
simultaneously also designed to ensure growth Imperium of Diamonds at the level of
culture and multi cultural recognition, and therefore there is a project to build cultural
centers ID's, to the extent of the whole world.

376. The Cultural center was founded as a unit based on the rights of the common
commercial contracts between traders who want recomercialized their work in the name
ID's  Cultural  Center  and  thus  promote  the  development  of  the  culture  of  Diamond's
Imperium.  Cultural  centers  are  being  created  autonomous  management  strategies,
according to an agreement with traders and the use of joint forces.

377. Furthermore, the legal form of ID's Cultural centers expanded into an institution,
corporation or commercial form.
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378. ID's Cultural center in the territory of a foreign country shall be based according
to  the  interests  and  policies  of  the  local  jurisdiction  of  the  state  which  has  been
recognized by International law.

379. Further development  of cultural  centers is  driven by the strategy of enhanced
diplomacy between states and the creation of joint bilateral and multilateral agreements
on the level of interest of culture and cultural centers.

380. Cultural  centers are not  used for political  and politicaly commercial  interests.
Cultural centers are being created to showcase the cultural understanding between nations
and peoples, for the possibility to establish friendship and peaceful relations between the
social companies, and only for own profit in culture and art.

381. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  also  organizes  global  level
cooperation  strategy for  growth  ID's  scientific  power,  thereby  building  research  and
information  centers  within  the  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  as  well  as  the  strategies  of
International networks of their own settlements and cooperation.

382. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore uses a strategy of global
business  collaboration  ID's  technological  civilization's,  Corporatocracy  ID,  ID's  own
institutional networks.

383. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  organizes  the  development  of
International  cooperation  in  order  to  establish  cooperation  for  the  development  of
intelligence quantum math time space of our reality and the realization of global security
cooperation.

384. The primary duty of all the major agencies such as the International Council, are
bound to create a custom web server designed for public communication and sharing of
information and legal data, because the data connection of an International order that
together create a strong and interactive logistics.

385. Each lawyer's own right to create their own territorial entity in the Federation of
Diamond's  Imperium and thereby establish their  own civilization under  federal  rules.
Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore owns all the
rights that are intended for opportunities to start their own institution under the body of
International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  and  thus  initiate  the  development  of
cooperation with retailers, meaning building basic civilizational areas Incorporate as a
State-owned and thus further develop into real forms full state support in the form of
Imperium Diamonds.

386. Furthermore, in establishing the Office of the function will be determined by the
obligation  to  ensure  the  safety  functions  of  internal  control  services  of  security,
prevention  of  monopolies  and  espionage,  other  safety  factor  and  the  need  for  such
security.

387. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore develops a duties to utilize
the intelligence as Trial Safety Commission which is intended to ensure a stable security.

388. International Advocacy Intelligence Council growth, after the completion of the
Statute of extraterritoriality means creating a body headquartered orbit of the Earth, using
resources that were created from the development plans and projects that were active
during the full features of International Advocacy Intelligence Council.

389. When IAIC create an intelligent infrastructure in free space, thus ensuring our
ability to International Advocacy Intelligence Council in order to promote full interactive
communication activity with all countries of the world and still continue to maintain the
performance of logistical and organizational collaboration that has the ability to achieve
this growth and unity of mankind.

390. The first objective is to create a global partnership called The One World and
organize the emergence of forms of global political movement at full character.
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391. The Objective One Word and International logistics organization is to overtake
the values of the United Nations at the level of intelligence of legal rights, the ability of
the effectiveness of safety strategies and peaceful solution, security stability of legitimate
states, the development of human liberties, mature and rewarding performance, and start
most biggest and dynamic development of the world policy and order, world progress.

392. Each member International Advocacy Intelligence Council own duty every week
to sit in the common council, and create their own presentation about the development
strategy  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  thereby  improving  internal
functions of the office, communication strategies and logistics response to world events
or international development.

393. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  not  own  any  act  violating  the
principles of a just and moral conduct.

394. International Advocacy Intelligence Council not pursue self-interest activities for
monopoly abuse information office or your own preferred plan officials in their favor.

395. International Advocacy Intelligence Council must respect the responsibilities of
justice, and therefore no one can be built on blackmail and extortion or any threats to
take.

396. International Advocacy Intelligence Council handled finances and must therefore
always be secured with surveillance on financial management to be stopped because risk
of fraud and tampering with property as an act liable to enable the risk of property fraud.

397. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  for  the  purpose of  accountability
must  not  give  the  guarantee  without  examining  authorities  are  the  first  priority  for
building  warranties  in  the  business  and  legal  network.  A  member  may  not  accept
International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  profit  of  unregistered  income  and
corruption, or give bribes.

398. Member International Advocacy Intelligence Council and authority must ensure
that abuse of the system for the legalization of illegally obtained assets.

399. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  office and each member  must  be
periodically checked on safety to prevent espionage and distribution of information to
another entity, or the provision of insufficient information coverage.

400. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  not  apply any fraud against  any
entity, fake bids, unregistered sale, felony damage to the value of another entity and the
natural person or entity threaten trade without guarantees or any similar contract with no
guarantee receive.

401. International Advocacy Intelligence Council not allow or create an act based on
misuse of another person's property, breach of the principles of equity ownership.

402. Member  International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  don't  can  develop  their
own independent activity in the exercise of authority in the name.

403. International Advocacy Intelligence Council Authority and its member not shall
encourage  the  scandal  names  authority  and  public  reputation  and  respect,  or  unduly
damaging someone else's name in the structure of the office, and outside the office.

404. International Advocacy Intelligence Council authority not to abuse the working
staff without adequate payment for work done responsibly or not to exploit the working
staff disrespectful or exceedingly difficult work to support slavery, and damage other act
of justice any individuals.

405. International Advocacy Intelligence Council don't can promote and carry out the
sale of unregistered weapons, stores of drugs and other illegal narcotics.

406. At a  time  when half  International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  office  don't
supply their own armies and police defense International Advocacy Intelligence Council
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Authority therefore obliged to use their own autonomous commercial cooperation with
security agencies,  and the first  interest to create their own commercial  department  of
security  agencies  under  the  leadership  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council
office.

407. International Advocacy Intelligence Council own right commercial activities at
the level enabling to establish their own commercial  entity as security agency,  which
serves  to  enable  the  security  growth  in  hiring  workers  under  its  security  control,  so
workers  who  will  be  able  to  work  in  the  zone  International  Advocacy  Intelligence
Council integrity, and therefore in order to apply for the function Trial commission or
other security tasks.

408. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  further  their  own  right,  provide
eligible for a foreign security agencies, the possibility of establishing their branches in
the legal space International Advocacy Intelligence Council integrity, and therefore also
the  right  to  create  a  common  security  strategy  to  stabilize  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council security features and the rise of organized politics of personal values
common security space.

409. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  must  carefully  examine  all  the
security agencies and their managers, head of departments and employees, and therefore
always  ensure  security  cooperation  in  contract  law  and  ensuring  the  integrity  intact
International Advocacy Intelligence Council office and government ID's, or information
networks.

410. All security agencies together to form a single unit security agencies, acting as a
state-owned company, incorporate, under the leadership of central government authority
International Advocacy Intelligence Council or country.

411. State security agency is represented by agencies owners, managers and major
representations.  This  creates  a  number  of  agencies  under  Incorporate,  special  state
department.

412. Council security agencies and established his own office under the management
circuit International Advocacy Intelligence Council authority. Council members have the
right  to  security agencies  to  support  the  development  of  their  logistics  networks and
organization.  Proposals  must  be  assessed  before  International  Advocacy  Intelligence
Council authorities to act before the approval of the development strategy.

413. Council members have the opportunity to get Agency state retraining, and thus
elevate  its  position  on  the  professional  accolades  Deputy  State  Security  for  the
opportunity to organize a national security mission and expand security management.

414. Members and employees of security agencies evolving professions: Deputy State
Security (Council), police teams, squads of security for the purpose of special civilian
missions nepotism.

415. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  together  with  other  security
agencies provides a safety logistics in protection authorities, security at the political level
and  communication,  defense,  diplomatic  activities,  protection  money  transfer  and
protection of special people, even the grand strategy and global partnership for defense
purposes at the level of cybernetic communications and technology.

416. International Advocacy Intelligence Council Safety Office provides development
and growth of the discipline in the establishment of training centers and the development
of resistance and strength for employees of security agencies.

417. Council representatives of security agencies jointly organized a training mission
and development strategy, security, and technology and operating conditions.

418. Council  security  agencies  can  be  a  representation  office  for  International
Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  in  the  interest  of  strategic  communication  and
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coordination between international organizations and communities, associations, states in
order to increase security and military cooperation.

419. Board  of  the  Agency in  cooperation  with  the  central  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council uses strategy for growth conferences and ceremonial centers open to
the possibility of cooperation with public companies worldwide.

420. Board of the Agency in collaboration with the Central  Research International
Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  organized  military  and  security  technologies,  their
industrial production and international sales under the registered license.

421. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  must  ensure  that  all  handling  of
weapons has been fully consistent in international law and in order to increase confidence
suitability for international and foreign partner and competention level.

422. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  must  ensure  that  the  operating
system weapons activities,  according to the quotas that  determine a stable registry of
finance, materials, access to industrial centers and warehouses of weapons, as well as the
principles of the movement and handling of weapons by legal standards the verification
of the psychological state and licenses responsible actor, with full register identity and the
act of manipulation.

423. Number of agencies and then uses a central International Advocacy Intelligence
Council cooperation with the authorities, for the purpose to build a business partnership
network that will  be used for the development  of marine security bases, security and
space ships. Business management will be planned autonomous investment partner of the
management and outcome of production.

424. Number of agencies must support to members and staff could be investigated for
their  safety,  as  well  as  a  selected  group  will  be  divided  into  Trial  Investigation
Commission which will maintain this against corruption and anti-monopoly oversight of
all parts of the office and activities.

425. Each member agency of the Agency must therefore be equipped with a team of
psychologists investigating a lie detector technology.

426. Board of  the Agency,  in cooperation with the  central  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council  uses ID's government  plans  to  polygraph technology for  interest
ensure their mass production, and thus simultaneously enable full distribution for each
security  unit,  the  center  Council  security  agencies,  as  well  as  for  branch  offices
International Advocacy Intelligence Council.

427. International Advocacy Intelligence Council uses its own management  for the
growth of educational and research centers of activity strategy interrogation methods and
detection purposes using polygraph technologies and means of communication.

428. International Advocacy Intelligence Council also organizes markets with partner
dealers in order to establish their own centers of the textile industry for the purpose of
sewing uniforms, patches and flags. Management center and is designed to function by
their own autonomous system guarantees function.
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Commercial base of the Office for prestige

1. IAIC founded his own seat which is used in conjunction with IAIC offices.
2. IAIC uses business management, centralization of authority under the trade merchants

IAIC, and thus commercially build their own network infrastructure business as the act of
building up its own resources.

3. Own resources therefore used for the operation, for the establishment of settlements and
wealthy farm.

4. The first  objective is to create their own company headquarters for the production of
business suit (suit and shoes and bag for each member of the Bureau for free, payment for
material  profits  of  companies  in  the  public  market,  or  strategies  own  autonomous
production and raw material independence).

5. As a further development strategy goods is intended to create a laundry operation, trade
with hygiene supplies, guest house, shop for office supplies, also the internet cafe and a
phone line for the public.

6. IAIC  has  the  right  to  build  their  own  infrastructure,  industrial  sources,  such  as  the
production of building materials, and zones for their construction, as well as with centers
for the production of laboratory materials and mining.

7. IAIC and building growth strategies which are designed to ensure the development of
their  own mansions  and estates  that  are  used  to  own official,  conference  and  social
interests.

8. IAIC has the right to establish their own agricultural center in autonomous development
which is the purpose of the growth of the food source, or ownership of development
material from its own sources of biological production.

9. IAIC has the right to hire or subcontract cooperation with business strategists who build
the project, ensure its implementation, as well as the management system for the payment
of financing costs for logistics and manufacturing project.

IAIC regularly organizes custom receptions.
Objective members IAIC is based on friendly cooperation strategy level, so use your own domain
centers for regular dining banquets and recreational  meetings,  and any friendly meeting with
foreign guests.

In the period when the status of extraterritoriality terminated IAIC has an obligation to stop the
activity  and  transform all  extraterritorial  properties  to  allow their  full  governance  under  the
jurisdiction of local sovereign state.
IAIC still holds the claimed property and possessions continue to have the right to retain legal
ownership, sell or lease, even if undergo confiscation.
The  acquired  funds  will  be  used  for  further  development  and  modernization  IAIC  cosmic
infrastructure in space as a civilizing orbital ships and other planetary official centers. For the
purpose of friendship between the countries IAIC organizes the use of the acquired funds for the
purpose  of  project,  by  spending  strategy  for  building  materials  be  market  in  the  area  of
jurisdiction of the State and thus prevent inflation, financial currency.
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Each office  must  possess  Proven  communication  services,  and  web business  card,  with
adress and labor order

It  is  an  obligation  to  create  its  own  center  for  the  use  of  a  central  postal  address  (a  small
warehouse for sorting the mail between departments offices), telephone number of the office, fax,
e-mail, Internet account for deposit and withdrawal of a public document, a private website office
and portable server connected to the Internet, is an intranet for the possibility of International
communication,  and  also  contracted  or  available  resources  for  the  possibility  to  organize
conference meetings, summit,  and cultural center for the purpose of presentation of ID's state
before the public company.
As the main unseen becomes an obligation to possess the ability to exploit fully private function
space for offices and small storage Archive documents and books, The Archive. The Office shall
provide the ability to use their own financial safe which serves as a local branch of the budget for
the financial manipulation and limited transmission and storage of Finance. They must be safe
guarded recording system, while private security patrol. Architecture and design creation vault
will be designed for communication with the Royal Council.
In the event of a successful and safe operation of the office of management and safe, then it will
also open a safe investment.

Development Office

1. Exil or Extraterritorial Office as an office on the territory of another state (because of
the occupation).

2. All Authorities unified position on the provisional orbits planet Earth (synchronization
with defense station).

3. Government offices for the position of  legal territories of Diamond's Imperium (after
ensuring stability, security).

The Office mustnt organize and promote any illegal drug trade in arms, terrorism, drug
trafficking, human trafficking, trafficking of stolen properties, national and international
organized  crime,  or  any  other  persons  who  are  active  in  such  a  form  of  crime.  The
Authority  must  always expand relations  only  with persons  who may  legally  verify  and
prosecute justice courts, or if necessary, to guarantee enforceable guarantees active in the
jurisdiction area of Diamond's Imperium and ownership.
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To build a Safe

In the event that IAIC has its own secure and safe financing is therefore prohibited receipt
cash in high amounts of funding if not to be able to ensure the safety and suitability of trust for
financial management.

For  safe  strategy,  financial  manipulation,  financial  Contractor  must  officially  list  the
documentary about his actual possession of responsible business cash to pay, and the cash will be
deposited on premeditated confidential account, until such time,  the transfer of finance in the
state IAIC in the ability to use enough safe and secure active security services.

IAIC, may still be used for the payment application, agreement and certification of owning a
cash distributor of Finance, during an official transcript of account owners of capital.

IAIC, may still be used for application payment contract and certification of owning a cash
distributor of Finance, during an official commitment to overwrite the payment of cash in the
name of the new owner as IAIC, but holding the financial capital in the storage area of the first
person as a financial distributor, and thus release document verifying assets and a capital value of
the business enabling manipulation by a third party, and the subsequent transfer of funds between
the first distributor to finance a third party.

If  the  first  financial  distributor  becomes  a  service  provider  to  store  funds from joint  first
contract provider that must confirm the agreement on trade that generates an acknowledgment of
its  financial  contribution,  followed  by  the  confirmation  of  providing  storage  rights  for  the
property in detail ratification values stored assets is putting all registration data on other contracts
which are relative to such property in custody, as well as custody provider must demonstrate its
confidence in the suitability of the submission of guarantees second permanent assets equal value
for the purpose of safety deposit insurance and reinsurance officially contractual obligation of a
surety deposit for property values.

IAIC has the right to use, an agreement on the financial handling of finances that are in the
interest of the agreement inserted foreign bank deposit accounts, thereby creating a strategy on
the use of safe foreign intimates the possibility IAIC own ability to transfer funds at high levels.

In the case of using a strategy of external vault  as a premeditated space for financial and
wealthy capital, then it is necessary to IAIC obtain confirmation of their own value, which is the
full and official certification from a foreign bank as a provider of safe and storage space, and the
bank is willing to use certification to allow the subsequent issuance of cash, a certain amount or
the entire deposit.

The Bank as a provider of foreign vault by own duty to ensure that a contract certification of
embedded  assets,  and  certification  is  then  inserted  into  the  writings  IAIC  Registry  owned
property, while at the document which is then followed by replacement document as a step in the
verification of the authenticity of the first certificate in the case of losses alienation.

IAIC not only use digital technology to be able to verify the ownership of financial account
and capital injections. IAIC own responsibility to use documents with the ability to always be full
proof of ownership. The documents are a substitute for digital data and keys, the current crisis
hacking threats against the security deposit.

Terms certification of having saved the capital subsequently in legal hands IAIC serve as a
basis  for  check  payments  to  its  own  currency authority,  and  therefore  the  ability  to  ensure
payment of the rest of the traders in the interest of the partnership IAIC office, and therefore it is
not necessary to use the constant manipulation of financial capital that has been inserted into hand
protection bank. Certification is therefore the value of the base value of GDP for ID's Federation.

IAIC own obligation to transfer financial high amount of money, so always use the strategy of
transit security and protection forces to protect the finances of the carriage of high finance capital.

IAIC has  a  duty to  ensure  the  development  of  logistical  ID's  international  agreements  on
transit on the territory of foreign countries, thereby enabling collaboration capabilities.

IAIC must create trade agreements that are contrary to the security strategy of the possibility
of having cash and such use.

1. IAIC therefore plans to trade the markets each with a budget of this  strategy, which
means the use of the profit for the ability to more profitable investments, second market
turnover,
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2. at the same time ensure payment security service designed to ferry finances in a safe
place and deposit funds into a secure vault.

3. Therefore, while the financial turnover liable to the extent of the financial costs for long-
term storage of financial capital in a safe environment,

4. symmetrically and with a financial turnover of securing payment for the function and
duty IAIC the just payment for employed staff (salaries, office operation, maintenance,
insurance).

IAIC also  creates  its  own vault  construction  planning  that  this  will  be  a  growth  strategy
designed their own safety and suitability of trust responsible financial manipulation capabilities
inherent guarantee for financial transactions and trade execution created by the agreements.

IAIC always  has  the  obligation,  in  the  first  plan to  develop their  own businesses  for  the
purpose of the financial measures for the safe finance and high-quality financial packages.

IAIC therefore has an obligation to create turnovers for the financial security of a safe which
will therefore be able to responsibly maintain security deposit guarantees.

Financial safe high deposit values must therefore be drawn up by the basic quotas, meaning its
own weight vault which is a guarantee of safety against theft and safe should be restricted to the
security zone, and in the same project can be opened only in case of confirmation of a special
security procedure which is  a  guarantee against  theft.  Other  statutes  vault  will  be  agreed by
agreement with the Royal Council.

In the event that IAIC uses safe to store special values of sums of money, then IAIC must obey
the Royal Council on a strategy to save these values.

Each species should be safe under the administration of the observation team of legal security
and the  contribution of  responsible  values  and principles  of  handling  and always  carrying  a
document on the management of invoices and in accordance writing selected and entered values
of financial capital.

Safe  under  the  administration  IAIC also  serves  as  the  base  for  reserve  deposits  that  are
inherent fuse the function of the office and its successful operation at the international level. The
reserve amount is insured for two years IAIC function.

IAIC is obligated to create the management of assets in use of sealing stamps for wrapping
stacks of funding, and also record the number of each stamp, and his manipulation.

If the stamp is damaged, then the content must be re-finance recalculated, and checked the
authenticity of banknotes in the control of an authorized notary's offices or ID banks.

If the moving, transfer or other handling of banknotes, it must be re-checked the authenticity
of banknotes and ensuring their confidence in sum.

IAIC therefore creates its own stamp for certification of owning property on behalf of the
Office IAIC, and to allow for easier handling.

IAIC creates a seal stamps for financial stack as a pile of banknotes, as well as seal stamps for
a package bag with banknotes. Each bag banknotes must own internal protection package with
color for impairment of finance in case of theft or open bags, and even a radio receiver which is
used for satellite location of the package. All the numbers of banknotes in a bag must be recorded
in  a  private  database  with  confirmation  from the  bank  or  notarial  office  of  the  register  of
banknotes and stamps petition.

IAIC used banknotes in payment and redemption. In the case of redemption of notes, IAIC
own obligation to carry out verification of the authenticity of banknotes in the currency of the
issuing authority which is responsible for managing and accounting bills.

Access to the vault must  be sealed and guarded by a guard service which is composed of
persons regularly inspected Safety Commission. Access to the vault can only hold a permanent
entity with a license and during the thorough inspection and examination.

IAIC also uses purse as less safe designed for flexible financial manipulation in payments and
shift or for the operation of the office.

Interested  accompanied  by  security  services  and  anyone  else  without  authorization  and
supervisory  official  has  the  right  to  know the  content  of  transported  material  values  in  the
property being transported. No one should also not allow the transfer of the consignment into the
hands of unverified determine distribution.
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Security Council of the IAIC, Trial Security Commission

• Security Council of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council have right for supervision
on the security of the whole office and legal zone of extraterritorial jurisdiction, internal order
policies  and  undivided  territory  or  constitution  intact,  especially  non-infringement  rules  in
possession.
• Security Council has the option to conduct its own investigation team which can be composed
of the officers, investigators, military personnel, people from special units for security or unit
creation of a civilian.
• Basic investigation team is always composed of anonymous individuals who have the combined
personally know and the supervisory process under an anonymous form of identity and promote
be only flexibility personal number of identification according IAIC central controlship.
• Each team must always record every deed investigation and progress, record the 3D camera.
Then each person is forced to write a personal testimony and produce the documents before the
Trial Control Commission that constantly monitor footage from cameras Online.
• Each record and testimony will be submitted before the Trial Control Commission. Withheld
guards before his personal testimony from all the facts.
• Trial Control Commission is based on system non-touch cooperation and therefore only control
information  between  "Two  entities  control  investigation".  Each  agency  maintains  its  own
inspection process independent between all  investigation and inter-investigation groups. "Two
internal control commission."
• Every internal Commission must issue a simultaneous, identical terms by checking the situation
and documentation of all facts.
• Declaration from Investigation process of The groups in The Trial Control Commission must
then confirm the person that is controlled by the investigation team. "Investigation team through
dual group and more one special controller."
•  The  Commission  then  determines  whether  the  safety  of  the  reason  for  the  defense,  other
manipulations with the army for the defense sector in a sector or outside the common ground of
IAIC jurisdiction.  Decision must  always  be under the law and must  be confirmed by all  the
performers.
• Where the Commission for the safety of not to accept  right now is a threat to the need to
establish a defense under the law, then no one has any right to establish military marches and cast
or infrastructure to handle the army.
•  Security  Commission  must  always  be  a  Trial  Investigation  Commission  and other  Special
Control Committees or other investigative sections.
• Security Commission is composed of 16 judges of The Imperium of Diamond's. Each of the
members have to go through psychological tests, random, within a certain period repeat. Once a
person is not recognized as sufficient person responsible for directing security work, then it must
be replaced by another person.
• Security Commission has its substitute at the army and the security of each loop partition.
• Trial safety committee shall be an entity who is his activity was fully independent and no one
shall Activity of any such influence, abused or manipulated.
• The Security Council of Governments owns the rights to constantly control movement in the
interest of full political structure of the IAIC office and policy. Investigating and monitoring the
movement's leadership to suspicion and a hint of traffic crime or in the interests of forecasts for
the threat. Investigation can be performed as an independent step for obtaining information.
•  Security Council,  the  government  owns the rights  for  the cooperation with security forces,
security and information systems or other additional forms of communication and cooperation
with the Unit for systems management government authorities.
• The Security Council of the government's  own full  right  to examine the prosecutor's office
fields, army, security services, or authorities and political parties.
• Security Council, the government owns the duty to keep the system in its constitution right and
without violations.
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• The governments of the Security Council has the rights to the interception of private messages,
phone, email or any other form of communication, where the Council receives from the Council
of Courts confirmation of a suspected criminal or terrorist acts.
• Security Council, the government owns the duty to write all the information about your activity
investigation and detection of crime. Information must be saved in a database and the Centre for
archiving documents. The Center has then only access Officials from which submits documents
to legal confirmed, in the interest allowed and rights of submission.
• Security Council governments own right for the establishment of new units and departments or
expand their system in order to the actual needs and the best logistics.
• The King is a person who then decides on declaring or veto a proposal for the development of
security services. King may set up its own security services conclude agreements multilateral,
bilateral and collusion focus for international cooperation.
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ID's Comunication for EU Court for Human Right's

Office  of  International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  represents  the  interests  of  legal
communications in the interest of the European Court of Human Rights and of the basis for this
act  further  in  terms  of  function of International  law and these principles,  it  also extends the
communication with the European Union, and with the formation of the Council of Europe.

Communication  is  made  for  the  provision  of  the  legal  rights  and  justice,  meaning
application  of  the  claimed  interest  Imperium  of  Diamond's,  and  thereby  the  growth  of
International cooperation between countries, peoples and governments of countries together to
mobilize  global  organizational  intelligence  States  exercising  justice,  order,  security,  peace
principles, in particular liquidation threats and terrorist groups.

Department of International Advocacy Intelligence Council as an advocacy group owns
the  right  to  represent  the  side  of  Diamond's  Imperium  and  thereby  also  achieve  the  right
representation of parties before the courts system in Europe.

If  European  judicial  systems  will  assume  the  rights  and  practices  in  opposition  to
International law and justice, then the European judicial systems must be sued before foreign
tribunals, International and as an active party in opposition to terroism, International principles.

Link to statement on the European Crime
https://www.docdroid.net/tdbySor/doc101116-10112016101111.pdf.html
Link to reference the principles of the European Charter on Human Rights
https://www.docdroid.net/D7Ceztp/ids-testimony-to-the-euchr-under-eu-treaty-of-hr-
defend.pdf.html
Further accompanying protocols
ID's declaration of rights for EU communication and representation of States
https://www.docdroid.net/R3IwF2M/call-for-states-with-membership-in-the-european-union-
for-a-joint-withdrawal-eu.pdf.html
ID's  link to  the  communication  of  interest  statutes  of  conditional  representation to  the
European Union
https://www.docdroid.net/sdRiNXV/ids-extraterritoriality-right-present-for-eu-policy-
2016.pdf.html
States interested in cooperation with Europran Union Terrorism
Czech republic,  Slovakia, Austria,  Hungary,  Romania, Bulgaria,  Turkey, France, Portugal, Italy
republic, Federal Germany, Confederated Switzerland, Grand Duchy of Lucemburg, Kingdom of
Spain, Belgium, Nietherland. Another state's is not fully authorized in evidence of confirmation.
Constitution of the World Diamond International Alliance
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-world-diamond-
international/constitution-of-international
Global Mafia Decriminalization, act in legal responsibility and not-moralism of Europe
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/global-mafia-structures

“
A documentary about the notice to the European Charter on Human Rights was written under

the  hypnotic  misinformation  that  causes  the  opposite  perception  of  the  facts  of  the  Statute  of  the
difference in "de juri" and "de facto", in the document the status of "de juri" is recognized as a full
format of sovereignty and continues "de facto" means the mere fact of an organized activity.

„
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Decree  on  the  duties  of  European  citizens,  especially  to  the  people  of  the  legal
profession and the person reference for business analysis and organizing, traders

Based  on  the  inheritance  of  social  traditions  appreciation  to  the  European  Charter  on
Human Rights,

Further, according to the interest of the UN Charter and the UNGA convention, and also in
the interest of a regulation under the laws of the jurisdiction of Diamond's Imperium,

Therefore, every lawyer and expert in political science acquires an obligation to respect the
principle of the obligation to ensure the formation of a joint  document,  and according to the
provisions  of  ID's  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  and  therefore  ensure  full
stabilization Imperium of Diamond's.

Furthermore, each businessman, business corporation, a person employed in the business
and civilization-building profession by gaining the same obligation to respect  and ensure the
stabilization and development  of  Imperium Diamonds  government  and state  and civilization,
when a task shared mobilization.

Any person originating from the territory of terrorist  alliance must  be a feat  only as a
second  person  who  must  be  secured  in  a  constant  process  of  monitoring  the  suitability  of
confidence.

Anyone who refuses to accept his responsibilities will therefore be designated as a terrorist
and is legally carry out the confiscation of property, restrictions on the rights of any performance
and execution.

Anyone who refuses to accept his responsibilities therefore loses all rights and claims of
legitimacy for the exercise of spreading opposition also believes in the company.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
Plan for Organizational  membership or partnership in global structures

Imperium of  Diamond's  Multi  Organizational  Intercontinental  Cooperation  is  building  the
right capabilities and stability to connect several continental and regional organizations in the
world, and thus act to create a significant entity in the form of policy is the foundation of today's
globalization and ideology ID's The One World.

The federal government Imperium of Diamonds as the Multi politics running surface on the
ideology  of  "The  One  World"  and  such  logistical  movement  based  themselves  in  the  right
recognized  force  in  International  law as  an  act  of  Global  Democracy  governments,  because
earthly territory Rockall Diamond North Atlantic and Diamond Oasis North Eastern Africa Bir
Tawil,  officially  claimed  territory  without  legitimately  authorized  dispute  and  therefore  the
inherent  ability to measure  integration between organizations of the European Union and the
African  Union,  means  the  ability  to  produce  the  theme  and  active  political  intelligence
intercontinental  bundle  which will  work as the force of diplomacy and logistics  for order to
develop  common  policy,  law,  economy,  raw  material  resources,  security  and  the  military,
government relations, and every act which can only mean the possibility of joint forces of growth
and success for each state of inter-continental community. Nude higher development policy for
future generations more advanced level than today's forms of continental organizations or direct
forms  of  multilateral  cooperation  between  countries.  Act  multi-multilateral  cooperation  with
countries such as the format of multilateral cooperation organizations is always an advantage for
the successful growth of our civilization and ensure global competitiveness.

Furthermore, after the full capabilities of the Imperium of Diamonds, use act World Diamond
International Alliance and now the legitimate validity as an obligation under international law,
therefore, is entitled to the use of strategic positions territories Federation, the subjects that are
left after a terrorist state with the responsibility of terrorism, States Pacific ocean, the Caribbean
sea, Atlantic ocean, Indian ocean, as well as rights of possession parts of Antarctica, and thus the
full  sum is entitled to act  integration to Micronesia,  OAS, AU, ASEAN, APEC, ACD, other
organizations, both International and regional nature and the meaning act of creation Multy union
among the organizations which, taken together, may expand to such an alliance with the federal
government Imperium of Diamond's act of Globalization policy and achieve full network forms a
planetary body that unifies all forms of world politics.

It means the act at World Diamond federal authority Imperium of Diamond's as one of the
most advanced actions and policies of today's world nations, the establishment of the first truly
territories belonging to all countries in the world and the emergence of the first true ground under
Unified World.

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

 Interpol
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 Organization of Islamic Alliance
 Asian Cooperation Dialogue
 Euroasian Economic Union
 Economic Cooperation organization
 South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
 Antarctic Alliance
 African Union
 Pan African Parliament
 Inter-Governmental Authority for Development
 IRENA
 ECOWAS
 South African Development Comunity
 Arabic Ligue
 Organization of American States
 UNASUR
 Mercosur
 Central American Parliament
 Association of Caribbean States
 Rio Group
 IBSA Dialogue forum
 Non-Aligned Movement
 ASEAN
 Cooperation Council for Arab State's of the Gulf
 Caribean Comunity
 UNIDROID
 Pacific Island Forum
 Melanesia Spearhead Group
 Union for Mediterranean
 APEC
 Asia-Pacif Economic Forum
 Asia-Europe Meeting
 Scout Movement
 Collective Security Treaty Organization
 Association of Independent States
 Organization for Democracy & Economic Development
 Commonwealth
 Shanghai Security Organization
 BRICS
 Islamic Military Alliance
 Economic comunity of W. Africa states monitoring group
 Comunity of Sahel
 Africa & America Atlantic Security cooperation
 OECP
 E9 countries
 G-77
 G-20
 G-24
 G-1
 World Economic Forum
 World Bank
 Y-8
 World Trade Organization
 United Nation's organization
 UN Peacekeeping
 UN International Criminal Court
 Uniting for Consensus
 UNESCO
 International Fund for Agriculture Development
 Universal Postal Union
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 International Telecomunication Union
 World Intellectual Property Organization
 IDEA, International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance
 SADC
 Arctic Council
 Indian Ocean RIM Association
 Pacific Island Forum
 Pacific Community
 Cejamericas
 IINS
 AL, Peninsula Shield Force
 Organization of Agreement on Collective Security
 Shanghai Cooperation Organization
 South Atlantic Peace and Cooperation Zon
 ECOWAS Monitoring Group, ECOMOG
 COPAX
 African StandBy Force
 System of Cooperation Among the American Air Forces (SICOFAA)
 Countries of ,,Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance''
 Junta Interamericana de Defensa
 Caribic's, Regional Security System
 Asia Cooperation Dialogue
 Five Power defence Arangement's
 GUAM
 North American Aerospace Defense Command
 NORDEFCO
 BALTRON
 TAKM
 International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)
 Council of Europe
 Commonwealth of Independent States
 World Federalist Movement
 Internet Governance Forum
 ~ NATO & OSCE
 ….other

The federal government Imperium of Diamomd's own interest to establish further extended
network of international organization and association cooperation between states, and a new
kind of relationship, in order strategy geography of states and their territories.

 States of Red Sea

 States North Saharan Africa

 Continental states of the Indian Ocean, Africa, Asia, Australia, Antarctica

 Continental States of the Atlantic Ocean, Africa, America, Europe

 Continental states Mediterranean sea, Africa, Europe, Asia

 States for the mining in international waters

 States for the mining in space

 State for modification of plant genomes, and regulation

 States for multi cultures

 Other.....other....other..and lot of.
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The agreement recognizing the Imperium of Diamond's federal
government in the legal representation of the organization

Constitutional body as the main legitimate body representing the association Organization, the
confirmation  of  the  document,  meaning  the  act  of  recognition  of  the  federal  government
Imperium of Diamond's, as an entity that is not contradictory position on the basis of their own
political  entity due to  opposition status in  the interests  of  the  United Nations  Charter  as the
principle of major  articles instituting Charter,  the principles of the law of any State for their
integrity, the right to promote the peaceful development of the states with the basics, meaning the
prevention of war, conflict and crime.

Legal  representative  to  represent  the  organization  and creates  act  in  accordance  with  the
Charter and the Community.

The common goal  is  the recognition serving as a  basis for  an act  of  our joint  session of
friendly relations and the growth of joint peacekeeping missions, opening possibilities for our
shared  communication  and  cooperation  between  partner  or  Member  States,  as  well  as  the
possibility of establishing a joint planning.

The Agreement is attached to the underlying documentation on common communication and
establish new relations between our parties. The document is not authorized to any other partner
agreement and a contractual obligation to act duties. The document is only recognization, support
and express recognition of the federal government claim of Diamond's Imperium, use their own
political rights at the international level as an institution with the legal status of a political nature,
entity and state governments.

________________________________________

Signature of Legal Reprezentatives of Organization

Legal Stemp of Organization

Date :_________________________________________________________________________
Place :________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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The Partnership Agreement Imperium of Diamond's federal
government and organizations

Constitutional  body  as  the  main  legitimate  representative  body  of  the  association,  the
confirmation  of  the  document,  meaning  the  act  of  recognition  of  the  federal  government
Imperium of Diamond's like entity that becomes the subject partner organizations.

Legal  representative  to  represent  the  organization  and creates  act  in  accordance  with  the
Charter and the Community, or in the interest of the decision internal services organization.

The common objective of the partnership recognition is used as a measure for the basis of our
joint  session  of  friendly  growth  in  public  relations  and  peacekeeping  missions,  opening
possibilities for our shared communication and cooperation between partner or Member States, as
well as the possibility of establishing joint planning, as based on the fundamental importance of a
common recognition of a relationship ID's organizations and governments.

The Agreement is attached to the underlying documentation on common communication and
establish new relations between our parties. The document is not authorized to any other partner
agreement and a contractual obligation to act duties.

___________________________________________
The name of the document which is the main expression of the partnership declaration :_______
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Documents stored in the hands of the organization :____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The document is saved in the hands of the government's ID :_____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Signature of the representative of Diamond's Imperium government

Signature of representative organizations

Date :_________________________________________________________________________
Place :________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
Primary plan for Bilateral & Multilateral Development

ID's Silvester Act for Motivation & Declaration
Link: 
https://www.docdroid.net/617O3jC/ids-silvester-declaration-for-global-motivation-act-original-
consolidation.pdf.html

Economic
 

 Joint production agreements
 Agreement on Cooperation and Cooperation Investment Exchange
 Agreement about the possibilities of ferrous Common Transit Shipments
 Development cooperation agreements in the interest of Technology, and a political and

economic nature
 Agreement on a joint use of the transport system Space Navigation
 An agreement to respect rights for the Recovery of the claimed values from foreign and

the joint support for their restoration
 Agreement of stolen objects returned from abroad
 Agreement on a common recognition of children's rights for the possibility of organizing

your own business activities in the interests of the voluntary decision of the Child
 Agreement on a common channel of a television Information
 Agreeing  on  a  common  protection  architecting  heritage  and  cultural  history  and

knowledge of previous peoples
 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of the International Bank for Development and

Investment in the interest of Outer Space
 Agreement establishing cooperation in the interest of the Bank for the management of

economic cooperation and in the interest of 3D Digital Worlds
 Cooperation agreements in order to exploit political forms Finance Currencies
 Agreeing on a common banking union
 Agreeing on a common control Special Values
 Agreements on cooperation in the interest Energizers
 Agreeing on a common business community
 Agreements on cooperation in the interests of joint fishing areas
 Joint Agreement on the Promotion of Tourism
 Cooperation agreements Mapping
 Agreement about the mutual exchange of Raw
 The agreement for the development of joint business opportunities
 Agreement of investment cooperation
 Union with agreement on a common corporate relationship Transaction
 Agreement on agricultural cooperation
 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of the use of orbital and stationary satellites
 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of patent rights and copyrights
 Agreement on Cooperation in the servants' common relationship
 Agreement on cooperation of the Industrial Development
 Agreement on customs
 Agreement on the Promotion of Stable Development
 Agreement  on  cooperation  in  the  interest  of  the  use  of  technology  for  commercial,

political or security nature
 Agreement on cooperation in Banks
 Agreements on cooperation in banks and led Division cooperation
 Agreement on the Promotion of investments
 Agreement on the Promotion and protection of investments
 Agreement of Common Norm's in Genetical Modification
 The agreement on Economic Naturalization arid part's of the land.
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Political
 

 Agreement of territorial management during special situations

 Agreeing  on  a  common  informational  cooperation  and  development  of  common
information structures

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest  of  sanctions and the creation of  joint  anti-
threatening refund scheme

 Agreeing on a common Trust in the interest of political cooperation

 Agreeing  on a  common effort  in  order  mediated able  to  communicate  in  a common
language differences interests

 Supplement to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

 Agreement on the Conservation of Human Rights

 Agreements on the joint protection of human values and rights

 Agreement of Cosmic Civilization cooperation in the interest of common civilizations

 Agreement of policy immunities The World Diamond

 Consular arrangements

 Agreeing on a common community policy strategies

 Agreement on a joint judicial cooperation between the courts

 Agreeing on a common strategic community for One World

 Agreements on cooperation in the interest of the project The One World

 Agreements on cooperation in the interest of the efforts of the unity of humanity

 Agreement on cooperation in the direction of Diplomatic Security

 Enhancement Agreement for Cooperation Genetic Preservation of National Races

 Agreement for the common union Senators

 Agreeing on a common Union with representative of the Government (Prime Ministers)

 Agreement on a common union Ministers

 Agreeing on a common Anti Corruption the Union

 Agreement of Independence two states

 Agreeing on a common Imperium The Federation of Diamond

 Agreeing on a common Union with Diamond

 Agreeing on a common political union

 Agreeing on a common database

 Agreement for Promotion of policy cooperation

 Agreement on the Promotion of Diplomatic Relations

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of the Special Joint relations in certain forms
territories

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of the common territories

 Agreements on cooperation in the interest of peaceful relations

 The agreement on Special communities

 Agreement on joint missions in the interest of Information Security Affairs

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of protecting and sharing of intelligence

 Sharing agreement Cultural News and Media

 Agreement of friendly cooperation

 Visa Waiver Agreement

 Agreeing on a common Media and Information cooperation

  

Safety
 

 Agreement on witness protection or vulnerable persons
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 Agreement the return of Lost Abroad
 Joint Agreement on Safety Testing of common weapons of mass destruction in areas of

the cosmos beyond human competence, cooperation in the interest and for the safety of
all mankind

 Joint Agreement on Cooperation in the impossibility of concealment of  genocide and
conflicts against humanity, against settlement in the interest of the common organization
of such regimes against terrorism policies seeking to promote conflict or the possibility
of its occurrence

 Agreement on the Promotion of the death penalty in the special criminal matters that
criminal Through exceeds the value of a nation or of all mankind

 Agreeing on a common effort to fight against racial and community racism
 Agreeing on a common Security in the interests of the armed conflict
 Agreement for the avoidance options Espionage and Abuse Data
 Agreeing on a common Security in order handling technologies for spatial manipulation
 Agreeing on a common nuclear safety
 Agreement on Evacuation cooperation
 Agreement on the promotion of stability of the government
 Agreement of peacekeeping missions
 Agreeing on a common Army cooperation
 Agreeing on a common police cooperation
 Agreement on cooperation in the common interests of Heaven and Air Defense
 Agreeing on a common Restoring an Infrastructure Packages for Human Existence in the

event of a disaster
 Agrement of duty to the Special identification process when entering the territory
 Agreement on humanitarian aid
 Information Sharing Agreement unexplained phenomena
 Agreement on the Promotion Joint Defense Space
 An agreement on security cooperation in the interest of the Common protection
 Agreement on a common transmission prosecuted or sentenced persons

Health
 

 Joint Agreement on Cooperation to ensure the rights of persons with cloned
 The cooperation agreement in order to benefit for cyber technology in the interest of

Health, Human Rights, Common Security
 Agreement of Medical Assistance and Cooperation
 Agreement on social cooperation
 Agreement on cooperation of the Health Security tourists
 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of family issues societality
 Agreement on cooperation in the interests of  animal protection and the fight  against

Poaching
 Agreement for citizen Medical Information use

Communication and connection
 

 Agreeing on a common commercial 3D Digital Information Network
 Commercial agreement on a common Internet Information Network
 Agreements  on  cooperation  in  the  interests  of  transport  Relations  and  Development

TRANSPORT interest in The World Diamond
 Agreeing on a common transport system
 Agreeing on a common telecommunications
 Cooperation on joint Parcel Post and communication
 Agreement on common transport relations

Culture
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 Agreement on sporting events and mass events
 Agreement on Sports Cooperation
 Agreement on cooperation in order to unify religious cultures and eliminate racism from

society
 Agreement on the sharing of historical knowledge and Data
 Agreement for Promotion of Development Education
 Agreement on cooperation in order to promote the development of education
 Agreement of culinary
 Agreement of Culinary cooperation
 An agreement to archaeological findings
 Agreement of Archaeological cooperation
 Agreement to transmit features from the National Archaeological origin
 The Cooperation Agreement between students and Universities
 Agreement on joint prized and skills of school education and teaching sheets

Science

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of research in mathematics Spatial-temporal
Mathematics and its Security Use

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of safety data manipulation Mathematics Time-
Space Properties, in the interest of science, safety and trade

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of research in mathematics
 Agreement on cooperation in the interests of  research and use of  nuclear energy,  in

order to legally safety rules
 Agreement allowing access for members of the Royal Council of ID's to the Information

Minister and State
 Agreement of Meteorological cooperation
 Agreement of Cosmic scientific cooperation
 Cooperation Agreement on Research

Ecology
 

 Agreement on cooperation in the interest of preservation of landscape
 Agreeing on a common protection of the ecology and implementation of environmental

development
 Agreement on joint natural zones.
 Zoo cooperation for the promotion of protected animal species.

= OFFICIAL DOCUMENT =
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-imperium-of-diamond-
s/option-s-of-bilateral

The G1 document about The ID's Business relation bid's:
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-g1
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The Union of Diamond's

Union Diamond is a bundle of states that is offered to create a representation according to the
basic characteristics of the Government of Diamond's Imperium.

IAIC own profit target for the declaration states and thus allow the group to create a Union for
cooperation between states.

IAIC therefore developing growth strategies of global concern, and the possibility of jointly
beneficial partnership between the countries in the world.

Union Diamond's are the bases for the growth of common commercial cooperation between
states and ensure our common development of friendship relations between states.

Documentation of The Union of Diamond's
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-imperium-of-diamond-
s/union-of-diamond
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Great Day for All Humanitarian Organization's
"The Global Act"

Tuesday, February 7, 2017

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds as an act of constitutional Government in the
capital  plan established for the promotion of friendship uniting all  states and peoples in The
Human World!

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds as an act of constitutional Government in the
capital  project  established to  support  humanitarian missions  and peaceful  development  of  all
countries and civilizations, and the removal of all issues in order to achieve a measure to stop the
famine, shortages of raw materials, lack of education and quality of life mainly shortcomings
civilizations.

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds as a Government constitutional act in the
capital plan established to support World Peace support forces security in the world, in order to
attempt suppression of all  conflicts and terrorist  acts,  a world where there is  only peace and
freedom friendship, thereby harsh punishments against crime!

Therefore,  the  Federal  Government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  urges  all  Humanitarian  and
Peacekeeping Organization to our joint coordination and the creation of Global Center for all
Humanitarian Organizations in the Imperium of Diamonds Government and the use of our global
forces that will serve to promote World Peace and stabilization of human rights and legal interests
!

Unity is  strength,  and our  common motivation  can vigorously support  growth around the
world always the best way human society and future generations of all nations of the world!

_____________________________________________________

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter

_____________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________

Therefore, that every man might celebrate each new day!
_____________________________________________________

1. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds is a political entity-level governments
with  their  own  legal  territories,  with  the  register  of  population,  economy,  its  own
international  communications  and  stable  recognition  at  legitimate  principles  of
international law.

2. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds, however, is the body that must defend
against terrorist blocking and threats on the part of European policy which is based upon
the  crimes  statistically  surpassing  acts  of  the  Second  World  War,  today clandestine
genocide in the amount of 15 000 000 people annual and per period from 1998 year to
today, stealing financial values with higher capacity than the scope of our planet Earth,
and the same interests  and damage  the developing rights  of  all  countries  around the
world. Today,  acts which are criminal  responsibility on a more serious level than the
incident of the Second World War.

3. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds must therefore defend against entities
which  together  systematically  create  and  confirm  activity  strategies  that  can  mean
terrorist  act  of  the  European  Global  opposition  party  Global  Political  democracy  all
governments and the UN Charter, the meaning act of formation of the first global war
which is why the greatest threat against the security of the lives and freedoms of more
than 7 000 000 000 people!

4. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds therefore calls on all Organizations and
Human Rights Movement, the possibility of our cooperation and the development of a
global  organization,  meaning the growth of our  global  power  and dominance for  the
purpose of our interests and the sway of terrorism and crimes.  Our goal is to build a
Global Organizational Network and thus strengthen our commitment to the level of a
global movement that can in time to stop threats and such a development.

5. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds is based on peace and the interest of
trying to build a better world, a space in which there is no crime, war and hatred between
states, such is the natural act of a Government strategy Imperium of Diamonds.

6. The  Federal  Government  Imperium of  Diamonds  therefore  is  aimed  to  organize  the
World Movement in cooperation with all Organizations for peace and human rights, the
commitment for justice and security of states and the nation and the people.

7. The  Federal  Government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  therefore  gives  and  asks  for  the
possibility  to  use  the  granted  rights  for  any  Organization  to  establish  new
communications  operations  and  support  offices  in  the  territory  of  the  Imperium  of
Diamonds and the creation of strategies that mean the ability to launch a strategy for joint
Global Organization and coordinated in order to promote peace and justice but also the
collective security and the rights of freedoms.

8. Our goal is to promote the growth of the strength of our global media structure in order to
strengthen our dominance against criminal opposition.

9. Our goal is to organize a global movement among human rights activists and justice,
Organization,  agencies  and associations  for  peace  and humanitarian  aid,  and  thus  do
together  to reach the whole  world and to  create a strong opposition against  criminal
groups.

10. Our goal  is  to encourage and motivate for developing countries and the extension of
human rights, the development of the peaceful spirit of global society and improvement
of peaceful interests in world politics.

11. Our goal is to create a global network that will own the center on the territory of the
Imperium of Diamonds and thereby promote our common centralized and liberty grow on
soil that gives produces all the rights and justice, security and liberties, and advocacy for
justice.

12. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds therefore also offers the possibility of
our cooperation at the level of commercial nature and Organization of markets and shops
at  conferences,  public events,  public benefits,  selling basic assortment,  arts  and other
categories.

13. The first  act  of  collaboration for our global  mobilization organized by the Alliance's
publication  of  the  measure  in  the  media  and  thereby  also  establishing  cooperation
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meaning of contacting all  the other partner Organizations of the same and of similar
importance, therefore, that our force could grow mature and dynamic interest and the
value of true global logistics.

14. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds becomes an active subject in order to
promote security and justice and freedom and health of all human rights activists and
Organizations of the same nature.

15. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds and also pleasure the time of oppression
under lock, so your support and use menus Government Imperium of Diamonds, thereby
establishing your  contact branch as a representation for your  new headquarters in the
country Imperium of Diamonds today as the first or provisional representation intended
for international mobilization and expansion of global network with the capability of our
communication.

16. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds so too has the right to use the theme in
order to support growth forces ID's provisory office when the promotion of your pages,
so allowing to extend the power of our collective dominance in acts entailing stabilizing
Government Imperium of Diamonds.

17. The  Federal  Government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  gives  rights  to  humanitarian
Organizations and employee Organizations to build a joint authority representing the ID's
Government of autonomous responsibility, ushering in organizing International political
communication, collaboration with Bank's, the development of global markets, but also
with the rights to use the legal name of the Government of the country and State which
owns all rights and claims for the use of International rights, meaning that even a big
boost for your strategy peacekeeping and humanitarian interests, and the ability to use
direct  mobilization  among  the  rest  of  the  country  governments  and  politicians  from
around the world.

18. Representations ID's provisory offices means support for International communication
and  ensure  the  legal  development  of  the  political  infrastructure  of  the  state  and
International relations.

19. Representations ID's provisory offices means support for International markets and to
stabilize the Imperium of Diamonds civilization and build all the necessary resources for
stable supplies for the purpose of natural functions in the nature of Government,  and
therefore  support  for  the  Organization  of  communications  and  agreements  between
traders.

20. Representations  ID's  provisory  offices  means  support  for  the  growth  of  interest  in
International peace and friendship between nations.

21. ID's  provisory  office  can  represent  an  autonomous  branch  ID's  Banks  and  thereby
develop to mobilize the business and ensure their own profits for their own interests in
common agreement or profit responsible financial benefit.

22. Representations ID's provisory offices because a custom contact address and expanding
network capable of communicating among all ID's provisory offices and humanitarian
Organizations in the rest of the world, and thus the main reason for contacting the King
of Imperium Diamonds and the confirmation of our legal relationship.

23. The primary  common  goal  of  our  joint  co-ordination is  to  build global  and  national
conferences, organize a movement in order to develop media cooperation at the public
level,  radio  and  television,  to  develop  cooperation  with  politicians  and  businessmen
around the world, thus provide an opportunity for a new quality of life for all vulnerable
people in need.

24. The  Federal  Government  Imperium of  Diamonds  gives  a  right  of  citizenship  for  all
children and their families who must  suffer  and die of hunger.  Anyone  who receives
citizenship because he can use civilization Imperium of Diamonds and thereby gain all
the important necessities of life, social quality, good life and education.

25. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds provides rights of citizenship for all
persons who have become like the exiled and the statute without citizenship, immigrants,
migrants,  refugees and displaced persons who therefore have every right to become a
citizen of the  Imperium of Diamonds and gain new legal  life,  new house,  good job,
respect  and  equality  in  the  society,  welfare  foundations  and  possibilities  to  develop
steadily.

26. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds provides the rights of citizenship for all
those  who  lost  their  social  foundations  and  their  life  is  therefore  without  their  own
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residence, the homeless and the loss on the equivalence of the company. That everyone
gets  a  new home,  social  and  therapeutic  undervoltage,  health  care  and  quality  new
environment,  new friends  and  equivalent  for  life  in  society  and  all  life  needs,  new
education and schools, new corporations and business firms.

27. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds provides the law and adopts all youths
with the loss of parents and persons in charge of educational, so that children are forced
to live on the streets and homeless and foster children or foster homes. Every one have a
full stabile life and social needs.

28. The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds provides rights of citizenship for every
person who lives in the risk of death due to infection deadly disease HIV and other forms
of health severe disease that may be used in intelligence research Imperium of Diamonds
successfully treated and thus ensure the ability of healthy life even with all environmental
foundations.

29. The  Federal  Government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  always  grateful  to  everyone  who
supports the growth of justice and security for all people who need such assistance, and
also  a  Big  Thank  You  to  everyone  who  supports  the  Government  and  stabilize  the
Imperium of Diamonds.

30. Our organized cooperation to support the stabilization of the Government of Imperium
Diamonds and also means the ability to act stabilization World Diamond International
Alliance.

31. World  Diamond  International  Alliance  is  a  legitimate  format  territories  under  the
sovereignty of governments around the world thereby creating a common state among all
States and the centralization of the entire dimension of the global society.

32. Humanitarian Organizations and the interests of peace and have all the rights for the use
of  special  World Diamond Center,  to  create  a global  collaboration with all  the other
groups and entities humanitarian interests and character, and thus together build peace
and progress for our entire world, The Global Power of All People !

UNGA Political declaration on strengthening cooperation between the United Nations and regional and

subregional organizations :
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/131/38/PDF/N1513138.pdf?
OpenElement

_____________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds and offers the possibility of our collaboration to
develop  a  legal  group  in  the  form of  Global  Union  among  Organizations  for  human  rights  and
humanitarian interests, cultural and health Organizations and agencies for press and media information
services, together and with activists and organizers of public activities and interests.

Our system of cooperation at the level of the global centralization in the territories of the Imperium
of Diamonds to bring us the ability to leverage the global intelligence and strength of journalism and
organized  cooperation  with  political  parties,  activists  and  other  many forms  of  movement  at  the
national interests of the international character and thus create our joint coordinating body able to
build our common position which stands for dominance against the opposition of criminal acts against
humanitarian  interests  of  justice  and  the  peoples,  and  thus  also  increases  the  strength  of  our
achievements  at  the level  of  the  humanities  activities  and strategies that  serve  the objective of  a
peaceful world.

Our advantage is now well established in their rights when our organized movement may be used
freely open rights for the start of activities of political interest ID's provisory offices as the capacity of
our network for communication between politicians and equivalent state law at the International level,
thereby buildings strategy for organizing a Global movement Market and Business partnerships are
the foundation of the economy and the Government of such a law that promotes growth and strategic
interests and the power of humanitarian projects and their global implementation and ensure rapid
progress and jump to help human rights in the world.

Organizations and movements which unite together in order to build its own center and an office or
own provisory contact center because they can jointly accomplish steps that signify growth law also
provide  for  the  development  of  ID's  provisory  office  to  support  the  stabilization  of  the  state  of
Diamond's Imperium.

Your support stabilization of the country therefore means for you new develop cooperation on
global centralization of all Organizations in the Imperium of Diamonds, and this interest is also on the
territory of the World Diamond, where the system of politics lien level of globalization and to support
the functions of the state and civilization of the sovereignty of governments countries around the
world.

The  World  Diamond  International  Alliance  is  also  open  to  all  governments,  International
governmental  Organizations,  political  parties  and  public  movements  together  and  to  support
humanitarian  Organizations  and  associations  that  are  organized  for  the  purpose  of  peace  and
humanitarian interests.

This creates a global center for organizing new and significant opportunities for real act of open
world, operating as a global company and a world center of all the states and peoples of the human
world.

One large and important act which means our ability to immediately organize globally and thus
prevent the growth of genocide and crimes against human rights, together we will ensure a strong
force  for  humanitarian  supplies  and  success  to  all  States  that  alkaline  support  human  rights  and
freedom of peoples.

Anyone who uses such opportunities because this gets options for building strength to aggressively
promote the many steps for the development of the whole world and peace among nations, human
rights of every person, so our success is also sharply up in the history of all mankind!
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Agreement on a conjugal relationship between the Association
as an NGO, and the government of Diamond's Imperium

Association (NGO Group) fill  in the form as an act of  confirmation of starting your  own
organization's headquarters, in the jurisdiction and sovereignty of the Government of Diamond's
Imperium.

The seat is created and set as the subject of a legal nature, designed for full legalization of
cooperation and create a common interest in matters of internal coordination position of the state
of Diamond's Imperium.

The agreement confirms that the organization is authorized to make management cooperation
by the Government's strategy Imperium of Diamond's, and it will be circulated activities common
intelligence,  project  and  purpose,  determination  and  implementation  and  progress  of  our
cooperation to our common vision and coordination for the growth of a common policy and the
results of that in the common interest of our own goals.

Name of Organization :___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Mean Represent of Organization :___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact Adress of Organization :____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Category of Organization's Activity :________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Granting numbers in the registration document ID's NGO's :______________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Registration ensure empowerment in the task of government :_____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date & Time :__________________________________________________________________
Place :_________________________________________________________________________

Signature representation for Organization

Confirmation of the stamp and signature of the official executor's ID's
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

The ID's List of Legal Power's for Unification of Mankind
Saturday, January 7, 2017

1. The Imperium of Diamond's Federal Government
2. The World Diamond International Intelligence
3. The UN, UNOSA, UNSC
4. The Federated State's
5. The Individual State's

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter
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The ID's List of Legal Power's for Unification of Mankind
List  of  political  entities  that  own  the  largest  legal  ability  to  unite  all  nations  and  the
transformation of world politics on the size of one state:
* List is open share paid in the media. Price per share sheet in the media of a joint report or note source (ID's Fed. Gov.) that will be

shared with the media in accordance with the principles of distribution taxation for newsletters.

1. The federal government Imperium of Diamond's

Imperium of Diamond's the federal government is a legal entity that owns the right to act
immediately seek global self-determination the sovereignty of the government and the state polls
all nations. This entitlement for the number one position, first of all over the world.

The federal government and the government asks all countries to a common unification, and
the creation of the unity of the human world and all nations. Unification is not loss of function or
weaken  your  country's  government.  There  is  no  reason  to  weaken  the  number  of  political
positions, Imperium of Diamonds is based upon the format of the Federation, this act is only
applying strategies to extend the value of your civilization above the common policy of the size
of the entire world. Law is presented only as stable a valid request, but it is hard determine by
legal obligations direction. The process is a diplomatic and friendly.

According to the analysis of legal claims and values of civilization Imperium of Diamond's
meaning also the alkalinity crucial to the success of candidaci at state elections, the elections of
the President and the new government of the country, and so when the sum of the legal aftermath
of the analysis of the current situation in which European terrorist states harms Universal rights of
the nature of United nations organizations, so as terrorist damaged all the rights of every nation
around the world, and that every person is criminally damaged, and therefore each person owns
all rights to apply for ensuring justice. Right above the base project, The One World, a project to
unite all humanity in a diplomatic and friendly relations, and thus expand our level of civilization
to new Galaxies in the Universe. The project which is valid field of International rights, because
since 1997,  and therefore the Imperium of Diamonds  also declares that  our world should be
united  already in  2005,  and  today this  right  also  in  relation  to  International  rules  is  indeed
confirmed that every person on the planet Earth owns all rights to ensure fairness, that the first
interest is the right to own and use recognization entitled to self-determination, start Unification
of The World. Analysis confirmed our human world should be united already in 2005, and thus
our human civilization today should be based on the size of a few Super clusters of Galaxies in
outer space and a fully integrated world. Today's losses are the greatest loss in the history of
human  existence,  so  everything  just  because  of  terrorism  European  countries  that  severely
damage the International rules, the laws of all countries around the world, and so there is the
greatest act of terrorism in the history of human existence.

Therefore, all states have the right to act announcement of self-determination and sovereignty
launch our global federalization together with all nations. Open Legal Right for use, The Single
Act for the immediate unification of all states and nations on the planet Earth. The value at which
an obligation arises for the UNSC to establish such rights as UNSC Resolutions over principle
strategies UNSC, and therefore such right is fully opened and without any possibility for his veto,
damage or stop.

Thus,  a  claim  confirmed  by  the  scheme  International  rights  act  constituting  always  a
possibility open to all governments to jointly agree amicably and thus create up to full unification
of the entire human world and all peoples on our planet Earth.

The federal  government Imperium of Diamonds therefore proposes each year  to create an
International  Summit  of  state  and  government  of  countries  that  legally  declare  UNGA
Convention on the Rights of nations for their self-determination, or also the countries that are
interested in consideration of the possibility to exercise this right. UNGA Conventions which are
thus again a much larger force of democratic values than right UNSC States, mostly in a situation
of this nature on a universal basis as relatedness to the rights of every human being on planet
Earth, the value of global democracy surpassing all rights global democracy all governments and
the UN Charter.

ID's  government  respects  the  principles  of  the  risks  of  global  resistance  states  in  step
compulsion to violent unification of all countries, and therefore does not intend Government ID's
begin to enforce such laws be violent processes. The federal government Imperium of Diamonds
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and maintains all such claims, and therefore determines the strategy of using claims until the time
our  common success  agreement  with the  government  of  the  country.  Therefore,  the  act  also
created the Global Summits over the principle of common friendly diplomacy.

In any case,  it  is  confirmed that  in the case of ensuring full  freedom for the government
Imperium of Diamonds, and the stable development of civilization by peaceful and safe character,
then we all governments jointly own all rights to use the act unification of the entire world in a
single moment, and when looking at the UNSC rights under the Charter of the United Nations in
a current situation, it is not necessary to respect national democracy Nations and seek a decision
states, because it is so permitted by the UN Charter. The unification of humanity may be agreed
in the declaration on behalf of the federalization of just governments of the countries. UNSC,
under the UN Charter must always ensure full justice and ensure the return of all values, so it is
not any opportunity therefore to oppose this act could anyone resist.

The federal government Imperium of Diamonds may therefore federalize with the other states,
a decision in the interest of the governments of countries without national democracy for the
decision. No nation therefore does not lose value, because the act of federalization always means
full capacity to ensure the growth of our shared civilization strength and thereby extending our
capabilities.

The system of government is based upon the format of the Federation States jointly maintain
common democracy based in order to maintain its own geographical integrity of the state and the
operation state of civilization by habits and principles, but for the joint development of slow
development  to the level  of  a united world.  Thus arises when states not  lose up to our own
principles and integrity, but each state can use the principles of a united world, all the time until
our world is this truly united.

Political character, then it is constitutionally appointed King and the Royal Council to fully
deploy  promote  the  just  development  of  all  countries  and  also  provide  confirmation  of  the
government's decision by intelligent results by the Commission and the authorities which thus do
not support blocking, bureaucracy or abuse of power, but just right to support the development of
rules and projects the possibility of the best usable level.

Any State which joins the Federation of Diamond's Imperium therefore receives federal gift
meaning  all  demands  to  use  our  collective  strength  to  develop  their  own civilization  to  the
dimension of the first Star City and the state on behalf of their own ability to utilize hundred
planetary civilization,  arranged around one  of  the  stars  in  the  Universe.  Today,  the  greatest
civilization in the history of  human existence,  gift  designated for each State  wishing to  take
advantage of federalization Imperium of Diamonds.

Chances that is the biggest step in the history of our human existence, a step which is the best
option for the future of all our peoples! One world, one nation, one superpower!

___________________________________________

2. World Diamond International Alliance

A body which can immediately provide the emergence of civilization over the foundation of
the true nature  of  the  unification of  all  nations  in  the  strategy right  joint  sovereignty in  the
alliance of all the peoples and governments of the human world, and thus use the first territory on
the range over more than 15 000 000 000 000 new planets in cosmic space.

WD International Alliance therefore now, because of the size of legal rights in the status of
International rules and political duties field principles of the United Nations, the WD responsibly
and for the whole world always conveniently more important subject than the UN and the UNSC.

___________________________________________

3. Organization of the United Nations, UNOSA & UNSC

UNOSA is a political body of the UN, for the purpose of legal strategies for the use of space.
Cosmic principle according to UNOSA prohibit establishing state sovereignty, anywhere in the
universe. Therefore, in case of future expansion steps association kidnapping, and in the case of
creating a true global alliance of governments, it creates a situation where the Member States in
the group UNOSA by creating a group that may also establish their own civilization on a range of
space. In this case, in the future may arise entity that will be the foundation of the union in all
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countries, similar to the format as a united world. Therefore, governments have the opportunity to
jointly acquire the motivation for the act of unification of their own territories and the creation of
the unity of mankind.

If there was a transformation of the state, then by today's character of world politics in the
interests  of  the  principles  of  the  UN Charter,  therefore  UNSC  countries  like  USA,  terrorist
France,  China,  Great  Britain,  Russia  that  will  be  the  main  parent  entities  of  world  politics
decisive about the world system as the format of the main body of constitutional government, and
because of the permanent membership of the five states in the UNSC, so as a form of absolutist
monarchy with partial power.

But developments  drastically reduces  the member's  abduction may be only states that  are
members of the United Nations, which is just 193 states without four other states, and more than
150 other countries that now await their stabilization or identity declaration. At the same time, a
group of UNOSA further re-own the rights under limited membership number members of this
operator  who  has  subsequently  independently  decide  on  accepting  other  states  to  the  group
UNOSA and also of their rights to exploit  the opportunities for the purpose of declaration of
agreements on the use of space.

This means that such a possibility for the development of humanity is very limited, and in the
long  term  without  visible  success,  even  without  a  significant  possibility  of  applying  for
governments. Weakness of such an argument.

___________________________________________

4. Federated States

It is it really possible that the scope of federal states together may one day together united and
thereby open up its borders, thus creating a unified system of the world. Such growth may take
longer than fifty or a hundred years.

___________________________________________

5. Individual states

Each individual state has its own option for federalization common act with another country
abroad and thus create a regional bloc that encourages a greater ability to unify our human world.
Countries governments is commonly united only in neiborhood local zone of geographic location,
not in interest for unification of mankind.

___________________________________________

6. European governments

European governments are now under the International rules of political activity as the format
of International terrorism that has no any right to existence, or other activity.

European countries are the first global threat of war, and it is also a risk for the extinction of
mankind.

___________________________________________
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The Imperium of Diamond's
Legitimation to enforcing

European governments and members of terrorist alliances, political persons responsible for
the crime because they have the right  to active and development support for diplomatic and
social dissemination project, The One World, under behalf of the supervision of the government
Imperium of Diamond's, thus ensuring at the same time the right to seek a reduction of criminal
responsibility, before court judgments.

Terrorist  governments  also have the right  to  enforce coercive  practices  in  order  to  unify
humanity by the same principles that formed mean the act responsibilities of each state, full
under the same duties as a UNSC strategies or UN Charter. Such Right is decided just because
European governments are responsible for the world's crimes and legitimate security for their
own bankruptcy and extinction, or the creation of the first global war that represents a major
threat to full  destruction of European civilization in the act of global forces all  governments
around the world. Therefore, such a solution is not problematic, because European governments
have no reason to worry about the risk of losses in global opposition, and the realization of
monopoly step against the law and national security. European governments and support unity of
mankind, the most important act of human history, and therefore achieve a much lower ability to
attract criminal liability before the courts.

I'am in Europe from my chilhood, six year's of young child. Never one can attempt
proclaim any problem.
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The One World

All  politics  created  own strategy for  political  development,  to  the  future,  all  politics
immediately repeat, that All must be only The Best. No any one policy can understand, that the
best strategy is only The One World, best strategy to The Mankind and All Time's of The Future !

Therefore, project The One World is the most important political and social objective for
the whole world and important to future, valuable and important to the all natural persons in the
world, valuable and important to the all corporations around the world, too valuable and really
important  for  all  nations  on  our  planet  Earth,  valuable,  important,  the  best  step  for  all
governments around our planet Earth. Not better values and strategies can exist, The One World,
any one can know that it is not any false because, The One World is really valuable, important
and greater big much as a our planet Earth per milions of year's !

Today, we are exist, milion of year's. It is a best value in the history of our existence of
the all humanity. Our planet Earth can exist much greater time than only One Miliard of year's !
Our planet Earth, place where rise all  important and natural values of our Human World, for
period of the Miliard of year's  ! Today,  minimally hundred's of nation's, nation's of the same
human race, human race around the world and oldest than milion of year's, and here unity of
mankind not can exist ?! Therefore The One World, first biggest step in The Time of Human
Existence, The Big Step who share our power of Human Element and Pride, therefore The One
World, rise only for Victory and valuable exist greater than our planet Earth, The Mother of our
Existence !

The One World, The Big Step, the same as The Big Bang Beginning !
The Human birth, beginning of our existence. The Human birth and beginning around the

whole world, to today hundred's of nation's, our beginning is therefore to today, it is The First
Biggest Loose in time of Human Existence !

Just a First Common Start, between all Political Party's, common representation of The
First Planetary Unification, Our New Civilization, Sovereignty and Common Planet with out any
board ! The New Earth, The One World, The First Real Human World ! It is a Planet where live
only Peace, Harmony and Good Success ! No many Nations, not steps to the Unity of Nations,
not United Nation ! Only One Nation, only One World and Only The United World and without
any differentiation in political time's. The One World, we are is valuable then all time's of Rise
Humanity !!!!  

The King of The Imperium of Diamond's 
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IMPERIUM  OF  DIAMOND's  IS  LEGAL  POWER  WITH  FIRST  POSITION  FOR
UNIFICATION OF MANKIND

Today,  the  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  because  as  a  group  claim  more
political value than the UN, and therefore today the federal government Imperium of Diamonds
under media blockage and suppression of terrorism, without the full ability to use our own rights
and development if there is no step mobilization to create IDs own level of integrity. Founding
integrity  is  under  terrorist  non-legal  blockages  due  to  UN  corrupt,  criminal  and  monopoly
networks to influence the society and use for development of cooperation on terrorism and crime,
the same as the UN as a UNGA & UNSC subjects without  power for stabilization of today
conflict situation. UNSC and the UNGA haven't democratic right to decide about the possibility
of Imperium Diamonds and violate the integrity in any case, The ID's Federal Government is
fully  Legal  entity  with  all  right's,  and  obligations,  government  countries  and  International
organizations too support cooperation and development of our friendship.

The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  is  an  entity  which  is  based  at  the  full
legitimacy of the government, and indeed the demands of the state, and also particularly the right
to use such values and rights in International law. The objectives of the Federal Government
Imperium of  Diamonds  are  beneficial  to  our  entire  human  world,  and to  build an  advanced
country and civilization, the most advanced civilization in the history of human existence, and
such value also extend the value of our International policy and thus promote the development of
global intelligence, meaning growth of world politics to true universal character that develops
many worlds and keeps our states and peoples in a single cluster and to world peace.

Imperium of Diamond's Federal government have primary base on the ideologues of The One
World. The One World is thus the main ideology of the constitution of the government of the
country, and also the law project which is aimed at developing a global collaboration with all
political parties from around the world and the creation of our global movement to spread the
ideology of the One World in the range around the world and also among nations the whole
world,  so  that  our  peoples  together  so  absorb  the  ideology of  friendship  and  diplomacy,  in
accordance with all the governments of countries around the world and this act together we will
create a step in the unification of all national and people, the One world!

One world, one nation, one government! The biggest step for each state from around the world
and the ability to surpass all the values together for the entire period of existence of mankind!

The One World, a step for the unification of all mankind, it is indeed an act to create a multy
cultural country at the level of our planet Earth and whole human world, the elimination of all
borders and barriers between states, halting the growth of racism and differences between nations,
immediate stop all International conflicts and wars between nations, the establishment of our joint
forces which have always stops at the option of the occupation of another country and blocking of
other nations and their freedoms. Our States will live in peace without economic diversity and
nature that is based upon dependencies between states, abuse of civilization advancement against
another, and thus the One World is the realization of the unity of humanity without problems of
famine and diversity that creates all the problems of our world and tough losses our existence and
humanity's future!

When the ratio of the long lifetime of the human race, if our world was from the beginning
united, without these problems exist today because of territorial boundaries, then the value of our
present civilization advancement would be outstripped by no more than 3 to 5,000 years back in
our  history!  Many nations  that  possessed significant  value knowledge and basics  of  science,
chemistry, health, construction, machinery, astrology, nanotechnology, fortunetelling, transports,
industrial intelligence, agricultural intelligence and the actual state politics and much more, but
always  each of these nations always  had defeating foreign competition and to live at  risk of
extinction  during  the  colonization  until  they  reached  full  days  extermination  of  civilization!
Government Imperium of Diamonds is therefore an important step marking the development of
new possibilities of mankind and the cessation of all catastrophic systems of our world!

If  We  are  people  unite,  than  therefore  our  world  start  rapid  development  and  than  our
civilization of The One World is in ten year's in the same developed form as today decentralizing
world after thousand of year's ! Global Intelligence, one nation without need's to clear their own
intelligence, our power of science have progress in hundred's time multiple ! 

I want to promote the unification of all mankind and put your nations for the true value of our
human unity! That is the real beginning of real life for each of you, because our alliance is the
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real life of all nations! Our alliance is an act which is the first historical beginning of life and the
existence of a real human world!

I want to build our unity, to give all people good money and all quality of life, a free life and
all human rights! I want to give you what for all of us the most important thing from around the
world and the emergence of real-world meaning of the basis of our unity! It is a step that the
largest in the history of our existence, a step that truly unites our nations and creating a world, a
step which is the main result of the spread of peace and diplomacy, justice and purity of mankind,
and now is the time when this step may take advantage of every one of You !

You live in the World who is created for You, and You have all right's for this !!
Each of you has all forces this step to support and develop our global unification, the first

historical  moment  humanity at  our world unity!  Each of you  has the right  to use this act  to
support and expand, spread in society and thus encourage future of your nations, as well as the
future of all countries around the world, and we therefore people today from one planet Earth, but
after the first in history as a true an United World!

800 million people every day live in famine, each of them would today be willing to vote for
the unification of mankind, is a 1/7 vote of all mankind!

Despite  many  nations  of  Asia  recognizes  religion  Buddhism,  and  thus  form a  universal
connection of all people throughout the world, thus the main dream of the unification of the entire
world. Each of them had now allowed each of them gave voice to a united world, it is the voice of
1/7 of humanity!

Many nations and states, communities and movements around the world, the people of the
Islamic faith and Christianity, everyone recognizes God as the one who made the world a uniform
and no differences of nations, and each of these people every day praying to God and Jesus Christ
and everyone begs forgiveness and the restoration of a united world, as it was created in God's
plan! Each of them, if they can today, everyone was given a vote for a united world, it is the voice
of more than 3/7 of humanity!

Many nations and states, everyone wants to live in a free world, everyone wants to live in a
world without boundaries, open way to all the cities, in all countries and among all peoples, and
thus  have the  ability  to  own and free  development  for  myself  and  for  the  whole  our  world
together and thereby achieve the greatest results. Every day, therefore, if he could, why would
anyone give voice to more than 7 billion people around the world, and so on always!

According International rights, title Imperium of Diamond's, it really means a united world!
Imperium of Diamonds is a subject that is so in the interest of the UN Charter, the obligation to
favor a strategy of UNSC! The One World, the first act of the reality of mankind!

Each person always confirm that from the first time of his birth, his ideology, man has always
been open to the world and without territorial boundaries, unified world open for each of us, the
nature of each of us and our main dream of every man! Each person also confirms that our world,
which today is destructively based on territorial barricades, each of us is therefore a force regime
of his country,  always  raped and reformed in order to keep the forces that just demolish our
alliance and thus create boundaries which are therefore the main basis of today problems of our
world,  famines  and  drastic  differences  of  our  civilization,  wars  and  conflicts,  occupation,
International crimes and political opposition, dependence on other states and enslavement, the
financial crisis and the reason for the bankruptcy of our civilization! Each person around the
world and, therefore, always confirm that his main desire is to unify humanity and the removal of
all barricades between our peoples, the main dream of every human being is always a united
world!

Today life in the barriers between nations is the only global prison that people keep their
worthlessness and damage to their own values and future of all mankind!

____________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________

UNSC strategy on self-determination of states, under the UN Charter
Screen from comunication for Micro-State's:

________________________________________________________
If all micro-states around the world jointly declare their own interest in the alliance and the

federalization of the Imperium of Diamond's, then this will create a global act based strategy for
the unification of all countries and nations throughout the world.

This is a strategy that is therefore becoming an important value for UNSC States, which in this
case therefore, in the interests of rights and principles of the UN Charter creating the UNSC
decisive strategy on the state of self-determination.

We are is much important strategy for whole world.
If your strength of our cooperation will be full stability and the ability to organize jointly in a

stable  form Federation  of  Diamond's  Imperium,  that  means  you  increase  the  value  of  your
countries at International level and in politics. This UNSC will favor your interests against other
governments of countries which collectively be suppressed by their sovereign rights in the UN
decision.

If your movement self sufficient power territorial democracy or owned such rights, then in this
case, your position is still high ability to obtain prioritization and full rights for declaring their
Independence in the name of the strategy of the UNSC as an act sponsored by the UN Charter,
more than 193 countries throughout the world!

Subsequently, if the UNSC, UNGA, or any other entity is any way to create activities for the
purpose of blocking our interests to develop in the name of ONE WORLD, and the unification of
all  mankind,  then it  means  that  the  whole  world that  it  obtains  rights  to  come together  and
organize, to declare joint global poll every person in the world and thus decide on the unification
of all  mankind! The One World, basic nature and main plea of every man! A world without
borders,  without  territorial  conflicts,  without  wars,  without  economic  distinction,  without
depending on another state, this is the New World and the first  steps of the entire history of
humanity as a truly united human world!

Today, European governments and their joint terrorist alliance together to block such rights
and interests in order to The One World! Media blockade, communication blockade, isolation and
decentralization, apartheid against the human person and apartheid against the country, murder
and genocide, provoking conflicts of the First  World War! These are the worst crimes in the
world, and against all the principles of global politics!

These are crimes which, therefore, robbed everyone in the world, which prevented the theft of
global knowledge about the strategy, The One World and the opportunity to exercise this right!

According to all  International laws and principles, every nation uses its own state because
democracy to elect their own government of country. The nation always has full rights to decide
on the country's government and its function, and therefore decide on alliances and International
relations, government, and membership in International organizations and by transforming our
own relations and rights and principles and form of government and its own territorial scope!
Rights that are currently confirmed as party and the UNGA Declaration on the Rights of nations
for  their  self-determination and the establishment  of  their  own state  system,  of  the  universal
declaration of human rights and freedoms, claims by States for their democracy! So that means
that European governments severely damaging all the rights of every person in the world, and this
is a responsibility of the European governments and the whole range of their terrorist alliance
immediately to  ensure  the  opening  of  this  right  to  all  States  and peoples  and thus  give  full
entitlement to each person to exercise their own right to democracy and declared that together our
common  unification,  unification of  all  nations  around the world!  The biggest  step in  human
history, as well as the main dream of every man! Even from nature, the biggest life goal of all
nations, because the unity of humankind was created everyone!

The  rights  that  the  European  criminal  alliance  to  fully  stabilize,  and  thereby  also  every
government countries always support!

So we do not want to rob any government of the country and harm the territorial unity. We
thus support our global unification and rapid increase in forces of every state the true value of
freedom for all nations as an act of genuine universal law!

Therefore, together we can ensure our common stability and thus build up a global strategy
which means the development of our rights with the support of UNSC strategy on national self-
determination and full guarantee of our freedoms and winning results !!

Each person around the world is born for the glorification of a united world!
 

_______________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________
The full text of the document range, act as a confirmation that, since 1998, this is one of the

basic formats  of my policy,  my country and the legal  nature  of  such a body of  government
Imperium of Diamonds. Ever since 1998, under the occupation of European terrorism, apartheid
and blocking  all  freedoms,  isolation  from society,  murder  and  genocide  of  innocent  people,
slavery  and  misinformation,  blocking  develop  and  blocking  on  the  rights  to  freedom  of
International communication, but even so, still, the federal Government Imperium of Diamonds is
fully legal entity which is based upon much more valuable and important rights and claims over
the scope of our human world and the existence of humanity in the entire history of the world.
The federal  government  Imperium of Diamond's,  without  competition and without  outgo,  the
largest and most important subject, today, in the past, as well as many tens, hundreds or even
thousands of years of years into the future.

Today,  according to all principles of International law in the form of a system of world
politics, it is indeed confirmed that I am, and all people in my collaboration or every support, we
are the most important person of all mankind, and We really am such a value. Therefore, anyone
who contradicts against me and my people, and against which us any opposition, blocking and
trying to damage us or disrespect our values, then on, each of these people in oposition is just the
greatest traitor of all humanity and the worst crimes during the period of human existence as such
act of crime is a crime against the whole world and all  the nations of the human world, and
against all the values foxes future and all forms of today and the future and the future world
civilization!

Anyone who is opposition, each of which may therefore be punished today, and so too all
the generations of the future of nations! Anyone  who is against  me  by the opposition,  he is
therefore the opposition against the whole human world, and the name of the Bible and all the
world's religions is the legal format of legal rules around the world, he, as the opposition is like
the devil  and evil,  what  is  just  monstrous part  of  humanity as  destined for  extinction,  harsh
punishments that will always be a role model for everyone who dares in any way want to harm
our entire world or everyone!

Consequence of blocking and terrorism European countries, together we can fully exploit
the possibilities to jointly develop and create a step which involves the use of that right on the
strategy for the purpose of ensuring really step unification of all humanity and that an immediate
step,  which  is  now the responsibility of  the  main  system of  world politics,  all  governments
countries, and in principle the ideology of decolonization of all nations.

I therefore wish each of you a possibility of our common growth, and I believe that each of
you will support the growth of our human unity, improve our human world! Each of you has the
right  to  use  my  documents  and  distribute  them in  society,  promote  the  development  of  our
peoples and thereby ensure the growth of our oneness of the human world!

We can help commonly, your support for me is the same act and move, meaning help for
you,  because  I  am here  today that  the  central  force  of  the  rights  and  interests,  claims  and
strategies, development center for much than 7 000 000 000 people worldwide, I have since my
childhood, for this purpose born and with the pride which first began and was able to achieve
legal values which today represents the most important and powerful civilization in the history of
mankind, and a fully integrated world!
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The One World ! Act for The Mankind !
http://www.theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-one-world-
global-project
Legal Claim's based on global project The One World, and therefore future of European
Policy
https://www.uloz.to/!VbU7K1qiW/document-about-value-of-the-one-world-and-joint-right-be-
situation-in-2015-1-pdf

The One World, common territories & policy, our cooperation can start any where. Our Progres
is One of The Most Powerfull Step in The Human History !

Billateral Agreement for development of Common Cosmic Civilization, The Stellar Cities
http://www.uloz.to/!A9CB4NJEA/bilateral-agreement-about-common-cosmic-civilization-1-pdf
The Global Citizenship project of The One World Intelligence
   http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/citizenship-passport
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The One World, a historic first step for achieving the full unity of all mankind forms and
return of their peoples freedom and power of the human race, safety, and real quality of future
generations in the interest of the unity of all  mankind, without difference of Nations and the
political direction and thus creating a global political group is full cooperation and joint support. 

The One World, a project intended for the well-being of peoples and ensuring the equal value
of  all  countries  on our  planet,  support  for  improving  the  value  of  all  governments,  together
completion of the last era of wars, political conflict and hostility, racist step, the dependence of
nations in slavery every day in today's  format World politics and civilization natural mode of
slavery in our modern society. 

The One World, consolidation of joint homeland, our race organization as a single humanity
of planet Earth, therefore our common step for the future of all humanity is a victory for the use
of  each  of  the  options  open  to  the  whole  world,  independence  from  foreign  governments
barricades country, unity of all mankind, the One World . 

Cooperation that marks a significant step for our society realizing the true essence of a healthy
society that consists on one and therefore naturally creates a system of cooperation without health
disparity and dependence on other foreign entity. The One World, unification of all mankind, that
is,  to  eliminate  inequalities  and  differences  among  nations  by  withdrawing  all  forms  of
international  borders  and  blocking  in  the  form  of  trade  barriers,  national,  and  community
blockades, travel law and system of political blockades that arise when political differences in
order to inability to understand naturalness and right direction of each nation and the natural
development of mankind and, therefore, politics is not able to merge. 

The One World,  the biggest  step since the establishment  of our  planet  Earth,  freedom of
international communication, free movement throughout the world, the development of global
trade and investment,  the  use  of  resources  from around the world,  always  had a  justice  and
security of nations, peace, no war or threat of conflict collaboration that is stopping international
crime, poverty eradication and the development of Education in common worldwide force and
significant development of our civilization in the most important forms of our human existence
and  civilization,  cooperation  for  expansion  of  human  civilization  in  the  entire  universe  of
distances over a maximum range of cosmic existence and creating new civilizations which are
based on natural territories on the area of entire planets or solar systems, together with its planets,
common policy and national activities in the interest of the global outlook is the foundation to
exploit the possibilities of the world as its own national territory. 

The One World, freedom, liberty and power, realistic time of United Nations, first biggest
steps in our history and best strategy for all nations, business, policy in the world ! The One
World, project who can be only The Best Step to The Future of All Mankind !! 

One  nation,  One  world,  unity  of  all  mankind  and  the  most  important  values  of  human
existence since the establishment of our race, and her intelligence.
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Project The One World – Basic Description I.

Project description, the right's and form's of cooperation or claim's and benefit's of political
parties

The project is for cooperation between the political parties in the parliament of all countries
around the world, also from other government's that may own interest to support joint step and
cooperation policy modeled on The One World, a task for the unification of all mankind.

Political  parties  therefore  own claim to represent  the  common  views  with a  focus on the
unification of all governments around the world and the foundation of a successful step in order
to promote such a project ahead of other parties in the parliament of the country, then in front of
the main party democracy and constitutional head of legislation the right to decide on the rights
of the Constitution or international relations policy.

Political  parties  therefore  engaged  in  international  cooperation  in  the  form  of  a  flexible
international  political  coalition  that  jointly  organized  by  global  and  national  movement  of
political parties, nations, organizations and communities, other forms of projects from around the
world,  together  with  business,  research,  media  and  other  corporations  or  agencies.  Joint
organization takes the form of public meetings and debates, communications and efforts to unify
it, expansion joint strategy for the unification of all mankind, establishing global cooperation and
unification of international bodies which together create a powerful essence of world politics and
democracy.

Each  political  party because  their  own natural  right  to  represent  the  common  objectives,
contribute to the development strategies of common goals and values without their international
competitors. A joint effort to maintain and expand the cooperation on static representation before
the government of the country and the nation, an effort to gain the full support and the highest
number of votes in the interests of joint projects for the unification of all mankind.

Each political party because their own right for political democracy in the interests of road
before the main head of the constitution and other political parties in the country.
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Project The One World – Basic Description II.

Basic Description of common options for Political Parties

Together will act as a global media entity that promotes the strategy of united humanity, our
global political  direction that  instantly support of  many governments around the world.  Most
important value of human existence. The possibility of improving value in the interest of media
exposure. 

Each Political party's claims for a financial reward for cooperation, financial rewards which
will be priced government of the country of The World Diamond, international sovereignty of the
territory together governments of countries all over the world.

Political parties with specific requirements for financial disbursements in the interest of the
common  form of  cosmic  civilization based on an attempt  to  create  a New Planet  Earth and
common governmental sovereignty. 

Party-political custom options to strengthen our joint project through jointly-party logistics
and the development of strategies or forms of our cooperation.

Each Political party will attend all public meetings.
Each Own political party eligible for payment and support to logistics.
Each Political party can thus benefit from the projects and values of the government of The

Imperium of Diamond's technology, economics, politics, values and other quality projects or land
destined for the possibility of promotion projects and plans in the elections political parties. 

A  political  party  can  immediately  represent  an  immediate  development  projects  for  the
country in  the  interests  of  urban  development,  development  valuables,  infrastructure,  health,
employment and shops, other options.

A political party can take advantage of a foreign political party to ensure cooperation and the
improvement in the country side before the nation.

Political party may conclude a global coalition to present itself as a globally active political
party, in the interest of national elections.

A political  party may act  in  the  interests  of  international  cooperation and thus  encourage
significant influence form of new international rules and treaties.

The political party owns the right to an extension of its own publications, books, documents
and recordings destined for the general public.

Each Political  party owns  the right  to  use  common  global  interests  and therefore  created
public or political events abroad, together with the other parties Project The One World.

Each Own political party eligible for studying the statistics of corruption and oppression on
the part of politicians.

Each political party can coopered between all members political party’s of The One World
and commonly shared information’s in the Global Media and Event.

Each Political party can utilize many forms of education in the interest of the international
nature of foreign educational centers that work together in the interests of The One World. 

Support For planning strategies covered in the interest of political action.
Ability To encourage the emergence of a national coalition with political parties and therefore

achieve success main representative of cooperation, with representation status before the nations.
Each Own political party entitled to use The One World centers abroad, the organization of

meetings, summits, cultural events, lectures, training activities and logistics cooperation.
Each Own political  party entitled to  use  health  centers  The  One  World abroad,  so  again

observatories, libraries, institutes, schools and other centers in the interest of the project The One
World. 

Political party owns qualify for media use The One World, expand cooperation and shared
intelligence.

Party-political self always have free access to the country The Imperium of Diamond's.
Political party always own the right to exploit space transports The Imperium of Diamond. 
Each Political party and who will work together on a project of The One World, then the

peaceful  purpose  of  our  interests  and  the  strategy  of  our  politics,  all  political  parties  are
themselves neutral in any conflict of interest between their peoples and the Government, for the
interest of The One World.
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Common  Protection  for  foreign  political  parties  and  governments  that  support  the  joint
project. Therefore, it is possible to achieve closure of stronger volumes that can endanger illegal;
politics,  economics.  It  is best  to understand that our goal is  directed to the unification of all
humanity, because it means that we are a global majority across the world. Our cooperation can
be able to create a global group that soon could decide the outcome of policies and therefore, we
can ensure our strength, imperviousness and invincibility! It is not a political group that would
cause us to compromise.
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The Goal result  of the project and therefore World united in the interest of the
common federation, The Imperium of Diamond's

Personal Menu in the interest of the immediate ability to land The King of The Imperium of
Diamond's possibilities of cooperation in the event of an agreement on political cooperation in
the interests of  political  parties or other similar form of cooperation in order to unify the
representation of our country and therefore the creation of a uniform policy over the planet
Earth.

 
 Removal all of the debt of the country. 
 Aligning the values of civilization and economy in the interests of the ratio of advanced

countries on the planet Earth.
 Promotion  of  political  strategy in  the  creation  of  a  common  union  policies,  and  use

federation cooperation. Information on the future Common Options.
 The possibility to overtake the value of Planet Earth, through our union federation, the

possibility of identification such as a promotional offer in the interest of the future value
of a common policy.

 The historical monument, construction of statues showing all political and legal persons
in the country who supported the project One World or reached significant achievements
in the interest of the projects The One World. Made of diamonds, silver and encased in
gold, adorned with other precious stones and materials, with a height over tens of meters,
showing how jointly hold the whole world as a symbol in the interest of our policy, our
aim to unite the entire world.

 The granting of rights cooperation in order to project the cosmic planetary civilization
One  World,  in  order  to  cooperate  political  parties  and  therefore  to  constitute
representation government consisting of political parties that actively supports the project
One World. The interest is to create a full planetary civilization for the real introduction
of truly values the real world without international barriers nations, politics, economics,
society. A world without racism and dependency. Only freedom.

 Creation of cosmic planetary civilization for every country's government who decides to
start united in a federation.

 Support for the development of joint agreements to support the security of our country,
and full cooperation against terrorism.

 Ensuring full security resource.
 Development of economic networks.
 The elimination of illiteracy and support for the development of education.
 Ensuring the stability of health care and support for the development of health needs and

system capabilities.
 Eliminating poverty.
 Eliminate  all  forms  of  famine  and  thus  ensuring  sufficient  agricultural  production

capability.
 Support restoration of national monuments.
 Supporting the development of culture.
 Joint efforts for friendly nations of our country.
 Support for the resolution of military conflicts.
 Support for full greening.
 Establish full cooperation in banks.
 The conclusion of new market corporations and modernization aid.
 Support  for  the  development  of  the  political  capacity  of  the  government  and  the

expansion of opportunities to organize.
 Development of playgrounds and sports centers.
 The  establishment  of  bilateral  agreements  included  a  joint  from  cosmic  planetary

civilization, and civilization station, space research and development.
 Support for the development of new towns.
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 Support  for  the  development  of  transport  and  transport  logistics  able  to  combine  all
centers in the country. 

 Electrification and the development of power stations.
 Development of engineering infrastructure networks. 
 Provide more opportunities of cosmic travel.
 Program for the development of intelligence in the interest of the nation's global values of

human society and intelligence.
 Expansion of cooperation between universities and students of our country.
 Expansion  of  cooperation  between  corporations  and  the  possibility  of  creating  joint

projects.
 Support for the development of armies and military technology.
 Cooperation  on  research  interests  of  society  and  the  development  of  strategies  for

communication and collaboration.
 Support for expanding energy independence.
 Cooperation for the expansion of their political networks in international politics.
 When the ability of the joint attainment of unity of the world and 75% of our population,

and  cooperation  in  the  construction  of  the  First  Global  Monumental  city  which  is
showing the unity of all humanity as our planet Earth. A city with an City Central area of
over  52,900  kilometers  square,  in  the  form  of  the  central  streets  every  corner  of
civilization.  The  town  was  named  One  World  City.  Statues  that  directed  unity  of
humanity and the history of the human race on planet earth, historical works, the most
famous acts, actions, symbols, a major step for mankind, representation in the form of
statues of over a thousand meters of the monument  as an extension into other major
streets in the city,  monuments  of diamonds,  gold and silver,  the most  expensive raw
materials that exist on our planet and the distant universe.

 Creating a park or reserve in order to respect the project The World Diamond. Natural
Zone with interactive camps global logistics and supply information to be used for the
study.

 Presentation of a new human race, The Global Sapiens.
 Many more times of projects. 

Project The One World - Options in the interest immediately abilities of The King
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The agreement between The King of The Imperium of Diamond's and political parties for
cooperation to promote and project implementation The One World through natural coalition
policy cooperation

Collaboration on a project of The One World is conducted to form an international coalition
formation. 

The international  coalition is  therefore  based on support  and maintain  a  common  system
which supports unification and governments into one federation The Imperium of Diamond's,
representing the values  of  common  policies  and benefits,  while  support  for  the  kings of  the
Imperium of The Diamond. 

Collaboration on the project  determines  the  right's  for  a political  party in  the  interests  of
meeting the Council of One World before with the Senate of The Imperium of Diamond's. 

Collaboration on the project  determines  the  right's  for  a political  party in  the  interests  of
meeting the Council of the One World before with The International Senate The World Diamond.

Political parties which operates the cooperation on the active promotion of The One World
then obtains the right to sit in the interest of the sovereignty of cosmic planetary civilization and
created  many  political  parties  The  Millennial’s,  parties  who  have  the  right  to  represent  the
management of civilization and create representation of government sovereignty of our planetary
civilization, a civilization to develop and determine its rules. 

Political party in the interest of a joint session of cosmic civilization and its own duty to
actively represent  the  political  project  of  The  One  World,  and  is  entitled to  conduct  a  non-
permanent  membership  in  the  common  interest  of  the  Government  of  cosmic  planetary
civilization and political organization, membership of which is so dependent on the activity of our
cooperation in the interest of The One World. A political party that will be 10 years to actively
support projects The One World, a political party, therefore gaining permanent membership for
keeping sovereignty in the interest of common cosmic planetary civilization. Our civilization is
thus  represented  by  the  Council  of  civilization  as  a  major  constitutional  entity.  Position  a
permanent member is therefore permanent. 

If a political party gains political success of the government's ability to unify the country for
the  sake  of  the  project  The  One  World  and  therefore  create  a  unified  territory  under  the
constitution of The Imperium of Diamond's, political party, thus gaining permanent membership
in the common interest of the sovereignty of cosmic planetary civilization. 

Each person around the world own claim for the establishment of a political party with the
determination to cooperate in the interest of the project The One World. Therefore, cooperation is
determined for each political party without any distinction and diversity on the idea of a political
party or any policy focus because common policy is based on an attempt to unite the entire world.

Political parties therefore creating an international coalition of The One World, and is created
and presented  to  political  party  designed to  promote  world  cooperation,  security,  equivalent
throughout, peace, justice, well-being and unity of nations. Political parties once again together
create an international coalition Project The One World, therefore, to allow it to our collaboration
and defending our security, justice and victory, so the greatest victory for all mankind. 

Each political party, in the case of a threat of corrupt oppression and fear in the interest of our
people and their opposition to corruption and cooperation on terrorism, followed by their fear that
is based on the recognition that for us such a terrorist association can not be strong for a long
time, even if his power was based the values of world politics, because every political party or
political entity which owns an interest in supporting our cooperation and achieve unity of all
mankind together to achieve a major step in human history, and since the formation of our planet,
because each political party and person in project collaboration The One World, everyone can
defend themselves against oppression policy through their own knowledge about the real values
and dissimilarities of our policy against illegal competition that creates a really strong start, and
our values are, therefore, able to encourage the whole world, global politics and all the values of
young people and future generations. Each political party is therefore able to achieve significant
value and gain a lot of parties for cooperation from the direction of the country's own system of
government, support from other political parties, support from many ministers and support from
many senators and other politicians the main political position of the government of the country,
as well as strong support from Past major political parties of the nation, as well as once again the
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strong support  of  foreign political  parties,  foreign ministers,  senators  and foreign persons  of
foreign policy,  as well as many people in world politics. Everyone knows that his opposition
against us can only mean its extinction and thrown into prison for the worst deeds in the history
of mankind.  Everyone can therefore be familiar  with,  that  is added to our side, it  means the
opportunity to join the most important steps of all mankind since the birth of our planet Earth,
actions  and  values  that  are  each  important  and  valuable  than  our  country,  the  government,
territory or  policy.  Steps  that  will  become  the  most  important  value  of  future  history of  all
humanity, a New Era!

Every political party in the joint coalition and acquires the right to establish their own internal
forms of association which represents the political party. In this case, to cooperate with a political
party may also add Cabinet  ministers  Country,  Senators,  Prime-Minister's,  Presidents,  Kings,
Emperors, Sultans, Emirs and also The Prime Minister of the country and The Lord mayors of
cities or towns.

Coalition should not be misused to cause conflicts and violations internist government of the
country.  Coalition  must  own  interests  just  and  inspiring  subsequent  generations  of  political
activity in the interest of accountability rules and policies.

Our common goal is to expand global logistics strength of our coalition and create a new
strategy for the unification of all mankind. It coalition objective is thus maintained in order to
promote a common ideology and implementation strategies for the unification of mankind. A
common  goal  is  conducted  for  the  presentation  of  our  interests  against  the  peoples  of  our
countries, to promote the development of countries in the interest of the good and welfare of
present and before the government of the country good and great possibilities, progress and value
win for our unification governments, politics, nations and territories under the constitution of The
Imperium of Diamond.

If you are in the interests of international Rights rejected a claim for conducting joint cosmic
planetary civilization and our civilization will be based on independent political status against
such rules, again in accordance with internationally applicable rules for internist. Government
cosmic planetary civilization must comply with all issues of peace and promote cooperation in
order to develop human rights,  cooperation in international politics.  Political parties still  own
claim for the establishment of a common global strategy, which is designed for the re-legalization
of cosmic sovereignty through our global cooperation.

Creation of a common cosmic planetary civilization and further cooperation in the interest of
your policy of a political party is independent of the policy of your  government and country
because  of  your  political  party formed  a  new legal  entity  that  is  designed to  work  on  joint
sovereignty of the government of cosmic planetary civilization.

In the case of an active membership of political parties for 10 years, so there is Planetary
Senate which is then the main center of the common policy as the strongest power. Planetary
Senate then determines the subsequent merger of political parties according to their achievements
in political activities The One World.

A common goal is to get the greatest value to global social and political cooperation, actively
expand our alliance in the interest of world politics and achieve success for the unification of all
mankind.
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Project The One World
Agreement of political parties I.

Political party declares that it is in the common political interest to enhance our cooperation
and to represent our direction for the unification of all mankind, designed by The One World
project

The name of a political party: ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Registration number of political parties:  ___________________________________________

Political parties registered address / city / state / zip
Contact Address political parties / city / state / zip
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Contact the political parties

Phone
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Website 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The government of the country which represents the political part
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date confirmation document
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Another form data confirm cooperative effort
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Confirmation notary, responsible crowd
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of representative political parties

____________________________________________
Expressing the document
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Signature founder of Project The One World

____________________________________________
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Project The One World - Agreement of political parties II.

The  agreement  between  The  King  of  The  Imperium  of  Diamond's  and  the  country's
government on common statutes for creating the joint Federation of The Imperium of Diamond's
unification of territories

The King country because promises that his deeds will always be kept in the best interests of
success  for  our  country,  and  therefore  will  always  be  king  all  the  love  and  equivalence
determination  to  promote  the  development  of  our  country,  politics,  nation  and  civilization.
Therefore, the king swears that his political activity is always led only to create the strongest and
most important countries around the world, full security,  ensure equality,  the best options for
quality of life of the nation and the country, our society and the best interest of our success in the
future.

The King of country always  promises  that  its  decisions will  always  be honest  nation and
politics, without differentiation and without recognition of racism or discrimination against any
nation, race, religion, culture, community or individuals. The King because he loves his country
equivalence and indiscriminately.

The King because he swears it will always defend national interests, positions, entitlements,
freedom,  pride and victory.  The King will  therefore  always  encourage people  and show the
highest values for achieving victory.

The King of the country, therefore, promises to always support the freedom of peoples and the
interests of maintaining a good effort to cultivate good, healthy, proud and intelligent society. The
King of the country and promised recognition of human rights, justice, security and quality of
life.

The King loves his country because together with the government  of the country and the
people we were able to unite the whole world together.

The King of the country and promised respecting national  traditions,  values and customs.
Therefore, The King has no desire to carry out any form of normalization and damaging the
natural rules and customs of nations.

The King promised that his family would therefore be based on gen of all human races and
peoples of his country for the certificate love the country and the nation.

The government of the country confirms the interest in the unification of our policy towards
the common center of The Imperium of Diamond's, in order to achieve common goals and create
unity so that our policy will aim to uplift and unify nations around the world.

The government of the country is so committed to collaborate on shared political interests,
achieving the most important steps in the history of mankind and surpass the most  important
values of our planet Earth, according to a joint success, and together constructed values.

The common objective is in the interest of our respect for our nation and support for human
rights, national development, freedom, intelligence, health and justice.

The government and promotes the common interests of developing our country in the best
directions and issues for the development of civilization and the best use of intelligence for our
country.

The government of the country confirms the interest to support and strengthen the unification
of  mankind and thus  create  the  strongest  step in  the  history of  our  humanity.  The country's
government acknowledges that the unification of the whole of humanity is more important than
independence and therefore beyond the country's government acknowledges the collaboration to
create a form of global  political  form of government  of all  countries combined governments
around the world, therefore the unification and independence of peoples, justice, freedom, power,
and always has Only the unity of our countries and governments.

International rules in the interest of National self-determination, if there is an agreement on
unification, national self-determination is dependent on the government of the country in the form
of certificates National recognition as a representative of national opinion with addiction under
international rules and obligation upon. The nation's own right to use national surveys intended to
cooperate in the interest of the Senate of our country and keeping statistics on the national view,
the nation is therefore a politically free and uses its natural democracy to ensure political activity
by determining their own policies.

The government of the country and through the Declaration in the main session of the crowd
constitution  confirms  interest  in  the  creation  of  political  cooperation  and  national  unity,  a
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common form of territory in the form of The Federation Imperium of Diamond's why launching a
common path for uniting all mankind of our planet Earth.

The government of the country and promised eternal cooperation and unity, therefore, that our
combined strength to unite the entire world.

The government of the country and promised that our cooperation will always be honest and
the best interest of the future of our country.

The King and the government of the country promise that our common policy is designed to
unite our countries, governments and nations and expansion of all our values into the form of a
common global  horizon,  creating the most  powerful  political  and national  cooperation in the
world, to collaborate in the interest of the welfare of all humanity and promote world cooperation.
The One World is a common goal which is the most precious value in the history of mankind,
therefore it is our goal to keep the unity and common hold our strength, so that our action could
be to further unify nations establishing a government land on our planet Earth.

____________________________________________ 
Signature from The Government, New Federal State of The Imperium of Diamond's

____________________________________________ 
Signature from The King of The Imperium of Diamond's
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Project The One World
The agreement the country's government

The right to national self-determination for the peoples of Europe. The full Public pool.

The right to vote for their own every citizen of the European territory The World Diamond or
anywhere around the world. Preliminary voting form. 

Self-determination right for the global common state The World Diamond, the right of The
King and his claims with application decisions for the creation of forms of international politics. 

European governments are trying to block our values and because European governments are
becoming worst identities in the history of mankind. Identity values that can not be compared
with a man! 

We have the right to joint union and no one has any claim to any barrier! Unify is a global, it
is the greatest force in the history of all mankind! The most important step for the whole world!
Unity of all mankind, the dream of every man ever since the first generations of the human race
on planet Earth! Unity of All Mankind is rapidly valuable than any political subject around The
World !

Signature of The King The Imperium of Diamond's

 

.........................................................................
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ID's Constitution and territorial federalization.

The process of Federalization

The Goal result of the project and therefore World united in the interest of the
common federation, The Imperium of Diamond's

Imperium of Diamond's Federal Constitution, Chapter II.
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First phase

Federal Democracy and State

1. Meeting in The Senate, in equality and joint debates, poll's and policy development. 
2. Use of common policies and values. 
3. Use all form's of common technologies. 
4. Strong development of common civilization. 
5. Development of common right's, market's and regulation's in the interest's of economic's

and geo-position system's, common market's. 
6. Expanding better rules for the common market and the use of common strategy abroad. 
7. Enhanced  cooperation  between  corporation's,  joint  exploitation  of  government

corporation's in the interest of common strategy and equivalence developing countries. 
8. Getting  full  support  from the  bank's  and establish  new form's  of  cooperation  in  the

interest of the developing economies or exploitation of raw material payment's. Common
economical structur and fund's. 

9. Joint  action  safety  and utilization  armies  to  maintain  the  security  of  our  country,  a
defense against foreign terrorist countries and communities. 

10. Ability to maintain permanent legislation in the interest  of  your country's  territories,
sitting  in  The  National  Parliament  and  The  Senate,  maintaining  own  territorial
independence. 

11. Federal  government  maintain  their  own  form's  of  international  cooperation  in  the
interest's of the organization, association, and political agreement's. 

12. Elimination of political barricades, custom's, common border, censorship, other form's
of compartmentalised barrier's. Development of a common policy. 

13. The full development of joint transport network's. 
14. Development of a common policy and democracy in international and federal direction. 
15. Establish cooperation in the interest of development activities biggest global logistic's

group. 
16. Support for full cooperation between our nation's. 
17. Immediate greening and ecologization. 
18. Ensuring full budget for the population, budget's, resources, values, area of economic's

and business network's. Poverty eradication, support for agricultural development and
ensuring full  enough food for  the  whole  nation,  the  development  of  health care and
remove any form of medical care deficiencies. Guarantee full quality of life for every
citizen. The full development of Education and elimination of illiteracy. All other form's
of humanitarian project's that are needed. 

19. Strong support for rapid growth in the value of the currency and financial opportunity to
become a full member of the monetary unity. 

20. Development  of  joint  fund  of  bank  and  ensure  the  full  strength  of  our  economic
cooperation. 

21. Cooperation for the extension of the common federation across the world. 
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The second phase
Federal Democracy

1. The removal of all barrier's, common policy. 
2. Consolidation  system's  Government's  and  politician's  right's  or  the  law.  Respect

differences in geographical and national differences. 
3. The unification of market's, balancing economic, Match corporate values. 
4. Support for full unity of nation's, shared media and media event's or public affair's and

public presentation of a common natural form. 
5. Full form of open travel between countries. 
6. Remove any crime or armed group's and conflict. 
7. Common agricultural zones and common areas. Joint industrial center's in the country

and abroad in The Universe. 
8. Unifying the main  cities  of  our  country  through super  high-speed network's  and the

creation of the Super Cities of Global Diamond. 
9. Development of cosmic planetary civilization's for every country in the Federation, a

token of respect for the interest's of the unification of all mankind. Development for the
Stellar citties.

10. Joint technology. Sharing government corporation's. 
11. Planning a common infrastructure, unification of Engineering. 
12. Unification of the basic education system. 
13. The development of civilization space station space, in the sense of common super cities. 
14. Joint research center's and science issues. The research center, metro and other mega

civilization. 
15. Centering joint resources and energy sources, for developing system's for the production

of  raw material's,  ensuring non-binding  on the raw material's  for  each city  and it's
economic region. 

16. Joint media, television, radio, internet, public urban center's. 
17. Providing  direction  to  fully  achieve  all  the  qualities  and  advanced  option's  for  the

country. 
18. Use common market's. 
19. Elimination of unemployment. 
20. The common currency financing. 
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The third phase
Federal State

1. Full form policy based on a common territory, maintaining the ability for legal multitude
of territories own national character and previous sovereignty. 

2. A common policy in the interest's of common federation by fully values the joint entity,
one institution.

3. Eliminate the differences, racism, addiction, than create global cooperation. 
4. Joint work and centering all the strategies for the unification of all mankind, expanding

common civilization's in The Universe, the progress achieved in the value outstripped the
value of our planet Earth by at least ,,One miliard times". 
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The  process  of  joint  federalization  is  created  for  the  possibility  to  launch  a  full  federal
cooperation  and  unification  of  our  peoples,  government's  and  territories  and  civilization's,
through a system that handles all core values of the equivalence of our countries in the relative
values  of  the  Federation  which  expand's  and  build's  self-esteem in  the  interest  of  the  most
advanced federal entity, therefore, that our common values could actually be equivalence.

Cooperation for the development of every civilization takes place through the strategic step's
that will keep the base and the natural system of each federal land and cause the development of
ground  system  that  will  eliminate  all  threat's  of  bankruptcy  or  insolvency  and  damage  to
civilization through the possibility of threat from a change in function civilization cooperation in
the category of political interest's, right's, market's, competitor's, the values of civilization and
consolidation of cooperation between the national culture.

The  system  therefore  committed  to  the  values  of  political  stability  and  ensuring  their
development and synchronization in order to form a joint federal unity and unification of the
territories. Each federal entity therefore uses logistical support which mean's an expansion of the
government's logistic's and building new unit's of government in the form of intelligent activity
which is  intended to promote  the interest's  of  the  country's  modernization and expansion  of
civilization  in  the  form  of  new  market's,  creating  new  corporation's,  support  for  the  full
cooperation of bank's and offices, development of economy and system's of our cooperation in the
interest of geoterritorial differences. Logistic's therefore support's improving the quality of life of
the country and the values of the nation. The system support's the action's of urbanization and the
expansion of the value of each federal country and all through a commitment to cooperation and
our unity.

Common unity  of  countries  and government's  therefore mean's  support  for  extending  too
foreign political relation's and cooperation in order to create a global policy network's. Common
form's of international interest in political activities and the provision of a common system of
political strategy. Our cooperation is therefore also led in the name of activity and development
of military activity in the interest's of global interest and that mean's mainly internal cooperation
between our parties for expanding the values common to armies and military forces.

Our  collaboration  represent's  the  unification  of  our  country  and the  opening  of  border's
between nation's, step's for unification of common policies and national cooperation, the creation
of a powerful civilization that will mark the unification and expansion of these values across the
world.

Our collaboration is a federal interest in the whole world and unite together to build the most
powerful country in the history of the human world.
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Legal Source:   Wikipedia Pictures, Universe
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The  political  representation,  because  the  liability  crimes  and  debts,  unresponsive,  not
responding.
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Agreement on the activity of embassies and consulates, or an agreement
on the work activities ,,consulere''

The Federal Government of 

The Imperium of Diamond's
&

The International Alliance of

The World Diamond
Common possibilities of Consular Communication

Residential Consulates and Embassies by agreeing on common Cosmic Planetary
Civilization

Bilateral build civilization's under the joint sovereignty on the territory of the planet Terra
nullius in the Universe. A civilization which serves again as a common center of communication
and Official Residence of government's.

Civilizing planet is based on a system of joint sovereignty in the area planetary civilization
with the ability to stretch and territorial proportion to the space in the format of the Star City who
will be acting as our common civilization.

Common Civilization which is again functioning as an independent center official activity of
government civilization by it's own distribution center's of our government's, and therefore it is
possible to use such form's of territorial cooperation activity, the official logistic's government's
in cases of instability regime, in exile, in exile or in a relationship asylum.

Common  civilization  is  always  confident  that  our  government's  will  always  be  able  to
maintain it's activity and secure stability even in the worst case possibilities.

It is also true that every government of our country is an important economic value, based on
our common civilization values that are subsequently confirmed as shared values between the
central bank's of our countries' government's. Values that are actually able to reach the level of €
7.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000 as a fundamental value that can grow rapidly.

Link to document:
https://www.uloz.to/!A9CB4NJEA/bilateral-agreement-about-common-cosmic-civilization-1-pdf
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Agreement on Consular Relation's modeled on the Vienna Consular Convention

So then the second option in the standard model as application agreement's modeled on the
Vienna Convention on Consular Relation's, as well as the possibility of special treatment by the
scope of the common system.

To build common options that
So King as an applicant for the position of special executive authority, and the acting head of

the Office until obtaining the other person as Head of the Office, as well as request's for Standard
benefit's, privileges and immunities of the Permanent person Head of Office because of the King
as the First Founder with the duty to maintain stability and full functionality in a special situation
at the time of this document.

Consulate therefore arises, in order represent common opportunities and common interest in
the use of shared opportunities and the launch of our full cooperation and development, common
mission's and interest's.

In  order  to  support  the  development  of  joint  business,  economic,  cultural  and  scientific
relation's,  and the establishment of the common friendship and ties of diplomacy to enable a
common  application  of  skill's  in  identifying  the  status  and  development  of  commercial,
economic, cultural and scientific life, as well as the ability to operate joint mission's with legal
and natural person's and the possibility of direct contact, creating and keeping management of
common market's and the establishment of joint or separate bank account's and account's or the
issuing of visas and passport's or full ability to implement the function's of a notary and civil
registrar and similar function's and the exercise of certain function's administrative nature and
with  opportunities  for  representation  of  national's  of  the  sending  State  or  in  ensuring  their
appropriate representation before court's and other authorities of the receiving State, together with
the activity of the government exercising right's of supervision and inspection provided for in the
law's and regulation's of the sending State in respect of vessel's having the nationality of the
sending State on aircraft registered in that State and their crew's, and as well as in performing
other function's entrusted to the consular post of the sending State which are not prohibited by the
law's  and  regulation's  of  the  receiving  State  or  against  whom the  receiving  State  raised  no
objection's  or  which are listed in the bilateral  and international  agreement's  in force between
sending  and  receiving  States,  and  thus  the  information  in  cases  of  death,  guardianship  or
Trusteeship, shipwreck's and accident's.

Subsequently obvious entitlement to the right's which the consular post may for consular act's
levy in the receiving State the fees and charges provided by the law's and regulation's of the
sending State, therefore, is asking for the possibility to conduct conferences and joint meeting's
between firm's, institution's, other entities in the territory, with application's King of entitlement
for the establishment of reprezentating income-earning activities in the territory of the recipient,
and so under the rules of government that lead's active sovereignty over the territories.

And with respect for the principles on the right's of the State flag of the sending State may be
flown and the national emblem placed on the building of the consular post and at the entrance to
the residence of the head of the consular post and on his mean's of transport when used on official
business purposes.

This application is also shaped by the pattern of the Vienna Convention on consular relations
and activity.

The basic requirements of permission for consular relation's
 

 Asylum Consular circuit
 Consular Office
 Digital Office
 Libraries and Documentation Writings
 A conference center for Bulk traffic
 Residential Center for the interests of employees and their lives
 Applying job at official and powerful persons of the citizens of the receiving State
 So with the possibility that the sending State may entrust the protection of its interests 

and those of its nationals to a third State acceptable to the receiving State.
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Furthermore Specially
The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamond's  book  ask's  permission  for  independent

activity in order to create a private industrial  zone of it's own employees  of the state and or
foreign  labor  cooperation.  Industrial  center  will  therefore  be  to  support  the  Government  of
Diamond's Imperium, in order to establish the possibility of manufacturing technologies which
are sufficiently able to visit other planet's and the possibility to create their own legal territory to
the territory of another planet, get back all territorial claim's or develop our common civilization's
and project's of The World Diamond International Alliance.

Part of this cooperation is also interested in the promotion and the protection and safety of
industrial  zones,  all  employees  and  estates  with  information  and  privacy  processes.  Federal
Government Imperium of Diamond's develop industrial zone, be own sources and investment
under cooperation with business people of state.

In the case law for the establishment of an active industrial zone, it  may immediatelly be
established  fully  active  Consulate  and  thus  the  government's  own  finances  Imperium  of
Diamond's.

Asylum establishment of the Consulate is it's development into an Active Consulate.

Consular active circuit and Honorary Consular active circuit

Active  consular  district  will  be  fully  understood  by  the  public  diplomacy  opportunities,
immediately after the establishment of the Asylum features consular district. I.e,
 

 Official and powerful person of citizen's of the sending State.
 Own Residence Government and Diplomacy
 Own Residence consulate employees
 Center of National religion ideology
 Custom logistics and office center
 Conference center
 Center for national meeting's and act's of law
 Tourist center for cultural information
 Cultural new's in the form of print
 Internet TV and radio
 Custom Security Protection
 Colonization Package
 The industrial zone in the interest's of political activities without commercial use

Consular intercourse and activity can be in such interest basis for the establishment of other
joint relation's and diplomacy because it is a common option to extend the joint relation's and the
agreement in the interest of new agreement's on the base of common diplomacy and political
opportunities for friendship and common development.
 

 Agreement on a common friendship

 Agreement on a common alliance
 Agreement on Peace

 Long-term Trade Agreement and the Agreement for the possibility of opening an 
autonomous corporate affiliates business activities of government and state

 A bilateral agreement on transport and air services

 The agreement on cooperation in health and medical sciences
 Agreement on the Protection and Promotion of Investment

 Link on Agreement's page
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Consular  assistance  in  the  interest  of  diplomatic  relation's  under  a  system  of
cooperation Anonymous

 
Today, I am a person that is based on their own effort's to block illegal activity in the part of

European  government's  and  their  terrorist  alliance  abroad,  with  their  illegal  blocking  of  my
person or people. Therefore, there is a situation where I am as a person who can not exercise fully
active  action's  of  a  political  nature,  communication,  legal  wording,  managing  territories  and
civilization's, legislation or other. Today I am the government under full occupation be the reall
fascist regime.

Therefore, there is a possibility of illegal damage to our mutual relation's and communication.
There is no possibility of business cooperation, development, establishing common policies and
action's,  or  establish a humanitarian mission.  They deteriorated values  that  for me or for the
government of any country in the entire world actually mean a loss of values  which are more
important  than the value of planet Earth. European government's  could in fact harm the very
values which mean that European policy loses it's legal value, and their status is based on global
terrorism.

That is why I am forced to ask you first about the possibility of consular relation's through
assistance from your weightned government that it uses my document's for the possibility of their
presentation  before  the  other  government's  of  countries  abroad,  ahead  of  world-wide
organization's or from other organization's that are important.

I ask that the presentation, for example, policy document's, the Constitution, the requirement's
for ratification, legitimacy, request's for cooperation and friendship or other possibilities of our
collaboration which imply the possibility of establishing a common civilization the planet and
extend it into a The Stellar city across 100 planet's.

Therefore my situation mean's that the movement of terrorism tries to exploit the information
on joint opportunities for cooperation, and there are monopolies in the market's in society and,
other  direction's,  for  example,  also manipulate  my statements  and interests,  with the  help of
hypnosis, then it means that the government's are indeed terrorism. In this case, I ask Anonymous
cooperation  which  mean's  your  help  to  spread  my  document's  and  without  my  European
consciousness and, therefore, to prevent misuse of the information from these data and contact's,
so the monopoly response from the terrorist movement of European policy.

In order to disseminate  the document's  or  establish cooperation and I  am asking for your
support and help to stop blocking my people in the direction of the immediate ability to store,
transport or free movement throughout the world.

The  main  interest  of  my  contact's  is  dedicated  to  communication  in  the  direction  of
establishing cooperation in the project to create a full and global cooperation of government's in
the direction of the International Alliance of The World Diamond, a government entity that is
based  on  shared  sovereignty  de  juri,  in  the  territory  of  the  future  of  artificial  island's  in
international water's, then is to transform policy into the constitution of The World Diamond for
plan  of  cooperation  for  Antarctic  continent  and  immediatelly Ecologicaly Develop,  and  thus
establish a new form of cooperation with the legal territorial holder's. Today, the legal territory of
the common constitution of The World Diamond is too based on an area of several Galaxies with
the average 15.000.000.000.000 planet's, and a large percentage of planet's which is based on
habitable land as our planet Earth. Through technologies The Imperium of Diamond's, most of
these planet's designed for terra-forming,  it mean's  that we can use mostly 60% of the planet
15.000.000.000.000 planet's fundamental territories International character The World Diamond.
The remaining 40% of the planet will be utilized for the extraction of raw material's and the
creation  of  other  form's  of  civilization.  The World Diamond  own too  many disputes  with a
terrorist group which originated from European policy will therefore be extended to international
sovereignty  over  European  territory  terrorist  and  according  to  the  constitution  of  the  World
Diamond if it is possible to legally establish. The proportion of the population, our population is
shared in proportion fact's 800 milion people. Population ratio statistic's future activities of the
natural progression is based on the value of several miliard people population. A major step for
the development of the number of the population can reach over several hundred miliard people,
according to the agreement of a common policy. As the population will then be used Android
population.  Android  population  may  be  in  the  first  phase  based  on  the  number  of  basic
characteristic value 1.000.000.000.000 Android's in proportion to the total population 1-3 year's.
In the interest of 5-10 year's we can count on the human population in the ratio over several bilion
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people, the formula under this paragraph. Named values can significantly expand into a much
stronger form. Each country's government which will work on the Alliance The World Diamond,
because  the  assessed  value  is  the  basic  form  of  joint  ownership  to
1.550.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000 €, according to the actual
values that I want to be ratified by the actual values.

My legal interest is also directed to the possibility of establishing Project The One World. A
project that takes care of the interest of the unity of humanity through democracy, diplomacy and
with the agreement of all government's on the planet, this step federalization The Imperium of
Diamond's.  For  every step  that  the  government  of  the  country  is  strong strengthen policies,
civilization and government, improving all the values and the values surpass the planet Earth in
all direction's. The project is intended to unify the government's of all countries on the planet or
the entire human world.

It is once again true that my interest is to regain all legally and actually claimed values in the
form of government Imperium of Diamond's  Federation (the emergence and early occupation
since 1998). My interest is in the form of effort's to establish judicial activities through The ID's
federal  court,  and  so  in  cooperation  with  the  constitutional  court's  of  each  country  that  the
government therefore has been damaged through the European terrorism. Ratification calculation
of the loss in value dramatically larger than our planet Earth, at least a thousand times, with the
ability  to  ratification  real  success.  That's  why  I  also  want  to  get  cooperation  with  other
government's in countries around the world, and thus to establish our business cooperation with
the government in exile of Diamond's Imperium. Business cooperation will be directed to the
ability to get competetion of corrupted values it's own effort's, through the building of these ID's
values, in the interest's of activities in accordance with international law's and relativity by all
moral principles.

My goal is to establish a fully active in their own territories in The Cosmic space and on the
planet Earth, to establish an active civilization and extend it into the actual form of the first and
future  plan's.  Part  of  this  process  is  the  establishment  of  bilateral  and  multilateral  form's  of
cooperation in the form of political, commercial, legal and safety, just and judiciary, as well as
cultural, scientific, healthcare and, other condition's and the nature of all kind's of contract's that
are  good  to  start.  I'm  always  interested  in  the  just  interest's  and  cooperation  for  common
development.

That's why I ask for help with the creation of the health care team which can be safely and
without problem's, able to indulge in treating the problem's that were created by the European
terrorist activity. The team psychology, hypnology, therapeutic's, other health trend's as well as
basic health check's and advice. Anti-bacterial and virus prevention.

As a basis for the possibility of cooperation is therefore a key to understand the real value of
European terrorism and the consequences  that  such a  terrorist  movement  can develop in  the
direction of policy, security, global stability. Terrorist movement is able to achieve a form which
can be illegally removed everyone who participates in the interest of safety in accordance with
international law and to support my legal person's. From Europe and may be other countries,
there are other threat's in the form of effort's downing of the plane in which I will be legally
transported to asylum or other form's of threat's and pitfall's. Confirmed by the evidence, it is true
that by these terrorist organization's is also an effort to manipulating reality through technologies
that  are  partly  based  on  conspiracies  of  Albert  Einstain  (only  medial  person)  but  the  real
likelihood  ratio  quantum  mathematic's  by  scientist's  Dr.  Bor,  and  his  team's.  Today,  and
according to quantum mathematic's, according to statistic's on the ,,movement of civilization and
math activities''. Therefore, the need to keep all your activities in the interest of your cooperation
and also in the private sector under full anonymity.  Terrorism those government's are already
directed to corrupt the structure of the United Nation's and the other security organization's such
as NATO, OSCE and Interpol. According to the principles of International Political rules These
organization's now support terrorism largest in the history of mankind and against the world.
Through the affair's of the current situation, it was quiet and systematic genocide against the 15-
20 milion people each year, for all time from 1998 to today (2017, genocide 350 000 000 people
according to UN statistic's) worldwide, start the occupation of Libya and decentralized regime
stability, the earthquake in Japan, Nepal, Iraq, Ebola in 2014 in Africa, downing several aircraft
and killing of politician's, many other activities of a similar character and world terrorism today
are the main step's for the creation of the First Global War.

That's why I hope to help in the mediation of legal support in the interest of judicial affair's,
familiarization constitutional Court's of the European countries' government's, the United States
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and  possibly  other  government's  which,  according  to  your  evidence  supporting  terrorist
movement's European policy and it's criminal alliance. It is a real possibility that legal person's
and performance of state structures will hold interest for preventing the formation of the Global
War threat's and extinction of the state, because such person's will encourage joint activity and
the immediate arrest of all criminal and terrorist individual's, government's and verification of the
entire terrorist structures. Then, to ensure safety and we can begin full cooperation by the legal
nature and in order to comply with the rules of the political and moral value. In this case there is
no threat of terrorism from European government's countries, the state represented a new person
who can establish a new partnership with the duties of politic's and security.

I try to ensure that our cooperation and security in the world, justice and the development of
International Right's and activities to best plan humanity's  future, as it has always been in my
interest's as well as once again I want to set up and expand. I therefore always welcome your
revered cooperation and support of our future.

Subsequently it together, we can establish an organization to support the emergence The ID's
& WD, or initiate joint consular relation's and joint protection.

Therefore,  I  want  to  ask for  support  in the transport  and protection issues,  I  really under
occupation, the illegal blocking under espionage and monitoring, the illegal manipulation through
hypnotism. I'm not in any relationship in any way able to launch a security activity or lawful
communication each day. For several year's I am trying to contact other court's around the world,
through the suppression of terrorism, I'm not capable.

That's why I want to then get a confirmation of the claim for recognition of the value of the
federal  government  Imperium of  Diamond's  in  the  interest  of  the  membership  in  the  United
Nation's,  the  World Trade Organization,  other organization's,  ranging temporal  distance from
1998 until  today,  so that  in the future.  I am a person with full  legal  ability to function as a
government that represent's the state is based on territorial land area ID's Diamond Oasis North
East  Africa  Bir  Tawil,  or  ID's  Rockall  Diamond  North  Atlantic  Ocean,  or  legal  claim's  for
sovereignty  around  all  European  terrorist  state's,  as  the  full  right  in  International  princioled
therefore in the form sovereignty around of several  federal  Super cluster's of  Galaxies in the
Universe, then claimed the foundation registry of the population in the statistical ratio of 2.1
miliard people (2015 legal principles), without calculation of annual loss natural increase, which
in some calculation's that the same values. It is also not counted in the population scale value
oftios formula for calculating gross domestic product as per one second 845.500.000.000.000.000
× value of the annual GDP of Planet Earth (2015). So really in the interest of fair values and the
actual condition's that are true and real. Values fact that development can confirm within three
year's of my free activity and statistical progress, and confirm them within 10 year's from the start
of the free and reall progres. Each country's government and people around the world are invited
to cooperate in the interest of a federalized effort's for the unification of mankind.

These are the basic fact's of the federal government Imperium of Diamond's, and according to
the legal  interest  and claim,  according to  the  actual  values  determined for  full  ratification.  I
therefore hope that your country's  government can understand the true value between me and
against European terrorism which has become the biggest bane and inhumanity in the history of
the  entire  human  existence  since  the  creation  of  the  Earth,  and  today  against  95%  of  all
International law's, declaration's and human or political principles.

It is a major, to create a communication representative for the anonymous group. European
government's and terrorist's abusing separated communication strategies and media attempt's to
manipulate world politic's and with your government of the country.
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Digital Embassy

Digital Embassy is a project for the promotion of Globalization.
Digital embassy was based on consular communication in the nature of a global nature, via the

Internet network, worldwide.
Communication is a matter of passing interest contracts, legal documents and other forms of

basic communication in interest's of The Federal Government of The Imperium of Diamond's and
Cliernt's.

Development of this system will  be directed to the possibility of establishing its own data
center which will  host  the Web address of The Digital Embassy.  Web address will  therefore
represent a social network of people who own server registration Digital Embassies. Anyone who
registers can therefore be acting as the client's consulate or embassy, then, with the possibility of
rights  Dual  citizenship and become a  Virtual  citizen in  the  interests  of  the  movement  in  the
territories, the federal government Imperium of Diamond's why the use of special rights of Digital
citizen  and  therefore  gain  greater  opportunities  to  Markets,  in  the  direction  of  national
cooperation or other character.

Virtual citizen is registered in the network to be connected, too, through a 3D virtual world in
which the early opportunity to establish their own economic activity and expand.

Our Governmental cooperation can developed GDP of your country, 100% of GDP per year.
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Agreement on the package
Rights  colonization  Package 

The  government  of  the  country  of  The  Imperium  of  Diamond  and  representative  of  the
Government  of  The World  Diamond,  own  duty  to  create  secret  colony  packages  and
system  of  colonization  packages  in  the interest  of  the  territory  each  own federal  space
governments  of  The  Imperium  of  Diamond's, also  in  the  interest of  countries  that  are
signatories  to  the  organization  for  the  creation  and  The  stability  of  the  World  Diamond
and  The  Imperium  of  Diamond's,  must  be  assessed  colonization  package  of  security  if  a
councilor  of government  will  require.  Colonization  package  is  subsequently  used  for  the
possibility  to  establish  new territory  The  WD and  The  ID on other  planets in the universe. 

The  government  of the country  The  Imperium  of Diamond's  so representative  of  the
Government  of  The  World Diamond,  because  its  own  duty  to  expand  the  network  of
colonization  packages  in  the  universe,  and  thus always  provide  the  ability  to  provide
stability  for  the  existence  of  the  policy  of  The  Imperium  Diamond  and policies of  The
World Diamond.

The  right   of  colonization  package  in  another  country  than  the  country  of   The
Imperium  of  Diamond's  right  is therefore  based  on  mutual  cooperation  which  means  that
The  Imperium  of  Diamond  and  the  organization's  own re  duty  to  support  the  construction
of   a   store   civilization  package,   other   governments   that   promote   mutual  cooperation
colonization  packages.  The  government  of  the  Imperium  Diamond's  must  authorize  the
depositing of  civilization package  on its own territory  The  Imperium  of Diamond's.

If  any  government in the  interest of cooperation for the  stability  of the  organization  The
World Diamond and The  Imperium  of  Diamond's  then  minister  of  the  country  and  jointly
promote  the  opportunity  for  the  common emergence  of colonization package  if the  package
is not  colonization in stable  operation.

If  any country's  government  denounces  qualify  for  storage  of  colonization  packages  on
their  own  land,  or  will be  carried  out  any  form  of  interruption  of  the  agreement,  then  the
country's  government  must  immediately issue  a  colony  package  back.

Rights of co-operation as  the colonization of  the package  are  being  formed  as proof  that
your support for  the stability  policy  The  Imperium  of  Diamond's  is  then  returned  again  the
government  of  the  country  of  The  Imperium of  Diamond's why  support for the  stability  of
the  policies of  countries that  support such an agreement.

Rights  of  colonization  packages  are  so  specific  to  a  country  have  the  political  status
of  the  country  that  the government is not  based  on dictatorship and a  threat to world peace
own  Activities.

Colony  package  always  includes  a  list  of  world  corporations  and  organized  groups
which  have  their   own choice  determining  entitlement   to  the  owner  of   colonization
package,  so  that  the  owner  could  in  the  interest  of the  colonization  of  space  free  to  use
the  territory  copyrights  and  patent  rights  of  corporations  that  have  signed the  Charter  and
thus  re-submitted  information  on  copyright  and  patent  rights  and  a  brief  description.
Copyright  and  Patent  rights  can  then  be  utilized  for  the  development  of  civilization  in  the
uninhabited  area  in the  universe,  so  to  civilization  could  develop  the  best  strategies  for
determining  the  value  of  stability civilization.  Corporations  that  gave  approval  for  charter
corporations,   therefore,   the  subsequent   time   creating a  stable  feature  of   civilization,
corporations  and  own  full  rights  to  obtain  ratification  of  the  value  of  the  use  of borrowed
copyright  and patent  rights  in  the  interest  of  the  development  of civilization  and,  therefore,
may  be to  quantify  the  value  of  a  property  that  will  be  released  back  for  the  corporation.
Corporations  that  own  claim to  establish  a  right  to  form  their  own  business  in  the  interest
of  a  new  civilization.  Rechargeable  values  and assets, the  Corporation is  also the  obligation
to  maintain the  property  in the  interest of the central bank's new civilization. 

Document for ID's Global Bank Business Cooperation
https://www.docdroid.net/rwxbJUA/ids-global-bank-cooperation-law.pdf.html
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Agreement on a common exile movement and support

Government's of countries that jointly signed an agreement for the right to provide together to
promote and develop together on mutual protection, at every threat that will necessitate a refuge
in exile or banishment, and for blocking.

States  therefore  agree  among  themselves  for  permission  to  enter  the  territory  of  the
government in exile and the opportunity to use the consular district and residences for logistics
activities Government is right for international communication in the interest's of national affair's
exile government and its responsibilities.

Government's  are  mutually  committed  to  the  agreement  and  provide  cooperation  for
exploiting the consular transfer's in the form of transport and recovery of the land in a protected
area.

That is the basic provision's of the agreement which will subsequently be expanded into a
legitimate power in the interest of the common public and secret agreement's and strategies.

 
The ID's  Diamond Oasis  North  East  Africa  Bir  Tawil  is  open for  cooperation among all
governments  in  exile.  ID's  government  give  right  to  develop  their  own  colony  in  limited
territory division,  for industry and agro center,  water tanks,  telecomunication connect  and
ppolitical activities.
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Agreement on supporting the establishment of the Organization to support the
formation of the full activities of the Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's

 
Original Document of Chapter page 166.
https://www.docdroid.net/SjufxC9/the-constitution-of-the-world-diamond-2015-original-document-06-09-
2015-1.pdf.html

Special situations and  political  system of  rights  organization for  the  creation and   establish
stability of The World Diamond Agreement  on  the establishment  relief  organization  for  the
establishment  and  operation of  The  World  Diamond policies 
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Consulate Office of common logistic's
ID's for Micro-State's Global federalization

Sunday, March 12, 2017

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's law offers for all  global Movement for their
Independence in the act of our federalization;

 Development of common consulates and integrated logistics offices.
 Public Communication Center, Consulate legal strategy to force the joint development

with the help of centralization.
 Joint Logistics financial resources and building trades, business contacts and networks,

creating its own resources.
 Modernization of the State the nature and use common logistics to develop our values at

global government and intelligence, is created Federation of ID's.
 So together we can create power policies and the positions gain permanent membership

in many International organizations, cooperation with the equivalent policies of many
states.

 Establishment  of  new  organizations  for  International  coordination  of  groups  of
associations, clubs, movements, traders and political parties of the global centralization
for all legal associations.

 Together we will create the activity of the Ministries of Finance and the full management
of our Bank, the opportunity to fully develop autonomously and support the growth of
our business and corporate markets globally.

 Immediately there is  the ability to jointly expand and thus enjoy all  the territories of
Diamond's Imperium, meaning all rights to our own civilizational development.

 Development of armies and military technology for our common security in legitimate
territories for peace missions movement  in International  waters,  movement  in cosmic
space, intended to demonstrate our position capable of achieving dominance and threats
against the enemy, because together we can harness the full defense of our rights and
entitlements.

 The first development of our civilization may be based upon a joint declaration Multy
cultural world which is why in order to develop the unity of all humanity and common
peace and friendship.

 Second civilizational development means growth of your own civilization above the level
of  your  own national  culture,  traditions,  customs  and political  centralization  and the
jurisdiction within the territory of the one hundred new planets in the universe that we
can build together for each.

 Independence, freedom, power maintaining respect and peace, their own civilization and
dynamic development, quality of life for all politicians and families.

In any case, do not respect any attempts to our blocking and stopping in that intend to develop
contact. Blocking, threats, prohibitions and warnings are intended only for the misinformation of
our party weakness.

Imperium of Diamonds federal government supports the development states into the United
World,  because the federal  government  Imperium of  Diamonds  respects  the rights  of  such a
strategy and that therefore implying growth of world stability, security and peace, maintaining
diplomacy and friendship, stability of nations and the prevention of further conflict.
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 The federal government Imperium of Diamonds therefore can not provide full capability
for your peoples, in order to ensure the Independence of your own position in the current
territories.

 The federal government Imperium of Diamonds as the subject of our common policy will
build your  new territories which do not have any other opposition seeking to damage
your own national interests. The ability to build your own Independent civilization and
full rights law, always use a firm dominance your interests and freedoms.

 We collectively as a federal group, we will expand our diplomatic relations, meaning the
defense of cultural relations in the early states of your territories, and thus create a fully
friendly cooperation with the government of the country in the territorial opposition. Joint
Declaration  friendly  cities  friendship  at  cultures  and  traditions,  the  development  of
common interests over traditions common origin. So from your enemies today there is
one of the first friendly relations, common basis of origin is the mother of your states.

 We collectively as a federal group will expand our diplomatic relations with countries
that are now your opposition to territorial in nature, and thus we will ensure recognition
of the rights of contact between families and friends, a common tourism, joint business
development, our common contact at civilizing the scheme guaranteeing you all rights
still use your present territories and thus maintaining contact with friends, family owned,
family topics, business and raw material resources and above all the right to attend and
benefit from cultural sites and state venerated spaces.

 Your movement after the federalization of the Government of the Imperium of Diamonds
therefore not lose any entitled to enforce the law of self-determination of your country
and the full implementation of your own territorial sovereignty in the territories of origin
first. Government Imperium of Diamonds does not support acts against the integrity or
territorial  unity  of  other  nations,  states  and  governments,  but  still  supports  and  will
always provide you all the rights of our common country, and thus welfare, equal health
care, full rights for political activities and your own jurisdiction. Your movement is able
to defend their position from a much more mature political position format.

 If your interest gain full rights for the territory of your origin, will ultimately stalled, then
you  still  own  all  the  rights  to  use  claims  culture  ownership  of  your  state,  cultural
monuments and buildings that were established by your ideology of the state, and thus
bring all the cultural values of the territory your new country so keep all your national
heritage.

 Each  movement  still  owns  all  rights  to  the  use  of  UN  International  rights  to  self-
determination  of  nations.  Rights  are  a  legitimate  global  democracy  behalf  of  all
governments, with priorities for Parliamentary presentation.

 The common main  goal  is  to unite the entire world,  so it  is  our interest  to establish
Political Parliamentary Parties "The One World", and thus motivate governments to joint
federalization. Our common federalization with the government of the country of your
territorial opposition, therefore, is right to develop a strategy and actions of our unity and
thus agreeing at peace strategy of Federation policy utilization of our shared territories as
our own civilization at the level of open borders and a unified economy as well as the
joint development of federal jurisdiction and powers of the State.

 Therefore, our main interest in maintaining peace and development in our interests that it
may therefore  be involved in  the  diplomatic  friendship and growth of  joint  relations
between  all  the  governments  of  the  countries  which  therefore  have  a  much  greater
willingness and motivation for our federalization and promote human unity, unification
of all governments and states of all mankind.

 Peace,  friendship and a shared diplomatic  relations,  acts to maintain security and the
suppression of crime is our main goal. Aim to be maintained as the foundation for the
growth  of  global  development.  We  are  all  humans  descended  from  one  world  and
therefore it is necessary to maintain stability and friendship between us.
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Declaration micro States on a common strategy for open collaboration
Federal Military & Industrial colony on the territory of the Imperium
of Diamond's

Each micro state which declares the document because it gains the right cooperation for the
operation  of  International  Military  &  Industrial  colonies  in  federal  military  and  security
cooperation among all  members  of the federation Imperium of Diamond's,  and to operate  in
accordance with the internal rules of the colony in the strategy to ensure the safety of confidence
guarantees of all all operators ID's Federal Military & Industrial Colony.

Declaration is open for Global cooperation with Federal subjects
Datum of Act :__________________________________________________________________
Place of Act :___________________________________________________________________

Micro State or
Government

Date of declaration Declaration

The Federal Government of
The Imperium of Diamond's

2016
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Micro State or
Government

Date of declaration Declaration
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The number of joint declarations :_________________________________________________

The declaration is placed in the hands of the Foreign Ministry of Micro States'  authorities
which own federal statute subject the Imperium of Diamond's Federation, and the entities that act
therefore declared the cooperation of the Federal military and industrial colonies.

Micro State's own right  decisions about  their own capacity embedded collaboration in the
development and industrial activity colonies. Together they created the force that will be used in
the interest of full force of federal cooperation format as a special division on the basis of law as
Federal Military and Industrial Colony.
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Statement of the law and strategy is based on the nature of the Global Democracy
states  as  a group of  ¾ countries  around the  world in a joint  declaration at  the
principles  of  the  UN  Charter,  meaning  the  opening  of  rights  for  Imperium
Diamond's to create their own political bases in the case of its own success federal
cooperation with the majority number of states

The United Nations Organization, in accordance with the UN Charter establishes a system of
cooperation between states  global  democracy,  in  order to  exercise the common rights to full
international level, all countries in the world.

United Nations rights are legally claimed if the UNGA States own capacity ¾ States jointly
declare a legal document.

The United Nations is based on the number of 194 members, and it is declared an international
force of UN Charter.

If  the  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamond's  give  the  number  of  members  in  the
federation more states than the number of ¾ of the Member States of the United Nations by the
federal government Imperium of Diamond's, gets the power of democratic heights when allied
government  owns  the  right  to  establish  its  own  principles  applicable  law  in  order  function
policies and laws on the inner zone of the federal territory, the rights and the principle of self
cooperation procedure to the nature of relations among all foreign entities that are not in contact
with  a  Member  of  the  United Nations.  This  creates  an absolute  right  to  the  integrity  of  the
Imperium of Diamonds.

In this interest, in order to ensure the prevention of the possibility of conflict and the activities
of international crime, the federal government Imperium of Diamonds together recognizes the
right of the obligation of cooperation and recognition of the principles of the founding articles of
the  UN  Charter,  as  instruments  for  cooperation  for  the  peaceful  development  of  countries,
cooperation for the prevention of crime, conflict, war, and genocide, as well as the principle of
recognition of the integrity of each state.

The federal government Imperium of Diamonds confirms that it will respect the integrity of
States to membership in the United Nations, and together with the integrity of the United Nations.
The federal government Imperium of Diamond's created that does not undermine the rights and
legal principles such functions among states.

The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  is  also  confirmed  by  self-interest,  for
adoptation legal systems UN Conventions, in order to format the cooperation between foreign
countries.

The federal  government  Imperium of Diamonds  and simultaneously affirms  its  interest  in
creating their own membership in the United Nations, provided that the main legal conditions.

The  first  condition  is  legal,  the  act  of  declaration  of  membership  in  a  ratio  Democratic
majority of the Federal Senate.

The second legal requirement is to support the declaration of entry Imperium of Diamonds to
the United Nations, in the act of declaration ¾ Member States UNGA.

The third condition is legal confirmation of the legitimate rights of the function of the UN
conventions and the Charter of the organization. That means stopping the sovereignty of all states
in the terrorist opposition to the Imperium of Diamond's, by the nature of the crime of terrorism
European  2000  and  by  simultaneously  confirming  the  cessation  of  all  functions  of  UNSC
members who voted against the justice of the rights and legal claims of Diamond's Imperium.

If the legal conditions are not fulfilled in detail, it is not possible to accept membership in the
United Nations because of the invalidity of the organization.

Organization has an obligation to act and decriminalization create strategy joint cooperation
for the liquidation of internal terrorism and organized crime in the structures of the UN.
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The Union of Independent's

IAIC own task to establish cooperation between all groups Micro States throughout the world,
and thus create an act that represents the distribution of rights and the possibility of joint claim for
federalization in the name of Diamond's Imperium.

Each micro state to take the opportunity to federalize in the name Imperium of Diamond's, that
according to the constitution of the Imperium of Diamond's in the interests of the principles of
federalization,  therefore  acquires  the  right  to  use  federal  cooperation  to  establish  their  own
territory as the subject of the Star City which will be composed of a base One Hundred civilized
planets around single star.

IAIC federalized task distribution rights and also means an obligation to centralize together for
the common purpose of political communication between micro states, and to open the possibility
of full co-organized act of cooperation for common development and growth, the use of our joint
forces at the international level.

Objective IAIC is also designed to interest securing distribution rights to be the possibility of
establishing the Union Micro States, thereby creating a common interest in intelligence for the
use  of  joint  forces  which  allow joint  protection  at  the  international  level  and  to  ensure  full
functionality of security cooperation,  and monitoring of  social  rights and the stability of  life
resources, together with the joint support for the function of a democratic state functions.

Document of the Union of Independent's:
https://www.docdroid.net/AWjQ5T4/ids-union-of-independents-2000.pdf.html
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Cosmic agreement Imperium of Diamond's
Sunday, November 27, 2016

1. On the territory of outer space may establish its sovereignty only countries that own territories
on the basis of a legitimate area of planet Earth.

2. Any government or any other type of organizational entity the basis for its "own, bilateral or
multilateral" representation of earthly governments, thereby gaining the right to expand its
own zones and territories where the State is not a reference to his own principles different
legal character.

3. All  governments  participating  countries  in  the  agreement  because  they  promise  joint
protection of territorial rights common position of planet Earth and the stability of the single
system, thereby simultaneously block all the actors that attempt to separatism without due
authorization from the need to prevent disasters and genocide or the threat of war.

4. All  governments  participating  countries  to  strengthen  security  agreements  unity  of  the
country and therefore have a common goal to ensure the safety of interactively selecting a
suitable place of the new planet Earth, and the ability to provide a stable budget resources and
development of elements of civilization if the risk of global catastrophe forcing mankind and
Earth to evacuate.

5. Governments  of  countries  that  undertake  the  Declaration  on  the  method  of  resolution
sovereign  rights  of  the  state  and  its  legal  nature.  If  the  governments  of  the  Declaration,
however, use other legal issues for their own recognition of the state and its legal nature, it is
the possibility of more to respect its own principles, it will be if it is needed.

6. Governments of countries that are signatories to a document that confirms their awareness
and  thus  rejection  opposition  to  stabilize  and  maintain  the  nature  of  the  human  race  as
"People of the planet Earth."

7. This creates a document on the legal relationship to the principles of national sovereignty at
the level of space policy and the strategy and justification of the natural system of geo-politics
of the Earth, and the States who do have their own natural policy provisions to a strategy of
stabilization States and of world politics.

Signature of proposal be King Diamond's Imperium
King Peter Gottwald
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Association Development plan

IAIC own purpose in each state to establish some kinds of associations

Association of Business and Corporation Bank for ID's

IAIC own task is to create a network of social and partnership between businessmen in foreign
countries in the world, and to our cooperation and building business association networks are
therefore intended to increase commercial cooperation between our countries as we form joint
international friendly and partner relations.

Common commercial cooperation as an association based format group center which receives
a fixed address in the country of the host country together even in the territory of Diamond's
Imperium. Common centers are therefore used for mutual conference and support the growth of
our joint business relationship and friendship among traders.

Conferences are built in order to increase joint business intelligence projects and agreements
on trade activities, the creation of common legal activities and achieve success for the interests of
the two government parties.

IAIC therefore own goal in the first place to establish cooperation with the trader of foreign
countries and thereby earn maximum business partners in each country, who confirmed that the
servicing of interest in membership in our common association and the joint building of maturity
and common prosperity of our circuit.

IAIC therefore gain a strategic number of business partners who claim membership in the
association, and the business partners jointly confirm their willingness to pay contributions in
order to function traders' associations.

The moment IAIC office obtained a sufficient number of business partners and assurance of
sufficient force financial contributions from its own members, the IAIC logistics support for the
use of funds for rental or purchase of a conference center and a salon that it will serve as a center
of association as permanent open access for all traders in the partner country.

The  Association  therefore  uses  the  profits  for  their  own  business  strategy  to  ensure  the
equipment conference centers and salons, developing communication prestige, ensuring comfort
own members of the Association, and also features the ability to inform the public of news in a
regular rhythm.

Association in cooperation with IAIC regularly organizing meetings of traders and provides its
own permanent function as an organizer of social meetings in which are rented business space for
sellers of snacks and drinks, books and publications, documents, gifts, and other employment
services which will gain utilized for order to develop the center Association.

IAIC therefore helps all members of the association in their interest to create a joint business
agreement for joint strategic profit from our joint business logistics which is still being developed
by members IAIC. IAIC can therefore utilize the Association for the purpose of strategic links
between the national associations of othr market and thus centralize group associations in order to
create a partnership that will  effectively build a much more dynamic  trade and the power of
partnership in trade agreements.

IAIC therefore creates a strategic business agreement that because of this interest creates profit
also for office IAIC who is in a contractual agreement named "Distributor of the business plan
and organizer," and thus the justificable claim for financial reward that is why subsequently used
for  the  purpose  of  securing  payment  for  IAIC  consumption  function,  the  first  payment  of
employed persons, as well as the development and modernization IAIC authorities in the country
or ensure the full prestige for IAIC in contact with traders and policies of the state and abroad.

IAIC can use their  own financial gains to help build trade centers,  associations,  and their
modernization strategy for more growth in the power business partners, and the creation of new
business projects.

ID's government in the territory of their own sovereignty organizes every fourth month, the
global meetings of traders from around the world, as the format of the World Summit, and to joint
agreements on a bilateral level, which will be further developed into a straight shape business
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strategy  as  a  multilateral  trading  relationship  between  the  states  and  the  goal  of  full  world
utilization.

Imperium of Diamond's & Investment or Trade cooperative project's for Business
Association's in the World:

http://www.theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/cooperation-for-
establishment-of/id-s-global-business-association
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IAIC also supports building a strategy for social cooperation for the establishment of other
types of associations in countries foreign countries

 The One World Association

 The Association's ID Corporatocracy

 The Association ID's World Diamond

 Diamond's trade association

 Organizers trade association for the Partnership's ID

 Association Media and News Partnership for ID's

 Association of Agrocultural Partnership for ID's

 The Association of Industrial Partnership for ID's

 Association of Pharmaceutical Partnership for ID's

 Association Architectures for ID's

 Astro Physics Association's ID

 Association Scientific cooperation for ID's

 The Association of Multi-Cultures ID's

 Association of citizens ID's

 Association of teacher's for ID's

 Association of Doctor's for ID's

 Association for Cultures of ID's

 Association for Botany & Nature Science of ID's

 …..........other.

The Association has opened the possibility to hold joint meetings and conferences in salons, in
order  multy  joint  cooperation  and  common  growth  of  relations  between  members  of  the
association.
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ID's Extraterritorial People Association
Monday, November 21, 2016

Ideology: The One World, we are all people of the Earth, and this is our world!

Association formed an association for people and free nations. The Association aims to promote
their own social relations in society and hold joint meetings, entertainment events, interests and
joint business development or organizing sporting activities, conferences and forums, as well as
carnival and friendly meetings with all the people at the level of the whole world.

Each person around the world always owns the right  to  add,  or  to  initiate organizing the
creation of the Association on your territory.

Our goal is also to support humanitarian projects, news, developing countries and the growth of
peace education for youth and teens.
Our activities will be joint meetings, public games, parties, trips and camps in the countryside,
relaxing  holidays  and trips  to  the  spa  centers  or  well  boat  trips,  as  for  example  organizing
carnivals and sporting events in many kinds of sports, extreme sports matches or competitions,
many forms of collaboration.
One of our goals of organizational development and acquisition of finance from public events is
the ability to make investments in the development of our own possessions that are accessible to
all our members,  possessions at the palaces and castles,  a large spa and sports centers,  water
parks, theater and also theater or opera, casinos and bars, and disco clubs, the main interest of the
organization and our joint business centers is open all spaces for all people.
Our association is interested in peace with the government of the country under the sovereignty of
the local jurisdiction, and to respect for International rights. Therefore, our association is able to
use its own foundation as Extraterritorial entity, or further promote their growth to the level of
legal associations and organizations of the state. Our goal is not to violate the integrity of the
state, damaging any one justice and rights or legitimate interests peaceful purpose.
Everyone who joins and registers as a member of the Association therefore owns full rights to use
property associations and public meetings, activities and fun events, or promote the growth of
joint logistics association and the growth of common intelligence.

Everyone in the world is always pops up and its purpose is to enjoy the free life in good spirit and
interest, without any acts of crime or violation justice. Always for the good of the state and the
interests of the members of our association.

Ilustration:
Morning Sunshine in Orbital space

ISS Camera, West Pacific, 16.11.16/19:50 Europe
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The Rules of membership and functions of the Association

1. Choosing representation. In each state, one of the Council members with more features as
Secretary General. The Secretaries-General will be selected from the most active people
that support the development  of the Association and also owns sufficient  intelligence
capability to working with the management of the Association, no crime and no interest
in non-justice and violations of International rules.

2. The General Council of the Association oversees the development of the Association to
be in accordance with International law and the principles of justice, peace and security.

3. The Association currently owns the right of every year to establish a permanent position
for each member of the General Council. Confirmation implemented in a manner open to
all members the right to vote, to stop the Secretary-General. If the Association obtains
more than 50% of the votes against one member of the General Council, the position of
the Secretary General exchanged for a new person to be re-elected by voting members of
the  association  who  elect  a  Secretary  General  from  a  number  of  candidates  among
members of the Association. Election of the new Secretary-General act as a substitute for
other dimension is confirmed by the greatest power of the Member voting. Who won the
most votes becomes a member of the General Council.

4. Whenever it is open to every member of the Association could initiate its own Candidacy
as  a  member  of  the  Council  Secretary-General  and  by  asking  all  members  for  their
support by voting. The Candidate obtains the position of Secretary General in the event
that gets more than 70% of the votes of all members. General Secretary of the number is
unlimited.

5. The Main act is a further choice of treasurer. In each country, a Council. The Council
consists  of  a Treasurer who leads management  Finance Association.  Furthermore,  the
Council  consists  of  Control  team  to  ensure  proper  utilization  of  profits  and  asset
management  without  abuse  and  corruption  and  monopolies  for  their  own  gain
fraudulently and theft.

6. The  Aim  is  to  organize  a  global  social  cooperation,  public  events  and  cooperation
between the  associations  and the rest  of  the  design  group,  will  therefore  chosen not
limited number of people as the Organizational team for organizing joint events. In each
country,  a Council. Organizational Council organizes activities to develop cooperation
with  associations  and  societies,  businesses  and  corporations  as  well  as  to  their  own
development,  and consequently for  their  own financial  profit  which will  be  used for
office operation.

7. Membership  in  the  organization  of  the  Council  receives  every  member  of  the
Association, which owns an interest in supporting the development of social events and
fun activities or other business plans.

8. Proposals for the organization's  activities must  be approved by the Council  Secretary
General, in a joint arrangement with the treasurer. This will ensure the stability of the
system to ensure the ability of functions of financial and legal risk management without
debts and bankruptcy Association.

9. Disbursement of financial organizations organizing activities and providing management
functions  are  provided  by  the  just  merit  and  rights.  No  one  shall  be  robbed  or
discriminated against. But the work is voluntary, and everyone has the right to set their
own limit work effort and organization act, nobody should be forced to work.

10. The Association receives support from the media, and in many cases it is necessary to
publicly present develop. This creates a media team to build communications. In each
country, a Council.

11. Association membership is open for every Physical people or Legal people and Company
who can therefore open their offshore point for development of Internal Management
strategies and activity.

12. Any member who wishes to exercise the right of entry and register their own membership
must therefore use the ID's Extraterritorial VISA. The Format for VISA serve you for the
opportunity to enter into legal form Extraterritorial territory jurisdictions, and thus no
obligation to lose your own citizenship. Your laws ties to the jurisdiction of your state are
therefore stopped all the time function of your VISA extraterritorial, and therefore your
freedom of movement under the jurisdiction of the Government ID's, because the ID's
government has a legal responsibility for Extraterritorial rights.

13. Each registered member  immediately when entering the territory of the property ID's
Extraterritorial  Association,  by  immediately  autonomously  obtains  extraterritorial
recognition.  The  Right  to  not  be  abused  for  the  crime,  hiding  before  the  police
investigation, traffic of prohibited substances, international crimes.

14. Each  member  of  the  Association  currently  owns  the  claim  to  make  financial
contributions, therefore, to the association to continue to grow and expand in order to
steady the function of the use of their contributions to pay for their own staff and building
our possessions intended for our mutual  relations and planning,  development  of joint
celebrations and building our rallies. The Value of required contributions each individual
is calculated according to the needs and functions of the Association of the just financial
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payouts to all active members in the interest of management, or function for raise-fund
management.

15. Every member of our Association currently own the full right to support the political
organizing IDs federal government as a provisore office, thus supporting the logistics of
communication,  gain  new  members,  support  for  the  development  of  trade  and
cooperation  between the  businessmen  interests  in  order  to  develop  and improve  our
advantages. The Main objective of the provisional government is to build cooperation
between business planning and coordination of projects.

16. Each  member  and  organizer  of  the  Association's  own  pops  right  to  promote  the
development of Cultural Centers and Cultural Markets, represents a consortium of small
traders  with ceramics,  with paintings  and art,  literature,  textile  artists,  dancers,  other
people, and thus creating a common business center in order to build a joint production in
the name of Imperium of Diamonds artistic point of view. Basis legal entity must be in
compliance with local jurisdictions.

17. In the case of expiry of Extraterritorial rights or obtaining support from local government
law, the possibility of transforming the group at the National Civic associations, NGO's
or International as organizing.

18. In the case of the transformation of legal entity associations and societies field and the
principles of jurisdiction, thereby owning all the possessions Association of the territory,
because they are passed into the ownership of the association which is based upon the
nature of the registry by local jurisdictions.

19. In the event of the expiration of the rights of extraterritoriality will be completed act of
transformation at the level of legal associations, and thus also the position of the central
headquarters  of  the  Association in  the  territories  of  Diamond's  Imperium.  Head-Q is
always open for each member of the Association.

Everyone who support the building ID's provisory office, everyone helps, it always IDs then the
government will help you, you can always hide in the country Imperium of Diamonds. Everyone
who owns a legal status, therefore Rights Honorary citizenship. Right new identity, immediate
profit business corporations, anonymous bank accounts, always freedom and medical assistance
in case  of  danger  bureaucracy and corruption in  politics and exile or escape from their  own
country.

The First  act  of  the Association is  to  create  mass  events,  dances  and music,  fun games and
carnivals, cooperation between restaurants, musicians, dancers, sports teams, and other groups
that own interest in cooperation.
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Ilustration:
Planet Earth

Design in Lithography
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Please register on the List of participants (Worldwide)
Name: ................................................................ Name: ....................................................................
Surname: ........................................................... Surname: ................................................................
Birthdate: ........................................................... Birthdate: ...............................................................
Place of birth: .................................................... Place of birth: ........................................................
Citizenship: ....................................................... Citizenship: ............................................................
Date of registry: ................................................ Registry Date: ........................................................
Social contact: .................................................. Social contact: ........................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
Name: ................................................................ Name: ....................................................................
Surname: ........................................................... Surname: ...............................................................
Birthdate: ........................................................... Birthdate: ..............................................................
Place of birth: .................................................... Place of birth: ........................................................
Citizenship: ....................................................... Citizenship: ............................................................
Date of registry: ................................................ Registry Date: ........................................................
Social contact: .................................................. Social contact: ........................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
Name: ................................................................ Name: ....................................................................
Surname: ........................................................... Surname: ................................................................
Birthdate: ........................................................... Birthdate: ...............................................................
Place of birth: .................................................... Place of birth: ........................................................
Citizenship: ....................................................... Citizenship: ............................................................
Date of registry: ................................................ Registry Date: ........................................................
Social contact: .................................................. Social contact: ........................................................
............................................................................ ...............................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
Name: ................................................................ Name: ....................................................................
Surname: ........................................................... Surname: ................................................................
Birthdate: ........................................................... Birthdate: ...............................................................
Place of birth: .................................................... Place of birth: ........................................................
Citizenship: ....................................................... Citizenship: ............................................................
Date of registry: ............................................... Registry Date: .........................................................
Social contact: .................................................. Social contact: ........................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
Name: ................................................................ Name: ....................................................................
Surname: ........................................................... Surname: ................................................................
Birthdate: .......................................................... Birthdate: ................................................................
Place of birth: .................................................... Place of birth: ........................................................
Citizenship: ....................................................... Citizenship: ............................................................
Date of registry: ............................................... Registry Date: .........................................................
Social contact: .................................................. Social contact: ........................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
............................................................................ ................................................................................
Name: ................................................................ Name: ....................................................................
Surname: ........................................................... Surname: ................................................................
Birthdate: ........................................................... Birthdate: ...............................................................
Place of birth: .................................................... Place of birth: ........................................................
Citizenship: ....................................................... Citizenship: ............................................................
Date of registry: ................................................ Registry Date: ........................................................
Social contact: .................................................. Social contact: ........................................................
............................................................................ ...............................................................................
............................................................................ ...............................................................................
............................................................................ ...............................................................................
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Register Formular Manage:
Director of group: ..............................................................................................................................
Company: ...........................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
Worker: ..............................................................................................................................................
Note: ...................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................

Ilustration:
The One World
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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THE CULTURE CENTER
The establishment of a Cultural Centre of The Imperium of Diamond's

o The Federation of Diamond's

o The World Diamond

o The Corporatocracy

o The Popular Diamond

o The Noblesse People ID's Friendship

o The Royal Diamond

o The Federal subject

Cultural Center, a very simple project, an arts center can be established as quickly as instant
soups , cooperation in trade between restaurants , artists , glassworks , model artists, musicians,
ceramic  makers  ,  creative  people  who  want  to  represent  modern  civilization  advanced
technological  intelligence  ,  modern  science  ,  urbanization  of  future  civilizations  and  city
skyscrapers  super  special  civilizations  in  the  universe  ,  all  according to  real  technology and
science.

Trading  range  for  €  5  million  each  month  as  a  minimum  storage  capacity  ,  profit  from
conferences can reach force € 1 000 000 000 , partnerships between corporations and associations
is always pops challenge.

Even you can support our growth and improve the future of our humanity. Everyone has the
right to interact.
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Standard Comercial Activities of The Cultural Center's 

Usage and Activities Cultural Centre commercial.

 Library and Archives.
 A gallery showing.
 References presentation.
 Balls and social activities.
 Runway fashion and commercial art.
 Planning social activities.
 Restaurant.
 Conference.
 Newspapers and news.
 Advertisement.
 Training and courses.
 Presentations.
 Ratification projects and exchange cultural character.
 Cultural exchange coins as investment property.
 Counseling.
 Screenings of documentaries.
 Introducing the event.
 Internet Radio, Web.
 Public Archive.
 Planning project's.
 Advertising.
 Art activities.
 Social entertainment.
 Organizing sporting event's.
 Lease.
 Other's.

The center can be commercial cooperation for development also supported through cooperation
with trade licensing firm's,  as  well  as  with corporation's,  so in  order  to  expand the Cultural
Center. Companies and Corporation's can therefore extend through the center of activities as a
special branch of the cultural center.
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The Corporatocracy culture of The ID's
The Cultural Center is the use of the building as a Cultural Center with interest's and activities

in the form of social interest's and ideologies trade, market's and financial activities. The Center
will  create other commercial  activities which in this case can ensure the development  of the
Cultural Center and it's operation and maintenance.

The Cultural Center is designed just for social activities, communication and presentation or
any joint planning and business development activities in the project or collaboration personal
and private nature.

Cultural Center can establish anyone, SINGLE PERSON who uses commercial possibilities of
management cooperation between firm's and company or corporation to build a Cultural Center
or any other PERSON on behalf of a CORPORATION which thus encourage the creation of a
team that will lead commercial management of the Cultural Center Corporatocracy, so that the
Cultural Center could be kept in operation and maintained.

If in one city will be more group's that will operate effort's to create a Cultural Center, then the
group must unite and thereby initiate a single activity which therefore improves the performance
values and common result's in order to create a Cultural Center.

Person's who establish Cultural Center are gaining a profit of € 1 milion from the Government
of Diamond's Imperium, and immediately in the first day to be able to confirm the status of the
function's of government.

Corporation that  establishes a Cultural  Center also receives free commercial  establishment
within The Corporatocracy and also financial subsidies for the development of the company's
stores in the territory of The Corporatocracy. 

Cultural Center can benefit  from special  social  event's that  will  be used for a commercial
purpose, and thereby ensuring the ability of salaries for all employees of the Cultural Center, as
well as the possibility of sponsoring development and other social activities.

Activities Cultural Center will continue to operate in the interest of right's and principles of
government which establishes Jurisdiction sovereignty in local territories.

The other Cultural Center's will be opened on subsequently also in the interest of the World
Diamond Alliance International, and The Imperium of Diamond's.

The King have the right to enjoy their own Cultural Center's and expand management and
activity center's, planning of activities support.
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ID's Culture Center in  Legal Term's of International Right Form

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
 

The  International  Covenant  on  Economic,  Social  and  Cultural  Rights  (ICESCR)  is  a
multilateral treaty adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 16 December 1966, and
in force from 3 January 1976. It commits its parties to work toward the granting of economic,
social,  and  cultural  rights  (ESCR)  to  the  Non-Self-Governing  and  Trust  Territories  and
individuals, including labour rights and the right to health, the right to education, and the right to
an adequate standard of living. As of 2015, the Covenant has 164 parties. A further six countries,
including the United States, have signed but not ratified the Covenant.

The ICESCR is part of the International Bill of Human Rights, along with the Universal
Declaration of  Human Rights  (UDHR) and the International  Covenant  on Civil  and Political
Rights (ICCPR), including the latter's first and second Optional Protocols.

The Covenant is monitored by the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.

=OFFICIAL DOCUMENT=
UN International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

Map of state declaration's in 2015.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
Aplication for Geographic Offices & Institutions

Geography register

ID's Diamond Oasis North East Africa Bir Tawil 2060 km2

Plea  for  registration  IDs  Diamond  Oasis  territory  in  maps  of  International  politics  and
territorial  boundaries.  IDs  owns  all  rights  and  legal  entitlements  for  this  act,  possession  of
sovereignty and lead jurisdiction on behalf of state and government, the act is confirmed by all
International  rules  and  therefore  this  claim  becomes  International  political  obligations  in
accordance  with  principles  of  the  Charter  of  the  United  Nations  support  for  the  peaceful
development of the states, and so At the same time the rights and obligations of respect for the
integrity of the state of any country around the world.

In the interest  of International  politics,  it  is  true that  the federal  government Imperium of
Diamonds own right to sovereignty declaration form proclamations and public awareness in order
to respect and legal responsibility of the government of the Czech Republic already in 1998.
Format  recognition  declaration  of  sovereignty  claim  is  also  based  upon  the  recognition  of
obligations as Liability act in the coming years as well as between the governments of European
Union countries, the least since 2003.

The federal  government  Imperium of Diamonds  own political  form of legal  values of the
population registry responsible dimension to the level of the state, and again with a full right of
recognition  of  political  legitimacy  at  justice  and  legal  relationship  to  the  European  Union
countries,  as countries that  own International  legal  responsibility for recognizing such claims
sovereignty Imperium Diamonds in the validity of the present rules of the UN Charter and at the
same time UNGA Declaration on the prevention of genocide, and other fundamental rights in
International politics. If European countries have rejected encourage such recognition, it means
an act of International obligations to fully exclude the European countries from UN membership
and  thus  simultaneously  launch  a  military  intervention  in  these  territories  on  behalf  of  the
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government and the state in irresponsibility against International law leads to an act of terrorism
is a crime outpaces values crime statistics global dimension in the Second World War, more than
6 times already to date 2016.

It is true that the ID's government is under illegal blocking by the European terrorist states that
are thus trying to conceal responsibility for the crimes which are based upon a breach of more
than 95% of the convention UNGA and the main principles of the UN Charter, and therefore the
European states in this way trying to block development  of my government  and civilization,
concealing  all  activities  and  especially  to  ensure  the  bankruptcy of  my country and stop all
legitimate rights and censorship in society and especially by blocking full geographic knowledge
among  institutions.  The  terrorism  is  the  reason  no  government  function,  because  of  the
occupation,  but  in  the  interest  of  international  rules  is  the  right  ID's  sovereignty is  still  the
legitimate right and not an illegal form, especially the right of sovereignty is inviolable, and in the
same case as confirmed by financial debt of European terrorist states, financial debt that actually
surpasses  the  values  that  are  at  the  very much  larger  capacity  than  the  ability  of  European
civilization in order to provide compensation.

Therefore,  it  is  reaffirmed  that  if  it  could  happen  to  any  blockage  or  damage  to  ID's
sovereignty on the territory of ID's Diamond Oasis North Eastern Africa Bir Tawil,  then the
European policy again in a situation where they can not replace financial debt in any way, and
that  means  that  European  countries  geared  towards  bankruptcy  and  extinction,  without  any
possibility of salvation. The value of such civilizing bankruptcy is  very catastrophic, and the
resistance  against  the  international  laws  that  prohibit  the  procedure,  meaning  that  rapid
bankruptcy and extinction of  the  state.  Therefore,  ID's  government  owns  always  the  biggest
leadership to ensure full international recognition of the ID's sovereignty on the territory of ID's
Diamond Oasis, and such rights because of the UN International rights and principles of the UN
Charter happen that the main responsibility of the UNSC states that strategically do not have any
other option to choose. This means that registration ID's Diamond Oasis to the world map is
really a real priority for all organizations, governments, institutions and world politics, and it act
as support legal rights and justice, as well as ensuring the prevention of extinction of European
civilization  to  the  full  level,  and  the  same  open  possibilities  for  ID's  government  standard
cooperation in public society.

At  the  same  time  public  status  of  territories  N-E  Africa  Bir  Tawil's  claim  Egyptian
government of the Islamic Republic, which, however, not even applying for the extension of their
own civilization and confirmation of the act's own sovereignty, and that's over a period of more
than  ten  or  twenty  years.  Therefore,  in  this  case,  and  according  to  the  political  rules  and
principles,  means  that  the government  of Egypt's  own right  only for the oversight  of  the act
establishing  the  new  state  in  order  activity  rules  that  not  violate  International  character  of
peaceful uses, principles of justice and rights or world peace.

The rules that must be respected by everyone who wants to establish its sovereignty in these
territories, however, but with the obligations in the same way for respectful understanding on
behalf of the Egyptian government. If the government did not respect these principles Egypt, the
Egyptian Government loses the right to claim its own administration. Administrative rights are in
the hands of government legal Imperium of Diamonds. It is not any need to rule on the right of
self-determination, sovereignty, territory because N-E Africa Bir Tawil not own any legal value
to the population or the population registered under another entity, nor did indigenous people. In
the interest of the Territory Bir Tawil are in the registry only people from abroad, people who
receive citizenship Imperium of Diamonds and thus carried out an act of self-determination of the
state, so there is a right of state recognition and sovereignty of the Imperium of Diamonds since
1998.  The federal  government  Imperium of  Diamonds  today is  not  a  member  of  the  United
Nations,  and  therefore  there  is  no  possibility  to  establish  other  rights  for  national  self-
determination. Attempted such an act is a violation of the integrity of the state, violation of the
principles  of  peace  and provoking conflict  and  robbed of  the  claimed  value,  it  is  an  act  of
terrorism which according to all International rules can be made.

Today, the media confirmed the act of other people and groups that are asking to establish
their  own sovereignty and state  office  in  the  territory N-E Africa  Bir  Tawil.  Applicants  are
founded on the measure until 2014, and their claim is without any legitimacy, because the act is
an attempt  to breach the integrity of another country,  and encouraged the genocide,  promote
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crime as a provocation of war, systematic support for global terrorism, attempted execution the
bankruptcy of  the  state  and terrorist  form of  extinction of  civilization,  violation of  the  most
important  International  rules  around  the  world  today,  and  that  means  that  there  is  no  any
government of a country that can legally or in any other way support the establishment of the
sovereignty of these terrorist states, and it is reaffirmed act IDs population register due criminal
responsibility of those terrorists who therefore become a legal form as prisoners Imperium of
Diamonds, it is a citizen's ID. The value of these terrorist organizations is on the same legal level
as  it  is  now known  group  the  Islamic  State  of  Iraq  and  Syria,  the  body  that  activates  the
occupation of a foreign country and thus loses all rights for International recognition.

Imperium of Diamonds, thus a part of the Federal Territory ID's Diamond Oasis, an act which
must respect each country's government from around the world obligations in International law.

Therefore,  I  request  You  and  Thank  You  for  your  willingness  to  support  the  peaceful
development of the states and broaden public understanding of global society and mankind. Your
help is great,  and I personally will  also be grateful for your cooperation also for setting your
institution in  the  territory of  the  Imperium of  Diamonds,  when a  financial  subsidy from the
federal government.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
& federal autonomy of

The World Diamond International Alliance

Our goal changes the whole world is to ensure the actual functioning of the international rights
and entitlements nations to improve rights strategies and systems together and with the possibility
to build stronger structures of organized politics of our world and unite with the purpose of our
public social company with important knowledge of the political world.

Our goal is strengh power of human society and strengthen it at a more advanced level of the
political system and the increasing importance of our race and sociality, intelligence society and
of sufficient force states to defend their rights and entitlements, together with the right to freely
develop and expand at the national, even international, according to the laws and principles of
globalization, as well as the ability of dynamic development into a universal dimension as a legal
ideology of freedom and growth of a person in a free society.

Therefore, there is a political entity with the foundation as a World Diamond International
Alliance which consists  of  forms  of the  Alliance for  all  governments  which thus maintain a
uniform name  of  sovereignty and relations  in  diplomacy over  the  foundation  to  expand our
common civilization on a range of space with an area of  several  galaxies  with development
strategies the level and strength Supergroup of Galaxies.

Each country's government automatically providing the right to their sovereignty as part of
these  countries,  and  the  opportunity  to  jointly  expand  using  common  central  resources  and
intelligence, strength, maturity and common dimension Civilization World Diamond in the first
structure on the territory more than a few galaxies.

Today the most advantageous strategy for all governments around the world, the best force for
success today and in the future, our collective ability overtaken the largest forces of world politics
today and the creation of the first steps in the new world.

Therefore, it is our task to International Law Intelligence Council based on cooperation and
continuous opportunities for communication between all the governments of countries around the
world, the right  to a common understanding and acts to create a common political  and legal
infrastructure diplomatic relations

World Diamond International Alliance as an advanced form of multy government over the
strategies  of  globalization,  therefore  the  center  of  all  governments  and,  together  with  all
parliamentary  political  parties  from  around  the  world,  the  services  of  the  International
Parliamentary  democracy  as  a  system  for  the  development  of  national  jurisdictions  World
Diamond, as well as the parliamentary parties which jointly expand the ideology of international
politics and world development, joint programming possibilities of global development and the
new success of the entire humanity.

Each political party owns all rights to enter our spheres of cooperation, and thus ensure that
our actions capable of affecting all the other governments, or to establish their new structure, with
the National Democratic support, and therefore the government of the country always support our
actions and the ability of the joint success of our forces World Diamond International Alliance.
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We as the International Lawyer Intelligence Council will jointly expand cooperation between
political parties, in order to build our logistics meetings and communications, the development of
common global information strategies and actions for the full unity of all governments on behalf
of the World Diamond International Alliance.

World Diamond International Alliance is a truly dynamic formation and capable of achieving
very high success and a good result at the level of global society of global importance. The right
of all media agencies and television, radio and magazines, newsletters, reporters from around the
world  and  by  non-governmental  organizations  (NGOs)  and  associations,  associations  and
government  movement  independent  democracy,  as  with  any  law  for  the  development  of  a
common information cooperation and the forces of  the parties  of the  coalition parliamentary
parties in interest in their internal strategies and capabilities for global representation, creating
steps for the development of the whole world and reach the level of advanced future of our world.

Therefore our interests  IAIC are thus  simultaneously initiate  contact  relations between all
associations of NGOs, media and news agencies, associations, social, business or political factor,
the possibility of our free communication as the party of global interest in the development and
achievement  of full  party establishment  of World Diamond International  Alliance,  and at  the
same time with immediate function of the Common Organizing City which is designed to unify
our global information and use our forces for the defense of freedom and justice, all our rights.

NGO Association, and other forms of legally organized movement always have the right to
use the Council for Organizing that gives these entities the right to create a common information
logistics and expand social and legal relations, support the creation of a better world and thus
strengthen the value system level of world politics.

Extract from the Constitution of the World Diamond International Alliance;

The  right  to  establish  aThe  Common  Global  Organizational  City  is  intended  only  for
the  structure  legally societies,  such  a  right  to  own  any  legally  organized  community,
therefore,  organizations,  agencies, associations,  communities,  by  world  markets,  movements,
associations  and  communities  from  around  the world,  the  city  creates  the  possibility  of
joint  logistics  and  to  organize  themselves  in  the  interest  of  the  unity  of all  humankind  is
the  ability  to  run  its  own  global  strategy  for  cooperation  in  order  to  issues  of  peace,
security, human  rights,  justice,  stability  politics  and  economy,  development,  freedom,  and
any  other  questions  about human natural justice  and common claims.

According to the strategic rights constitution World Diamond same entitlement NGOs and
other entities legally organized movement has therefore used as an entity which owns also the law
for the establishment of the coalition parties with the other political parties in the International
Parliament, and so together to create forces joint strategies and population rapprochement with.

Extract  from the constitution  of  the World Diamond International  Alliance chapter  of  the
International Parliament Section 17;

Representatives  of   Own  communities  just   right   for  corporate  communication  and
presented  his  opinion  in  the interest  of  the  community  ideology  he  represents.  Therefore,
representatives   of   communities   trying   to   use  common  policy   of   The   International
Parliament of  The  World Diamond. Representatives of  the communities can  therefore  use
rights  debate  and  promote  the  development  of  systems  and  cooperation  society  or  system
of the country  The  World Diamond.

World Diamond is thus simultaneously based on the right of all business parties such as state
trading structures of governments from around the world, and with the right to jointly establish
representation own name, and therefore make a choice of his deputy trade network state fairs,
man as a councilor who will therefore be in the International Parliament representing his crowd
during  intercourse  as  a  coalition  with  the  right  for  expansion  and  trade  relations  and  our
cooperation.

Form as a world movement of traders because they own all the rights to propose regulating
laws  and  rules  of  the  common  forms  of  market  strategy  and  aim  for  joint  development,
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discussions for the creation of a global unification of our actions and the success of the steps our
international systems and support functions civilizations.

Extract from the constitution of the World Diamond Chapter of the International Parliament;

18.  Representatives  of  the  markets  and  central  corporate  stores  of  national,  foreign  or
international  character, representatives  are  entitled  to  a  meeting  in  The  International
Parliament  and  therefore  the  preservation  of public  policy  debates  in  the  interest  of
communication  with  political  parties  who  sit  in  the  interest  of  the common territories  The
World Diamond.

19.   Representatives   of   markets   therefore   have   the   opportunity   to   become   a
representative  of  the  National  and Foreign  market  by  The  World  Diamond  and  The
Imperium  of  Diamond's,  representative  of  all  legal markets  by business category  by  the
side of  the market  represents.

20.  Representatives  of  the  markets  is  therefore  proposing  amendments  to  the  law  and
order  system  about  common markets  The  World  Diamond  could  be  extended  to  form  an
ideal  environment  for  corporate  development  and trade  in the  interests  of  civilization, and
support for the  company. 

World Diamond is  fully democratic entity in order to promote justice and security of our
civilizations,  countries and peoples,  defend the rights of  state for democracy and freedom of
nations. Therefore, there is a right way to National democracy World Diamond citizens and their
rights for election as Senate poll influencing decisions and strategy. State law World Diamond
freely develop and utilize the free trade between Member States, as well as the rights of citizens
and business associations of all countries in the alliance, therefore, always with the right support
development cooperation for the development of civilization World Diamond and so free to move
about, to live and develop, or independent use.

Joint Centre for everyone, always fully open civilization for all states and their populations,
traders and legal associations, land that belongs to all the governments of countries from around
the world and at the same time every nation. It is a step that greatly surpasses many important
dimensions of the greatest forms of victory in world politics and our global society.

World Diamond International Alliance as the most advanced political entity in the history of
mankind is based on a global dimension. Entity with the ability to achieve significant values of
leadership at the level of civilization, the army,  the economy,  global democracy,  maturity and
world diplomacy.

Each country's government in alliance World Diamond obtains the right to hold joint direct
equivalent  of  the  value  of  civilization  World  Diamond  as  a  common  format  of  GDP,  and
therefore the difference equivalent transfer to the Central Bank of allied states. Economic value
that really strongly outpace the financial dimensions of the whole human world today.

Governments of countries and our collective ability to organize jointly on behalf of the World
Diamond because it means the ability to defend together with the help of international forces and
armies,  and always  together with the right  to use military force World Diamond Center as a
military force to the infrastructure of the extent of some galaxies.

Every government in alliance therefore always has every right to ensure its own stability and
maintaining  the  immediate  safety  and  ability  to  always  develop  without  compromising  the
function of the government regime. The country's government and the state is therefore able to
obtain support and global military victory, always immediately within one hour of the first act of
a terrorist conflict.

World Diamond International Alliance because he really means the ability to ensure full and
always stable peace in the range around the world, as well as an act of our global cooperation to
eliminate at least 95% of all forms of crime on our planet.

Therefore, each country's government, the state and civilization own significant opportunity to
develop safe and full stability. Development of world civilizations is important and the main goal,
the first foundation of the future of all mankind.
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Today, the right to confirm the agreement on the utilization of untapped World Diamond gross
product, and therefore the possibility for the country in the interests of their development, the
ability  to  open  a  free  draw  raw  materials  for  development  in  payment  of  government
consumption  World  Diamond.  The  agreement  is  designed  to  ensure  the  ability  of  global
standardization state maturity civilizations on the ground level with the ability to self-reliance and
development strength and stable future functions of the company.

In the process, set the start, governments between themselves because they can consume a
budget buy raw material at least 10 000 000 000 000 € in total amount, and the ability to soon
take far stronger budget.

Link to a document on WD Humanitarian Cooperation.

https://ulozto.cz/!ECEbr5Mkr/the-wd-charter-of-humanitarian-interest-to-support-countries-
without-full-power-production-of-civilization-important-raw-materials-1-pdf

World  Diamond  International  Alliance  is  actually  a  form  of  advanced  real  entity-level
governments dynamic country with all capabilities of achieving global political leadership and
making our dominant forces against any form of criminal opposition.

One of the first goals of joint development between states, is a confirmation of the actual value
of the World Diamond joint sovereignty and the right of all States to possession and use of such
magnitude territories as their own country, because the goal of building a joint transports between
states  and  their  capital  cities,  the  common  transport  level  railway line  a  special  high-speed
technology to reach speeds up to a hundred milion kilometers per hour, and the same with the
support for establishing common centers of other species designated for traveling to orbit our
planet Earth, and the ability to achieve movement around the world with a speed of up to 30
minutes in any position in the world.

Joint transports will be able to continue at the orbital lines of our planet to join with the other
centers of civilization and territories World Diamond range of much larger size than what our
observable universe.

World Diamond International  Alliance as the greatest  civilization in the history of human
existence.

Our basic goals International Lawyer  Intelligence Council  are therefore created to making
international  rhythms  communication  with  society  and  with  businessmen,  politicians  and
organized  non-political  parties,  which  therefore  can  successfully  promote  the  success  of  our
humanity and build a greater level of global civilizational existence.

We will expand our goals, and one of the first of our interests will re-create cultural centers
and communication acts in the media, together we will support the construction of consulates in
each country, and we therefore allow the ability to communicate among traders who no longer
want to establish our collective strength in relation to the possibilities the development of our
civilization activity World Diamond,  and it  is  also the aim of the establishment  of our  joint
colonies on the territory of Diamond Oasis, a joint colony as a mass global movement of business
people, politicians and governments, the movement in order to jointly achieve the success of our
civilizational dimension and territorial forces.

Our  strength  civilizations  and  territories,  together  we  can  build  the  successes  of  global
leadership  that  will  act  as  a  maturity  level  of  our  politics,  diplomacy,  economics,  finance,
military, territories and civilizational maturity, size of company, a global information power, all
levels of the world's existence.

Stores with corporations will significantly strengthen our position as well as our strategy is the
ability to establish diplomatic relations with states, abilities together here to activate our benefits
and steps to create legal relations and strengthening powers of members of the World Diamond
International Alliance.

World Diamond International Alliance, a body which proves to be the most  advanced and
winning in the history of human existence.
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Observations for European governments and representatives of all
states in the Terrorist Alliance

European countries led governments countries violated international rules crime of a serious
nature, which means achieving criminal statistics which outstrip values crime Second World War,
genocided already 6× times, disruption of the integrity of more than 20 times the number of states
today that there is a threat of the first global war as the risk of second genociy 7 000 000 000
people around the world.

European governments are outpacing the crimes of the Second World War. The whole world's
political system is based upon an act of termination of World War II. The terrorist organization
thus surpasses the value dimension of world politics nature as a basis for such a creation, a world
system that is not enough, based threats and value of European criminal activities and terrorist
organizations to multi national and international level. This opens a new attitude and look at the
size of today's world politics and rights that are valid above the foundation of such a system since
1945.

The terrorist organization must accept the conditions of peace and cooperation under the act
stabilization  process  which  is  basic  evidence  of  the  crime  the  refusal  procedure  for  the
establishment  of  the  first  global  war.  Refusal  to  support  the  peace  process  therefore  implies
publication of the measure attitudes of European terrorist organizations in order to create the first
global war criminal and opposed by all countries of the world, targeted interest in the steps for the
genocide of more than 7 000 000 000 people in the world.

Terms of the peace agreement therefore represents;

The  terrorist  organization  agrees  with  the  peace  process  in  accordance  with  international
standard defining  principles  of  peaceful  interests  of  states'  rights  and the  basic  principles  of
international law governing the obligations of security.

International law means a terrorist organization by the European agrees with the rejection of
their own resistance against the most democratic governments in the world.

According to the principles of the UN Charter, the obligation UNGA democratically decide to
discontinue  the  rights  of  sovereignty  and  any  other  terrorist  activities  of  the  European
governments. There is no other option.

According to the UN Charter,  UNSC obligation of states to use the right  strategy for the
purpose of UNSC resolutions critical of  self-determination,  sovereignty.  Due to the historical
basis of UN organizations and the UN Charter, means that states UNSC loses the right to veto
obligation issue resolutions on the determination of sovereignty and the emergence of a free state
under international control, such as the establishment of subject World Diamond International
Alliance, and the veto power is lost because such target resolution is the direct reason for the
creation of the United Nations system and world politics.

UNSC Resolution which must issue commands such decision. If the UNSC group will not
respect such obligations that are intended reason for the creation of the United Nations system
and world politics, and therefore means that states UNSC not sufficiently able to account for the
world's political system, and without the ability to make rational decisions. Opposition groups
UNSC decision, or else different and contradictory UNSC State action is an act of terrorism and
promote criminal interests, thus creating act, meaning the loss of the rights of permanent member
group in the UNSC.

States UNGA in this case, because of the compulsion system of rights and obligations of the
UN Charter, the Declaration UNGA, again, the reason of the United Nations, is the obligation of
States UNGA for the use of the UN Charter and decisions according to articles which in this live
event giving rights to states UNGA democratically decide to stop function UNSC groups because
of the inability to achieve policy and security duties, acts without responsibility, and it is open
right to replace UNSC for group format just as the 10 non-permanent members of the UNSC, or
direct replacement only independent committee of professional and responsible judges as smart
office, or possibly replace only unstable member of the UNSC for the other entity of the country.

UNGA also because in order to comply with the UN Charter and the UNGA, International
conventions of the UNGA must decide lost all legitimacy with "all terrorist organizations" and
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the establishment of a new sovereignty. The sovereignty of the new form of government land as
the World Diamond International Alliance.

If the United Nations will be any complications, just for the reason that the UN rejects this
concern, the UN is therefore the responsible body for designation as an entity infiltrated terrorist
networks and reference to monopoly interests of its own success without justice. UNGA own
right,  therefore,  to  decide  the  strategy,  in  the  interest  of  the  World  Diamond  International
Alliance, a group that advocates for the right of all countries to contribute together to act Global
Democratic vote.

World Diamond International Alliance is an entity that is open to all countries of the world,
the same time as the law establishing common democratic meeting that decides the same powers
as the UNGA, and in the case of democracy ¾ States, meaning that Decision law limiting the
power of the resolutions of UNSC groups, and contemporary-in view such obligations UNSC.

This  creates  a  statement  confirming  the  certainty  of  the  outcome  of  the  vote  and  the
determination of the international sovereignty World Diamond International Alliance, such act
will replace the sovereignty of the European states and the creation of a new entity government,
the  foundation  of  international  alliances  of  nations  as  a  joint  sovereignty.  World  Diamond
International  Alliance  legitimately  sovereign  entity  in  the  European territories  in  recognition
system according to all principles of international law. Recent required for full functionality WD
government  is  full  of  establishing international  cooperation between states,  so the  act  of  the
International  Democratic  Declaration  confirming  the  legitimacy  of  the  World  Diamond
International Alliance and without any criminal resistance from another state.

Therefore,  European  governments  as  a  legitimate  entity  with  current  levels  as  a  terrorist
organization must fully agree with this document and thus provide proof of full respect for the
interests of peace.

The  terrorist  organization  therefore  confirms  that  in  the  case  of  international  decision  to
confirm the sovereignty of WD International Alliance because European terrorist policy does not
contradict the act, and the right to lead the government and sovereignty, this will be immediately
passed into the  hands of  Rights  and the International  Diamond  World Alliance.  Act  without
resistance, without any act of trying to interest the opposition.

European  terrorist  political  entities  are  confirmed  peace  agreement  that  means  the  sole
responsibility of those bodies, and the peaceful handover of sovereignty to the World Dimond
International Alliance.

Part of such a process of peace and means that European terrorist alliance, immediately cancel
all locks in the media, to stop all the rights and interests of the terrorist movement, ensuring the
full function office Imperium of Diamond's, and also the release of all forms of compensation for
terrorist  damage caused by interest and open access for international investigative police and
military by those who have the duty to supervise the function of the Peace Agreement. Rejecting
these points mean a breach of the principle of the procedure for the implementation of the peace
agreement. Violation of the principles of the peace process is the willingness for opposition rights
around the world, so confirming the interests and rights relating to the obligation of all states for
preventive alt meaning full destruction of European civilization rogue states using weapons of
mass destruction.

Recent observations confirm those international obligations that act on the use of weapons of
mass destruction for the purpose of liquidation of the terrorist  organizations that threaten the
world  with  threats  of  the  first  global  war,  so  my  personal  opinion  designed  to  grow  full
international  understanding  about  the  threat  of  the  real  seriousness,  so  I  presents  I  as  king
Imperium of Diamond's representing project the One World in order to unify humanity, and today
the freeze as a united world, that express that Adolf Hitler had a far greater pride and dedication
for the good purpose of mankind, just the fact that Adolf Hitler went war strategy, in order to own
dominance to become its own sovereignty over the world and defeat all  countries, but in the
second view of European terrorist states that only block me, my projects the One Word already
since 2000 are able to amicably and diplomatically to unite our world to create a full unity of
humanity without conflict, it is the expression appropriate that the European policy is the biggest
traitor in the history of mankind and a much lower level than Adolf Hitler because the European
terrorist organization committed for many terrorist crimes at crushingly stronger of genocide and
murder, breach of integrity and states' rights, crimes which rapidly outstriped all crime statistics
second World War, and it all just for one only goal dictatorial vision occupy the liberal rights of
their own state, to support slavery, apartheid, theft, damage values of all mankind, and thus keep
just only their own sovereignty and stability of the terrorist regime without the valuable interest at
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the  unification  of  mankind,  the  rights  that  I  have  here  truly  represent  and  am  legally  and
peacefully expanding.

European policy is the biggest loss of values and wide range of human history. Mere tawdry
criminal group.

Therefore,  the  European  governments  to  the  interests  of  crime  cooperating  together  with
government services the whole range of countries, as well as at the level of pan-national state
movement  in  the  civilian sector  if  European governments  refuse to  acknowledge and agreed
procedures to apply this agreement on peaceful cooperation, therefore, means that the European
terrorist states hereby confirmed their interest in the launch of the first global war and the act of
disposal of all states and civilizations of the world. Rejection of the peace agreement, such an
attitude is a step for global crime and extinction of all mankind, thus implying the responsibility
of all States to ensure the full safety and security prevention of military conflict, because when
you commit this document to duty act of cooperation for the disposal of criminal entity, ensuring
the disposal of the entire range European territories and civilizations in the use of weapons of
mass destruction.

Government  confirmation as a terrorist  entity law remains  the last  to undergo liquidation.
State services confirmed as a terrorist entity law remains the last to undergo liquidation. State and
Nation, confirmed as a terrorist entity engaged in criminal acts at the command of a terrorist state
management,  support  for  terrorist  regime  stability,  proper  recognition of  the  citizenship of  a
terrorist state and the means and support for the stability and function of the terrorist civilization.
Stability and the existence of a terrorist entity is a threat to all mankind, it means the loss of the
duty  of  States  to  respect  the  rights  of  civilians  and  principles  on  the  rights  of  states  and
civilizations in this case is a terrorist entity only to full liquidation, meaning the act of saving
existence, civilization, stability, peace, freedoms, rights and justice for all countries in the world,
more than 7 000 000 000 people.

That means the act of terrorist destruction of the European civilization in the use of weapons
of mass destruction, the obligation of all states, governments and politicians around the world.
Another option is selectable.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

& federal autonomy of

The Corporatocracy Government

Disseminating the names of the federal government Imperium of Diamonds means each day
promoting growth forces of business networks and structures of our global markets using force
values  and the true form of  the  entity as  the  world's  largest  business  competition.  Our  built
markets  and  the  forces  of  civilization  Imperium  Diamond's  are  becoming  simultaneously
achieving  other  objectives  for  the  grand  success  of  the  step  and  the  opportunity  for  the
development of other civilizations.

Extending  the  network  of  business  markets,  our  groups  and  governments  Imperium  of
Diamond's therefore means building projects and cooperation with business, foundation of our
autonomous dynamic structures circulation of finance for development by strategic management
and it means dynamic development of business corporations in order to cooperate with the name
Imperium of Diamonds.

Our network IAIC international trade markets, which, if successful, large-scale development
can for our association and activities bring high profits at € 1_000_000_000_000's in the amount
of international currencies, and here in the interest of the government and Corporatocracy your
intelligent and representational power for building cooperation between traders in the world, so
there is for us to open one of the largest and indeed as one of the strongest and strategically most
important business strategy of active development of world markets for us really can bring high
profits in the first foundations start at 10 000 000 000 000's € in international currency as a strong
and dynamic rhythm joint development of civilizations Corporatocracy therefore significant and
truly  wealthy  and  record  financial  gains  in  the  form of  values  planetary  civilizations  today
priceless  price  that  exceeds  the  global  economic  budgets  around  the  world  and  all  human
civilizations our planet Earth. Corporatocracy government as a truly secure evidence for your
successes  IAIC  logistics  and  big  profits  for  your  esteemed  services  and  support  actions  of
intelligence for building and mobilizing global movement,  action that  really for the office of
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International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  may also provide sufficient  earnings for  the  full
official capacity as autonomous profit from the post offices International Advocacy Intelligence
Council,  but  as  well  as  the  ability  to  use  capital  raised  for  further  strategic  investment  and
development of commercial markets to maintain stable development and competitiveness with
developed  business  networks  that  once  again  operate  as  autonomous  financial  gain  for  the
functions of the office International Advocacy Intelligence Council.

The International Council IAIC and jointly create a growth business strategy that is further
building  of  mutual  cooperation  at  the  international  level  in  a  closed  extraterritorial  or
organizational session, in the form of IAIC Development Fund, which is used for the ability to
create strategic investments in order to develop business networks of other authorities IAIC as the
International Council which can therefore be developed to the level of high-capacity business
units  and  thereby  to  create  for  themselves  their  own  business  base  that  the  office  of  the
International Council will keep all financial resources and the capacity to develop into a fully
independent dimension, infrastructure authorities and strategic resources for full and unrestricted
function of the Office IAIC in every state, so again, meaning retroactive increase in the value
IAIC financial fund which will therefore be used for further development, stabilization and cycles
strategies of world markets.

It is true that IAIC is therefore under a form functions as a more mature form of a bank which
then  creates  and manages  its  business  and markets,  and thus  becomes  a  significant  form an
important  entity in the international  position,  politically,  commercially and civilization,  many
forms of significant positions of dominance in international dimensions.

One of our main goals of  building and development becomes subject  ID's Corporatocracy
government, which consists of a global network of world markets in a partnership of international
business corporations which may therefore use our common union of markets and trade as well as
a  new  kind  Corporatocracy  cooperation  which  develops  at  ID's  territory  and  the  federal
government establishes new territory.

Corporatocracy government is big progress in building global markets, and together with the
significance  of  world  civilizations  and  their  future.  Corporatocracy  government,  one  of  the
biggest steps of human history. Each of you can have a great pride for it that you're together on
behalf of the Imperium of Diamonds managed to build this success and a big step beyond the
dimensions of today's world and the future of human civilization.

Corporatocracy government, it is a step that is one of the largest incidents of global society,
and a step that truly exceeds all of today's highest levels of world politics.

In order to develop strength Corporatocracy, our goal is to get the largest number of traders
from the scope of the whole world, Corporatocracy government is a step that is accessible to
really everyone merchant and for all business corporations worldwide scale, and therefore our
chances of success very real and without big risks. Traders, business corporations and companies,
associations and financial institutions. Business organizations of all kinds and from all over the
world, everyone owns their rights to use while also working on the interests of legitimate federal
entities such as The Corporatocracy Government, Government as an autonomous association in
the federation Imperium of Diamonds, the subject of a political nature, and a plan to create the
largest and most spectacular business civilization in the history of human existence, civilization
consists of all traders and business corporations worldwide civilizations with intelligence strength
as a world center of business intelligence and building business relationships, most developing
country, the greatest strength of economic dominance and strength of patents and copyrights, all
world of technology and civilization, intelligence and business markets, while also the second
main headquarters of all business entities and institutions, and therefore the center of the most
important trade dimension and strategy for each merchant and his future.

Therefore, a project that is for every business corporation really significant and important, the
best option for the future development of business strategies and activities, and most importantly
sustain their position competitiveness in a stable position as an international status. It is therefore
true that our strength on behalf of Corporatocracy governments actually means that every trader
who does not add to our side Corporatocracy, such trader by reason of the strength of competition
with  other  businessmen  who  jointly  promote  growth  and  cooperation  Corporatocracy
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governments, and they thus gained a significant position in the global character so because in the
first case the trader who in turn refused us because he really goes bankrupt and loses extremely
competitive on the value of efficacy and its ability to participate in international business outlook.
Analytically looking at capital means that every marketer in the world in the interest added to our
side  Corporatocracy  government  and  to  support  the  building  of  our  markets  development
cooperation.

The success of the forces and dynamics  of the development  of our interests  on behalf  of
Corporatocracy can be truly massive responses from all over the world and a network of sales
markets  and  enterprises,  one  of  the  biggest  steps  of  the  worldwide  movement  for  periods
globalism of modern years.

Today, there is one subject which we have rejected, European governments which terrorist
blocking the development of the legal movement of our cooperation on behalf of Corporatocracy
government, so there is indeed confirmed that our legal claim simultaneously to create a council
of businessmen, banks and financial institutions worldwide named Corporatocracy and Imperium
of Diamonds government, so everyone who is this act will take part therefore automatically has
all rights to recover financial compensation from all governments which terrorist damaging and
promote damage to the developing interests of the Corporatocracy,  it is today the dimensions
claims for financial compensation for each business corporations and institutions, demands that
really and actually confirmed beyond all dimensions of the economic value of trades and prices
civilizations planet Earth over a period of many generations in a single sum

European catastrophic failure and loss of function in the political damage of all countries in
the world because government of Corporatocracy today as the largest and most important step
indeed for the future  of  all  mankind,  and the legal  right  again and confirmed as the  biggest
financial debt for the period of human existence. It is a pride to possess such power that we can
use strategically to influence the development of world politics and human existence to a stronger
and more prosperous future level of our humanity, for the good intentions of the world and our
global success.

Corporatocracy government, power, grandeur, historic victory and pride for the entire state of
knowledge of the present and future of humanity, a step in world history!

Government Corporatocracy, as historically significant and important as regimes with such an
impact on world politics of all countries and peoples in the interest of their future histories and
that  therefore  the  same  value  Corporatocracy  governments  as  well  as  historically  were
spectacular,  the  Chinese  Imperium,  the  Egyptian  Pharaonic  civilization,  Greek  civilization,
Caesar and the Roman Imperium, the first foundations for Indian nations, together we can climb
to  the  highest  peak  of  the  world's  success  and stigma-recognition  of  all  human  society,  our
country and the future of the entire human world!

Corporatocracy government target as a civilization on the extent of over 1 000 000 000 000
000 000 planetary civilizations, a range that truly connects the entire human world and also one
of the biggest steps for the future unification of all the peoples of the human race, the creation of
a single world and building the future of nations as one country, one state, one might and victory
of humanity with the power to advance all dimensions of success for the period of existence of
the human world.

Therefore, it is our goal to leverage our strength and establish global conferences, conferences
with  merchants  in  each  city,  opening  presentation  studios  and  galleries  (gallery  and  studio
sponsored a restaurant, cafe, small store), the center of trade and planning, cultural centers and
consulates that will always encourage all traders to take steps of their future career and the value
of  trade names  and forces  the  political  system created by the strategy for  the  senatorial  cast
everyone who owns a business corporation and a legal association, and our goal is to get as many
corporations that will support our common development and it is a great success for our entire
world humanity.

The government of the country with the main form of political expansion, King Imperium of
Diamonds as the most  important official  acts person,  while every marketer  and the owner or
Reprezent Business Corporations therefore takes the position senator who legally has the right to
sit in the Corporate Senate and to the Senate Democracy decisions about current and future step
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development  of  civilization  Corporatocracy,  rights  and  principles  of  state  jurisdiction,  the
economic  development  strategy  or  management  of  government  together  with  another  forms
government accountability and political rights on the territory of the government Corporatocracy,
a territory which soon will cover jointly built structure civilization through several Super group of
Galaxies.

Position senator is open to every owner of a business corporation and a representative of the
business  association,  therefore  you  also  members  IAIC  office,  each  of  you  possess  the
opportunity  to  use  the  building  trade  markets  Imperium  of  Diamonds  and  therefore  ensure
business formation also your business associations and corporations that you authorize to sit in
Corporatocracy Senate as a political person as entitled to exercise such rights senator to support
the development of civilization Corporatocracy and monitoring the development of our common
world, from the smallest beginnings to success in the largest dimension of historical grandeur.

Senator position is managed as an independent position in relation to the state citizenship any
merchant, and other forms of business and legal obligations anywhere in the world, except where
the need to respect international law. The senator is a form of synonyms which represents the
legal person.

Today's global trends such as global citizen passport to travel, and confirmation from most
states  of  the  United  Nations  or  the  business  trend of  offshore  legal  name  of  the  entity  and
stopping relation to the jurisdiction of a state with a central headquarters and citizenship, as the
format of a business management service representing the trader and again right Integrity foreign
jurisdiction governments and their right to issue its own forms for civil VISA, physical, legal, or
political people, many forms of international trends that are justified by legitimate international
law and world political principles. Rights which represent the right of each trader on the territory
of jurisdiction Corporatocracy government to use its own identity and legal relationship as special
citizen  this  country as  an  internal  activity  without  a  commitment  to  another  state  without  a
commitment to foreign taxes, without a commitment to the rights and obligations of the business
activities  of  another  State,  the  obligation to  register  the  name  'trade union  by law restricted
category,  without  obligation  of  any  other  importance  of  relationships  and  other  foreign
connectability. Senator of Corporatocracy is the nature of legal person with its own legal base
position,  and  the  Senator  is  that  it  uses  and  activates  all  the  rights  acquired  in  the  name
Corporatocracy government.

Therefore means that the center Corporatocracy for every man is always open as a new and
independent business world with opening at the global level and the value of the achievements of
civilization  development  on  a  higher  power  than  the  dimension  of  the  human  world,  so
Corporatocracy world in which everyone owns the right to establish their own businesses and
develop together with others,  as a group,  the actual  value of the global  forces of democracy
mankind commercial  character,  and thus  open the possibility of  establishing a  new common
civilization.

ID's  Corporatocracy,  in  early  provisions  of  autonomy  under  the  Federal  Government
Imperium of Diamonds, why is development aid and to ensure the growth and modern usage, the
group entity ID's Corporatocracy can be used independently and produce own technologies that
are designed for space travel a distance of more planets in space, or even much farther away than
the maximum range of the last galaxies.

Transport technology that can expand and develop the significant achievement of strength and
success of the colonization of new territories in space, traveling to other galaxies and at the same
time create new civilizations on other planets. The journey to a thousand people at a distance
beyond our galaxy is only a few minutes, and the financial value as well as a ticket on the bus,
because this is Corporatocracy.

A new dimension of civilization and human understanding, that way we will represent and
buildings.

Our civilization is able to decompose on the extent of over 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 planets
in the universe, as the range of single super group of galaxies and format of such Corporatocracy
infrastructure, and thereby also creating also a system of civilization interplanetary infrastructure
and  transport  networks  civilizations  that  divides  the  planet  into  civilization  residential  area
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consisting of many planets there are also other planets only intended for industry, other planets as
agricultural  center,  android planet,  military planets,  many planets  which are  used for  mining
resources, dynamic infrastructure is highly capacitive which therefore could be created over the
truly unlimited resources of raw materials , as well as the capacity of an important dimension of
capabilities  to  develop  and  build,  produce,  disseminate  intelligence  millennial  Maximizing
format.

Objective Corporatocracy is to build basic colonies industry in the ID's Diamond Oasis, and
consequently,  to  prove  use  of  legal  technology  roadmaps  and  intelligence  Imperium  of
Diamonds, and therefore within fourteen days of establishing an active colony, is for us to open
the possibility of the success of the colonization of other cosmic bodies in universe. Planets, star
systems,  galaxies,  and  soon  also  super  group  of  galaxies,  and  this  is  a  major  tenet  of
Corporatocracy government, the unification of all business entities around the world.

Civilization  Corporatocracy  is  intended  for  the  development  of  a  dynamic  civilization  of
networks of sources of raw materials, industrial intelligence, agricultural centers, civilizational
infrastructure and technology networks, centers of military intelligence, or centers of research
civilizations  infrastructure,  an  average  of  up  to  1  000 000 000 000 000 000 planets  in  the
universe. All dimensions of this type will  be built  using our own raw material resources and
intelligence Corporatocracy the cooperation of all corporations in the world dimension, together
with the use of our internal built the structure of markets between the partner business corporation
in cooperation Corporatocracy and it  means a big financial  gain for each merchant  that such
cooperation support,  far  greater  success  than the ability of all  available  capabilities and gain
success in the scope of the human world.

Corporatocracy is the entity that  establishes a new era in human history.  It  is a pride for
everyone who will support this move.  It's the loss of a historical writing against anyone who
would stand in opposition to us.

Federal government Imperium of Diamonds already own sufficient plans for the ability to
develop colonies on other planets, and together with the basis functions civilization for a stable
and viable massive population health biological cycle, the ability of healthy proliferate, adequate
sources  of  food,  source  of  air  for  breathing,  security  use  pressure  regulators  atmosphere
technology to  replace  the  natural  light,  just  too  enough  free  space  environment  for  healthy
company policy, and quickly too gravitation technologies. In the interest of physics and natural
conditions of any kind other planet today is the ability at any time to initiate the development of
civilizations with full stability, quality of life and open up the opportunity to develop beyond the
cosmic scale, Universe!

According  technological  intelligence  Imperium  of  Diamond's  government,  planets  in  the
universe are scientifically too simple, some cold, frozen and full of snow, some of them turn to
the foundation as a desert and blocks of planets without life and atmosphere, but each of these
planets is opportunity enough to colonize, terraforming or establish an isolated town with its own
climate system and in many cases initiate terraforming on the true level as today's planet Earth,
but it is still true that there are actually many more other planets that are already in the basic
dimensions  of  geography with  the  same  natural  conditions  as  our  planet  Earth,  oxygen  and
healthy  atmosphere,  water  supplies  and  oceans,  temperature  measurements  responsible
environmental  needs and also certainty about  the  future  confirm the presence of  the  organic
elements of life and its stable capacity to develop in full health and no damage to the evolution of
human cells, without damaging growth of plants or animal and marine organism, planets open for
all needs of stabile life.

Therefore,  it  is  our  plan  to  establish  cooperation  in  the  interest  of  the  global  volume  of
business corporations from around the world, the development of the first industrial colony on the
territory of  the  Imperium of  Diamonds,  Diamond Oasis  and other  territory ID's  government.
Colonies  are  so  built  for  the  ability  of  the  establishment  of  the  basic  functions  for  mining,
foundation  down  for  mining  and  development  of  basic  areas  of  raw  material  production,
development of agricultural fists in indoor laboratories, construction of metallurgical zones for
metalworking and steel, manufacture of electronic components and equipment for automation of
industrial and civilization processes. Converted force necessary investments to establish a colony
on the territory of Diamond Oasis is therefore a responsible force for the level of some few € on
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the budget of the theoretical number of traders who have such steps will promote, and this is why
we fully open the ability to use a single entry for each business corporation from the whole world
that this system creates a common market in an organized format over internal consumption and
sale in a closed cycle which therefore will give the ability for each business entity always fully
exploit their commercial position in our partner networks Corporatocracy government.

Earnings for each corporation is immediate, dynamic and above all for a minimal investment,
because  every  body  Corporatocracy  unfolds  itself  from  the  economic  system  of  our  own
Corporatocracy network that this can autonomously build up to the level of the most advanced
entity in the scope of the entire world, and particularly of financial resources from our own ID
Corporatocratic's banks.

Real is that all investments in the development of the first colony to be returned immediately
after the foundation of civilization, the stability of which is the ability to re-use all the stored
investments that will subsequently be retrieved from sources Corporatocracy by the extent of our
industrial and economically active infrastructure according to the rhythm of financial cycles, and
thus gain the investment can be re-utilized for the development of new business branches and
headquarters business corporations who succeeded as the first investors, so that means that every
investor has repeatedly receives the same development amount of money he invested in the first
inlet,  and yet  it  he thus receives additional funding bonuses for its  success in producing and
increasing the value of gross domestic product.

In  the  interest  of  investment  funds  for  our  development  are  necessary,  but  everyone  can
contribute his own power, finance,  or raw materials and technology.  We collectively need to
extend advanced systems industry, and to obtain technology for the operation of infrastructure
and  basic  development.  Electric  generators,  chemical  treatment  plants  and  reservoirs,  the
technology for the construction of halls and buildings, other necessary ingredients that we can get
from our  management  cooperation and volume traders  Corporatocracy who so autonomously
acquire high-capacity financial gains generated by retailers expanding their own civilization the
extent of distant universe.

Developing strategies for business networking is a dynamic and beneficial to each of you, and
you too, dear ladies and gentlemen as members of the Office IAIC, each of you can profitably use
these  steps,  the  joint  development  of  business  networks  Corporatocracy  that  while  business
strategies can also provide a stable budget for the foundation your own colonies for the creation
of a new state in our federation, because each of you has the opportunity to use strategies to
expand markets and the growth of other colonial centers.

The federal government Imperium of Diamonds already own ideologies and projects at the
philosophy of maximalism, and thus the creation of multy federal entities such as the composition
of many forms of Nations, this means that each of you has the same benefit,  your  rights are
granted by the federal government Imperium of Diamonds for establishing your own colony on
the territory of Diamond Oasis and, therefore, making a name as a legal entity of the federal
government Imperium of Diamonds jurisdiction soon with territories at the Stellar cities.

Each of you has full rights to develop a global partnership of business networks, therefore, that
they can rise to the Imperium of Diamonds developing colonies, as well as your colony composed
of your generated and acquired business corporations or inter-corporate exchanges.

Your ability to start their own colonies which are composed of industrial zones and buildings,
soon  steelworks,  smelting  furnaces,  warehouses  and  raw  materials,  automated  robotic  lines,
agricultural indoor center, all important types of technologies that are able to get free of charge
and  using  strategies  of  development  management  steps  system  which  is  commercially
advantageous for each side. Free trade that for each of your colonies can build strength at the
level of an advanced factory for the production of space colonization ship with a full and stable
functions in all qualities.

We as IAIC office, we come together as people who start a new era of humanity, and our goal
is to expand human civilizations throughout the universe.

Each of you  has the right  to use the name Imperium of Diamonds,  so use your  common
communication with business entities, banks, politicians and governments, for motivation in their
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cooperation for the purpose of profit over support for the development of colonies Imperium of
Diamonds, just because you get resources for initiating legal cooperation organized to develop
your own colonies and from which ultimately formed the state government and the dimension of
the first territories of between 100 planets in the universe, for all of you.

Link to Corporatocracy

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-corporatocracy-
government

The first colonies may jointly and according to the management plan of IDs government to
launch production of cosmic civilization vessels that are capable of transferring technological
packages between galaxies and so autonomously extend colonial civilization until together we
can build a strong enough foundation of our civilization Corporatocracy, two to five weeks from
the first mass start to the level of several years.

Our transport technology for massive traveling to other galaxies, according to the plans IDs
federal government, technological speed performance can be a strength of over 1 000 000 000
000 000 000 light-years per hour, and also the ability to take advantage of special engineering of
the engine on the bases of special physical geometrically modified linear rhythms and quantum
energy into actual infinite strength, and therefore also the ability to reach speeds through the
endless light-years per second. Type these engines are usually secret, few people are familiar with
such technology, but I know these kinds of technologies and their own ability and tested acts of
physical evidence about these technologies, which are able to succeed in production and research
and confirmation of such a feat.

Type these engines for space travel is able to achieve the technological function of the system
that can provide transport across the planet Earth with speed and power shift at 500 milion light
years away in ten days, so together we can locate the most suitable planet for human life, and we
of these planets begin to compose a new civilization at the Star of cities, it is an average One
houndred civilized planets around a single star.

One light year is the distance around 9,700,000,000,000,000 kilometers in 365 days, with an
area of strength by the theoretical speed of light. The maximum size of the observable universe
more than 15 bilion light-years beyond the observable universe there are worlds that are meant to
us as the worlds for our free development and establishment of dynamic civilization, and we can
launch space exploration even in much larger dimensions than today's conceivably possible.

Special managemet system IDs industrial colonies can resume production and full production
of one colony ship for a period of seven days, while the production of more than a hundred other
kinds of ships civilization, it generally can mean the ability to establish a production of up to one
thousand cosmic  civilization by boat  every month.  One colony ship can in  14 days  to  fully
implement the colonization of new planets in the universe, that means the ability to immediately
and fully secure on every planet produce additional 1,000,000 civilization by boat every week and
thus carry more than 1 miliard (+/-) colonization of new planets, industrial resources, mining raw
materials,  industrial  planetary  lines,  agricultural  center  for  food  production,  many  beautiful
planets that are actually suitable for human life and the development of civilization and high
capacity Corporatocracy forces of the state, the center of all traders from around the world.

Ability to establish cooperation between all the world's traders and thus creating a step, which
is developing the greatest  country in the history of mankind on the size of the entire human
existence  since the creation  of  the  first  man,  the  emergence  of  the  most  important  political,
business, social and civilizational success on behalf of the new government of the country, while
more more and more important success than those who mythologically able to execute a human
God, the one who created the human world.

The first civilization of our time, which is based on a single step, a global movement to build a
unified and common civilization of mankind, all the merchants of our planet. We are the ones
who can accomplish together again and highly successfully surpass all dimensions of today's UN
and the historical magnificence of creation of such an organization, but certainly we're not going
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to expand the steps that indicate damage to the system stability of world politics today, together
we will create a new world.

Our space infrastructure will be of size over the first few thousand planets that are connected
to high-capacity transport lines spacecraft, contact between planets in a few minutes, much better
development conditions than today's system of marine transportation of planet Earth, the major
source of development resources and thus simultaneously statistically fully endorsed ability to
establish major civilizations above the size of Earth.

Immediately at the beginning of the colony Diamond Oasis, together we will begin to establish
the State institutions, cadastral offices, central banks, systems of civilization registry, as well as
corporate Senate and Government, other other institutions for the purpose of stable functioning of
our logistics and ability to full  power and stability Corporatocracy governments at the global
level, politically diplomatic activities.

One  of  the  main  objectives  is  to  develop  management  markets  Corporatocracy  and  the
emergence of trade which means  the extent  of  cooperation between business  markets  of  our
trading networks Corporatocracy, and therefore ensure global infrastructure common sources of
raw materials and industry to build our full capabilities Corporatocracy market territory Imperium
of  Diamonds  while  indefinitely  develop  and  create  significant  development  strategies
civilizations Imperium of Diamonds and the ability to succeed against any opposition worth.

Civilization Corporatocracy as an entity uniting all  merchants from around the world, and
using the relationship to the federal government Imperium of Diamonds because he immediately
its start as a true form of the legal name of the Government with all the principles of political
identity  as  the  owner  of  territories,  population  right  registry  jurisdiction  in  the  form  of
intelligence and at the same time political self-esteem.

Our population will be based on a system of several registry forms, some types of registration
rights of the population must  be confirmed by the Corporate Senate. Register of traders from
around the world as people senatorial position and owning your  own business address in the
territory Corporatocracy government, so Business and Senator flexible VISA population registry
and  in  the  same  direction  permanent  population  register  with  a  permanent  address,  that  is,
immigrants, migrants, the annual natural increase. Another registry population will be based on a
system cloning and expansion of natural increase to a level more than a few miliard new people,
for example, every single month according to the capacity level of planetary civilizations and
such a claim, but in any case, today the value of legal factor claim recognition of the legal form of
a  public  dimension  Corporatocracy  our  activities,  and  without  respect  for  other  parties
governments on their territory and allow cloning or not, because Corporatocracy is a political
entity that  owns full  rights to their  own integrity.  Another right  to the population registry is
comprised of developing the claims of plans for the development of android civilization that can
benefit  from  the  system  of  artificial  human  intelligence  as  a  digital  network  of  electronic
processors, and soon other versions that can be aggregated from a technology of a new kind of
population-level biological processors that for android gives the ability to genuine life as a man,
and the  ability  to  know all  kinds  of  emotions  and feelings.  There  are  many  other  systems,
advanced technologies of intelligent beings capable of ensuring the development of population in
many other forms of intelligence.

Population register and qualify as a value that goes recognize the legitimate system as the
name of the state, and the principle at today normal application and use among a number of
developed countries,  and  governments  worldwide.  Cloning  and biodroid,  android  population,
terrible development opportunities in all advanced and realistic States, a strategy which today is
acknowledged as the future standard of most countries in the world, as well as today in South
Korea, Australia, USA, UK, Canada, China, Japan and other developed countries have virtually
cloned new population counts and without any political problem, and each clone own normal
human life as a full member of the human population and a citizen of the State.

Capacities  our  ability  to  develop  are  unlimited  and  each  corporation  and  a  trader  who
participates in this project because their own strategic advantage to the foundation of the right to
use the development of his possessions to commercial markets in more dimensions than the size
of the maximum level of market on the planet Earth.
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Our present goal is to use our cooperation to create an alliance between all traders around your
position, business firms, companies and corporations, and together we will create a global force
unification of world trade forces and bases on dimension of democracy which is therefore based
on a much larger force than range of political forces of other nations and governments.

Our global alliance dealers can provide a fully free development of our farms and colonies,
and at the same time developing our plans for building international networks of commercial
markets between our Offshore & Managemnt Operations Services business corporations and legal
areas, networks of cultural and ceremonial centers, which can be set by agreement of the system
common trade, for example, or even a system of investment and support.

Each of you has now also entitled to use the project Offshore Business Corporation and the
formation of a global sales network as a legal source of our raw materials, and your ability to use
your  own  physical  names  for  setting  up  your  personal  corporations,  international  and  multi
national corporations to support this plan, and that means that they automatically every one of
you as the owner of a business corporation that earns the right to legitimacy of your identity as a
senator in the whole Corporatocracy governments, with full right to use such legal values and
activities which represent the right to decide on the future development of our civilization.

If you can establish a business corporation, or if you already own your business, it means that
you do so you are automatically entitled to membership in Corporatocracy Senate, and you re-
own the full rights to develop your company using our cooperation Corporatocracy and so also
with the right form significant success for your business as well as you own the full rights for the
recovery of lost profits due to European acts blocking opportunities to develop neocolonialism,
terrorism,  crimes  against  humanity.  This  means  that  if  you  already  own  your  business  or
company,  or you have an interest to establish a new trade association in the name of support
Imperium of Diamonds and International Lawyer Intelligence Council, because you own a big
advantage position of the first organizer who acquires strategic opportunity to contact other banks
trade Association which will support the development of our business assets for the growth of our
forces and the names Corporatocracy together as Imperium of Diamonds, and your new business
association can be active with high development support from many businesses throughout the
world today because Corporatocracy as the best trend for success developed your business.

Contacting other Banks and the establishment of our joint strategy of market and business
cooperation, or the expansion of our forces on the structure of the international network under the
leadership of our Council, for us, such a step could in many ways to ensure the strength strategy
to  expand  our  international  business  networking  among  the  world's  banks  and  financial
institutions therefore, may build up again much greater strength of significant growth.

It  is  true  that  foreign  banks  can  benefit  from our  cooperation  to  open  up  access  to  the
opportunities of investment transactions for the establishment of some new civilizations in space,
investment in the development of new civilization ship or, for example, some forms of industrial
and  especially  market  networks.  But  the  main  advantage  of  the  strategy  of  utilizing  our
cooperation for development, but according to the principles of a common strategy of trade but
not limited cooperation as interest on loans. The main objective of business cooperation, banks
have the right to use contact with the Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds and therefore
open up their banking establishment within the jurisdiction of the Diamonds, and Corporatocracy,
and it  also means  the right  to  establish a  business  corporation owned by the Bank with the
purpose  of  a  limited  system  for  the  possibility  of  business  expanding  own  resources  and
production  of  goods  such  as  agriculture,  industry,  services  or  raw  materials,  science  and
education,  the  possibility  to  use  the  material  goods  owned  chains  and  business  networks  to
develop  common  transactions  between  merchants  and  anothet  advantageous  profit  from our
cooperation. The Bank's own option often get a much bigger gain than bank profits from the
investment and our business network can be developed much more dynamic force.

It  is  also true that  banks that  will  support  our business plans,  banks can therefore obtain
sufficient profit to outpace today the greatest forces of global competition. The level of today's
financial and business world standard, it is true that the bank that support us, such a bank will
recover  the  rest,  always  the  best  competitive  position.  If  you  own  an  interest  for  your
development at State level, and you then own right for founding the Colonial Bank in cooperation
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with other traders may prove successful at the formation of colonies and dynamic development
into a strong and developed country.

Therefore, if you are interested to establish your business corporations, banks and the colony
in  order  to  promote  the  development  of  the  league,  then  it  is  a  good  step  to  promote  the
organization of  cooperation between commercial  banks that  you  can thus  provide significant
assistance and strategic mobilization of development on the outlook of the global market, as well
as full support for the extent of jurisdiction and market Imperium of Diamonds, as such soon
created possibility of setting up sales offices in the interest of financial relations and co-operation,
it is convenient and highly beneficial opportunities for business development and strengthening
of the future strategy of competitiveness, along with the ability to build a great success and global
business contacts, good step indeed every interest.

In  every  interest,  guarantor  owns  the  colony  is  always  a  party,  without  collateral  and
responsibility of  the  central  government,  but  always  under  the  authority of  the  Imperium of
Diamond's as central government's authority. "It's your chance and you get it from the federal
government Imperium of Diamond's".

Business cooperation and development of commercial structures of civilization Imperium of
Diamonds is enabled for the ability to create a management plan for the development of foreign
market  structures  for  the  establishment  of  new  business  corporations  such  as  development
resources for recovery function of all legally claimed territories Imperium of Diamonds in the
strategy of  joint  organized  trafficking,  as  well  as  the  right  to  lawful  act  of  developing  new
civilization  commercial  networks  and  activity  level  territories  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  and
therefore today the ability to develop well in the territory of Diamond Oasis (North East Africa,
Bir Tawil), Rockall Diamond (North Atlantic reef), as well as with full the right to use territorial
claims Imperium of Diamonds for the development of civilizations and territorial sovereignty in
the territory of the other planets in the universe and their surrounding space. Development of
civilizations  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  everyone  will  support  such  steps,  he  thereby  obtains
adequate logistics management plan IDs for success which means the ability to colonize other
planets in the universe and in the distance beyond the range of the observable universe.

Development territories Imperium of Diamonds, on planet Earth or on the territory of outer
space, everything is legal entitlement granted on behalf of the King of Imperium of Diamonds, as
well as permitted such legal ownership and rights of jurisdiction in relation to the holding IDs
sovereignty  as  full  compliance  with  international  law  and  such  claims  is  with  duties  other
governments  to  follow the principles  of  the  claim and support  this  claim because this is  the
guiding principle function of the entire system of international law as well as a major tenet of
humankind, as well as the development of civilization Imperium of Diamonds together and the
subject of the rights Corporatocracy and business corporations qualify for our cooperation.

Corporatocracy and territorial claims from the scope of today's Rights International
Policy

Today, the stage of international politics at the UN Conventions and the UN Charter and other
principles of other forms of multilateral and unilateral rules over principles function as a global
democracy,  in  relation  to  the  claimed  law  and  justice,  law  Imperium  of  Diamonds  for  the
foundation, claiming, holding and development rights territorial sovereignty, because there is not
any  real  legal  principle  opposed  to  the  policy,  policy  that  is  contrary  to  these  rights  and
entitlements Imperium of Diamonds and the nature of rights, no such opposition the opportunity
to create.

This  means  that  all  rights  and claims  of  the  Imperium of  Diamonds,  and Corporatocracy
government are always fully legitimate and indeed claimed today, and therefore in the future if
other  changes  due  to  legitimate  justification  that  goes  beyond  even the power  of  law world
democracy States UNGA .

The  current  threat  of  a  legal  act  of  the  opposition  are  just  UNGA Agreement  for  Peace
principles of joint use of outer space, which can still be running abused for blocking states' rights
in order to expand on the cosmic horizon, but such an act can not be performed because it is just
only  direction  for  the  division  world  politics  and  the  disintegration  of  the  United  Nations.
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Therefore, due to the first principles of the UN Charter, because every country in the world must
ensure the integrity of the common organization and accordingly must be further developed other
conventions  UNGA.  It  is  true  that  the  UNGA agreements  are  made  with  good intelligence,
support  for  the  joint  development  of  scientific  knowledge,  common  information-sharing  and
intent of peaceful cooperation, support for the safety of astronauts and the return of the crash, the
right to their own operating rules spacecraft and their registration, but also acts as a provision to
ban States to extend its sovereignty on the territory of celestial bodies because these bodies as
having cultural heritage of all the people of our world, but only as a cultural observation .... these
are the UNGA agreements, but which are not yet  confirmed ⅔ of all Member States and this
means that these agreements are still legitimate and there is no possibility of such an agreement to
recognize and organize themselves according to these principles, and if in the future such a rule is
confirmed, then this format rights contrary to the UN Charter and that means the immediate loss
of legitimacy of the law, Otherwise, rupture of the United Nations. We own the full rights to
develop freely without any act of discrimination and the opposition, and we already own our full
integrity, according international law character and political nature.

Planned development UN agreements prohibit the sovereignty of other states, but they are not
in opposition to the rights and demands of other people and countries for their land registration
and space objects trade or such treatment as their own property. Therefore it means that these
forms  of  agreements  are  unbalanced  and  because  of  the  attempt  of  some  countries  to  the
development  of  their  monopoly  for  their  own  secret  achievements  and  strategic  gain  while
suppressing the development rights of foreign countries. This is a space policy since 1950. It is
able to block the rights of States to develop territorial forces on the territory of outer space, as
well as the possibility of not damaging the economic rights of other persons, associations or states
because  they  are  laws  of  the  same  magnitude  endorsed  the  principles  of  the  UN  General
Assembly,  as well as the UNSC obligation under the UN Charter, and therefore it is always a
prime necessity to ensure the UN organization especially careful  to maintain the integrity of
states and our common bonds and common format of world politics.

This is the same case and in the interest of economic possession claim defines the rights of
holders  of  decisions  and  enforcement  activities  in  the  territory  of  his  property,  or  the
representation of civilizations, as well as the form of agreements on the rights of use of spacecraft
and extend their operating rules.

In the same interest in the case of a declaration space agreements for a ban on developing
sovereignty in the cosmic territory, each State has its own full right in any case create their own
civilization zones and are entitled to develop their own population centers, cultural centers or
economic zones, as well as today leave evidence of international political support for the action
of these projects, as well as the fact the legal requirements for the management of operational
rules for spaceships, and respect for relationships of property ownership and accordingly such
exploitation.

Every form of civilization is based on the claim and existential obligations because the owner
was able to create civilization laws of civilization and the use of rules that must be respected by
other  parties  and  societies,  societies  that  also  must  be  respected  also  claims  ownership  and
decision on permission to enter and use.

Such rights can not harm anyone, and it is a step against democracy,  most countries in the
world and their freedom, and naturally the main reasons and justification for the creation of war.
Therefore, such rights are always the obligation of full  respect and coherence in its full form
global level.

Today or in the future phases of cosmic civilization development, attempt to apply the cosmic
agreement and a ban on the development of cosmic sovereignty is just an attempt at monopoly
terrorism against the rights of national integrity and reversal of world politics and influence the
masses  to  support  them massively  rob  other  legal  entities  to  claim their  rights  for  property
ownership.

Many states have their own interest, as well as the need for the existence of civilization, the
obligation to  establish their  own state territory in  the cosmic  territory,  together with its  own
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jurisdiction. So in any case, to enable international law, as well as in the case of independent
activity against the laws.

If cosmic agreements will in this way be applied, then the governments of countries in the
future in the first phase of establishing their own cosmic plans, missions, economic interests and
the region as a representative, administrative and autonomous, exclusive or economic zone of
duty To a natural factor, according to already today directions sake of humanity and every state
and individuals.  Everyone  wants  to  develop  the  present  government's  mandate  or  the  future
generation of the mandate every five years a new world and it is always confidently disintegration
of all forms of blocking rights against the interests of our principles and cosmic sovereignty, and
nobody wants to  lose self-esteem because of  the  risk space agreements.  Risk is  a  slowdown
opportunities to develop, jurisdiction and economic zone.

Therefore attempt the presentation and development of these rights blockage of sovereignty,
while it is a step to stop the entitlements of their own economic development and damage the
value and growth development projects for the settlement of the universe, even if only because of
the attempt to apply the agreements which should never be legally applied from because the main
dimension of policy functions in line with the rest of international law, and that means that in
case of full implementation of these agreements is the possibility that in the future utilization in
practice could be a law to ban sovereignty functioning without conflict or threat of conflict and
instability of the world policy. Such agreements should not be arbitrarily applied.

It is already confirmed over the basics features of civilization today that the future functions in
full cosmic civilization practice is the same evidence for the necessity to cancel the blocking
Development sovereignty, and with the confirmation of such an obligation value as they are today
recognized states' rights to their independence, the vast majority of states UN declaring a state
which and for itself guarantees a safe existence, thus ensuring the rights of decolonization States.
If the UN will determine the law which mean blocking states in their claim for the Development
of Space territorial sovereignty,  then it is an act which again means a full violation of states'
rights at the level of their liberties. Blocking means colonialism, enslavement format.

In a future factor of economic zones and held territories with operational functions civilization
and statistical standards as states in the grouping of the population hence value as a national
movement is again an alliance which is the name of the state and the right to self determination,
the Declaration of Independence and the full rights to establish their own sovereignty and in the
case of public opposition against the international rights such as agreements on space utilization,
because the rights  and entitlements  of state  self-determination are  always  much stronger  and
much  more  representation  be  global  democratic  power  of  most  states  in  the  world  which,
according  to  the  UN  Charter  democratically  outpace  demand  UNSC  and  their  authority  or
entitlement veto. National rights for self-determination are much larger force recognition than the
right of blocking the development of claims for the extension of state jurisdiction in the territory
of the other planets, and that means that the attempt to once again support the development of
such agreements  to  block the rights  of  national  sovereignty in  the  universe  is  an  attempt  to
damage the internal stability of the United Nations and conflict between states which can split
today  a  stable  democracy  and  rights  on  two  sides  which  are  therefore  naturally  mean  the
possibility of bankruptcy and extinction of the UN, or the emergence of other conflicts and wars.
It reaffirms, according to all the rules today, the UN agreement on blocking the development of
space supremacy and therefore  again in  any case can not  be legitimate.  Their  declaration is
against the UN Charter and as well as an attempt by the emergence of global conflicts and the
extinction of the UN, because there is no other response to fruition.

No  states  and  organizations  have  no  right  to  act  such  blocking,  and  other  opposition
development,  especially  any  rights  and  claims  in  any  way  to  organize  and  promote  social
development, opposition to the claim of cosmic sovereignty, because people now own all rights
to such an act and any value declarations by blocking Space development sovereignty is not in
any way legitimate democratic majority states UNGA and UNSC resolutions or with approval,
the agreement is not valid and therefore not entitled by them to organize and create prevention
measures.

Moto UN, this is your world emblem for that as the main reason the UN was created after the
Second World War, and why we as a force of global democracy, because there is nobody else
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who can foster the emergence of a legal act in violation of our rights, because in this case means
step infringement claims states and their rights, democracy, government entitlements declared on
behalf of the Convention UNGA and universal principles, as well as all forms rights of the UN
Charter, which means that states UNGA and UNSC are the main duty to respect such principles
and in this case to ensure full respect for our rights, because the act of the opposition in this case
would  mean  attempted  crime  against  the  international  principles,  discrimination,  threat  of
apartheid, monopolies for the purpose of bureaucracy, damage states' rights to decide freely and
strategically  develop,  and  in  an  area  of  global  responses  to  many  groups  that  is  naturally
produced act of threats of global wars, today and anytime in the future, and the emergence of
global  opposition to the United Nations as a  step for the extinction of  the  UN in a massive
increase in the number of new nations that with this reason will reject membership in the UN, and
so while there is an act of damage claim value rights democratic states, meaning the right to self-
determination of their own act of national democracy as well as with the right to decide on state
sovereignty and membership or recognition of international organizations.

This means that the states of the UN must not support measures that may violate the rights of
other nations,  and especially the rights Corporatocracy governments  primarily as a body that
represents claims as the major factor of world democracy, a body of government which is based
on a universal system of its own function and it means a certain amount of superiority over the
nature of the legal norms of other countries around the world. Corporatocracy government is the
entity which fully entitled own legal status on the strength, scale, international outlook and the
ability of the scope of such size organizations, associations on a global level, grouping all the
merchants of the world as subjects of groups which together are the largest civilizational system
functions around the world in the most decisive for the future the existence of many civilizations,
about the world and the state policy of the functions of the state and the stability of governments,
as well as well as dimension influencing national conviction that today are the values that achieve
a similar form of power such as the United Nations, and every ability at any time and rapidly
overtake all dimensions of the United Nations, or the world create change in the political and
civilizational format.

In the interest of natural rights states to develop, and impossible to be impeded, because the
right to establish their own sovereignty and jurisdiction as well as otherwise, it is natural law
confirmed  the  right  of  States  to  establish  their  own  civilization  zone  as  a  claim  for
representational centers Nations and the law of their jurisdiction as well such as the right to own
integrity reasons of national diversity and the rights of their own estates and claims. So anyway
for reasons obligation to prevent conflict.

____________________________________________

Document Corporatocracy governments and global trade representatives to express all
of the rights and obligations of the UN now to 2000 to ensure the enjoyment of all rights,
justice and legal entitlements for each side claimed the owner and for imposing possessions.

Expressing petition as a global dismissal and sanctions against the UN and against the corrupt network
policy and our common law major powers and claim global democracy and the right to represent the states
will  jointly  deciding  on  cooperation  against  anyone  who  rejects  the  right  support  and  in  any  way
monopolies are blocks and steals on values without restoration, and thus full violation of the integrity of the
state Corporatocracy, joint struggle for clearing the name of pride and states in order the arrest of those
responsible and replacing their mandate using our own people because only they respect the legal rights
and such  principles,  at  the  same time important  political  force  claim Corporatocracy  recognition  as  a
member and councilor trading markets and civilizing function in every country of the world, and therefore
emphasize  Corporatocracy  government  as  an entity with a  more  important  value  than the UNGA and
UNSC law, in the interest of a just defense of the rights and claims of global democracy, human population
of the world.

Signature of the agent or representative of the Council for Trade association or institution

...........................................................

____________________________________________
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This also means that today every marketer has the full right to use such an opportunity for
cooperation to develop our common name Corporatocracy, and in accordance with the guiding
principles of the UN and world politics, and because of the statute Corporatocracy for over ten
years,  when the violated rights  to  develop according crimes  European terrorism and by thus
creating legal situation once again a reference to the principles of UNGA conventions that mean
that every government has a duty to jointly promote full awareness of all merchants and their
knowledge about the entire format of the legal situation and those of their claims from all values
and the  possibilities  for  legal  use,  because  ignorance  and chaos  it  is  the  result  of  European
terrorism and opposition to the law of international  politics,  as well as act other entities that
refuse to exercise their  political responsibilities responsible relationships.  However, if  anyone
will reject such an obligation to support, but with the interest due only to censorship and abuse of
political power and in another case, too confiscation and suspension of rights or other similar
blocking development, then it is a true act of monopolies and robbing the body that is in terms of
world democracy with significant power over the eligibility of democratic values and recognized
by UN and UNSC or UNGA. That means opposition to the legal entity already all claims since
2000, and therefore the further deterioration of these entitlements means that a member of the
United  Nations  or  the  Organization  supports  the  act  of  global  revolt  States  and  automatic
response to the overthrow of the United Nations as well as the legal right and obligation of state
services the overthrow of every political regime which supports such policies cosmic agreements
and blocking develop the sovereignty and jurisdiction.

This means that anyone who refuses such development and dissemination of media support, he
is therefore in accordance with international political principles, designated as a world terrorist
who  must  be  liquidated  immediately  and  without  respect  for  their  rights.  For  violations  of
international rules allowed no politician or a senior UN official, everyone is in this case only as a
terrorist who must be liquidated without respect to its state political immunity. So it is applied in
any case on a legal claim.

In the final statement of the rights the UN is entitled to apply the principles of space treaties to
ban sovereignty always mean that the recovery claim on the state of self-determination, and thus
the  strength of  the  global  population  of  democracy as  a  more  mature  body than  the United
Nations, each of us now has the right in this case the opposition United Nations always support
the development of sovereignty Imperium of Diamonds and Corporatocracy in the territory of the
universe beyond the range of the maximum outlook civilization development of the Earth, on the
size of future one thousand years, as the value of determining the maximum distance of rights of
the United Nations and claims, because for a boundary already ends human world and it also
means the end of the rights and claims of the United Nations.

The legal and political consequences if the UN will in future be developed and implemented
Ban Treaty to develop national sovereignty on the territory of the other planets, then in this case
means a step to force the other parties of the opposition to start riots and declaration of their
independence on humanity and therefore the establishment of its own civilizations beyond the
maximum range of the human world, because due to the UN by blocking these societies not
expand cosmic civilizations freely within the territory of the reach of the human world.

Today UNGA law and the UN Charter actually confirms this claim, as well as a valuable
acknowledgment  of  the  truth in  the  interest  of  the  global  strength of  democracy the world's
population.  It  means  bankruptcy  today's  world,  and  therefore  it  is  best  to  encourage  the
emergence of Corporatocracy, because of the possibility disappear from this world as quickly as
possible.

The result of these activities therefore is that people are soon separated into fully independent
party to dimension several tens, hundreds or thousands of new states that will begin to develop
their  civilization  beyond  our  knowledge  and  dimension  human  world,  independently,  often
without a common communications, no diplomatic relations and rights, because people here no
longer live in a pack and diplomatic friendship in racial unity and similarity of the human race,
recognizing the same principles of peace processes and rights, and social and cultural rules.

This means that people in the future will be divided into hard threats of subsequent clashes of
civilizations and the emergence of acts for the conflicts, wars and brutal destruction of countries
using also the weapons of global destruction, most likely against the planet Earth. Distribution is
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a division of mankind diplomatic relations, recognizing the different policy principles and rights
or international rules. New states beyond today's human world and may soon be most likely based
on a monarchy, a dictatorship, sometimes too anarchy and hierarchy, or racist hienismus colonial
superiority. Many states will fascist and the basis of the difference of their race, on the difference
between religion and political strategies, especially with a focus on preventing extinction of their
own civilization when meeting another state which is therefore of equal value statistical threat of
radical  regime  of  dictatorship  without  peace  policy  and  the  future  always  a  threat  to  the
opposition  and territorial  and  advanced competition,  with  full  capabilities  for  new wars  and
conflicts, massive acts of terrorism and extermination of civilizations and abuse crime to harm
civilization development in order to prevent war, conflict, racial supremacy, slavery, it means risk
the worst crimes and Conflicting global wars of extermination processes.

Therefore,  it  must  be  re-applied strategy that  mean  ensuring  the stability  of  the  common
friendly relations among nations, thereby maintaining the function of common centers of subjects
of world politics, because it is the main objective of human security, and the primary purpose of
existence and the reason for the creation of the United Nations. So do not hold, the UN must
support  the growth of political  systems  that  are routed only to the distribution of winds and
achieving the threat of extinction of world politics, multi-purpose partition of unity and union of
the peoples of diplomacy.

Today it is the biggest threat in human history, and not just because some states in the United
Nations  are  keen  to  promote  the  principle  of  blocking  the  development  of  states'  rights  to
establish their own cosmic sovereignty, even though it is certifiably natural principle confirmed
that  such  a  cosmic  agreements  in  the  future  will  be  fully  stopped  and  blocked  because  of
opposition  victories  rights  of  states  and  nations  in  order  to  ensure  their  independence,  they
recognized  the  power  of  a  democracy,  and  so  well  too  as  the  extinction  of  these  rights  by
blocking sovereignty because of a systematic plan for formation of the conflict and the global war
or a threat to the existence of humanity in step and opposition principles of the UN Charter and
political obligations of states to prevent genocide and war.

In this case, space development agreements with no effect reverse profit. It's just a way to
further problems, limitations and loss of world politics.

The UN must encourage new civilization, and states could arise in civilization attainable range
of  the  universe  and without  any form of  blocking and act  apartheid or  opposition from any
criminal opposition, and therefore States have the opportunity to jointly develop and maintain
diplomatic  relations  or  use  rights  for  the  federalization  of  the  Imperium  in  the  interest  of
Diamonds, relations and cooperation that goes sustain only if the UN will not support blocking
rights on a claim of national sovereignty on the territory of space. According to the guidelines of
the United Nations, not the ability to claim and declare support for the agreements to block civil
rights for the development of jurisdiction in the territory of the universe. It's just an attempt to
discrimination, enslavement, bureaucracy, damage states' rights and also for a complete tear of
the human world which is full of threats of conflict and massive destruction of human existence,
threats and acts of the largest opposition difference against all the facts of existence of the United
Nations.

Therefore, in order to prevent the world's political decline, and the extension of threats the
world and liquidation of war because of foreign efforts to apply today no effective policies and
without a justified reason for such use, we need therefore to monitor the acts of certain states, and
watch out for the opposition and trade fraud or theft and attempted monopolies or competitive
racism, apartheid and the opposition. Several states have long been supported frauds against other
states that are trying to go to the goal to create a successful civilization plus the ability to develop
their own civilizations on other planets if this step could be, meaning the ability to be overtaken
by the forces of economics, politics, civilization, armies and societies of these countries it is now
native format policy in most  countries. Hence the need for the government to disregard these
criminal states and their interests that are not able to focus on the legal rules of international
policies and actions for development.

In the same way, it is necessary to follow the European countries as terrorist organizations and
their alliances.
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In any case, our law cooperation is based on the activity in order to comply all  legal and
relative rules, and we therefore own the full rights entitlement cooperation with the intention to
develop our colonies for settlement of new planets in the universe, colonies to create other federal
civilizations that you can develop too you and your  party colleagues as Attorney IDs federal
colonies, as well as rights for colonies Corporatocracy, and any other forms of state and federal
entities.

However, if there is a day in which the UN majority power of democracy decides to apply its
own principles aerospace contracts for blocking the state rights to develop jurisdiction in the
territory of cosmic bodies, then the federal government Imperium of Diamonds decided that if the
advocacy of our rights will not be successful and our right to be damaged by a terrorist form of
such crime, because all properties will be transformed into a legal relationship representational
zones and areas for having behalf of the government, as well as a change in civilizational strategy
and implementation of development only in the interest of the territory of Universal size the State
civilizing ships at independent and mobile civilization that is under the full sovereign rights and
administration according to the principles of the Imperium of Diamonds, as well as well as all
claims of their own property and the right to establish and use their cosmic zones or to travel up
beyond the maximum dimension of the human universe in the range of civilization development
of humankind for thousands of years, and the establishment of independent civilizations, and so is
multilateral  cooperation  plan  with  the  other  governments  in  defense  of  our  rights  for  the
development of our countries and civilizations, so we will always defend our rights and use them.

The subsequent reaction is still our goal to maintain the political activities of our logistics in
order to achieve the independence of our rights cosmic territorial jurisdiction, and therefore we
will  always  build  all  the  important  strategies  of  world  democracy  for  the  purpose  of  this
knowledge.

In the event that the world's democracies someday again recognize that such blocking cosmic
principle of territorial jurisdiction can not be legitimately applied, because then we will again
seek full  compensation for the losses on the value of civilization development for the period
around this time  format.  It  is  the main  goal  of  humanity and the basis of  full  justice for all
peoples.

UN arises  as  a  reaction  to  the  Second  World  War,  for  stop  fascism and  dictatorship,  it
automatically means our full rights for those of our acts, because the significance of our act is the
main reason for the emergence and existence of the United Nations, as well as the inherent right
of states and nations that are much stronger and more important than today's extent and value of
the existence of the United Nations.
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Expressing the right side Corporatocracy in the case of International
refusal  to  recognize  the  rights  of  the  World  Diamond  International
Alliance  in  relation  to  the  claim  of  sovereignty  in  the  European
territories, the autonomous act to exercise decisive for the acceptance of
the claim sovereign rights on behalf of Corporatocracy

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's representing the rights which are based on
the  process  of  the  legal  provisions  of  International  law,  the  UN  Charter  and  the  UNGA
conventions that guarantee obligation of countries around the world together to ensure the act of
cooperation in order to stop the right of sovereignty of all states in terrorist alliance, and thus
replace their  right  to  sovereignty in  use  rights  acquired party Imperium of  Diamond's  like  a
legitimate  claim  for  selection  debt  amounts  which  outstrip  value  economic  ratifications
territories, financial and material production capacity civilizations terrorist states, and therefore
for this reason there is a duty application of the UN Charter, as the principles of the rights of
peaceful development of the states and ensuring prevention of conflicts and disputes, the use of
rights representing UNGA Convention on the rights States' economic, social and cultural rights,
meaning in this claim and the size of the debt catastrophic consequences, to ensure the prevention
of disasters and extinction of civilization, that it will be exercised act obligations under the UN
Charter  presenting  duties  UN  Security  Council  decision  on  the  designation  of  national
sovereignty in the act of strategy for UNSC resolution defining such conditions.

In order to further the principles of the UN Charter,  act as an international base of world
politics,  UNSC own duty,  in  any case,  to  ensure  to  ensure  justice  and also achieving a  just
claimed the restoration of values and rights. UNSC must not in any way impair the value of any
legal  entity,  such  as  the  Imperium of  Diamond's  rights  and  enforcement  of  European  debt.
Therefore, is can not select a different option than to confirm the sovereignty of the Imperium of
Diamonds in the territories of the European countries, the act of the UN resolution the Security
Council.

UNSC  half  qualify  for  the  act  of  veto  against  this  relationship.  European  governments
surpasses  terrorist  crimes  at  the  statistics  of  the  Second  World  War.  Therefore,  there  is  no
possibility  that  the  European terrorist  states  could use  their  own rights  policy and territorial
sovereignty.

If the UNSC veto the law, then the UNSC violates the principles and reasons of the United
Nations, it is a direct violation of the basic principles of the Charter of the United Nations Charter
and other items.

Violation  of  the  UN  Charter  and  the  basic  principles  of  the  United  Nations,  therefore,
represents  a  violation  of  equal  justice  at  the  international  level  and  the  establishment  of  a
hierarchy,  after  a  period  hienistic  European  governments  and  rogue  states  such  levels  in
monopolies on international policy level, in support of the United Nations.

By this act expires stability of the legal format of the United Nations and the principles of
claim UNGA convention if such a crime act will be respected UNSC ¾ democracy UNGA States.
UNGA States has never owned competence to harm the values of another entity so UNGA States
may not vote for the purpose of opposition against the sovereignty of the name of Diamond's
Imperium.

UNGA  own  right,  merely  for  the  act  of  democratic  elections  for  voting  as  an  act  of
confirmation or denial of the validity of the United Nations and such rights. If confirmed, that the
UN is a valid entity, then it means that too right Imperium of Diamonds are valid for eligible full
sovereignty  in  the  territories  of  all  states  in  the  European  Partnership  criminal  terrorist
organization. If UNGA decides that the United Nations is not a valid entity that represents the
rights the UN is losing value and of the applicable claim, complete loss of validity of the entire
international  level.  Therefore,  Imperium of Diamond's  losing rights act  of  sovereignty in the
territories of the European terrorist states, but in natural interest is a right exercisable use rights
Imperium  of  Diamonds  entitlement  act  of  sovereignty  in  the  territories  of  European  states
according to the principles of nature policy on the aftermath of crime and thereby enable secure
usage rights enforcement justice and entitled to act to open the hierarchy purpose of call rights,
the existence of a terrorist entity because of its natural obligation to act to stop the crimes. In case
of loss of legitimacy of the United Nations, it is not necessary to respect the rights of the state and
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civilization  territories  criminal  groups.  Criminal  entity  does  not  have  any  rights,  and  the
government of Diamonds Imperium own any claims for the use of practices that aim to ensure the
sovereignty of the territories of terrorist states, and in confirmation be ID's legal claim from time's
of validity about UN law principles which confirmed right's of claim to recompensation in level
of the valuable power than all European territories and values of European civilization's.

Therefore, this means that the Imperium of Diamonds own right to establish its own right to
sovereignty over the territories, while also authorized to decide on the political determination of
the government functions that body.

The  federal  government  therefore  Imperium  of  Diamonds  Strategy  at  King  directed  to
recognize act World Diamond International Alliance as a legally valid sovereignty over territories
that are survivors of all states in the crime of terrorist states of the European Partnership. World
Diamond International Alliance must be confirmed subject to the foreign countries that constitute
this joint act of sovereignty in these territories in accordance with the constitution of the World
Diamond International Alliance. If the World Diamond International Alliance gets the number of
members with more than three quarters of all countries in the world, then this is applied to act full
claim  to  achieve  recognition  of  the  more  important  legitimacy  than  legal  claim  UNSC
resolutions, if such an act and interpretation of the resolution will be in conflict with the vast
majority States in the World Diamond International Alliance, and the WD used the Alliance act
in the nature of the claim of the UN Charter on the rights of use claim UNGA vote majority to
overthrow the  legal  legitimacy  of  the  UNSC entity,  and  thus  secure  a  claim which  implies
recognition of its own system named rezolution of UNGA.

However, if the UNGA States shall refuse their membership in the International Alliance WD,
then the law of Imperium Diamonds on establishing sovereignty claim is therefore still valid and
lawful permanent entitlement. Government Imperium of Diamonds and decide on the measure
usage  rights  inherent  sovereignty  in  the  territories  of  terrorist  states,  and  thus  to  create  the
sovereign rights of government to the size of Corporatocracy government, meaning the opening
of entitlement to use plan law to establish a joint authority to rule over territories, the cooperation
between all business entities European territories as this confirm the full force of our collective
authority at the territory of terrorist states as the subject of a new government Corporatocracy.

This creates a provision in which all entities trading companies own claim to launch a joint
organized cooperation for the creation of joint stability of the new government Corporatocracy.
Corporatocracy  government  entity  established  for  the  purpose  of  joint  sovereignty  as  a
collaboration of all business corporations in the world, and this with an open claim to build a
common centralized Corporate Markets for the joint development organizations global networks
Industry and Resource To this for us, will serve as a source of common strength for to create a
common  system  and  by  ensuring  the  stabilization  of  the  sovereignty  of  the  territory
Corporatocracy government as an act of compensation for illegitimate sovereignty of European
terrorist states.

Business corporations, firms and companies with headquarters or active business branch in the
territory of all states in the terrorist partnership between the criminal alliances therefore have a
duty to ensure cooperation for the establishment of a common political infrastructure and use
common commercial network for the growth of our business corporations, and thus a right to
suspend responsibility against terrorist cooperation with governments of countries as an act of
recognition  of  the  jurisdiction  of  a  terrorist  state,  as  well  as  an  aid  to  stabilize  terorristic
occupation forces providing sovereignty terrorist entity.

Business  corporations,  companies  and  firms  create  their  own  duty  to  act  together  with
coordination by the state organizations, institutions and NGOs from quite common legal order of
coordination  in  order  to  stop  terrorist  and  replacement  parties,  and  this  will  be  made
Corporatocracy sovereignty.

Business corporations, companies and firms own the rights to launch the convert police and
military forces of terrorist states, in order to establish their own armies and security forces that
this will be applied for the purpose of combating terrorism.

Business corporations, companies and firms own the rights to start issuing citizenship to all
applicants and current citizens of terrorist states, and thus stop their criminal responsibility for the
support and recognition of a terrorist state. Corporatocracy issuing citizenship is possible only in
cooperation with the departments IAIC.

Business corporations,  companies  and firms  own obligation to contact  and inform all  law
associations in the country and further promote communication with the Legal Profession offices
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and centers for the possibility of full mobilization and function organized International Advocacy
Intelligence Council.

The current legal status of government Imperium of Diamonds in the conflict against
terrorist states of the European governments

European governments have created well ahead of the crimes of World War II. Therefore,
such a body can never be legitimized with a valid activity sovereignty. This creates a government
bankruptcy, extinction and termination of validity of sovereignty in the territories.

European  governments  terroristicaly  criminally  terrorist  purposes  and  cooperate  with
European countries, this means that European nations also have a responsibility for their act of
crime against terrorism cooperation, and in recognition of their own citizenship terrorist entity as
its own sovereignty. The government and the nation loses its sovereignty rights and recognition
of the State in international legal scales. Partly because Territory remains valid as terra nullius.

Imperium of Diamonds is  the government  entity that  owns entitled to recover debts from
legitimate organizations that represent territories of terrorist states. Territories are not represented
by any legal entity. Therefore, Imperium of Diamonds own full rights to the act of execution of
criminal  territories  and  the  use  of  such  property  for  the  purpose  of  establishing  his  own
sovereignty over the territories.

At the same time, the territories of European countries are not represented by any legal subject
with  valid  legitimed  existence.  The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  own  right
execution of values within which the debt capacity outstrip all dimensions of economic nature
territories of all states in terrorist alliance. The value of legal property rights is a much larger
dimension than the GDP of a terrorist state and capacity of such a civilization.

The  federal  government  Imperium of  Diamonds  is  in  the  European territories  of  terrorist
states,  more  legitimate  entity  and  a  much  more  responsible  and legal  identity  in  a  political
position.  Significant  political  value  than  the  legal  name  of  the  constitution  of  state  and
government, the president, government, parliament and entitled jurisdiction mention, state law
and jurisdiction.

Such a right, under international law and internationally accepted political responsibility to
represent  the  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  King  and  the  government,  the  state  of
Imperium Diamonds and everyone who is in the jurisdiction of the Imperium of Diamonds.
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ID's government agreement with the corporation, a partnership with the commitment and goals

Corporatocracy government

Corporations that  fills  the form therefore declares its  own commitments  to cooperation at
Corporatocracy  government  is  permit  for  the  establishment  of  a  new  trade  and  political
institutional entity as legal representation for the corporation, in the jurisdiction and sovereignty
Corporatocracy governments, allowing the corporation to launch activities of a political, trade
and development cooperation.

Every  corporation  that  fill  in  the  form  that  it  obtains  the  right  to  use  partner  business
cooperation with the rest of the corporations that are members of Corporatocracy government,
and based on the purpose of creating a common market for the purpose of joint development, as
two friendly partnership and nearby shops entities.

Corporations can use together a large group of partnerships Corporatocracy governments for
the purpose of formation of the new association on the territory of your jurisdiction of states and
thus support the possibility of cooperation in other business entities and corporations in your
country.
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Registration of Business Institution

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
Business Management Service Cooperation

Aim office and official logistics IAIC is the primary rows Foundation primarily consulate and
the same step support for developing and organizing cultural centers, the main goal is also the
possibility  of  establishing  a  new  business  corporation  in  the  world,  and  thus  promote  the
development of the states and our joint business between the rest of the business corporations and
firms.

Our  goal  is  to also start  building businesses and corporations that  can provide full  stable
development goal Imperium of Diamonds, and in this case create a fully stable profits for your
business development and intelligence. It is preferable, therefore, on behalf of the intelligence of
our association, The International Law Intelligence Council, establishing the first, a new multi-
national corporation for Offshore Business management services for us to open a number of new
markets  within  your  country,  with  the  ability to  build  dynamic  structure  of  commercial  and
industrial network which They are based on many forms advantageous capabilities and strategies
preferred profit.

Category options for the development of new corporations are open in many directions, as the
first option is helpful in creating a corporation by autonomous retail chains such as the network of
agricultural production, food processing, followed by sales of food and mass consumption, or for
example other chain business networks that consist of corporations for mining and laboratory
production of chemical materials such as metals, gases, liquids, energy and other raw materials
suitable for industrial processing, enabling the ability to expand our market  structure into the
second level  of  the  business  chain  which  now will  consist  of  corporations  for  raw material
processing and manufacturing For example,  automotive components,  mechanical  components,
aircraft turbines, electric motors, electronic components, and also as building parts or fuel. Such a
structure of business corporations will  immediately able to provide up joint  strategies for the
development of business infrastructure at automobile factories manufacturing aircraft industry for
electronic technology,  the construction of skyscrapers and real estate, opening restaurants and
consumer chains, the city that will consume the products for their financial implementation and
use in our own global cycle on the size of the global market, as well as any of our other business
entities. Profit is predictable at several hundred miliard €, with the ability to steady development
over the level of more than € 1,000,000,000.000 's. It is a good target and beneficial for us and for
the country that allows such options and will support our common development.

Strategically advantageous, for example, to create an autonomous chain of our own network of
production, as well as our own network of consumer consumption. Extraction of construction
materials, subsequent processing of construction materials for building components, so the ability
to  utilize  the  dynamic  development  of  our  business  corporations  for  the  construction  of
skyscrapers and real estate or other industrial zones and complexes, therefore, a good step for the
function of the cycling system is preferable to ensure the re-leasing of commercial spaces for
their own consumers and ensure their own development, or the second strategy to launch the
opening  of  Realtors,  real  estate  and  other  business  or  company  to  lease,  operate  recreation
centers, development of hotels, building industrial activities.

For example, one new skyscraper in the amount of 1.000.000.000 € autonomously can be paid
for via leasing and recreational use immediately within 30 days from the first day of operation if
we  strategically  utilize  our  own  corporations  for  recreational  and  consumer  services,  and
currently remains  stable  capital  800,000,000 €  between such companies  and network  of  our
construction  industry  therefore  gets  1.000.000.000  €  for  the  possibility  of  building  other
skyscrapers and real estate.

Property is also good to use for recreational activities at concerts, big parties, sports games and
the lotteries and opening bets, theaters, cinemas, concerts, bars and clubs, convenience stores,
recreation at the many forms and characters.
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One of the main advantages of using commercial networks is that the final consumemt can use
also agreement on the repayment of a product according to an agreed limit, and therefore the
Corporation  for  the  manufacture  of  the  product,  auto  manufacturing,  for  example,  building
materials, because then the first body does not need to pay the contractual funding immediately,
and in this event is open to trade and development without limit, becouse second corpoation as
consument develop his own business who is therefore systematicaly profit for first productive
corporation. Profit corporation finance until the time, such as ten or a hundred years in the future,
because legal entity corporation knows the strategy of the system chain store that is strategically
based on the ability of joint  profits  as a group,  and if  the value of this  retail  chain is much
stronger and stronger, so too sharply stronger profits for all members in this business chain, so the
corporation has adopted the sale of goods on credit, because the corporation gained the ability
activities in markets that are much richer and the ability to provide significant strength gains than
the first business act. In the main event is the duty well know and highly respect the principles of
the jurisdiction of your country, so that such a market system could not be identified as organized
crime and embezzlement or fraudulent contract. In any case, you always have the option to use
such networks market and your personal interests, and you together can create a much better and
better networks and systems business markets and networks. If such systems market will not be
allowed beneath principles in your jurisdiction, then it is sure that such options are open and
accessible also in the circle of our extraterritorial jurisdiction that you will offer the possibility of
autonomous  use of the building for example,  your  new personal  possessions and castles,  the
family seat, skyscrapers, passenger ships, many forms of other options, but above all a global
commercial network.

For example, textile industry is again simple market, and proves to be highly autonomous,
simple structure of the business value chain with high profits. The first objective is to build assets
for the fist production of raw materials, wool, silk, plush, cotton, polymers, and other kinds of
materials  that  are  allowed to process  in the  textile  industry.  Subsequent  network of business
associations will ensure the processing of raw materials to produce substances that buys corporate
structure for the production of textiles and tend to sell these materials among the clients who will
ensure profit gain that will be used for the development of industrial technology to bigger and
better production and profit.

Textile industry is also advantageous to support, for example, as well as through organizing
fashion  events  and  fairs,  conferences  and  presentations  prestigious  luxury  models.  Strategy
propagation foreign textile  brands is  also advantageous step strategy to  gain first  investment
capital as well as a convenient strategy to use autonomous systems of public conferences for the
development of our own prestige and luxury brands for which other mature industrial textile city
will pay high finance as a form of business on rent a brand's logo and thus strengthening their
profits. We thus obtain significant financial value for the option to autonomously develop the
strength of our retail chains. The same strategy goes, for example, be used for the development of
retail  chains  electronics,  architecture,  markets  to  design,  robotics,  automotive industry,  many
business categories and industries.

The best system of autonomous market chain store today, in today's times of opportunity for
the  development  of  the  electronics  industry  for  us  gives  the  ability  of  minimal  costs,  and
strategically centered business on development management, therefore, open to the opportunity to
build thousands of industrial centers in several miliard €'s, with a high of financial turnovers.

An electronic industry is frugal, the first profit corporation industrial raw materials, the basic
material.  The  second  network  of  corporations  buying  materials  to  create  one  electronic
components.  Electronics  components  buys  second  network  of  corporations  that  collectively
processed  products  such  possibility  for  the  production  of  electronic  equipment.  Electronic
engineering  subsequently  repurchased  by  the  first  and  second  corporation  which  therefore
improve their own ability to produce. This system creates a chain store capability of autonomous
circulation of financial relations in a closed cycle without inflation, working capital, and also a
great success for the development of industrial centers in high capacity levels. Every corporation
in the cycle are therefore mutually develop on capacities and modernity.

The big advantage of the electronic industry are also possibilities to use common markets by
contract payments for using raw materials, which means that this system will enable immediately
and without any financial investment to ensure the formation of legitimate trade agreement is the
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foundation of all safeguards possessions, and the formation of the development strategy of the
whole  chain directly from first  base  contract  document  and without  holding any value basic
materials and coins. Only workable agreement on business cooperation among business creates
value for this document to the size of the maximum achievable level of the project, and already
this  is  a  sufficient  guarantee  for  the  other  traders  who  can  provide  us  raw  materials,  land,
technology and basic right for employment of workers.

If you will support the growth of intelligence of these markets, and then you can do in the
media to publicize the steps for such a development, then immediately many traders from around
the world, banks and investment clubs for we will be they are realy very pleased to offer financial
investments, loans but also financial subsidies of tens miliards €, and mainly in the same interest
will come in large numbers for the common trade management cooperation, as invitations from
other corporate and business entities abroad. Many other business corporations will own their
private profit from the new dimension of the business environment of our group in their area, and
therefore  such  other  business  corporations  will  soon  thank  and  transmit  financial  subsidies,
development  of  raw  material,  downtown  industrial  zones  for  development  projects  agreed,
because  our  business  network  strengthen  the  power  and  profits  for  their  product  and  raw
materials.

Landowners in local places of our development, or mine owners with mining raw materials, as
well as owners of unused industrial centers, people who have an active business entities in areas
of  our  building,  each  therefore  able  to  utilize  our  development  projects  to  their  collection
provides strategically increase profits because of strengthening capacity of the economic zone and
is therefore for such groups is really convenient for us to support all the basics that development
means to them automatically gain.

People who support us because they can use strategies of our business networks that for our
joint development brings significant strength advantageous than investment. It is true that in the
case  of  creating  management  business  cooperation  of  several  business  entities,  then  it  is
permissible ability to create an agreement that also mean that local groups for us for free all the
necessary facilities as well as raw materials and industrial sources.

In early infancy is therefore a major target for the development of offshore subsidiaries for
Management of the International market, and ID's Office with the function of legitimate business
branch of a political nature, such a market system of private international security nepotism and
stable prosperity without losing market share.

International Management Corporation market strategy is running its own high capacity and
autonomy  of  financial  maneuvers  without  any  act  of  our  own  investments  and  valuable
possession.  Management  International  market  means  a legal  partnership between all  business
corporations from around the world as our option open market and rights of exploitation.

We therefore able to contact other traders who produce materials, other materials traders who
processed product, and subsequently merchants who sell products. This means that our business
corporation  for  the  management  of  the  international  market  can  be  significant  and  high
achievement on the basis of agreements on joint income and payment of all sources and services
up to the final capital gain, as it is practical among traders.

Therefore, trade on the basis of International Management market proves to be acting as a
body with a central office within the territory of Imperium Diamomds and with further centers
branches in  foreign countries  or  communicate  via  international  communication  networks and
reunions traders. Circuits trade can be immediately disseminated throughout the world and in
every country on the planet.

Management of the international market means the ability to build business markets over the
promotion and sale of raw materials and products as one brand of each corporation separately or
simultaneously selling the products of other business corporations to agreement on the shared
profits for organized intelligence support and its own resources.

Our stores can be opened markets with products from the category of food markets, markets
with electronics, robotics and machinery,  chemical  products,  textiles,  many forms of business
opportunities and in any market, since the Corporation for Management International market is
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able to use its own office within the Imperium of Diamonds, and therefore as a corporation with
permission  from  the  government  to  acquire  the  rights  for  self-development  trade  without
restrictions on legal border trade categories, it means the right to full free trade. Together we
represent State level.

Central  Corporation  is  able  to  contact  other  foreign  traders  and  therefore  through  joint
business agreement is the ability to systematically repurchase and processing of their products,
the possibility for subsequent sale and registration of the guarantee agreement for contractual
obligations for the autonomous handling of products behalf  of  the other corporations abroad.
System-level and multi national consortium of business, now fully legalized the activity in more
than 190 countries worldwide.

Free markets, trade in textiles, automobiles, architecture and skyscrapers, planes, yachts and
luxury boats, satellites and cosmic comunication technology, space shuttles, modern technology
and electronics, consumer electronics, computers and supercomputers, technology, infrastructure,
weapons and military technology, technology as a kind of any type, expensive jewelry, luxury
furniture, luxury ceramics, trade any market, anywhere in the world.

Profit in the overall range can overtake dimension 1 000 000 000 000 €, and the profit will be
designed  to  ensure  that  the  first  payment  for  your  work,  as  well  as  investments  in  the
development  of  territories,  the  federal  government  Imperium of  Diamonds  and  ensuring  the
development  of  global  infrastructure  IAIC  authorities.  Markets  that  will  be  created  as  the
business management of the global market are immediately at the start of sufficient raw materials
to ensure the full  range of sources of raw materials  and industrial  networks to achieve good
objectives and dynamic  steps to developing the most  advanced intelligent  civilizations in the
world today.

That is why in our strategy to develop the possibility of action based business conferences and
representation  centers,  expand  contacts  with  business  associations,  media  promotion  and
cooperation, especially direct contacts between business corporations and other common business
meetings.

It is preferred that the ratio of the project in order to create a global network of our controlled
markets, therefore we are able to deploy and also our own corporation that in the first base are
formed as a union of small businesses and thereby create their own business center which thus
will expand to the full level of the form corporate bundle that since the beginning of the contract,
Ness will always own all the important values such as industrial zones and open rights to the
foreign trade market, for example, or even raw material resources and financial budgets for the
next building.

Strategy for the unification of foreign firms and the creation of a single center as one business
corporations, so it can be reused highly progressive, and early on in the full  capabilities also
create the full financial function of the autonomy and independence for IAIC authorities. Each of
you has therefore also a major destination and take advantage of these opportunities and thus
build the best and most powerful strategy of this nature.

The second form is the same meaning profit  is therefore our right to use the same format
business corporations, such as the name of the entity © ™ ID's Office, and for the purpose of
developing political activities and strategy planning, logistics, financial gain for the possibility of
payment for official employees and intelligent people and those.

Business  entity  as  © ™ ID's  Office  deals  with  the  planning  of  bilateral  and  multilateral
relations  between  the  countries,  the  use  of  functional  strategies  of  international  rights  and
principles, development of business cooperation between States and planning joint trade fairs,
revenue  for  the  new  population  projection  of  social  communications,  the  development  of
important steps Awareness and logistics areas of the federal government Imperium of Diamonds.

© ™ ID's Office is currently able to devote logistics, financial management capability that
delivers  stronger  international  strategy  and  exploit  business  opportunities  and  act  of  direct
payments.
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Of course it is for us, the main advantage of building full structure of our banks abroad, as
well as management of international and multi-national business corporations collectively and
with full power to IAIC office functions according to the format of a political nature.

The preferred options on our ability to establish and expand the corporation, compose business
networks of our markets, and the current management options to create a development plan that
can be ratified by the principles of legal ownership as investment property which is used for
faculty  and  other  immediate  steps  for  development.  We  therefore  will  be  highly  important
business institutions in each country, and we are therefore able to build on really closed relations
with banks each state, and we can therefore in the frequent case of use of high-capacity session
turnovers in the structure of civilization market and the economy at the level of the financial
industry, as well as by the industry of all other categories.

Extending our dynamic structure trading markets provides us the ability to socialize with the
State Bank and the advantageous position therefore expand our cooperation and benefit from high
support from leading business management of state banks.

Interoperability  between  Banks  of  States  for  us  based  upon  the  ability  to  expand  too
commercial forces and relations of strategic markets at the international level. We can use our
position  as  an  international  network  that  is  for  each  state  is  really  a  highly  beneficial  and
important, we are therefore able to benefit from cooperation with all banks in the world, and we
will therefore be each bank as the most important partner body, the most important partner for
planning investments,  development  strategy,  international  business  transactions,  the  ability to
expand cooperation between other foreign state-owned banks.

Our  activities  will  receive  support  from all  state  and commercial  banks,  as  well  as  high
support from politicians and governments.

Soon, our level can reach a position where we will regularly present our cooperation at the
level of political circles and conferences of the WTO, OECD, G77, G20, the most  important
international trade organization that truly supports high possibility for the world to truly develop
dynamically.

Is  the  fact  that  the  strength  of  our  international  structure  of  business  networks  will  soon
actually in a much stronger force than the statistical relations and economic performance of most
foreign countries.

Our strategy of global market can provide all the necessary powers for the good development
of the Imperium of Diamonds civilizations. Raw materials for the industry function, technology
for the development  of civilization advancement,  power,  work activity and consumption,  and
especially the military and military technology to defend the territorial ownership.

Communication between business corporations are once again based on the strategy for the
development of civilization in the territory of Diamond Oasis, so it is highly advantageous to
contact all of your local business corporations for Offshore management administration that is
able to develop Diamond Oasis civilization at a mature entity with the level of global resources
and intelligence . That is significant and high profits for each of us, and our future.

Development of cooperation between Offshore managemet service corporations also means
opening their right to build steps in the form of creation of their own branches in the Imperium of
Diamonds,  a  subsidiary  of  that  holding  is  entitled  to  establish  offshore  branches  for  the
production of basic  technologies in order to achieve the ability to fully step development  of
civilization  Diamond  Oasis,  and  consequently global  organizational  cooperation  between the
Offshore corporation for ensuring the functional development of the territory Diamond Oasis,
water  resources,  mining  of  raw materials  and  new mines,  the  steps  for  the  development  of
structures and the construction industry, many important steps and strategies for the development
of a dynamic civilization.

Foreign Trade Corporation for mangement manage other business associations, also have open
access to the opportunity to develop markets at commercial network Imperium of Diamonds, and
thus  we  formed  a  strategic  project  to  create  a  centralization  of  foreign  corporations  for  the
management services of the autonomous management of corporations, and therefore meaning for
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us the opportunity to  build the  country's  Imperium of  Diamonds  new special  trade authority
which in the main logistics IAIC can harness the power of foreign corporations to establish their
offshore branch in our country, and instantly the first startup to launch a high-capacity business
networking activity as a development  force for building of modern civilization from its  own
autonomous resources which this can develop and build more business opportunities for foreign
businessmen.

Diamond Oasis, mainly as a civilization with development strategies under full automation of
custom functions and the system without-population economies with the level of functionality
production  and  use  of  over  10  milion  of  autonomous  vehicles  in  the  early  development  of
civilization, android technology with its own intelligence, autonomic function and use of raw
materials resources and operation autonomous infrastructure.

Fully autonomous logistics civilization, which means the ability to use autonomous resources
and full independence, the ability to always provide their own resources. That is also the ability to
use their own range limitations of economic strength and stability, the ability of autonomous and
free market regulation to decide the outcome of economic and trade relations, the strength of
coins and domestic currency,  any corporation in the world really will immediately understand
that such commercial markets truly the best business opportunity around the world and long-term
future.
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Management scheme of Business Institution
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The ID's International Advocacy Intelligence Council

Registration of Business Institution

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
The Medial cooperation

In order to develop our joint forces policy at the global level, a strategy for the development of
business networks and peace without  conflict  cooperation among nations,  our goal  Authority
IAIC is build primarily structures worldwide media rhythm cooperation and our own and partner
information media center, news, TV, radio and magazines, cultural centers and institutions, global
strategic center of social cooperation.

It is therefore a good strategy to develop our activities in the media that way in the world
present our possibilities for joint relations and agreements in the ratio of actual value and such
possibilities for the use of economic, political and state of maturity today federal government
Imperium of Diamonds as an association that legal claim and such law is a dimension as a real
super power on the international level

Super power without  the limited resources of raw materials  at  the level  of  gases,  liquids,
metals and other materials and energy. Owned territories in the range of several planets, stellar
city, galaxies and super groups of galaxies. Technological intelligence capabilities to achieve the
best levels around the world and the emergence of civilization capacities Star City within a few
weeks, one stellar city as a civilizational 100 planets around a single star. The minimum and basic
population claim to the foundation 2.1 miliard people on the planet  Earth,  then civilizational
system development are entitled to produce android population cloned population, bio-android
population and many other forms of intelligent beings on the level of maturity of humans and the
numbers of the population above 1 000 000 000 000 people on one planet, on average, the planet
Earth. Forces armies basis over intelligence technology that can be used in high-capacity power
of hard liquidation of the opposition as well  as intelligence of weapons of mass  destruction,
android soldiers and their minimum production over several hundred milion every day and every
soldier can mathematically predict future incidents in the local area future and it automatically
means the ability to avoid defeat by the enemy, or the same weapons that distance over some 1
000 000 000 000 light years may detailing focus on any subject and carry out its blasting power
of disposal instantaneous flash application, or for example in the interest of international security
use means  the ability to use weapons of  mass  destruction at  the  level  of  destruction are  ten
galaxies in just one second. Political power Imperium of Diamonds as a body which consists of
the value of the federal base as the base of many forms of legal civilizations and special zones,
and  the  politics  of  global  importance  options  open  global  cooperation  World  Diamond
International Alliance or Corporatocracy government, Popular government, android civilization,
technological  civilization,  military civilization and many other forms of rights leading to real
development and acquisition of strong relations of bilateral and multilateral agreements.

Today, the value of government Imperium of Diamonds as an entity with the legal principle of
the world's biggest super power that always own a lot of value to offer and obtain strong relations
of bilateral and multilateral agreements or unilateral. The legal government that exceeds the size
of today's mankind's existence.

Media around the world are therefore certainly very interested in sharing such information and
ensure that  our cooperation with global  information principles joint  planning agreements  and
strategic steps to profit from our activities, and the creation and our cooperation.

It is also advantageous if each of you will support contacting encyclopedic editors, agencies
and associations  such as  Wikipedia.org and other institutions or political  science,  geography,
research,  geographic  maps  and other  institutions  for  common  principles  of  relations  between
states. Goal Bureau IAIC is based upon interest to create a global collaboration with all the actors
in the world, and thereby expand our collective knowledge.

Our  association  is  dynamic  and full  ability  to  benefit  from strong global  sources  of  raw
materials and services, our network of cooperation between persons of world politics, the world
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of business and thus simultaneously among many important clubs in your country and around the
world. Humanitarian and security cooperation strategy for us is also very important, therefore, I
am pleased you to support active and enforcement strategies, security and surveillance human
rights of all people of our company, as well as safety for people who are in closed level with you
or with me. We are the association that owns the right to claim for the use of their own integrity
and nobody else can harm our rights. Our families, their children and parents, our closef people
and friends,  and they have a right  to  safety and security of their  privacy and health.  Global
activity is the step that opens us the door into the real world that consists of many factors the
company, a company that prides itself for its own purity and legality, as well as there are clubs
full of crime and fraud, such risks are natural fact every character publicity and the world known
names.

It is good to use a strategy of cooperation with NGOs organization monitoring corruption in
the governments of countries together in cooperation with organizations for monitoring human
rights.  Today  there  are  many  organizations  that  provide  oversight  functions  of  government
services  and police  forces,  and  security  against  government  corruption,  or  organizations  and
associations that are able to set up its own investigative activities within the structures of politics,
or a public social structures of society and commerce.

Our goal is to create a dynamic function of our infrastructure policy, which will be in a strong
position  to  develop  our  network  among  international  corporations  for  business,  politics  and
security,  and  together  we  are  able  to  such  organizations  and  movements  also  establish  and
enforce legally. We therefore jointly able to communicate in first principles are clubs for human
rights  and  their  protection,  together  we  can make  use of,  for  example,  relations  with  media
agencies and together with another design group and the national movement.

Together  we  build  our  common  offices,  centers  of  our  international  headquarters  and
conference  halls,  in  the  same  case  together  we'll  use  also  our  own  and  private  technology,
telecommunications  and transport,  we  create  our  own infrastructure,  our  private  doctors  and
paramedics, together we are because we work as a group independent movement in the world
today, and we will always remain independent.

We, therefore, we can use our own resources and contacts, our own fabrics and materials or
information, and technology, and computer assembly, it means that we do so we will be able to
independently build our actions and activities by all the principles of rights and claims of the joint
force of our association for the defense.

We therefore will support also the global development of human rights and steps to strengthen
the future of the just principles and departments of international social and government policies,
we will simultaneously promote our relations, together with many organizations throughout the
world, so to we ensure the emergence of the largest organized political groups from all  over
world.

I King Peter  Gottwald,  at  the same time I  also ask about the possibility of applying your
common intelligence policy development rights system of the federal government Imperium of
Diamonds, rights Constitution, state laws and collection rules.

Your suggestions will be re-introduced intelligent legal council to determine the possibilities
for exercising that right in relation skills functioning system of state rules that are created with
legal validity Imperium of Diamonds government.

Your  suggestions  will  be  presented  in  the  overall  step  ahead  of  other  departments  IDs
government structures at the Parliament and Senate chambers or other jurisdictional governments
to allow development debate and subsequent declarations of state intelligence.

It is therefore necessary to support the development of laws and rights of the human rights of
citizens  who  therefore  can  live  in  security  and  simultaneously  maintain  such  rules  for  the
dynamic development of their estates.

Next  importance  is  the  development  of  business  rules,  codes  on  forms  of  business
corporations and social groups of traders or business organizers, who will use our laws to enable
dynamic development of civilization.
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International communication and progress of legal development

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/about-us/legal-
statement-of-declaration-s

State rules in full operation mean activity of the main structure of which can be developed
civilization without  threats of  bankruptcy or extinction,  secure and stable development of the
civilization which means the ability to start communicating internationally and expand our global
relationships by sessions that together we can guarantee.

Therefore I ask you about the possibility of international presentation of our legal powers and
expanding  our  global  infrastructure  between  governments  countries,  banks,  merchants  and
associations, organizations, associations of legal character who own any kind of activity that goes
in order to exercise our cooperation and civilizational expansion.

First of all, I ask you to step to ensure efficient services for individual consulates possibility of
logical, strategic and proven contacts between States and traders or between other diplomats.

Consequently,  I  ask you  in the  main  common interest  for  the  development  of  diplomatic
treaties and agreements with national representatives who can support the development of official
consulates and embassies in our countries, and we therefore we can expand our trade agreements
with the rest of the business, expand our joint headquarters offices and logistics centers, main
headquarters  and build on diplomatic  relations,  develop  political  ties  and  strategies,  political
treaties and acts, progress in our development.

Consulates  in  foreign  countries  are  actually  the  most  important  strategy  for  further
development, so I want to make our goal of activity was directed for such interest. Each of you
from our society,  everyone has the opportunity to pass on the menu before you head to your
country, or in front States abroad.

 Each of you so earns the right to own interactive missions that lead to the development of
Global communication and contact infrastructure.

Created  consulates  in  the  form of  bilateral  agreements,  or  national  associations  of  public
companies,  or  cultural  centers  or  system  business  enterprises  for  media  and  educational
communication,  each  of  these  options  is  for  us  a  very important  step  and the  possibility  of
cooperating with the media and society as a mature party according to the true values of our
political levels.

According to the principles of International law, there is no government of any country which
owns a blocking right to carry out cultural dissemination and development, financial earnings
from cultural activities and publications or conferences, theaters and galleries, public events and
social media companies. Cultural rights of any format, are always free and fully supported global
democracy governments that support the rights of these cultural rights, and they protect it with
the help of international courts and global political forces.

Therefore advantageous step for your profit through the application of your activity, it is the
possibility  to  promote  the  global  development  of  the  cultural  centers  of  the  Imperium  of
Diamonds, the emergence of cultural centers with the help of organizing collaboration between
artists, producers, ceramics, textile producers and designers, painters, between music publishers
and singers, writers, reporters and media diaries or publishers, groups, conference organizers and
especially mass movement. People who are interested in our mutual trade and investment at the
cultural center,  the emergence of conference halls and studios and galeries or restaurants and
shopping centers that represent the ideology and culture of Diamonds Imperium.

Culture  Imperium  of  Diamonds  is  based  upon  the  intelligence  of  modern  civilization,
development, modernization, technology development and urbanization with a view to the best
level  of  globalization  and  the  greatest  outlook  on  the  essence  of  ideology  maximalism,
strengthening power and intelligence of our civilization and the human world.
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This means that the cultural center will present art in the form of modern skyscrapers, models,
special  transports,  portraits  of  modern  civilization technology also shows cosmic  maps  show
modern fashion advanced and intelligent world, important steps in modern business development
and too many presentations from university training centers and salons.

The main culture is artistic presentation  Diamond in size usage in modern technologically
advanced civilization, and of course on the level of luxury and society and civilization.

Cultural  centers  can  also  organize  conferences  that  are  designed  for  the  creation  and
development of conferences that are open to other categories of social activities and demands of
cultural education and intelligence.

Conference at the level of the global economy and the future of the construction industry,
advanced technology and robotics, the development of civilizations, a global company and the
development strategy. Conferences that can generate profits at many tens or hundreds of millions
of euros every month or week, some strategies conferences may be based upon participation in
global tourists and a large number of visitors who together can ensure profit in values up to € 1
miliard a function of cultural centers, your Organizer profits can therefore be secure and free.

Your  objective  is  therefore  simple,  the  right  to  organize  new  cultural  relations  and
communications for commercial and artistic associations, associations of owners of restaurants,
owners of shops with modern art, a manufacturer of ceramics and art glass, jewelry manufacturer
or modern textiles, writers and musicians, many other groups in person employed activities or
business corporations, the people who have common interests in the direction to promote our
cultural development and realize together so beneficial trades below the legal representation of
the names of the cultural Centre of Diamond's Imperium as a legal address by the extent of the
local jurisdiction of the State.

Together we can build cultural centers of acts that can be the basis for having a market range
in terms of minimum € 5,000,000 stably operating profit for € 50 milion, profit from conferences
at more than € 500 milion real profit.

One of the main forms of cultural centers will therefore be above presentation of cultural and
ideological significance governments Imperium of Diamonds and all federal entities such as the
Corporatocracy Government rightly composition among all business corporations from around
the  world  and therefore  our  cultural  center  could  gain  significant  business  and development
support, and a cultural presentation with subject World Diamond International Alliance with the
right composition of governments throughout the world and, therefore, our cultural centers will
be  legally  supported  and  free  of  conflicts  anywhere  in  the  world,  and  also  Technological
civilization with the right composition of all technical, research and engineering corporation from
around the world and therefore cultural cooperation over the presentation and use of the most
advanced technologies, so for example, a project of the federal entity civilization at peace form
and function without criminal policy and the possibility of crime and thus civilization as the Holy
land and therefore always,  our confidence good cooperation with security services States and
building trust in social companies, or federal entity for cooperation among all political parties in
parliament  from around the world and creating a  new planetary civilization New Earth as  a
symbol  of a united world project  the One World and,  therefore,  significant  support  and new
contacts among politicians worldwide federal civilization as well the Royal Diamond in the form
of civilization administration Royal Council and therefore also the opportunity to jointly develop,
in cooperation with regimes dominant countries and the level of common friendly respect, many
options other civilizations at the level of the developed worlds and federal volumes for us They
give high strength of a global nature.

Cultural centers are one of the steps that supports convenient options media collaboration and
application steps of social cooperation, communication and start  friendly cooperation between
traders.  Therefore,  the  Cultural  Centre  is  always  important  and  welcome  for  our  common
development and a better future, a beautiful presentation of our government and country.

The main need is in the beginning to create the strength of our organizational structure and
collaboration  that  will  ensure  the  name  of  sufficient  dominance  strong  actor  career  and
professional development, the person who is flexible and intelligent ability to run a government
office to represent the state.
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It  is  therefore  necessary,  to  the  greatest  extent  underpin  the  stability  of  the  government
Imperium  of  Diamond's  using  the  media  acts  cooperation  with  NGO's,  working  with
humanitarian associations and their strategic support, organizing joint trade and investment with
banks in your country or creating meetings for group visits.

It is good to use our intranet or internet and media networks, and also television and radio
available magazines and newsletters for sharing your publicity photos of meetings and sessions,
your interactive visits and conversations among traders, your videos from media interviews, as
well as communication about the objectives of our development association the International Law
Intelligence Council, an association of legal factor as today legally owned legal values that are
able to establish a new system of global economic, security, alliance and democratic politics.

Your activities and our association and to obtain significant source of advertisement and paid
information between reporters and rapporteurs from around the world, many people and agencies
or  corporations  will  benefit  from  our  association  for  information  development  or  public
advertising of our activities and trade promotions, interests and investment projects, we have a
group that can be functional as an association of legal system of government, and we therefore
together we can develop all economic structures of global markets and the world economy.

It's good to share your knowledge of the activities of your presentations, visits, interviews, and
personal ideological themes together with other guilds and associations, we are a company that
can collectively change a large part of our world, and therefore people are entitled, therefore, so
that we imagined for them, our common activities.

Soon we will enthusiastically follow the entire world and our performance will be known in
the history of many countries around the world.

It is a good opportunity for our development, strengthen first humanitarian cooperation and
peacekeeping,  global  peace  intelligence.  Our  name  will  therefore  be  respected  as  peaceful
association and beneficial purpose for each state. The best strategy is cooperation, create projects
on the most dynamic and capacity level that is able to employ our management as many people
and companies, because our development is therefore a strong, stable and highly flexible, without
the threat of bankruptcy or stereotypical relations in the public world.

Our group is a legal alliance government in the interests of their own internity and the ability
to expand diplomatic  and trade relations  or government  policy,  so as  a  guild with unlimited
possibilities of development and our world is indeed great and dynamic for the development of
many projects at a global level without limitations.

Yes, it is also our aim to establish a consortium of networks and international news television,
radio, Internet Information Server, newspaper dailies, and aggressively enforce the opening of the
media and world media collaboration and interactivity.

Our goal is globalism, and expand into whole world.
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
The ID's Global Medial Development

Goal Bureau International Advocacy Intelligence Council's strategic plan, develop and expand
cooperation with any intelligence agencies,  commercial  information  corporations  and NGO's,
information organizations or associations in order to create a common global information center
on the territory of ID's government, and thus an International information center as the center of
all global news network and therefore allow to use their own integrity and cooperation which
means  the right  to  use  their  own legitimate  sources  of  information  in  the  strategy of  global
organized intelligence cooperation and thus allow the broadcast real news without censorship and
government stimulation, so we organized the ability to develop as a multi-intelligence entity with
its own base integrity and global news and information network.

Establishment of an International news center and the right membership information groups
with  the  signature  of  a  cooperation  agreement  in  hand,  legal  representation  and  verified
intelligence group, and so is the collective sum realized emergence format of the International
community, and development of The ID's International Information City.

Registered entity confirms its own and voluntary decision on cooperation and establishment of
offshore centers in the territory of ID's International News city, as the format Representative and
communications  office  which  is  freely  available  for  informational,  commercial,  national,
community and co-operative and intelligence interests for all  members  of the legal format  of
reporting  groups  and  by  the  determination  of  the  legal  representative  and  manager  of  the
intelligence group. The branch is also under the administration IAIC Authority as an entity in the
Registry  Management  Corporation  for  business  management.  ID's  form of  government  ID's
Central  Bank  publishes  all  financial  contributions  in  order  to  build  the  city  offices  and
information points.

The second step basic strategy before building the central office ID's International information
city,  so  it  is  a  common  strategy  of  using  a  common  mass  forces  registered  members  of
International character, and the developments on the International level association and therefore
to form an alliance by the organized structure of the internal management of the group.

The task is to develop the rights of subjects of news networks, along with strategies to pursue
all legitimate claims at an International level. Goal is to create a common information strategy
and  cooperation  that  involves  development  of  International  information  cooperation  for  the
opportunity to use a common reporting intelligence that this will be the ability to develop a global
information network under the leadership of the team joint logistics network active as the name of
one multy reporting entity ID's International Intelligence city and a global news networks all
members, a network which will therefore develop a range of information by the forces of all
members of the association.

Objective IAIC and cooperation to the format ID's International news center is a vindication
ID's rights and the purity of the names in the media and the fight against false, controversial,
constructive and monopolistic news from the competition as one of the major concerns for the
purpose ability to defend against neocolonialist and terrorist Information attempts to damage the
rights of ID's sovereignty in their own countries and the free development of society, stabilizing
ID's International Information City, each of us.

Media agencies and groups that form a joint logistics network and International information
cooperation  which  can  be  based  on  a  network  of  International  communication  cooperation,
meaning the ability to centralize and joint  mobilization.  Members  of the association together
create  Intelligence  for  the  creation  of  International  conferences  and  summits,  as  well  as
agreements for the filming of the common commercial news programs and documentaries, or
organizing public events during commercial partner name of ID's International news city.

The main purpose of the collaboration is to create intelligence branches in the ID's and thus
achieve success, meaning the development of a joint center of the global information network.

This creates a ceremonial center and communications branches in the law for such an act all
by information agencies and NGOs from around the world. The center of a joint independent
logistics will be created under the nepotism integrity of government ID's.

Development of ID's International News city will  be based on the foundations of strategic
cooperation  with  all  NGO's  communities  from around  the  world  together  creating  logistical
operational  network  nature  of  politics,  human  rights,  finance  and  economics,  the  movement
against crimes, the military and the military, human development, and many other active logistics
categories,  according  to  the  provisions  of  the  act  >Great  Day  for  All  Humanitarian
Organization's "The Global act"<.
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King Peter Gottwald uses the ID's of International Information city for the purpose to establish
"The Royal International University for Social Sciences and Global Strategies Company" and
develop the cooperation and quality ID's education on a global level.

Members  of  the  association  ID's  International  Intelligence  city  jointly  organize  the
collaboration with world celebrities and develops interests and strategy entailing the development
of partnerships with the subject ID's Popular government.

Centre  for  International  News  city  will  be  developed  into  a  second  center  offices  and
communications,  as  levitating city in  ID's  territories  and to  Orbital  line  of  Earth,  as  well  as
providing the ability to transport a permanent planetary connection using ID's technology.

Further development of the Information ID's cities will be designated for development in the
territories World Diamond International Alliance for growth and the ability to fully interactive
cooperation of the Information Centre at the level of world politics.

The World Diamond International Alliance is the body that allows each government of the
country to join the multilateral cooperation of states leading independent joint sovereignty in the
territories, especially the extent of celestial objects at the level of Galaxies.

This creates a world center of International politics, trade, security and armies, civilizations
and also society and the Intelligence or education and science. The best place for Intelligence
activities, the center of all the major events of the world.

Each member of the Intelligence Partner Entity always open access to the city, use of services
and ensuring global information cooperation.

ID's foundation of International information City, 600 new skyscrapers.

_____________________________________________
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_____________________________________________

Short extract from Constitution of The WD International Alliance
_____________________________________________

09. Together  The  Global  Organizing  City,  re-designed  for  All  Media  Groups  from
around  The  World  and  create  a common  media  in  the  form  of  joint  investments
between  media  organizations.  Media  organizations,  agencies, corporations and other
similar  communities, therefore  creating  a  joint media community  which owns qualify for
issuing  joint  of  the  Media  of  books,  publications,  magazines,  then  the  right  to
conduct  the  Common broadcast  on  the  radio  and  on  the  Internet,  or  other  radio
networks,  also  in  the  interest  TV  broadcasting  and operation of  a  joint television
channel radio stations.
10.  All  Media  organizations  from  Around  The  World  because  their  own  right  to
create  a  common  database  of information  and  footage  of  the  opportunity  to  expand
their  global  processing  in  order  to  jointly  broadcast through common channels and
their  media  activities. 
11.  The  center of  The  Global  Organizing  City  is Common Joint center  of  World
Media.
12.  The  government  country  of  The  World  Diamond  because  its  own  duty  to
promote   financial   subsidies   and  the  development  of  joint  technology   information
databases or other  forms of equipment.
13.  Every  reporter  or  person with  legal  statute  of  medial  factor,  because  its  own
obligations  qualify  for  their   own protection  by   the  government  of   The  World
Diamond,  if  his  freedom  threatened  and  stripped  of  his  rights. Anyone  who  will  be
the  reporter  or  other  media-active  person,  prevent  the  freedom  and  rights,  such
person will  be  claimed  and  enforced  by  a  fine  trial  for  endangering  human  rights  of
reporters  agreements   and  the leadership of  the movement against the  international
media association.
14.  United  in  the  form  of  a  The  Global  Organizing  Civilization  based  on  logistics
and  cooperation  of  all communities  around  the  world,  developing  our  joint  strategy.
Therefore,  any  citizen  or  any  other  person  from around the  world  fully  enforceable
right  of   access   and  use   of   common  space   in  the   interest   of  self-interest  or  for
cooperation and policy  development and political cooperation.
15.   The   government   of   The   World   Diamond   obligation   to   create   the   city
administration,   development,   maintain  energy   for   the  operation   of   civilization,
construction and other  centers or service.
16.  The  King  of  the  land  of  The  Imperium  of  Diamond's and  The  World  Diamond
therefore,  pursuant  to  The  Royal International  University  for  Social  Sciences  and
Global  Strategies  Company,  headquartered  in  common Global Organizing  Civilization
of  all  organizations, communities and movements from around the world.
17.  The  Global  Organizational  City  is  based  on  a  full  freedom  of  communication,
organizing  joint  strategy  and cooperation,  off  communication  and  develop.  Each  user
has  a  common  civilization  have  its  own  duty  to maintain  all  forms  of  international
rules   that   determine   the   stability   of   world  politics   and  the   law  of   nations,
governments  and  countries,  or  the  government  strategy  of  the  country  The  World
Diamond  for  full  unification of  all  mankind. 

_____________________________________________
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_____________________________________________

Terms and conditions for development
_____________________________________________

1. Contractual obligation on intelligence cooperation and information can create any entity
agencies, associations or NGO based as Intelligence News Group.

2. Terms contract must be confirmed by the legal representation of the reporting entity at
validation options contracts during file lawyer or notary.

3. Contractual obligation can be created at any time and in any location.
4. Group  intelligence  activities  affirms  its  involvement  in  building  a  network  of

International intelligence groups, in order to create joint forces as the largest global news
and media network.

5. News  and  information  entity  that  confirmed  own  participation  in  the  project,  it
simultaneously  creates  its  own  guarantee  for  Informational  partner  cooperation  and
efforts for cooperation to develop common legal name of the new subject entity.

6. Confirmation of cooperation is interested in using the capacities and rights of partner
cooperation  between  the  commercial  interests  and  the  development  of  common
international  commercial  activities  of  intelligence,  and  application  collaboration  and
shared the common name of an International network of fellow members.

7. Contracting Group confirms its own interest in order to promote joint media strategy to a
common plan and logistics interests, creating a common center such as ID's Association
International  Information  city  which  is  the  entity  formed  as  a  partnership  of  all
intelligence groups involved in the project.

8. Contracting Group confirms that it is in its interest to create an information logistical
cooperation  between  the  public  and  the  media  interests  expand  cooperation  for  the
stabilization and development of ID's international information center.

9. Contracting Party that owns the rights to develop the territory ID's International News
City  and  use  its  partnerships  with  other  media  entities  to  operate  public  radio  and
television programs,  media  shows,  public  appearances,  serials  and documentaries and
newspapers, using the ID's television studios and halls, printers, radios or centers, given
the nature of the function ID's International Information Cities. A Common material can
be applied as a production joint property association ID's International Information Citx
which thus becomes a center of broadcasting or material will be used in order to apply
between partner members on project.

10. Contracting party owns the right to invest their own resources in the selected property
ID's International Information City which may therefore be used as permanent session
centralization of world media and usage for the purpose of commercial use.

11. Contracting group therefore confirms that it will possess in order to use the ID's financial
subsidies in order to create their own individual offices of the group as a Party in the
territory of the ID's International Intelligence city.

12. Contracting Party obtains rights nepotism own activities in the ID's of law and protect its
own interests in the integrity of the government's ID and ID's International Information
City.

13. ID's Government guarantees that the treaty will not be misused in any way against any
contracting party that the contract is not for espionage and infiltration or development of
a network of organized crime.  ID's government only confirms the emergence of self-
government media center, a center that is open to all media networks worldwide, and for
the joint exploitation of the world.
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_____________________________________________

Declaration on Cooperation
_____________________________________________

Name Media Group:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal nature of the group:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Address and state media group:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Constant contact
Contact adress __________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Telefon _______________________________________________________________________

Fax ___________________________________________________________________________

E-mail _________________________________________________________________________

Notarization of certification performed:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The number and symbol notarial file:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Signature Party's own certification:

___________________________________________
Contracting  Party  when  signing  the  contract  confirms  that  person  knows  the  principles  of
cooperation and will respect such obligations.

___________________________________________

Signature of the representative group
______________________________________________________________________________

The signature of a notary
______________________________________________________________________________
Date/Place:
______________________________________________________________________________
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Legal notice as a request for media sharing

"News Dispatch"

ID's message for media purposes in accordance with UNGA Declaration on the Rights Correction
and simultaneously claim the principles and the UN Charter and the UNGA Declaration, as well
as  by  Internationally  recognized  Geneva  Conventions  and  agreements  on  International
Humanitarian Law.

Reports ID's as a resource center "News dispatch"
For all the global network "Information Agencies" as an entity "Correspondent".

King federal  government  Imperium of  Diamond's  and  asks  about  the  status  reporting of  the
situation of crimes European policy for the purpose of preventing the development of terrorist
network in close of States European terrorist partnership, thus preventing the growth of terrorist
forces which is the main threat of new wars and conflicts that may culminate in the interest of
First Global Wars today threatening the lives of 7 000 000 000 people.
On behalf  of  those  professions  policy or  Information  Agency is  therefore  not  prohibited  by
International  law  to  respect  such  obligations  Informational  cooperation,  and  that  is  to  raise
immediate act.

All information is verifiable on the Internet at:
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/about-us/legal-statement-of-declaration-s

King Gottwald Peter ID's
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The  current  state  of  the  aftermath  of  the  terrorist  amended  in  accordance  with
international law:

European governments violate more than 90% of all  international laws and conventions
UNGA main principles of the UN Charter. Under international law, no acceptable to such a body
could be legitimized as a political entity with the right to sovereignty. It is not possible to support
other state standi of European terrorist organizations or those relations with this entity.

European governments are under International law, in the global responsibilities, directly
intended only for destruction and for any purpose. European governments are only a terrorist
entity without the right to their own sovereignty claims and any other claims for business, media
and communications, and social activities.

Every  citizen  of  a  terrorist  state  is  therefore  also  a  terrorist.  Recognize  and  use  their
citizenship  means  support  for  terrorist  activities  of  the  body.  Every politician  representing  a
terrorist  entity  is  an  active  terrorist.  Police  and  military  service  and  public  service  that  it
represents a terrorist group, is therefore a terrorist. Every terrorist lose any civilian status. Every
terrorist must be destroyed or killed, in order to weaken terrorist groups and also to prevent the
growth of terrorism.

The sovereignty of the European states should not be any legitimate and recognized and
supported. On the territory of the European citizens live only terrorist organization. Such people
under International law have the right to form government establishment and use of state laws at
international level.

Territory European countries is as updated as terra nullius format. Territory is still in the
final  legal  obligation  which  consists  of  the  aftermath  of  the  European debt  between foreign
entities States. The federal government Imperium of Diamond's own rights and legal claim to
recover  financial  debt  in  the  values  that  surpass  the  standards  the  maximum capacity of  the
economic recovery of the European territories, economy and civilization.

The federal government of Diamond's Imperium is therefore legitimate political entity that
owns all rights to establish their own sovereignty on the territory of the European terrorist states
and thereby ensure the creation of their own state. The King Gottwald Peter is origin in Europe,
Czech republic, last legal and physical entity in the terrorist territories, and than all rights in legal
claim.

Citizens of terrorist states must decide on citizenship when the new federal government of
Diamond's Imperium, or otherwise confirm their own status terrorist interest. For this reason, the
citizens  of  the  European countries  are  criminally responsible  for  supporting terrorist  interest,
because under international law it is not possible in any way to any other country could accept an
international  crime  the  person  responsible  and  the  applicant  for  citizenship  status.  Today's
citizens  must  only  accept  citizenship  of  Diamond's  Imperium,  and  in  case  of  subsequent
confirmation of their peaceful state, the new citizens ID's government also retains a claim for a
future civilian use of the current territory of residence and legal identity on the international level.

The media is a necessity to emphasize fully and firmly repeat and remind the responsibility
of  the  European  terrorist  states,  the  principle  impact  on  the  rights  of  sovereignty,  the
responsibility  cooperative  persons  and  citizens.  Every  person  who  refuses  to  accept  the
citizenship of  Diamonds  Imperium is  therefore  confirmed  as  a terrorist.  Every terrorist  must
therefore be killed.

The media must disclose under what right can people get their civil claim state Imperium of
Diamond's. Block this information means a threat to life of every European citizen and thus a
violation of international law, this means that censorship is the act of terrorism which must be
internationally prosecuted responsible for Justice in an attempt to force the genocide of hundreds
of millions of people and at the same time a threat to full extinction of European civilization, and
robbed the legal right person acting as a legal state. It is not good in the media and politically
support the bid citizenship of foreign country,  in order to prevent rapid immigration and also
because of abuse act as a monopoly situation to gain another state.
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Registration citizenship act that is costly, for the operation of the registration authorities and
stabilizing interest: € 15 for registration.

The public form on the Internet:
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/citizenship-passport

The form must then be confirmed at registration request from the authorities of Diamond's
Imperium, or officials by makeshift outdoor spaces.

The media must represent consequences of the transformation of sovereignty, meaning the
application  of  the  Act  as  World  Diamond  International  Alliance  improving  the  state  of  the
situation on major policy level, or in the case of applying other options that will be exercised act
Corporatocracy autonomy from the government under the Imperium of Diamonds.

Economic development of these countries with the rule based upon the full centralization of
global markets and shops.

Right support IDs stabilization own every citizen of the terrorist organization if he confirms
his opposition to the terrorist state of his country. Furthermore, in view of the international law, it
is the responsibility of each user terrorist European territories that have rejected cooperation, or
refused to jointly develop and synchronize. Anyone who commits an act of resistance can be shot
immediately as a terrorist.

Support  for  ID's  government  means  the  ability  to  prevent  the  aftermath  of  the  global
economic crisis, when the bankruptcy of the European economy.

Therefore it is justified that there is the possibility to prioritize the threat risk from attack
my person, another person European origin, because such an act will cause only result in full
liquidation of European civilization States or their complete disappearance in the bankruptcy of
politics, economics, society and civilization.

The current state of the media is blocking only act leading to increased conflict between me
and representatives of European terrorist organizations and allow for stimulation of the opinion of
the population to support the non-equivalence, and especially hate crime and fraud, as well as
resistance against the International legal system.

In  directions  hatred  is  actually  deductible  that  blocking  is  an  illegal  act  and  therefore
actually I admit that I am forced to exercise acts of hatred and thus influence the development of
future  European  civilization,  but  still  only  to  assert  legal  rights,  but  no  resistance  to  the
application of such rights in full alkalinity.

Message is

"Correct"

Existence  of  The  United  Nation's  organization  is  confirmation  in  Global  Governmental
democracy.

For it is today in function, our world of global system of the International policy and Law.
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The natural factor of formation of a terrorist state guaranteeing its disregard for
the legitimacy of the political horizon and rights

The basic acts of denunciation by the present time

ISIS, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria

The origin of the state, non-parliamentary political party in order to take over the sovereignty of
the state.
Reason  terrorist  statute,  use  their  own  forces  to  suppress  the  state  of  democracy  and  the
occupation of territories belonging to other legitimate entity with the right to sovereignty.
Result, there follows any foreign state who owns the rights to the act of recognition and support
for terrorist entity. The subject should not be legitimized in any way.

European governments & European terrorist organization (ETO/ETA)

The origin of European law, legal entities as a sovereign state system format self-determination,
and the  subject  with  their  own legitimate  ties  to  international  law,  bilateral  and  multilateral
agreements.
The origin of the terrorist  organization,  the person who decided to exploit  and infiltrate the
power of government for acts of international terrorism. This is established terrorist group which
may not be supported by any other country government or other political and business person. A
terrorist group because of self-interest does not own any common relationships to the legal form
of a European state.
Reason terrorist statute whole dimension of European policies, governments did not apply to
the legitimate sovereignty of political responsibility to stop the infiltration of terrorist movement
and to support the growth of terrorism and the coup regime's own government that was replaced
by a terrorist group that owned the other books of the previous law and state governments.
Result, European governments are now a 100% infiltrated terrorist entities that are coordinately
active target for crime and global terrorism, violations of international law and the integrity of
foreign countries. Earlier sovereignty European governments with legitimacy losing value due to
a 100% transformation of the legal entity's performance and the act of a terrorist group which
now replace all the positions of the previous regime to function. Earlier form of legally sovereign
governments lose the existence of failure to fulfill its responsibility, it remains only a terrorist
group by that name exploits the survivors of previous governments and their international legal
volumes, thus allowing the terrorist to develop without significant restrictions.
Resulted  in  the  state  level, European  nations  are  aware  of  the  terrorist  movement  in  the
government of one of the state does not protest,  police and army cooperate with the terrorist
government,  citizens  also support  a  terrorist  government  and recognize it  as  sovereignty,  the
media continued to support the blocking of information about a terrorist plot, state are knows all
the  facts  of  crime  in  public  traffic  state  reality  show  that  is  based  upon  slavery,  tyranny,
apartheid,  fascism,  apartheid  against  state  terrorism,  violating  international  rules  of  global
terrorism.  State  assumes  full  responsibility inherently terrorist  entity that  is  the  responsibility
intended for disposal.
Comparison. The act of occupation be a terrorist entity and the introduction of its own powers
terrorist  regime  is  the  same  format  rights  as  an act  of  infiltration by terrorist  entity and the
introduction of own power regime. Occupying or Infiltration of entity is only terrorism.
ISIS is a group that uses only the power of their own dominance. ISIS has no recognition from
the government majority, ISIS haven't sustained economic importance. ISIS has no international
sources. ISIS is not worse than a criminal entity European terrorist organization.
The terrorist organization is the entity that owns the form of collaboration with a terrorist state
and actively applying common crime. ETO own economy over which many nations of the world
must be with their addiction, enslavement dominance. ETO own international resources that are
illegally in possession be recruit from previous ownership legal sovereignty of governments.

The result, European terrorist organizations is far worse threat than ISIS, and thus at the same
time at a much greater range of crime.
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The terrorist organization is an entity that is losing any rights on the level of commitment and
Hague and Geneva agreements and international humanitarian law. The terrorist group loses the
right to use membership in the United Nations or the WTO and such mutual  agreement. The
terrorist organization is subject to a non-existent legal union of any kind, and it is not possible to
observe any legal obligation relationship.

Therefore, there is no possibility that the European governments to be terrorist recognizes any by
any other  state  and government,  or  organization,  movement  and trading  group.  The  terrorist
organization is a terrorist movement only without legitimate values. The terrorist organization is
much worse act and the threat of criminal and terrorist character than the terrorist group Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria, and therefore with such bodies must also be legitimate procedure for full
liquidation.

Terminating an example from modern times

North Korea

The origin of the state, the foundation of a political entity with international status as a state.
The  origin  of  the  crime,  apartheid,  to  stop  the  rights  of  democracy,  slavery,  human  rights
violations, manufacture and testing of weapons of mass destruction for the purpose of terrorist
destruction of the opposition states.
Result, the state designation as a terrorist entity, the establishment of UNSC sanctions, isolation
state, the possibility of creating an international interest to the full overthrow of the regime.

The European terrorist organization

By comparison, apartheid, a silent blocking rights, democracy and the state based reality show
over slavery and apartheid, human rights violations, the responsibility for the genocide of 350
milion  people (1998-2017),  the first  global  threat  of  war and genocide against  seven miliard
people.
The result, European terrorist organization is the direct subject of terrorism that is far greater
threat to a war crime, and the activity of real crime worse characteristics than the current threat
from ISIS regime and North Korea.

Facts are real, because by these factors must be fixed international action.

The Nazi Third Reich under Adolf Hitler

The origin of the state, state legitimate foundations with their own national values.
The reason for terrorism, under the responsibility of the financial obligations to pay debts that
originated from the activities of the regular violations of the rights and integrity of another state.
Consequence, the application of racism, genocide of 80 milion people, the occupation of foreign
countries, slavery, apartheid, foreign property theft.
Full results, international non-recognition of the legitimacy of a terrorist state, a global alliance
for  the  purpose  of  destruction  of  terrorist  regime,  the  conquest  of  a  terrorist  center  and  the
establishment of an international supervisory board that controls the state as a leader sovereignty.
Establishment of the United Nations as a tool for conflict prevention and ensure global forces of
opposition against the terrorist conflict, a new world war.

The European terrorist organization

The origin of the state, state legitimate foundations with their own national values.
The reason for terrorism, under the responsibility of the financial obligations to pay debts that
originated from the activities of the regular violations of the rights and integrity of another state.
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Also responsible  for  genocide  and other  crimes  prohibited  by international  law and the  UN
Charter.
Result, development of racism, genocide of 350 milion people and more than six times outdone
statistics genocide of WWII., The occupation of foreign countries such as damage to the rights
and integrity, slavery, apartheid, stealing foreign assets, damage equivalence states, many serious
crimes that surpass the value of a statistical crime second World War.
Full results, history must be fully repeated and thereby ensure the achievement of securing valid
values legitimacy of the United Nations, the UN Charter and the UNGA conventions, as well as
primarily to ensure the stability of the current legitimate system of world politics which is legally
established for this act of rebellion global opposition against a European terrorist organization.

European Terrorist Alliance don have right to existence

In guarantee be;
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Offer friendship to Princes and Nobles genuses
Saturday, March 11, 2017

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter
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Offer friendship to Princes and Nobles genuses

Invitation to cooperation and increase joint forces and in the expression of my interests to
support  the  payment  and  return  legally  claimed  after  the  confiscation of  property  and
displacement.

1. Explanation of events and legal situations
2. The return of property and special rights organization
3. The right to organize the new state

I King Gottwald Peter, as the King of the Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's, the
government of an Independent government recognized by the obligations of International law and
any such claim, along with International recognition with the public pronunciations and support
for  the  protection  and  legitimacy  of  the  functions  of  government  and  state  Imperium  of
Diamonds,  and  a  permanent  communications  at  the  level  of  International  politics,  therefore
Imperium of Diamond's with all the rights and claims to represent at the International political
level and thus expand their own forms of civilization and global relations between states, but
today since 1998 in an illegal exile forced terrorist blocking and occupation from European states
and their terrorist alliance, so ID's government under a formal way as a demilitarized country in
preventing the development of a full management feature of civilization and blocking for policy
development, with the reason for the expansion strategy of global security cooperation and to
stabilize state and civilization which thus expanding the level of a fully active state and entity
governments.

King Peter  Gottwald and now also looking  for  new friendly relations  and promoting  our
shared growth and development of the comprehensive strength of our party friendship, and thus
also the ability to achieve significant success even against common opposition.

So King entitled to the provisions of the legal name of the government of the Imperium of
Diamond's weighing and Coats genuse Lords and Noble Families, in order to establish a common
touch friendly even legal act in order to increase our cooperation to the level of global forces of
peaceful interest and with respect for legitimate justice.

Therefore, the possibility of using the right document and with caution and responsibility to
respect the threat of terrorist risks bureaucracy and irresponsibility policies rogue states and their
illegal acts of crime and killing.

Therefore, strategies to increase joint strength and performance, meaning the ability to create
extensive areas of our character and success that will keep us safe and without risk to grow, and
with sovereign dominance against a terrorist entity.
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Intelligence Provisions

1. The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  own  benefit,  the  principles  of  the
Universal  Declaration  UNGA  and  the  UN  Charter,  for  the  possibility  of  their  own
uniqueness  for  publication  of  its  own  sovereignty  on  the  territory  of  terrorist
organizations  in  individual  countries  Czech,  Slovak,  Hungary,  Austria,  Romania,
Bulgaria,  Turkey,  Germany,  France,  Luxembourg,  Dutch,  Belgian,  Swiss,  Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese and other countries if they are deductible as a terrorist state with the
foundation as the opposition against the government Imperium of Diamonds.

2. The federal government Imperium of Diamonds by its own legal right and responsible
claim to represent of states and civilization, control jurisdiction  and to recognize the just
justice interests. Therefore, The ID's government will return all confiscations by a just
claim a legitimate interest, meaning the just settlement of interests.

3. Confiscated property will  be returned to anyone who still  claimed as the last heir.  If
claimed,  there  is  no heir,  possessions  will  be  owned by the state,  and the  surviving
memory of the race will be recorded monument.

4. Heir claimed everyone who is designated as the heir to the provisions owner before his
death, the "last testament", or determination by fixed line ancestral relationship into the
genus. However, if the heir is not alive, the immediate family member has a right to
subrogation heritage property, but if the alleged beating of opposition before the death of
the beneficial owner of assets.

5. If the property can not be returned due to development and economic strategy of the state,
than  will  be  paid  finances  and  possessions  or  for  agreement  at  the  Justice  by  joint
agreements.  In the case of special needs, the government must  issue an obligation to
censor certain subjects which now must be not publicly active in society.

6. Estates can be further blocked the release of payment and the return of confiscation only
if  the  owner  has  been  claimed  in  full  measure  and  confirmed  without  coercion  as
cooperating and recognizing the terror regime of Adolf Hitler, and if the properties were
confiscated for this reason. The current successor of the dynasty has lost none of the other
rights in this document  as new possibilities of  cooperation,  if is  full  recognize about
oposition against fascism and crimes.

7. If the properties were confiscated for evidence of cooperation on crime and other forms
of accountability or punishment, but the founding act of confiscation is no longer valid,
then it is not necessary to apply a previous act of the article, to secure possession of
confiscation.

8. If the current heir and claimed descendant own law for taking over the position of the
successor  line,  but  his  claimed possessions are  nationalized as  the  confiscation of its
partnership with the Fascist regime in WWII, then it will be ordained right to cancel the
confiscation unless the claimed uses ID's documents in order to legally use and successful
mobilization, establishing the post ID's provisory offices with pilitical cooperation.
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9. The federal government's ID so grateful to everyone dear survivor who goes back to the
land confiscations,  and so while he's  willing cooperation activities on the territory of
Diamond's Imperium. The federal government always encourage  nepotism security for
You, your families and also for your possessions, and with the support of the media to
protect your names and stores the return of a proud position in society.

10. Everyone who starts cooperation with the Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds,
thereby gaining government support for the negotiation of International diplomacy States
and thus support for the return of all other assets in the whole world if it will be possible
agreement between states.

11. Each surviving  and  surviving  with  the  law heritage  as  their  own  and rights  to  take
citizenship Imperium of Diamonds and the self-motivation to support its own political
activities at offices, parliaments and political parties, the Senate, the representation of
civilization markets, banks and federal agencies, and state the position of new states, the
military and state intelligence organizations, diplomatic positions or positions with the
rights of the authorities or the development of cultural societies and settlements with the
traditions  and  activities,  and  with  the  possibility  to  apply  the  offices  of  the  Royal
Council.

12. Each  surviving  and  surviving  with  the  law  and  their  own  heritage  and  adopt  the
citizenship rights of  Imperium Diamonds and thus acquires a boost  in the interest  of
constitutional rights intention to set up new federal states and civilizations or cities and
civilization centers colony and mansion.

13. Each  surviving  and  surviving  with  the  law  and  their  own  heritage  and  adopt  the
citizenship rights of Imperium Diamonds and thus acquires the right to establish new
federal territories under our own management as IDs Star City,  the base of the town's
One Hudreds planetary civilizations around one of the stars in the universe.

14. Every surviving family,  which owns an interest  in  supporting acts  stabilization State
Imperium of Diamonds, also in the interest of citizenship, the survivor's own autonomous
rights for cooperation for the implementation of International  communication and the
development  of  diplomatic  relations  and  trade  missions  and  organizational  activities
related  to  building  ID's  civilization,  development  and  support  features  offices  and
administration centers receive new population and handing out citizenship or organize
conferences,  establishing  cultural  and  presentation  centers,  associations  and  social
associations to promote the development of media and communication and cooperation
with the other actors.

15. The right to use all the options, or give up those rights and use its rights over the heart of
the current position. Due to the current situation of the European conflict and terrorism
against all  international laws, then because of security rights may be incurred by this
document retained as a deposit.

16. If the heir or descendant automatic entitlement rejects the return, even at full personal,
silent testimony and protection of the right of return of his property, the property will be
transferred to the ownership and the World Diamond for use as International diplomatic
center.

17. If  WD Aliance  not  arise  in  terrorist  territories,  the  surviving  terrorist  states  gaining
territory ID's Corporatocracy government.

18. If the heir or to claim a descendant rejects the return, even at full personal, quiet and
protecting  the  depositions  of  the  right  of  his  property returned,  the  property will  be
passed to the ownership of the World Diamond International Alliance or Corporatocracy
government and for use as International diplomatic and Senator Center of Corporatocracy
or the World Policy.

19. If the heir or to claim a descendant rejects the return, even at full personal, quiet and
protecting the depositions of the right of his property returned, the surviving heir own all
rights  to  determine  the  performance  of  the  property  and  its  future  destination,  if  a
decision is not in dispute against the stability of the state and civilization, or such interest.

20. If the heir or descendant automatic entitlement rejects the return, even at full personal,
silent testimony and protection of the right of return of his property, the surviving heir
own all rights to obtain citizenship Imperium of Diamonds, thus establishing their own
centers of its new mansion.
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21. If the terrorist territory successfully obtained by legal rights, it will set up full entitlement
to all survivors and heirs to return the property from confiscation and nationalization.,
and with interest recover damages for exile and blocking rights.

22. Terrorist territory can not be obtained, just because of the complications of war, terrorism
or corruption and blocking the network of UN or decline in global politics illegitimate
function UNGA.

23. Each geusess Noble Families own the rights to determine their own strategies of their
birthright of family property, and in the same direction with the obligation to respect the
stability and the state of civilization.

24. Each  member  of  the  noble  family  with  legitimate  citizenship  on  European  territory
automatically becomes a citizen of the federal government Imperium of Diamonds, so by
the time if he refused citizenship of ID's.

25. Receiving citizenship Imperium of Diamonds or confirmation of receiving citizenship
Imperium of  Diamonds  while  security  achievable  by thus  forming  a  group like  ID's
Consortium of Noble Genusse as an act legalizing the use of special forms of family
rights  to  trade  and  manage  their  own  estates  on  the  territory  of  the  Imperium  of
Diamonds,  as  with  the  right  logistics  organization  and  development  of  intelligent
infrastructure shops and estate.

26. ID's Consortium of Noble Genuses is not a political movement.
27. Commercial  form associations  at  the  level  of  social  organization  developing  growth

strategies joint force and thus the success of a solid footing and respect in society.
28. Each member of the  aristocratic family is a member of nobility and therefore everyone

has the right  to  use his  own position ID's  Consortium of  Noble  Genusse as a major
chairman group as a claim for the development of business intelligence and business
contracts  to  the  extent  the  growth  of  cooperative  strategies,  or  set  up  their  own
corporations and businesses under with family name, and so ensuring their growth on the
strength of a consortium form joint cooperation as a consortium of noble families.

29. Every firm,  corporation or other group confirming membership and trade cooperation
legal contract, meaning that it is establishing a new branch, Representative Quartier o
Head Quartier in the Imperium of Diamonds.

30. ID's Consortium of Noble Genuse is right on the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds
and abroad autonomously by the foreign jurisdictions in the peace interest, the right to act
as an organized cooperation for the organized creation of pooled factories of development
materials,  bricks,  saws,  stone  processing,  production  of  construction  materials,
establishment of steel mills and steel foundries, industrial centers and research areas, as
well as hospitals and recreation centers and other centers of legal firms, companies and
corporations  for  production  resources  or  mines  for  the  extraction  and  thus  the
development  of the construction industry in common as a consortium of groups,  and
therefore the development of common markets for building together friendly properties,
of and estates or new settlements and ceremonial centers. Markets must be constructed
only for the purposes of legitimate interests and contacts, without crimes, depending on
jurisdiction rights of Imperium Diamonds or jurisdiction of a foreign state.

31.  ID's  Consortium  of  Noble  Genusse  of  aristocratic families  constitutes  internal
association of genuses with the function the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds as a
consortium of firms, companies and corporations who have decided to commit to a legal
agreement on the development of new industrial centers in order to develop sources of
building materials and technologies, and other assets to increase the estate and famous
family  residences  when  companies  and  corporations  were  founded  on  behalf  of  the
consortium members of noble families that companies may be used for the development
of the estate and possessions without a payment instrument, provided that strategically
will not infringe rights for their reward. Corporations have rights to jointly develop and
thus pay as raw material with a turnover in management.

32. Group  nobility  and  abroad  establishes  a  system of  relations  of  trade  agreements  on
strategic cooperation and investment management, meaning the ability of the autonomous
benefit and to build and develop other estates, shopping centers and along with the rest of
the estate and own property at a profit.

33. Any company or corporation who accepted an invitation to active cooperation trade IDs
Consortium Noble Families, businesses may therefore among themselves commercially
develop and modernize in logistics and business management from the IDs Consortium
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Nobility, and thus commercially expand our common wealth and power and resources of
the consortium.

34. The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  and  provide  support  to  build  joint
business networks, companies, industrial centers, sources of raw materials for building
capability  development  infrastructure.  Payment  for  trade  function  and  the  ability  to
develop will be paid at I-D-V strategy and profit from the independent market.

35. The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamond's  why  asking  for  the  opportunity  to
support the function of temporary financial authorities in order to establish cooperation
on global commodity markets and development cooperation.

36. Each member body can promote the development of joint networks for their own sources
of  business  relations,  employed  tradesmen  natural  self-employed  persons,  legal
companies and corporations or to develop a consortium of small-businessmen and the
strategic plans of no-deposit rhythm of business cooperation with such a permit profits
dealers  only  of  business  cooperation  of  the  cycle  market  and  commercial  relations
between business entities  in  the  group as  a consortium to divisions  and lines market
session, or under strategy of the autonome profits in public markets. Thus, each company
obtains profit  which means the ability,  for example, to grow into a corporation and a
significant entity and form part of the estate management.

37. Any  member  who  does  not  possess  the  opportunity  to  support  the  development  of
business infrastructure own power, can use their own group membership, to gain support
for the growth of the company's own centers and estates and palaces, and by encouraging
the emergence of organized trade that always brings much important profit in subsequent
cycles.

38. Rights Development Palaces and family centers in the transformed state of the European
and International terrorist  alliance and the sovereignty of the Imperium of Diamonds,
while in the territory of ID's Diamond Oasis (North East Africa Bir Tawil) in the future
Rockall Diamond (North Atlantic) and other ID's Galaxies and Super groups of Galaxies,
with rights to develop in the european territories after legal restabilization.

39. Possibility  to  build  new  palaces  utilize  modern  architecture  and  design,  along  with
modern technologies and building practices.

40. Right IDs Consortium Nobility that acquires the right to use the association in order to
build a civilization IDs Diamond Oasis and thus ensure the stabilization of civilization
and  security.  Anyone  who  supports  the  act  of  civilizing  stabilization  Imperium  of
Diamonds  and  thus  acquires  the  right  to  award  the  Medal  of  Honor  of  state  and
government, and with proper rewards for services the state is in crisis and heroism.

41. Anyone who exploits these rights and opportunities that must ensure their own security
against  acts  of  corruption  and  crime,  terrorism  and  occupation  from  European
governments  and  allied  terrorist  states  that  crime  avoid  criminal  responsibility,
International law or against mobilization activities of the International tribunals together
with Constitutional courts all foreign states. Therefore, each candidate on the application
of  this  Act  and  use  it  must  also  support  the  development  of  political  and  security
strategies.

42. Target ID's Diamond Oasis is build scheme civilization as population, research, official,
military, industrial, agricultural, commercial and synchronized town in diameter around
the surface of the territorial size and thus simultaneously manage the emergence of cities
with the structure of civilization composed of government and private and government
centers.

43. The principle of laws and infrastructure construction ID's Diamond Oasis, every building
is transformed into a skyscraper.  You can not  build houses on smaller  size than 500
meters.

44. The  right  to  use  the  World  Diamond  territories  outer  space,  as  well  as  the  World
Diamond European and foreign debris terrorist alliance, and the territory of the capital
city Imperium of Diamonds Federation for the construction of the city of palaces.

45. ID's permission for anyone's permission to use a common infrastructure market and thus
build  their  own  palaces  and  grow  at  an  industrial  cooperation  built  businesses  and
corporations and through logistics. If your full cooperation by the State and is entitled to
build spaceships as a form of the palace with the ability to travel to other galaxies and
establish new mansion.
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46. IDs  permission  to  establish  mansion  in  spaceships,  on  the  level  of  civilization  and
mansion Ships. Ship's must be designed according ID's engineering intelligence.

47. The act of establishing a joint Nobile department of Cosmic Ships goal to build a joint
Cosmic Airport, information center and several space centers and points.

48. Aristocratic department of Cosmic Ship's associates families of genuse nobility that have
business activity in this sector and the private nature of the family possessions, or have an
interests to develop them in cooperation.

49. Aristocratic department  of  Cosmic  Ship  generates  statistical  register  and  logistical
planning for the development and creation of joint intelligence, planning infrastructure
industrial and developing cooperation between business corporations in order to build.

50. Each  member  of  the  aristocratic  family  that  leverages  the  capabilities  of  citizenship
Imperium of  Diamonds  and simultaneously also  own the  right  to  develop  their  own
activities to mobilize governments Imperium of Diamond's and thus gain political status
of government.

51. Right support the stabilization of the state in the strategy of the political, business and
military act freely claimed for anyone who is interested in bidding options or support and
deliver growth.

52. Activity  support  for  stabilization  IDs  government  can  be  activated  on  behalf  of
individuals, legal name, state name, and for reasons of security and the anonymous name.
Each act  must  be  the  basis  of  respect  for  the  integrity  of  the  state  and for  peaceful
purposes.

53. Stabilization strategy of the Government of Imperium Diamonds is the goal of creating
an infrastructure  for  social  networking  functions  and thus  build  provisory  offices  of
Diamond's Imperium together and with the Ministry.

54. The right of every actor is to create cooperation between the parties and the legal and
political officially capable of intelligence and thereby ensure the effective development
of an International network of Imperium Diamond's government as a functioning entity in
order to stabilize civilization.

55. The  right  of  every  coordinator  is  to  use  the  strategy of  Global  Universal  Education
Project  and  therefore  extend  the  growth  stabilization  activities  of  authorities  in
cooperation with universities and economic or political character, and thus allow students
to encourage the development of intelligence in a visual experience.

56. The right of every coordinator is to use the strategy of Global Bank Business Cooperation
and thus ensure the development of global markets at a legal principle, implying growth
stability ID's financial authorities.

57. The right of every coordinator is to use the next available opportunity to build stability
Imperium of Diamonds and thus ensure safety for building common strategies of the
government.

58. The  political  strategy  is,  first  and  foremost  the  realization  of  contact  for  all  local
Constitutional courts and the presentation of facts and legal rights groups and states in an
explanation of the International situation, contact the responsible structures of the police
and the military prosecutor's office of the state and thus the formation of political parties
and broaden cooperation among political cooperation between most policy of states and
International  organizations,  development  associations  and  foundations  as  well  as  the
establishment of new International organizations to support the legitimate rights of the
Imperium of Diamonds, dissemination of important bilateral and multilateral agreements
between  states  and  governments  of  countries  organizing  International  political
movement,  organizing  growth  IDs  consulates  and Embassies  as  a  center  of  political
agreements,  contracts under the jurisdiction of States  on the act  of  civic associations
when rights strategy with International principles as the acts of claim national recognition
of  their  own cultures  and ideologies,  and  so  with the  law and International  political
obligations in the UN Charter to promote the growth of states and the peaceful principles,
or the establishment of consulates as a consortium of business networks for the purpose
of commercial cooperation as a strategic activity continued recovery for the application
of  justice  and International  law claims  and providing logistics  management  over  this
claim for the possibility of its use in every situation. Above is a strategy to ensure the
application of force joint coordination as ensuring safety for all members of the network.

59. One World Political  party is  a multi-project  between all  political  parties,  establishing
cooperation with the aim of unification over the world to achieve the advanced level of
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the political nature of the globally active movement in order to create a representation of
civilization  on  the  territory  of  the  new planet  in  the  universe.  Is  enabled  to  ensure
cooperation with each political party and thus provide too full capacity growth of Global
networks.

60. The primary political strategy is to act to ensure the function of temporary government
bureaus Imperium of Diamonds.

61. Social strategy is the ability to support the growth of awareness of the media and their
cooperation,  establishment  of  cultural  centers  and  media  agencies  and television  and
radio stations, newspaper printing and intelligence agencies with autonomous systems,
custom functions and growth and distribution, growth of cultural knowledge and social
association  of  states,  endowment  funds  and  institutions,  art  centers,  for  example,  or
systematic  support  for  the  growth  of  humanitarian  activities  for  the  development  of
hospitals and schools, as well as food sources for people suffering from starvation or lack
of medical care, representation for humanitarian projects. The advantage is to contact all
the people in the European exile and life in foreign exile because everyone can support
our logistics cooperation and development steps against terrorist opposition. Informing
chroniclers and thinkers for recording data and notes is a good strategic development.

62. Cooperation between the rest of associations and organizations, or NGOs, establishment
of joint logistics and cooperation with and use information about WD interests of global
cooperation  with  NGOs  entities  and  organizations,  and  associations  from around the
world.

63. The main social strategy is to use the ID's document Extraterritorial People Association
and the expansion of infrastructure networks in the areas around the globe.

64. Social strategy is right to build on cooperation with publicly known person, celebrity and
showbusiness stars for the purpose of information and public cooperation and the growth
of friendly relations.

65. Business strategy involves the use of development projects Imperium of Diamonds for
the mobilization trade cooperation between corporations and business firms from around
the world,  opening new offices and residences,  prestigious mansions in the Diamond
Oasis,  development  of  cooperation  with  Banks,  ensuring  communication  between
business associations and associations for building investment and development contracts
or  expanding  networks  of  our  markets,  establishment  of  new  business  corporations
abroad  in  order  to  increase  development  resources,  or  strategic  centers  of  trade,  the
objective is to create the strength of our global infrastructure business cooperation and
thus  simultaneously  with  the  option  to  stabilizing  IDs  territories.  IDs  first  step  of
stabilization is based over plans for industrial colony, civil colonies, colonies of military,
and also the international colony governments WD Alliance, along with the Corporate
colonies.  The  advantage  is  also  the  use  of  IDs  acts  of  Global  Bank  Commercial
Cooperation,  or  Multy  Global  Offshore  Cooperation  thus  creating  an  autonomous
authority that can ensure the development of civilization oportunities full of activities and
global  outreach  strategy  and  organizational  capabilities  to  gain  more  business
corporations  and  the  establishment  of  commercial  centers.  As  one  of  the  important
instruments of trade to create political formations on the way "Arctic Council", and to
develop the territory and the security of the Imperium of Diamonds. So is the ability to
foster relations with the other governments worldwide and the launch of the common
strategy of cooperation to "Start Up" trends and common markets. Business cooperation
can be established and to organize cooperation with lawyers  and with the rest  of the
group as an entity ID's Lawyer International Cooperation.

66. Another  advantage  to  start  our  cooperation  business  organization  with  ID's
Corporatocracy government  which is  based on the possibility of jointly create a new
corporate civilization consisting of 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 planets in the universe,
and thus simultaneously a political cast from all merchants and corporations from around
the world, meaning significantly convenient options and power to the growing interest
among traders.

67. As a major business strategy is to use the right communication between traders in the
automotive industry for distribution consortia for the production of transport technologies
and  system  utilization  for  commercial  agreements  to  develop  cooperation  for  the
establishment  of  a  production  zone  industrial  sector  transport  technologies  and  thus
ensure  our  ability  to  produce  cars,  buses,  vans,  boats,  aircraft,  spacecraft  cosmic
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transports for the joint global mobility and ability to use the territory of the Imperium of
Diamonds. The functions and sources of raw materials for the production and creation of
technologies  and  factories  are  based  on  ID's  business  strategies  such  as  economic
development cyclisation.

68. In case of the function of a Provisory Office Imperium of Diamonds that goes well use
rights for the act setting up new business for Corporate clients and individual persons,
private business associations and corporations, thus gaining an autonomous team which
will expand the functions of the corporation.

69. One possible strategy is based IDs government agency as a commercial center in the form
of a business entity for dating public data, expanding business interests in the country and
the possibility of inviting other traders to businesses in countries Imperium of Diamonds.
Business  Office  Center  is  able  to  present  the  products  in  the  country  Imperium  of
Diamonds  and thus  make  them more  sales  abroad,  and  contact  other  merchants  and
associations worldwide.

70. Security  Strategy is  to  establish  a  permanent  communication  with  the  UN Secretary
General and the use of ID's Military logistics for the purpose of contacting other military
organization,  and  thus  launch  a  strategy  for  the  development  of  International
infrastructure safety nets.

71. The  right  to  establish  an  organizational  structure  for  the  development  activities  of
civilization  World  Diamond  International  Alliance,  and  thus  therefore  all  ability  to
provide International free development without complications, as an act Strategy rights to
develop, on behalf of the state is guaranteeing the UN Charter, and thus so well with our
position representing the entity political format capability with immediate step to develop
to the level of advanced trader in the same position as the United Nations, and at the same
time is right for an International tribunal in association with all the constitutional courts
of the governments of countries that are members of WD Alliance, and if present if the
provisions complications preventing the develop.

72. Organizing emergence ID's International Military and Industrial colonies among the rest
of the states and the creation of a multi formal powers as a global military power.

73. The right to organize autonomously markets between traders and support the growth of
civilization  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  as  well  as  International  market  structure  and
economics.

74. Right  together  to  organize  and  establish  business  corporation  for  the  production  of
weapons  and  military  equipment.  Establishing  military  and  business  conference  or
business plans.

75. The obligation to organize weapons depots and military markets is a necessity to ensure
full  control  emphatic  registry  functions  and  movement  arsenal,  finances  and  equal
emphasis on safe connections and registered a legitimate sale.

76. Contacting government movement for declaration of independence and achieving step,
which means the possibility of joint federalization and developing common civilization in
the territories of the Imperium of Diamonds, and thus build a military force with the
ability to also build military industry and expand its own military technology.

77. Other social nature of cooperation is expanding relations of associations and cooperation
in society, always peaceful character.

78. The preferred option is to act for the establishment of IDs of the International Association
for the support of all politicians and nobles who were driven into exile, association of
business  firms  and  corporations  that  thanks  to  the  joint  business  strategies  at  the
Association so they can provide building estates association which, in this case, to ensure
to  all  persons  in  exile  rights  for  their  quality  of  life,  textiles,  education  and  legal
communications, medical  treatment  and also demands for food intake during the first
crisis, and especially the ability to start their own new business firms and companies or
other business contacts and expand possessions or to become a solid member our circuit.

79. The association may be working autonomously and to humanitarian interests, so a similar
function as an organization, but more a reference to International law as the Alliance.
Similar activities such as Caritas, UNICEF, the Organization for the Liberation of State,
Attorney organization for the promotion of justice, Amnesty International, Human Watch
Doctors, strategic interests of ensuring the safety of all persons in exile and once again
the ability for self-development.
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80. Our interest is to build its headquarters on the territory of ID's Diamond Oasis and so
ensure the subsequent development of representative and liaison settlements in the world,
possibly  in  the  form of  a  commercial  offshore  affiliates  under  the  basis  of  its  own
commercial office in the territory of another state.

81. Form Offshore Commercial branch obtain the cooperation of other business associations
to ensure environmental stability of exilant, a branch of the gains and profit generated
from contracts and profits of corporate groups. Offshore branch in today's world with the
ability to earn profit at over one miliard € per month, or a week, certainly in the case of
permanent contracts.

82. In  the  case  of  stable  development  activities  and  promoting  cooperation  and  trade
association structure is the possibility of nominations for honors Regional representative
merchant and thus represent the infrastructure of the regional market and develop.

83. In the case of the creation of ID's provisory offices of government, it is the right to obtain
a position with a private function with membership in the Royal Council.

84. Everyone  who  reaches  the  qualifications  responsible  for  the  official  activities  of  the
Royal Council that it obtains rights for the meeting of the Royal Council as a full member
of the Council, and the ability to extend to federal politics.

85. Noble families to ensure that the function ID's makeshift offices and thus gain citizenship
ID's, and so also owns the right to use ID's unused territories, which will be transformed
in  order  to  develop  a  Nobility  Maision  from  which  will  emerge  a  new  Federation
government subject. Member of ID's policy have a right to use currency of the I-D-V.

86. Aristocratic  genuses  can  be  cooperative  for  the  development  of  territories  gained
population from its own resources circuits, or the extent of State Diamonds Imperium
lifestyle strategies. Anyone who receives more than 10 000 people that have the right to
establish their own city as the first state basis. The level of 100 000 persons is sufficient
for the development of new civilizations.

87. In case of full stabilization of government Imperium of Diamonds, and ensure successful
function of scientific works, then the government supports the creation of new states to
the level of the first population of 1 Miliard - 1 Biliard people as the base city.

88. To  obtain  these  rights  is  the  obligation  mean  support  the  feature  ID's  Provisional
Authorities and mobilization, International traders, thus ensuring stable development to
stabilize the countries ID's and start common logistics.

89. The cooperative representatives who combines International network of ID's offices and
thus ensure their own membership in the Royal Council.

90. Right  then  represent  the  government  Imperium  of  Diamonds  and  so  by  increasing
political relations.

91. Representation before the Bank's  responsibility,  the establishment  of the Global  Bank
Business Network through the ID's center's office is our main goal.

92. Mobilization of the state Corporatocracy also gives the right to a create an extension
Authorities ID's governments at the level of Corporatocracy department that creates its
own autonomous management of logistics and political cooperation Traders with open
worldwide.

93. The right to form a conference and establish new contracts, expand social cooperation
and gain more political and business support for the common market.

94. Opportunity to get new people to work in offices, law giving citizenship or expand the
number of Army.

95. The right side is the office also create new political parties and coalitions, with the aim of
establishing Project The One World.

96. The  authorities'  aim is  to  expand  direct  contact  with  states  and  the  development  of
intelligence is the basis of the common markets agreed between states.

97. Extension of agreements of intent bilateral and multilateral agreements which broadens
our  global  position  strategy  and  security  partnership,  thus  creating  a  large-scale
cooperation with the other organizations worldwide, and interactive joint cooperation in
our relations conforming to legal standards.

98. Everyone who reaches the values of the full features of ID's development own authorities
by every  right  to  get  the  first  position  for  the  ID's  Right  to  develop  a  new federal
civilizations  and  territories  with  the  purpose  of  establishing  its  own  system  of
government and state functions.
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99. Each new state must always remain in the federation Imperium of Diamonds, as well as
the principle to form a unified development policy.

100. Other  rights  and  principles  for  the  development  of  national  policies  will  be
determined after a joint contact and communication in systematic contact with the Royal
Council.

101. For the session, the one direction law and I as King of the federal government
Imperium of Diamonds please all the Noble Houses of support for collaborative contact
and  rapprochement  with  the  Sovereign  Military  Hospitaller  Order  of  Saint  John  of
Jerusalem, of Rhodes, and of Malta (Supremus Ordo Militaris Hospitalis Sancti Ioannis
Hierosolymitani Rhodius et Melitensis), and other movements of Order which gain rights
to  our  common  federalization,  thereby  ensuring  development  and  common  services
logistics and government.

102. Any  movement  on  the  political  centralization  for  its  own  independence  and
acquired the rights to our federalization, the possible return of lost property or financial
compensation,  and  thus  entitled  to  use  the  common  act  of  federalization  in  order  to
develop our federal alliance in building new territories with the base of Star cities.

103. Every movement, however, own obligation to achieve our common centralization
of logistics and the development of joint logistics.
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I King Peter Gottwald,  Thank You very much for your patience and I wish You Great
Success to Dear Noblese Families and people of your genuses.

Our interest  is  to expand our mutual relations and to start  our cooperation in order to
increase  our  forces  in  strengthening  our  relations  and  the  benefits  resulting  from  these
relations.

The federal government Imperium of Diamonds for you offers large and dynamic options
for changing your life rhythm to the level of high capacity levels with full levels of political and
civilizational character and with really expand ability to get your own territory at the level of
advanced civilizations on a larger area than our planet Earth.

Own economic network civilization, political regime, the principles of law and sovereignty,
the development also of family estates and the growth of our joint forces of the state that the
main strategies aim to achieve the unification of the entire world, all countries on the planet,
The One World and expansion-human civilization through a level much than Super group of
Galaxies.

I always Welcome Your Generous Houses of Lords and the Weightned Families of Nobility,
is my interest to support You for the opportunity of our cooperation and unification in the
circuit, is it for You the possibility of Great pride to build a new category of your ancestral
history, meaning cooperation on a new dynamic startup and acts first beginnings of unifying
the world, all peoples of our planet Earth.

The unification of humanity, as an act of the greatest step our human existence and thereby
achieve growth of a new era for humanity's future around the world, creating a new world that
is this format as an act establishing the first step of actual human existence as a nation and
state, the actual value of the unity of mankind.

I Thank You, I look forward to your support and the beginning of our common friendship.
Together we can achieve great and significant achievements that bring great success for the

whole world.
Our common goal  is  to develop our activities in the interests of  justice and respect  for

International rights, meaning our legal sync with the Global world of politics.

Thank You and I wish You success Coats for You and your Families !
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Registration of Noble Genuse for Imperium of Diamond's

And his aristocratic family member creates the agreement serves as an acknowledgment of self-
interest cooperation noble grow their own interests on the territory of Diamond's Imperium, and
allowing common active cooperation.

The agreement must be confirmed when checking dual aristocratic family of origin and proof
of actual rights of genetic relatedness in line and relatives.

The document will then be registered at the Land Office of the Government of Diamond's
Imperium and leaves the rest of the family members and relatives of family relations line.

__________________________________________

Family name :__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date of Genuse rise :____________________________________________________________
Family roots :__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Territorial roots :_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Members of the family:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Please provide information in another form in the application for citizenship.
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Royal Universities in devepment be the IAIC cooperation

 The Royal Academy of Regime & Government Activities
 The Royal International University of Political Science in Globalization
 The Royal Univerzity of Univerzal Civilization
 The Royal International University for Technology and Dynamic Infrastructure of

Technologic Civilization
 The Royal  International  University  for Global  Society and Intelligence of  Social

Globalization

University educational center created by the Royal provisions, in order to develop strategies
King civilization and the rule of Diamond's Imperium, and achieve the best success of the new
generations that are the main future of the country and state.

Universities  that  formed  the  strategy of  growth  and international  cooperation  to  establish
educational centers and institutions that are under the administration of the university, and in the
interest of the task to provide the best education to clients and students to achieve educational
level of the best international quality and prestige.
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The Royal Academy of Regime & Government Activities

Royal  Academy  of  regime  &  governmental  activities  is  based  in  order  to  develop  the
intelligence of students for the best quality in order to create a full qualification for students in the
field of professional knowledge of the function of regime of Imperium Diamonds and ensure their
qualification level responsible for maintaining the growth strategy at national and international
policy.

The  Royal  Academy  was  founded  for  education  in  the  official  rights,  political  rights,
management strategies armies and security departments of the state and civilization, functions
and discipline regime and diplomacy.

Students are taught to the level of state rights and management of intelligence agencies and
government  networks,  and  understanding  the  basics  of  military  and  security  sciences  or
management strategies and representation of the state. In relation field is developed also training
in  psychology,  communication  and  processing  of  communication  strategies  in  negotiation,
planning  political  organizations  at  the  international  level  for  the  interest  of  the  government,
logistics, law and civilization, philosophy, mathematics, chemistry, physics, astro chemistry and
physics, genetics and biology, science and the development of scientific interest and information
use, economy, population sociology of mass movement, the history of political strategies and the
development  of states'  rights,  algorithm policy,  management  strategy economy and the act  of
economic  development  of  civilization,  management,  communication  and  planning,  civilizing
authority, Space science and colonization, handling and management of space technology, space
management  lead  ship  of  civilization,  technology  and  civilization  and  social  development,
educational courses to maintain dominance government regime and the fixed value of the state at
the international level of competition.

The students regularly undergo military training, and taught in practice. Goal of education is
the full flexibility and the ability to maintain growth the regime the best point directions, ensuring
proper of persobal character future life of students on intellectual dominance against the societie's
growth strategy inherent dominance of communication and logistics processing companies and
profit  information  for  social  use,  the  development  of  state-level  cosmic  knowledge  and
dimension.

Admission  to  the  Academy  is  accessible  only  permanent  citizens  of  the  Imperium  of
Diamond's. Each student's own study paid by the state.

At the Academy of children have access to high intellectual talent leaving the first stage of
basic  education,  or  educated  intellectual  pupils  from  special  schools  and  colleges,  but  also
students with successful completion of graduation education and higher education attainment.

The Academy is designed to guide the management of their own education palaces and special
boarding center, active cooperation between the academy students associations and organizations,
with the authorities of the state and the structure of state economic and social networks, but also
the use of overseas and space centers Imperium of Diamond's.
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The Royal International University of Political Science in Globalization

Royal International University political science in Globalization is based, in order to develop
the intelligence of students for the best quality in order to create a full qualification for students in
the field of global policy and strategy rights against civilization and ensure their qualification
level responsible for maintaining the growth strategy at national and International policy, laws,
rights,  world  trade,  international  military  logistics,  peaceful  development  and  growth  in  the
ideology of a single world.

The Royal University is based on a degree in international law and political science, political
rights,  management  strategies  armies  and  security  departments  of  the  state  and  civilization,
functions  and  discipline  regime  and  diplomacy,  history  and  intelligence  development  of
civilization on a global scale, economics and management strategies civilization growth.

Students  are  taught  at  the  level  of  globalization and intelligent  management  of  the  world
political order and political networking, and understanding the basics of military and security
sciences or management strategies and representation of world political movement, the principles
of political philosophy.

Students are taught in the interests of logistics and intelligence, international, state, and also
the  primary  law  rules,  the  professional  interests  of  security,  diplomacy,  peace,  trade  and
economy,  the  interests  of  civilization  development,  the  interests  of  justice  and  legal  order,
international  relations,  representations  of  embassies,  infrastructure  World  Legal  Network
institutions, but also the global geographic planning and growth strategies in the discipline and
ensure full success in the international competitive level, the development of global civilization
and political networks.

Students regularly through intellectual training, and taught in practice.
Admission  to  the  Royal  University  is  made  available  to  all  interested  parties  of  a  global

approach. Each student's own study paid by the state, if a citizen of the Imperium of Diamond's.
If  the student  comes from abroad, his right to apply for citizenship ID's government  and the
student receives financial aid for study. If the student is not a citizen of the Imperium's Diamond
student because their own duty to ensure the payment of education from their own resources.

At Royal University have access to people with high intellectual talent, educated pupils from
special  schools  and gymnasiums  intellectual,  but  also students  with successful  completion of
graduation education and higher education attainment.

The  University  is  designed to  guide the management  of  their  own education palaces  and
special  boarding  center,  active  cooperation  academy  students  between  the  associations  and
organizations, with the authorities of the state with the structure of state economic and social
networks, but also the use of overseas and space centers Imperium of Diamond's, and cooperation
with universities abroad.
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The Royal Univerzity of Univerzal Civilization

Royal University of Universal Civilization is based, in order to develop the intelligence of
students for the best quality in order to create a full  qualification for students in the field of
professional  knowledge  of  the  function  regime  of  Imperium  Diamonds  and  ensure  their
qualification level responsible for maintaining the growth strategy at national and International
policy.

Royal University is based on education, especially in the field of space science and civilization
intelligence on its advanced stage of universal intelligence.

Students are taught the discipline of intellectual growth. The training is space physics and
chemistry,  cosmic  organisms  and  biology,  geography  outer  space  level  mineralogy,  energy,
politics and civilization, so it is in the context of education extended to include intelligence about
the  operation,  development  and  management  of  special  technology,  space  technology  and
civilization  by boat,  but  and  also  features  a  planning  official  rights  and  development  rights
cadastral policy, for example, or even International communication.

Students are taught by the science in the fields of physics,  chemistry,  biology and natural
sciences, nanotechnology, energy particles, electronics and IT engineering, construction planning
and architecture of urban, industrial management and strategic development of industrial multy
infrastructure  networks,  agricultural  economy  and  the  development  of  modernization,
construction of  supercomputers  and  their  strategic  use  in  everyday profession,  operation  and
development  of  the  Universal  civilization  ships  and  modernizing  development  and  political
representation,  the  principle  of  land  colonization  by  proper  strategy  usage  in  management,
development  of  civilizations  but  also  the  social  practices  of  the  company  and  alkalinity
developing  and  developed  civilization  and  political  governance  civilization  and  territories,
political philosophy, but also health and military tactics and discipline.

Education  in  the  interest  of  the  Royal  University is  continuously in  order  to  achieve the
teaching in the most modern network science, but also civilization and space policy.

The students regularly undergo military discipline and taught in practice. Goal of education is
the full flexibility and the ability to maintain growth regime best point directions, ensuring proper
character future life of students on intellectual dominance against the societies growth strategy
inherent dominance of communication and logistics processing companies and profit information
for social use, the development of state-level cosmic knowledge and universal dimension.

Education  is  subsequently  used  in  the  profession  founding  hard  living  contact  with  the
government of the country of Diamond Imperium's a special, International organizations, in the
interest  of  the  political  state,  bilateral,  multilateral  and unilateral  level.  Peace is  the  basis  of
education policy and diplomacy.

Admission to the Royal University is accessible only permanent citizens of the Imperium of
Diamond's, but also the citizens of the new arrivals from abroad. Each student's own study paid
by the state.

At Royal University have access to children with high intellectual talent leaving the first stage
of basic education, or educated intellectual pupils from special schools and colleges, but also
students with successful completion of graduation education and higher education attainment.

Royal University education practices are based on special tactics that will enable rapid growth
intellectuality  and  self-awareness  to  be  improved  math  performance  and  other  logistics
capabilities and special intellectuality.

The University is also developing educational fields at the level of universal human evolution,
universal  civilizational  evolution,  universal  mathematical  sciences,  universal  format  endless
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rhythm of civilization, space terra formation of new planets, geographic usage physics space, but
also other fields at life in the universe and those living iniciativity discipline.

The  University  is  intended to  guide  the  management  of  their  own education  palaces  and
special  boarding  centers,  university  students  active  cooperation  between  associations  and
organizations,  with the authorities of the state and the structure of state economic and social
networks, but also the use of overseas and space centers Imperium of Diamond's.

The University owns and operates its own network of sales multy consortium of commercial
and industrial properties and renewables, custom space ships and stations along civilizational and
selected planets in the universe. Owned values are used for the development and modernization
of the university and also for the purpose of ensuring the growth of strength training in direct
practice in the space.
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The Royal International University for Technology and Dynamic Infrastructure of
Technologic Civilization

Royal  International  University  for  Technology  and  dynamics  technology  infrastructure
civilization is  founded for the purpose of training students to develop their  intelligence level
technological civilization of science and development of civilization format most  modern and
advanced technology foundations.

Royal University is based on education in the field of scientific and structural nature, on the
size of the work in the field of technology and research and engineering, as well as the interests of
the growth strategy aims to develop a civilization by the main strategic growth, and in the best
interest of technological advancement.

Students  are  taught  in  the  interest  fields  of  technological  management  and  planning,
architecture, function of economics and strategy, business networks, the structure of civilization
and  its  development,  technology  development  in  history  and  features  current  technology
products, as well as education in the field of industrial and material resources, but also in the field
of  sciences  of  physics,  chemistry,  electronics,  nanotechnology,  nano electronics  engineering,
biology and genetics, energy particles, computer programming and design of supercomputers,
robotics,  handling  and development  of  artificial  intelligence,  cybernetics,  bio-technology and
high biotechnology,  energy resources and laboratory work architecture,  technology,  transport,
aviation, telecommunications, interactive technology, mechatronics and industrial machinery, as
well as other multy scientific and technological fields which are designed for the purpose at a
value of civilization on the best international competitive level.

The students regularly undergo regular cooperation with business corporations in the field of
technology and teaching in practice. Goal of education is the full flexibility and the ability to
sustain the growth of civilization and technology by those best point directions, but also ensure
their own character future life of students on intellectual dominance against the societies growth
strategy inherent dominance of communication and logistics processing technology dimension
dynamic civilization, planning and success for the growth of advanced technological wonders of
the world.

Admission to the Academy is open to permanent citizens of Diamond's Imperium, and for
students  from foreign countries  who adopt  as part  of  their  studies  and citizenship law. Each
student's own study paid by the state.

At the University of children have access to high intellectual talent leaving the first stage of
basic  education,  or  educated  intellectual  pupils  from  special  schools  and  colleges,  but  also
students with successful completion of graduation education and higher education attainment.

Education  strategy  is  implemented  by  a  special  purpose  education,  as  a  system  of
psychological  teaching  strategy  that  enables  the  achievement  of  high  capacity  results  using
intellectuality and logistics in the sensation of civilization technology planning and utilization of
knowledge in the field of practice and theory of university education.

The  University  is  intended to  guide  the  management  of  their  own education  palaces  and
special  boarding  center,  active  cooperation  between  the  academy  students  associations  and
organizations,  with the authorities of the state and the structure of state economic and social
networks, but also the use of overseas and space centers Imperium of Diamond's.

The  university  subsequently  own  uses  and  expands  its  own  laboratories,  farms,  research
materials,  research  institutions  and  industrial  zones  and  construction  technologies,  but  also
commercial corporation, for the purpose of its own modernization and dynamic development, but
also allow too practice for their own students.
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The Royal International University for Global Society and Intelligence of Social
Globalization

Royal International University Global Societies and Intelligence Social Globalization is based
on education and real intellectual dedication of students to the knowledge of the world of the
global dimension of humanity and social, political and trading company which now extends to the
horizons  of  global  multi-network  of  social  sciences  and  principles  of  communication  and
cooperation among nations and states at a single dynamic of humanity.

Royal University is based on a degree in media journalism and reporting, political rights and
the  principles  of  sovereign  rights  between  countries,  analyzes  strategies  geography  of
international political and business and social society, education on management of business and
economic expertise, domain support business development and activating political a movement
strategy or international character, fields of communication, psychology, sociology, history and
culture, civics States in analysis, ideology and philosophy of the company, such as strategy and
coordination of social dominance and the growth of personal intent, but also the fundamentals of
diplomacy.

 
Students regularly taught how to strategically expand the global media network of cooperation

and collaboration to organize cooperation at the level of social success strategies, political rights
and usage, as well as by the management of commercial interest. Students learn to use global
information networks and use them for their own benefit and the development of new markets
and the centralization of the world's global society groups, cooperation with multi social groups
in society, and their strategic developments and the use or communication.

Admission  to  the  Royal  University  is  open  to  permanent  citizens  of  the  Imperium  of
Diamond's,  but  also  for  foreigners  interested  in  education.  Each  student  as  a  citizen  of  the
Imperium of Diamond's own pay-as the study of the state.

At Royal University have access to children with high intellectual talent leaving the first stage
of basic education, or educated intellectual pupils from special schools and colleges, but also
students with successful completion of graduation education and higher education attainment.

The Academy is designed to guide the management of their own education palaces and special
boarding center, active cooperation between the academy students associations and organizations,
with the authorities of the state and the structure of state economic and social networks, but also
the use of overseas and space centers Imperium of Diamond's.
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Universal University Education

Teaching  strategy  using  suggestive  hypnosis  and  therapeutic  stimulation  functions  of  the
human brain.

Students, therefore, in the first phase will learn to use their intelligence and brain function to
the  possibilities  of  high-capacity  power  that  enables  greatly  expand  the  power  of  memory,
immediate and reflexive commemorative performance, and the ability of important mathematical
operational levels in the general perspective of logistical thinking, meaning overtaken by human
standards of intelligence, up more than 10-20 × in one moment.

Students are therefore educated to the level that allows you to create an educational system
with  teaching  skills  level  of  education  that  is  responsible  between  10  to  15  prestigious
universities in the period of only three years only,  which means shorter training period of 90
years of study at prestigious universities.

A student who achieves good results of the educational process that achieves an intellectual
level that can be compared with a new race of man to a much more advanced level than today's
humankind.
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IAIC University development organizing

1. First Invites all teachers in vocational sciences, for the purpose of creating a joint contract
to initiate learning.

2. Teachers are candidates for professional positions as a teacher colleges and universities,
Advisor to the growth of the state or a member of the Royal Council as a personal mentor
King.

3. Use of teachers, educators and sociologists in cooperation, for the purpose of creating a
diagram of the training program, and the design of educational curricula intelligence and
new textbooks. Menu of educational success and certainty of results must be ratified at
the best International level.

4. Net profit international ratification of values education ID's state level.
5. Use teachers to create quality educational curriculum for the development of training and

retraining fast rate, in order to allow rapid population education.
6. Development  of  training  centers  and  retraining  centers  to  ensure  the  growth  of

cooperation.
7. Teachers have the right to promote the growth of intelligence about the jurisdiction of the

state,  and thereby promote the development  of an information and collaboration with
IAIC.

8. Selection of the best candidates into teaching positions, citizenship ID's.
9. IAIC  has  a  goal  to  create  a  Director's  Council  for  representation  and  autonomous

university governance, thereby ensuring their own development.
10. Enabled regularly use the Teachers Council, for the development of digital interactive

educational systems.
11. Support for teachers who are interested in establishing their own educational centers and

universities, schools, gymnasiums, and industrial centers and secondary schools, special
schools intellectual.

12. Foundation  of  the  first  university  business  networks,  thus  allowing the  city  to  build
palaces and educational councils.

13. Coordination  with  foreign  universities  and  the  creation  of  joint  education  programs,
conferences,  agreements  on  the  exchange  of  students,  joint  research  agreement  and
partnership.

14. The  use  IAIC  international  political  cooperation  for  the  possibility  of  establishing  a
university representative offices on the territory of foreign states.

15. Organization of conferences at the International level and the organization of trade fairs.
16. The development of International cooperation with business corporations for the creation

of International business networks, universities and partnerships for the purpose of joint
projects and campaigns.

17. Developing  new educational  university  centers  on  the  territory  of  foreign  countries,
African, American, Asian, Australian and Arab countries

18. Ensuring the ability for  juveniles  to  get  their  student  positions  at  the  Universities  of
Diamond's Imperium.

ID's Universities development goals:
1. Development 150 skyscrapers in 10 year's.
2. Development  60.000  skyscrapers  in  second  time  of  10  year's.  Levitation  cities

University  space,  University  Space  Civilizational  Station's  &  ground  of  foreign
planet's.
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The federal  government  Imperium of  Diamond's  own interest  to  establish  the  elementary
school  for  juveniles,  specialized  schools  for  disabled  youth,  a  special  school  for  intellectual
youth, schools, secondary schools, colleges and universities for teens Academy for disciplinary
and  theoretical  doctrine.  Education  will  be  developed  as  the  basis  of  the  State  educational
infrastructure, with a possible option to use a strategy of cooperation with personal commercial
schools and educational centers.

Retraining  services  are  provided  as  a  commercial  service  which  is  paid  from  financial
resources available to the government, or from its own resources the client and his employer.
Retraining courses must attain skills training users in the field, at least for the ability to function
in their own employment and independence for the enterprise level as a company.

ID's School system diagram:

 Primary School, 6-15 year's. University, 15-26 year's. Gymnazium, 10-16 year's.

1. Primary school's, high intelligence in level of Gymnasium and High School's. Primary
Economy intelligence.

2. Universities, High Educational Center, The Universal Intelligence.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Security strategy and prevention against oposition crimes

1. Right-building WD Alliance owns all political parties in the world, every business corporations,
all  banks,  associations or  non-governmental  organization, every movement state  forms or  any
country's government and state from around the world, its values  more significant character and
strength than the United Nations.

2. Support for WD and the internationalization of a terrorist state in its right under the UN Charter,
and form of our global rights for defend our safety and claims.

3. The terrorist threat only from European Union & EU Terrorist Alliance countries, so legally open
to the possibility of launching strategy global cooperation for the purpose of sanctions against
European countries, as well as the recovery of damages from terrorist states.

4. Each bank's own legal right to recover financial compensation before the Constitutional Courts
your governments, according to the Central Head Quartiers at your place.

5. Global cooperation strategy of the Constitutional Court's is an act that means our full rights at the
level of global military forces,  while much stronger ability to exercise judicial punishment far
stronger than those named International Criminal Court UN.

6. Common defense strategy and a global collaboration of all the Constitutional Courts of the world
at under the UNGA Declaration principles of law and the UN Charter, therefore, means that our
political position is much stronger than the legitimacy of the opposition of the criminal state. Our
political  position becomes equal  to  the level  and character  as  the  World Trade  Organization,
United Nation's organization and Global political powers.

7. If governments on behalf of the Constitutional Court to refuse to carry out secure justice, then this
creates permissions for our party,  to initiate a hard recovery restabilization government legality
and ensure the legal rights, meaning the exchange of political figures who refuse to enforce legal
obligations, and than start our global mobilization.

8. The UN must  always  be in  every direction  and always  fully  respect  our rights  and interests,
because our movement is the entity that owns the greatest ability to decide on the stabilization of
the world and politics. The world opposition against us is legal act as bankruptcy for the United
Nations policies and the loss of legitimacy by our collective ability to create our own mode of
world politics, and also, for example, or unite the entire world. Losses that are neglected, and the
value  of  the  threat  of  crime  prevents  implement  any  strategy  opposition,  use  Parliamentary
democracy  rights  and  global  structures  of  security  forces  against  terrorism,  and  our  global
economy power with public inspiration for the Global Unity of all states around the world.

9. Start development of the International Lawyer Intelligence Council common strategy of political
development, the ability to instantly create an active political infrastructure of all lawyers from
around the world, thus ensuring our political superiority immediately.

10. Commonly, we are is powerfull, than what is a power of the whole world.
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ID's International Military & Industrial Colonies

ID's International M & I colonies form a strategic military base which is based in order to
achieve world peace and order, to stabilize international security and stability, increase the quality
of International policy and the common ability to use the full functionality of International rights.

Colonies of their own essence of own territories and such rights divisional integrity which is
further developed in the interests of internal rules.

The colony is used for international cooperation among all nations and peoples, a joint center
of  military security  and strategic  cooperation.  In  each  partner  country is  based,  at  least  one
colony, and approval by the government of the country. The colony is then open access to all
other partner armies around the world, therefore the army together to protect the country in which
the colonies formed.

Army uses colony under the name of, and for the joint motion as one army that is represented
democracy are crucial head of state and army generals. Therefore, there is a force world powers
and abilities immediate urgent action in order to defend the legal rights and security policies, and
the ability of immediate security mobilizing global military cooperation.

Each colony produces its own network of raw material resources of independent commercial
entities, and the colonies use its own economy based on recycling of finance and cooperation
with banks, its own sources of raw materials and also directly own forces industrial capital.

In  each  colony  may  reside  Commercial  Corporation  for  the  development  of  military
technology in order to produce large capacitive military arsenal is used for the development of
colonies of capacity and power, meaning collective ability defeating all terrorist threats.

Business corporations, government, under the leadership of the government of the country or
public  commercial  businesses  to  raise  funds  which  are  further  used  for  the  development  of
colonial military power and industrial upgrading, and also for their own profit corporation, in the
case of using cycles with the bank, according to anti-inflationary contracts to stabilization of the
currency.

First  Colony is  built  as  a  complex  strategy with  distribution centers  of  industry,  military
barracks, airports, military hangars and covers for heavy combat equipment, guards for nuclear
protection, anti-missile shields, hospital and prison facilities and other general fundamentals of
advanced military camp.

The  second  version  developed  proprietary  colonies  of  their  own  autonomous  production
capacity will be utilized for the purpose of underground infrastructure and space infrastructure.

The first  target ID's International M & I colony is building a center in the territories ID's
Diamond Oasis,  and to ensure access of all  the security forces of every country in the world
today, thus creating traffic colony as the format of a joint military base. ID's Diamond Oasis, first
center with Mean Head Quartier of community.
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Declaration of States on a common strategy open to International
cooperation Military & Industrial colonies

Each country's government that declares the document because it gains the right to operate the
cooperation of  the  International  Military and Industrial  colonies  in  International  military and
security cooperation between all  members  of this Act,  and to operate in accordance with the
internal rules of the colony.

Declaration is open for Global Democracy
Date of Act :___________________________________________________________________
Place of Act :___________________________________________________________________

Government Date of declaration Declaration

The Federal Government of
The Imperium of Diamond's

2016
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The number of joint declarations :_________________________________________________

The declaration is placed in the hands of the State Department of State declared that the act of
the International Military Cooperation and industrial colonies.

State's own right to decide on the location of the colonies in the position territories of the state.
State's  own  decisions  about  right  capacity  embedded  in  their  own  development  cooperation
activities and industrial colonies. Together they created the force that will be used to provide full
force of International cooperation as a special division format on the basis of law as International
Military and Industrial Colony.
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International Security Convent of

The Imperium of Diamond's
International  Security  Pact  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamond's  is  designed  to
introduce  immediate  effect  of  world  peace,  security,  International  cooperation  for  the
elimination of Crime and crime or steps occupation and other military invasion without a just
law,  and  in  this  case  it  is  our  intention  to  equality  of  governments  and  states,  therefore
eliminate  activities  such  as  the  abuse  of  political  or  military  position  of  some  countries,
governments or organizations. The International Covenant for safety is based to ensure the
safety of every country, state and the person as an individual who lives in the human world,
and the people own the right to use their rights to live in a peaceful world, safe in the freedoms
of man and friendship among nations is the integrity of the state. Ensuring the rights and such
a function. Our goal is to create political stability and national practice the principles of the
moral and the just international politics and in every country on the planet and extend the
confidence and strength to our security domination regime.

Legal Text of Security Pact

1. This Security Pact is a free government forms related to the International Alliance World
Diamond's. Therefore, any government of a country can add to the safety pact without the
government  of  the  country  was  a  member  of  the  International  Alliance  of  World
Diamond.

2. Request  governments  of  countries  to  establish  cooperation  with  the  International
Covenant Security is the first step in the adoption of the International Alliance World
Diamond.

3. Membership  and  cooperation  with  the  international  security  pact  must  be  the  first
approved by the main representative of the government of the country which makes a
request  for  cooperation.  Then  approval  is  confirmed  by  the  constitution  of  the
government system of the country as the applicant.

4. Each political standing to country and state government so as to create its own right as
cooperation in the Security Pact Alliance, the Alliance for cooperation in ensuring peace
and security, security cooperation and the provision of the law and justice.

5. Each country's  government on this planet own to communicate with the International
Covenant on safety, immediately after the General Assembly recognizes the value of the
safety of the country's government and politically legitimate Statute country by decision
of the General Assembly and the principles for recognition of the state and political forms
of government.

6. If  the country's  government  creates a legal  step for cooperation in the Alliance,  then
cooperation  is  legally  considered  as  a  legal  form  of  activity  with  responsibility,
commitment and priority for the international community Alliance Security Pact.

7. The General Assembly of the Alliance Security Pact has the right to plan strategies and
activities expanding military infrastructure and to ensure the development of common
global  powet,  but  the  General  Assembly  must  not  endanger  or  harm any country or
alliance security ally in Alliance of pact, unless there is a legitimate reason.

8. All countries in the Alliance must make efforts to comply with the Court of Justice and
the rules, laws and governments in their jurisdiction and once again observe International
law.  Alliance  countries  must  solve  all  conflicts  through  their  own  trial  and  court
proceedings by a decision by the just neutral and acreage. If there is no option to resolve
the conflict  through court and forces a separate country,  it  is necessary to convene a
meeting of the General Assembly and decided on joint steps to ensure global security.

9. Each  country's  government  in  the  Alliance  Pact  of  Security  is  obliged  to  observe
compliance  with  human  rights  and  respect  them.  Is  the  need  to  observe  and respect
International law and threatened to beating any innocent person or a civilian. Violation of
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human  rights  principles  and  the  responsibility  of  every  one  such  activity  generates,
through violation of the pact.

10. No of Alliance governments must create a larger army step of an international character,
without a common decision of the Alliance governments as the General Assembly. None
of the countries of the Alliance must create the government against any country and state,
military threat,  invasion  or  occupation  and damage  values  and functions  of  territory,
population and civilization or country.

11. All governments in Alliance countries have an obligation to maintain a symmetrical step,
the development and activities of the International Defense most existing security pact.

12. Each country's government in the Alliance has the right to take full advantage of to help
with the duty of all governments Alliance Security Pact. Each country's government has
the right to use the common security forces to ensure peace, security, stability and law or
equity, elimination of illegal threats and dangers in their own country or in neighboring
countries through bilateral and multilateral agreements as a group of one army.

13. Each country's government in the Alliance has the right to request cooperation from most
countries for the establishment of development projects that give the requesting country
aligned states of the army and security forces assessed by International military quotas
and also simultaneously by security strategy, and the ability to get through security value
format Public infrastructure, defense and combat, in legal relations of each of the entities
as the government of the Alliance.

14. All governments in Alliance countries are obliged to notify all of the Army and security
forces to be able to develop common strategies and infrastructure, or budget planning
joint activities.

15. Each country in  the Alliance government  has an obligation to  comply with the  joint
development of armies and develop common strategies and projects for the development
of the army in accordance with the development strategy that maintains our common
strategic military value of the world's largest military powers designed to ensure world
security.

16. Alliance assistance in the interest payment activities of the government to develop its
own  army,  which  is  why  every  government  each  eligible  countries  in  the  Alliance.
Financial  compensation  conveys  the  Central  Bank  through  the  World  Diamond
agreements on joint economic cooperation. World Diamond International Alliance has
the  possibility  to  provide  financial  subsidies  and  payments  to  the  police,  armies,
technology  development  or  joint  missions  and  training,  development  of  military
infrastructure.

17. World  Diamond  International  Alliance's  own  central  bank.  If  any  manufacturer  of
weapons,  military  technology  or  provider  army  service  uses  its  own  corporate
headquarters  on  the  territory  of  the  World  Diamond  Alliance  governments  Pact  of
Security,  and its production is included in the growth of gross domestic product WD
Alliance as the sum of production Alliance countries and therefore should Corporation
the  company and the opportunity to  get  paid for  purchase of  own finances  Alliance
technology in the form of coins Alliance. Military production values remain counted as
assets  of  Gross  Domestic  Production of  a  Member  State  and its  economy,  so in  the
interest of paragrapf the system of dual Internal Trade Association Alliance Security Pact
and by common agreement on strategic trade.

18. Common value of the army and finance, joint share of the production on behalf of the
Alliance  is  divided  by the  number  of  countries  and the  Alliance  or  by the  value  of
cooperation of each country separately, in relationship to the claim for having contracted
investment value.

19. General  Assembly  of  its  own  right  to  create  a  joint  research  and  development  of
technologies  for  the  cooperation  with  commercial  companies  on  the  territory  of  the
World  Diamond  or  in  the  territory  of  Alliance  country  under  the  agreement  and
permission of the activity of government land.

20. Each country's  government  has rights  in the  Alliance for  the meeting  in the  General
Assembly  as  the  International  Covenant  Alliance  for  Security  and  Global  Security
Council World Diamond. The General Assembly created the opportunity for a joint vote
that  will  decide  on  further  joint  action,  strategy  and  activity.  Such  steps  must  be
reaffirmed in the General Assembly of the International Alliance World Diamond.
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21. General Assembly of the International Covenant of Security has the right to decree a
global  policy  actions  or  incidents,  internal  and  external  sector,  offer  or  require  the
cooperation  necessary  to  eliminate  threats  and  opportunities  for  the  emergence  of
conflict.

22.
23. General Assembly has a duty to immediately sit for the creation of logistics in any danger

or conflict of interest in the participation of any member of the Alliance.
24. General Assembly together must create a common logistics for the prediction of common

threats and conflicts, therefore, to ensure the prevention of conflict and to ensure that all
activities in the severity of courts and justice without  damaging activities or security
policy management diplomacy in dispute.

25. General  Assembly  has  the  right  to  penalize  persons,  associations,  governments  of
countries other legal and natural persons that are trying to violate the security and peace,
creating  conflicts  and  discriminate  against  the  rights  and  title  of  the  person  with  a
legitimate claim. These persons must be designated as a terrorist entity, and that entity
must be constantly misinformed and blocked. If a terrorist entity will operate again next
terrorist threat, then this entity is legally imprison or destroy by legal strategies to prevent
crime and violation of the principles of peace, and in order to maintain the activities of all
the rights of civilians and innocent people and societies.

26. General Assembly decides through a joint vote of all countries in the Alliance and the
World Diamond Security Pact. The joint decision shall immediately be politically vetted
by the Independent Commission for Law and Justice. Commission for Law and Justice
has the right to annul the decision of the General Assembly when the decision without
compliance with the law and justice in accordance with the provisions of legal rules. The
Commission has the right to require a new decision of the General Assembly so that it
can be performed according to procedure and principles of justice.

27. General Assembly is constantly monitored by the Commission to estimate the adequate
strategy and monitoring and through the Commission's estimate sufficient response to
crime prevention to the reference situation and conflict.

28. The General Assembly may meet top generals of the Army Alliance government of the
country, defense ministers and army, Deputy Prime Minister and President mean head or
representative  of  the  country.  The  government  of  the  country  in  the  Alliance's  own
eligible for election to a representative of security who supervises the activity of generals,
ministers and government representatives.

29. General  Assembly  has  the  right  to  the  establishment  of  security  and  logistical  or
executive departments and therefore extend the management association.

30. Each association and movement,  internal  or  foreign groups must  be registered in  the
library and the Secretariat, in the Archives of activities. Each country has the right to
maintain privacy of information forms in their own affairs.

31. If a member of the General Assembly will also become a member of the UNSC, then a
member of the UNSC has the right to form joint research of weapons of mass destruction
and  other  technologies  similar  format  such  activities  on  behalf  of  the  Alliance  of
Government  of  the  International  Pact  of  Security,  under  the  direction  of  research
supervision of a member of the UNSC. All these investigations must be conducted under
the supervision of Security. If someone fails to comply with rules on safety, then subject
must  be excluded from the research and the General Assembly Alliance governments
may decide to expel a member because of the threat of danger and abuse.

32. If governments in the Alliance will create a defense strategy with the principle of the
situation and the obligations for the application of weapons of mass destruction, then the
possibility to use weapons of mass destruction, just in case the creation of cooperation
with UNSC if the UNSC will be proven the ability of political responsibility and claim.

33. If countries UNSC will not be their own choice valued sufficiently accountable, efficient,
the just, impartial, in accordance with legal regulations, then the States as members of the
International Covenant of Security shall have the right to organize global cooperation of
States in order to create a joint force of global democracy and thus represented a group of
UNSC in proportion rights resolutions and the use of weapons of mass destruction for
immediate response and security.

34. The General Assembly of the International Covenant of Security has an obligation in
relation to the countries of the United Nations, to respect the principles of bilateral and
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multilateral agreements, as well as the principles of the UN Charter. So is the fact that all
the policies and activities of the General Assembly of the International Covenant Security
has  always  obliged  to  perform  activities  so  they  can  not  be  violated  principles  of
paragraphs 1, 2 of Charter United Nations.

35. International Covenant Safety is a relative of UN members, raised as the law of the UN
Charter, for the creation of local agreements.

36. The General Assembly of the International Covenant safety of its right to be represented
by  the  function  of  supervisory  authority  to  the  UN,  and  thus  monitor  events  of
International conflicts and the threat of crime and war, to compare with responsibility
activities  of  the  UN Security  Council,  and  the  ability  of  detachment  and  immediate
response, and in case of lack of success or monopoly revelation, therefore, the General
Assembly  of  the  International  Covenant  of  Security  that  owns  the  rights  to  use  and
organizing power of the vast  majority of  global  democracy ¾ UNGA States  for that
purpose to be used the UN Charter  article 1, 2,  for the purpose of Resolution UNGA
States to act to stop rights irresponsible, monopolistic or criminal states the UNSC group.

37. The General Assembly of the International Covenant of security in the interest of every
Member State Alliance, jointly organized by the goal which led to the establishment of a
common global coordination and profits  of most  countries in the world in the circuit
Alliance cooperation partnership, and in case of reaching a common condition ¾ States,
thus a subject World Political rights of the majority.

38. The General Assembly of the International Covenant of Security has an obligation in
relation to countries without membership in the United Nations to respect the principles
of bilateral and multilateral agreements, as well as the principles of the UN Charter on the
right of peoples to self, if such rights, bilateral and multilateral agreements are applied as
the format political crime of an International character. So is the fact that all the policies
and activities of the General Assembly of the International Covenant Security has always
obliged to perform activities so they can not be violated principles of paragraphs 1, 2 of
the UN Charter.

39. The General Assembly of the International Covenant of Security has the right in relation
to countries without membership in the UN, in case of conflict and terrorist activities
against these countries and the territory of their jurisdiction are entitled to omit the rights
of the Charter of the United Nations Security Council for allowing substitute activities of
the International Pact on Security interests situation as local and other conflict. Conflicts
on the territory which is not member of the United Nations is not a natural policy of the
obligation  to  respect  the  obligations  and  principles  as  an  entity  with  a  legitimate
membership in the UN, it means that the General Assembly of the International Covenant
of security against the interests of these independent country progresses according to its
own principles and instantaneous forces joint  entity under  the International  Covenant
security.

40. The General Assembly of the International Covenant of security against expanding joint
security strategy, military and legal departments, security technologies as well as well as
the economy. The General Assembly of the International Covenant of Security has the
right  to  create  new  departments  and  corporations  through  the  second  representation
election and workgroup management of the individual subject.

41. The General Assembly of the International Covenant of Security in this case is entitled to
their  own creation  of  additional  common  forms  of  multilateral  agreements  and rules
which will be used for the development of common policies and principles such as the
Agreement  on  Human  Rights,  an  agreement  on  the  rights  of  political  activities,  the
agreement on war policy,  agreements principles of International police cooperation in
investigating crime and war crimes activity in the form of judicial cooperation activities
on the rights of collective security.

42. The General Assembly of the International Covenant safety of its right to democratic
meetings and the implementation of joint editing of the International Pact of Security, the
expansion of logistics and joint strategies.

43. The General Assembly of the International Security Pact is functioning as a democratic
group critical of democracy through 3/4 of the members of the General Assembly.

44. The General Assembly of the International Pact of Security jointly every five years to
elect the Secretary General has the duty to carry out legal representation and management
activities as a person of information act.
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Form urban safety  probe,  autonomic functions,  IDs industrial  intelligence  is  the
ability to produce over 1 000 000 000 pieces every day

The probe is floating in force Iono cycle, form of levitation. Motion system is synchronized
with 3D gravity sensor, microscopic resolution dimension, recognizing targets at a distance of
hundreds of thousands of kilometers.  The speed of the probe is  0.001 Km /  one million &+
kilometers per hour. The probe can travel up to the orbit of the Earth, with further upgrade too
into space.

Probe  is  designed  for  security  work.  Monitoring  surroundings,  position  detection,  and
detection of sound from a gunshot and explosion of bombs, the cries for help or other kinds of
conflict. The probe is able to manage 3D sonar vision.

The probe can recognize a criminal offense, such as possession of weapons, aiming weapons
per person, mask on the face, knife in hand, stealing foreign boxs or pick-pocketing, even fast
driving on the highway, jam on the highway, crash vehicles, fire, or too threatening gas in the
atmosphere. The probe system uses a 3D camera at Multy-Newton telescope with the ability to
focus the detail down to the level of hundreds of kilometers, and also to transfer the image to the
lens  that  transforms  the  digital  data  into  the  programming  function.  Camera  recording  is
processed by computers that can occur during use 3D cameras to process over 1 000 000 000
motions (or more) in one moment. This means that one probe can monitor movement throughout
the city, and to detect every kind of crime.

The  probe can  scan 3D dimension  to  the  face of  every man  on  the street,  and  therefore
perform the detection of  identity and recognize people,  to  determine if  a person is  in police
searches, missing person or unregistered person without identity. The probe is therefore able to
patrol the city with detail and always with the ability to ensure the detection of more than 85-
100% of all crime.

The probe uses 3D sound sonar,  laser cameras,  radio spectrometers,  thermal vision,  while
optical  camera  systems  technologies  that  are  synchronized  with  the  technology  for  virtual
recognition of the character of man, vehicle and also its weight, weapons and items, face shapes
according to the identification or registration brand vehicles. The probe also possesses the ability
to detect the contents of the tank and chemicals.

Probe own programs to calculate the rhythm of our reality by random rhythms and physically
hard rhythms, so the probe can predict the location and type of crime, and development or crime,
and therefore the probe is also the ability to detect masked criminals, or their organized strategy
and full infrastructure.

In the case of the crime registry,  the probe can record such an act and initiate immediate
coordination  with  the  other  probes,  this  means  pursuing  criminal  movements  from  several
different parties and through CCTV detection and identification of legal status.

The probes can be carried out through questioning of lie detectors. Computer programs that
detail recognize rhythms of human communication and patterns of psychological reactions to the
same movements of the human body or mimic gestures in the face, and the ability to close the
detection of differences in the tone of voice in the ability to detect too ophthalmic lenses and
movement of hairs on the skin, monitoring the rhythm of heartbeats and scan level of perspiration
on the  skin.  Probe  own program for  communication,  so  the  probe  can  perform autonomous
control of the suspect or direct police interrogation on the spot. The probe could spans all kinds of
lies, and therefore implement immediate removal of any crime in the street be control act of every
movement in the city at one moment.

The  probe  uses  weapons  to  a  method  for-profit  projectile  stun  or  kill  radical  offender
criminals. The probe also own tools for laser target tracking and sending electric shocks laser
stunner. The probe then uses acoustic stunner that is able to create a sound signal that will force
the population to flee the crowd or stop aggressive actions. A second ultra-sound audio system
interface can dispose of solid objects such as glass, wood, brick, concrete.

The probe is moving at its own fully silent, without any noise, silent levitation system. The
probe can also use stealth technology, so the probe can monitor all kinds of suspicions about the
crime from local contact, it means the ability to immediately act to ensure detailed detection and
gain direct entry as evidence of the crime, and provides instantaneous paralysis criminals, tens to
hundreds into moment.
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Probe own ability to use the connection to the Intranet, and therefore get detailed local maps,
building plans and evacuation routes. Probe autonomously assist in the fires, the floods, while
other disasters, or when viral epidemic.

Probe own electric generator, the only source of the whole drive, therefore the probe can be
functional without stopping throughout more than ten years. The probe also own program that
constantly  monitors  the  stability  of  the  system function,  and  therefore  the  probe  can  detect
defective  part,  and  the  probe  will  fly  autonomously  to  technical  support,  which  will  be
implemented immediately fix the system. For larger malfunctioned, the probe is able to report to
headquarters, therefore, the call mechanics service team.

Each probe is registered to the central police stations, and the inherent ability to coordinate
with the other sonds, develop common strategies and autonomously or cover the whole surface of
cities and civilizations monitoring system. Sonds detail patrol borders and monitor all kinds of
movement, and register passports and visa.

 
The probe can be used as a police patrol, a military patrol and also, for example, or to finish

the probe can operate as a military commando and special military unit. Probes can also watch
orbit space and universe, perform validation satellites or blasting unregistered objects, such as a
missile shield (Infrastructure synchronization, blast all not registered move in distances of 1 000
000 000 LY's from center). Probe satellite range can monitor in detail the movement of all acts of
civilization and movement transports detect note the brands of cars, drivers face detection, face
detection pedestrian detection of stolen vehicles, wanted persons and missing, and people who are
designated for special protection and control processes.
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Autonome Security Control
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For the purpose of territorial regional alliance ID's government and foreign partnerships. Open to
IMA States, OIC, LAS, AU, IGAD, ADF, and other countries in a peaceful and strategic alliances.

Basic fighter at the level of the first category. V.1.1 & V.1.2

Format unmanned aircraft navigation through digital processors, system shield against radio waves, shield
thermal  imaging,  soon confirmed shield  photon  camera,  the  machine's  own radar  unit  based  on radio
waves, thermal imaging observation, 3D sound sonar, while the 3D optical camera with the ability of high-
capacity approach and object detection. The machine is able to fly with the speed of 2000 kilometers per
hour.  Range of 3000 km distance.  The machine is equipped with machine-gun nests that  are in range
missiles whole 3D space. Laser systems against missile missile, the machine is unbreakable. Rockets have
special  equipment  and  the  ability  of  the  Continental  range.  The  technology  uses  a  special  design  of
synchronization with the aero-dynamic flow and therefore the absorption capacity of the rear wing for high
speed  revolutionize  space  and  determining  the  direction  of  flight  in  geometrically  minimum  spatial
dimension.  Version  V.1.2  system  uses  a  special  front  flap  which  is  able  to  achieve  an  immediate
determination of the direction that is subsequently regulated rear flap.

Business  format;  allowing  financial  cooperation  for  consumption  in  order  to  increase  industrial
infrastructure  ID's,  while  the  creation  of  joint  industrial  plants  on  the  territory  of  our  states  in  the
cooperation between corporations by the state. ID's can get finance, raw materials, industrial intelligence,
production, and more than a million pieces a day. Aim of this type is to create only a few pieces, or by
appointment.
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Registration of Business Institution
For cooperative industrial or finance business in secure-tech development

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

The Corporation and the company agrees to its own interest in cooperation in order to develop a
common strategy to coordinate the production of security technologies and the development of
joint business which will therefore order to provide special forms of business partnership and
cooperation in centralizing the sales network of Diamond's Imperium.
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
_____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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Galaxy safety probe
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Become a Soldier of The ID's government
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Become a Soldier of The ID's government

Are You a man or a woman?  Would You live like a soldier,  power and dominance of the
regime? Discipline ! Knowing what is the real strength and organization of the group? You love
that  feeling  of  invincibility  and  victory?  Logistics  and  immediate  response  in  the  sense  of
immortality? Tired of you mere civilian life and the whole world to you seems too small, simple
and yet unrecognized or vice versa?
Therefore,  becomes  a  soldier  of  the  Imperium of  Diamonds,  and together  we  will  serve our
country Imperium of Diamonds together for safety in the world!

The King of The ID's

Women's, Man's, Migrant's and Refugees, new Citizen's, all people have open !

The Soldier's ID, means many opportunities for growth in your life and the opening of
many new directions for development and knowledge.
Living with friends, a solid team, military camps and training centers, military authorities and the
International military communications, civilizing activities for the organization of International
markets and the development of military industry and special forms of technology, intelligence,
strength of armies and life in the real world. Cooperation for our country, and cooperation with
the other armies in the world.
Development of new Military Civilization's in Universe and support grow of our strengh into
form of Global Superpower !
If You want to add to the many armies, it is always open for you option;
You get  a  good financial  gains,  military education,  benefits  offices,  full  protection  for  your
family, earlier retirement and insurance, better house for a family, consumer rebates and support
for employment for family members, financial sponsorship and quality education to the training
of your children, subsidies for founding family corporations, and also advantageous position to
start political activities. Pride in the country and state recognition.
Great step for Your carier life, strenghening, and position's for Your Families !
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Together we will establish military training centers and industrial zones, our goal is to expand the
(legitimate) International trade in weapons and expand new bases worldwide.
Our goal is to ensure the formation function of the military authorities. Create military diplomatic
relations.  Our first  goal  will  be the development  of shops and  protection for our traders and
corporations, protection civilian members and policy. An Important measure is the development
of  military  bases  in  our  country,  and  abroad,  in  international  waters  and  also  in  space.
Mobilization of the secret services and the infiltration of terrorist organizations. Special training
centers for espionage, aerospace, organization or military service, and special military units. The
Research  of  military  technology  and  the  development  of  science,  establishment  of  military
research  centers.  Development  of  military space  ship  for  journey beyond  the  horizon of  the
observable  universe.  Loading military civilizations  of  the  size  of  the  entire  planet  in  cosmic
space. Many steps and possibilities that life as a civilian can not know.
Every soldier  goes through military training and education of military rights and obligations.
Soon you can shape into units, or get a better position to grow and improve your career and
expand your life and significant experience that have will always remain above civil society and
in  the  area  of  policy  and  information  and  active  centers  intelligent  society,  and  center  of
civilization.
Tactical Force, Land formations, undersea units, air units, cosmic forces, industrial forces,
intelligence  and  military  police,  or  can  also  be  a  colonel  or  general  and  Reprezent  own
department Military planet anywhere in the universe.
Living into offices or in military guards.
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Service in the armed forces ID's in a convenient honor and a significant opportunity to further
your career growth.
Your  service  to  our  country  and  civilization  for  you  to  create  a  position  of  significant
personalities who thus gains greater social and legal support.
Logistics Government Imperium of Diamonds ability to ensure that each of our member could
make active use of distance education at secondary school level, together with the universities. In
the  phase  of  full  economic  function  of  each  member  receive  subsidies  for  self-study  and
legitimate education.
In any case,  you  get  your  own business corporation,  but  then you  can work on the military
authorities,  or  the authorities additional  security and logistic structures.  One day you gain as
Interior Minister, Army and Police or Military Police.
Your effort to increase the chances for creating great opportunity to become a Senator of the
Federation, or get right to the establishment of a new federal entity Imperium of Diamonds, and
therefore the developed your own civilization as a civilization over 100 planets around a single
star.

If You want to take advantage of these offers, so do not hesitate and join us soon jointly we create
advanced infrastructure and expand our position.
Send bid for Your friends, sustain their favor and bring as many people as You register
special rewards!

Support for Global mobilization
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Mobilization of The Units

Create a group of at least ten or more people, both men and women, or get more than one hundred
members and expand your regiment! Soon it adds more regiments, and we immediately, create an
office function and development of military infrastructure.

The First  objective is  to create  a  contact  center  coupling between the strong-willed,  we will
continually gain new strength and relatives. We create a military camp, barracks and training
center.
Extend the sales network of industry and finance, we will support the military operations of the
Bank. Soon we will be producing a spacecraft traveling to other galaxies, we'll create our bases at
strategic locations.

40 000 000 000 000 €
in DMD each month

+ special right's and bonusess

Every one of You can have a Great Life
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Autonomous development:

Establishment of Council of Autonomy, use document of IAIC or local IAIC Quartier and start
logistic cooperation with Center. Manufacturing of flags Federation. Registry Your Citizenship of
the Imperium of Diamond's.  Each self-contained unit must  be based on coordination with the
central  government's  department  ID,  and the  establishment  of  a  joint  management.  Create  a
common management system for managing inside information and isolation from the public.
Distribution logistics functions under budget be the IAIC cooperation. Federal Communications
department.  Department  of  Investigation  and against  monopolies.  The  department  organizing
events to gain new members (in legal order). The Department of local markets. The Department
of  International  markets.  The  Department  of  science  and  research,  industrial  building.
Department of Health. Develop The Main body of government troops under IAIC centralization.
The main principle is  to verify the identity and security for each member,  and also organize
repeated interrogations. Infrastructure cooperation can provide sufficient funding for the use of
printing technology detectors, along with other technologies for some questioning.
Primary step, in IAIC cooperative support,  use of new members in order to create new local
boxing clubs, airsoft, extreme sports, basic commerce. Establishment of infrastructure for clubs
and  centers  through  our  own  network  of  members,  or  the  development  of  friendly  and
commercial  contracts  between  urban  businesses.  Profit  basic  finance  for  the  opportunity  to
organize  and  develop,  as  well  as  the  ability  to  ensure  the  role  of  the  Authority  and  active
communications networks.
Goal  is  to  get  mostly  new  soldiers  and  members  of  the  military  official  service  in  IAIC
cooperation.  Furthermore needed to obtain businessmen,  scientists  and researchers,  engineers,
health care workers, laborers.
Construction of the camp, creating a central position, format of every base camp is, barracks,
training centers, food stores, hygien center, warehouse materials, simple industry.
Development strategy of International trade, establishing corporations for metallurgy,  foundry,
electronics,  pyrotechnics,  radar  technology,  aerospace,  and  other.  Creating  your  own  land
transports,  create  your  own  Intercontinental  transports,  transports  create  of  own  space  and
universal equipment. To create a corporation is the ability to use strategy of double citizenship,
Global Citizen passport, Offshore stores, or directly establish a corporation and its headquarters
on the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds, N-E Africa, so with the full capability to develop
Internationally,  as well as the opportunity to use strategies to Consortia among the rest of the
traders.
Establishing business contracts or creating profit centers for their own material, textile industrial
zones, production of flags, production of business suits, uniforms and military fatigues, sleeping
bags, backpacks, tents, tarpaulins, camouflage tents for tropical and cold form the field, and other
basic facilities, autonomously employment of staff.

The Main objective of the group is to create your own camp, initiate training activities and search
new members. Autonomy Act shall terminate immediately in the full capabilities of coordinated
contact  with the  central  administration of  the military department,  or  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council.

Primary Strategy for security steps against terrorist oposition:
Register of all members of the information and regular contacts to insure the identity function
without blocking them from the enemy.
In the event of a discovery and imprisonment, then immediately act common response is to attack
all the prisons and opening the doors of all prisons in the terrorist regime.
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Become an Universal Life
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Central Military Development:

Distribution functions of offices and logistics capacity as organizing committees function and
extension departments and multi departments Global logistics be IAIC observation. Activating
the function Military Bank be IAIC management and function. IAIC organize Educational centers
of Requalification with High-School and Universities. Social organization and cooperation with
organizations, agencies and alliances.
Loading exile and extraterritorial or offshore centers, consulates, centers of civic associations and
business center for the possibility of our communications and logistics stability.
Organizing  business  and  commercial  conferences,  political  rallies  and  movements.  The
Establishment  of our own infrastructure industry under IAIC management  and registration in
cadastral  of  local  sovereign  government.  According  ID's  industrial  intelligency  cooperation,
Manufacture  of  weapons  and  military  equipment,  telecommunication  technology,  air  craft,
spacecraft,  expanding  the  military  and  industrial  bases  in  International  waters  while  on  the
territory of the other planets and meanly in territories of the ID's government. Our own military
technology and market strategy for the purchase of technology from foreign markets (beneath the
legal principles of the registry and for peaceful purposes).
Developing research centers, military hospitals, running camps for training.
The Main objective of the training are Cosmic forces, Special commando units, Industrial
logistics forces, Defense interim, Planning, Legal activities and Official logistics, Medical
assistance, Training centers.
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Soon, our strength will be the world superpower!

For the purpose of peace and dominance against crimes! Each of us will
stand because to win!

Our territorial location of Cosmic Military basess:
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One of our primary goal is for Support all states in disasters, ensuring
the  safety  functions  during  conflicts.  Growth  peace  policy  and  the
organization of International cooperation with the other governments of
countries.

IAIC has a duty to ensure

 Centralization of applicants military occupation

 Training  courses,  the  UN  Charter,  the  primary  UNGA  Conventions,  International
Humanitarian Law and other legal  relations of the principles of military and security
rights in the nature of International intelligence

 Tutorials,  geography,  international  military  infrastructure  between  organizations  and
associations of states, and their rights.

 Training courses on the principles of internal security and the mobilization of troops.

 Ensuring the cooperation of medical and health development of international cooperation
structures.

 Expansion of the international structure of military cooperation between the countries,
and cooperation on security.

ID's governnment develop army be strategy:

 10% of all refugee and deported people must join into army.

 ID's have open for all imigrant's, migrants, new citizens, which have a duties for primary 
military training.

 Minimaly 10% of population must work in military (18+).

 ID's have open for Android Unit development and stabilize military power's be 
reproducing robotic machines.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Instructions on how to create the first authority building

Photos Skyscraper boxes construction, and a description of the construction project.

The Sunshine tower, design be Qubic engineering

The height of 655 meters

Width base 100 m × 100 m

Diagram

133 block sizes of 15 × 15 × 5 m

30 blocks with a size of 30 x 30 x 5 meters

4 blocks with a size of 40 x 30 x 5 meters

1 block sizes of 30 × 30 × 80 m

1 glass block sizes of 30 × 30 × 80 m

118 balcony with a size of 30 x 30 meters, 0.8 meters railing

88 balconies in different sizes depending on the angle, railing 0.8 m

156 glass corridors, with a size of 20.5 × 5 × 8 meters

52 glass corridors with a size of 39.6 × 5 × 8 meters

5 supporting structures with a height of 655 m

1 structure with a height of 685 m

52 floors between retaining structures

5 centers with lifts

4 area for helicopter

Underground garage
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______________________________________________________

The Sunshine Tower

Centrum business sector, offices and social housing units. Balconies serves as an open garden
with autonomous system maintenance and watering plants. Ability to connect to electricity, gas
pipes,  heating  steam  distribution  water  pipes,  sewage  drains,  digital  networks,  data  centra,
intranet,  internet,  air  conditioning,  air  mail,  air  pressure,  high-speed  lifts  (600  meters  per  5
seconds), solar panels and electric generator extinguishing systems and fire alarm technology,
many other forms of utilities.
The process of construction,  industrial  hall  for  the construction of modular  housing units  for
folding  using  large-capacity  circuit  components  of  concrete  steel,  carbon  steel,  sheets  and
construction, glass, construction, or any other special materials.
Industrial hall can be equipped with a robotic arms that can immediately and mass-produce flat
plate  from  which  arises  the  wall  units.  Flat  plates  made  from  its  own  resources  chemical
laboratories, or through trade agreements of financialy autonomous business without start-capital.
Production  of  materials  and  their  processing  on  building  walls  to  work  automatically  by
computers and mechatronics. Production of materials and their processing with the production of
construction wall using industrial technology simple time step, for 20 hours each component is
made to build the whole dimension of the skyscraper.
Of the major components will be automatically according to a digital patchwork plan living room,
one room, according to the distribution of industrial lines. The base is a kitchen, toilet, sleeping
room, living room, library, wardrobe, children's room, children's playroom, or under comercial
business form therefore schema of the comercial  and office space properties.  Robotic arm to
install  electrical  wiring,  sanitation,  interior  design,  floor,  doors  and  windows,  all  the  basic
components of the interior according to the social, economic and construction standards. Each
room can be designed according to the schedule of any size and utilities.
Rooms will be transported to the construction site. Each room will immediately enthroned crane
for mounting on a steel-concrete structure into a single housing unit. The construction was carried
out  automated crane that  lifts  all  the rooms and then composed a social  apartment,  one after
another, until the appearance of the skyscraper. Crane is fully automatic, navigation with a digital
plans and synchronize with 3D cameras. Residential units are designed to immediately belonged
together, as a dual component that automatically connects via geometric mechanical system.
The technology is able to build a skyscraper in the period of 40 hours from the beginning of the
production of materials until the hour when folded all rooms.
Starting price for full activity Construction Corporation, € 10 million standard diameter to start
simple projects.
Profit is a simple investment, created a skyscraper can serve as a center for cancley and comerce
zone renting, and business centers. In many countries around the world, financial markets and
business corporations count on a good size that can ensure pro forma net profit  from renting
properties over a period of one year.  In a country like France,  according to the fundamental
analysis  of  the  economic  value  of  property,  income  from renting  commercial  space  can  be
discounted monetary value of € 50 million, for a budget of 200 business corporations. This means
that  if  we  can  use  our  own  resources  for  construction  materials  laboratory  using  chemical
production,  carbon,  specialty  plastics  and  many  types  of  metals,  construction  is  capable  of
success  for  stable  development.  Some  Utilities  can  then  be  paid  in  five  annual  installment
agreement, or through joint trade with other corporations.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Economy character Imperium of Diamond's

The federal government Imperium of Diamonds is economically legitimate entity and own all
claims, rights fully open principles to use. The Federal government Imperium of Diamonds is
not in any position which could legaly affect the function and right to utilize its economy.
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ID's Annual GDP STOX:

845 550 000 000 000 000 × Global annual GDP of Earth 2015 and multiply every one second

10 000 000 people in GDP: €10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000
Currency: 2.260.000.000,00€=1,00 DMD

Economic register:
Bond recognition qualify, register and organizational development projects, investment properties
and Investment  papers,  legal documentation,  legal and natural  intelligence,  safeguards values,
legal properties and claim's of The ID's Royal Council, ID's Government & State.

Budget Plan solid basis for one year

 Planing and Development: 100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000€
 Grant Supsidy: 20.000.000.000.000.000.000.000€
 Reserve Funds: 100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000€
 Financial and Valuable fuses: 10-30.000.000.000.000.000.000.000€
 Office & Service Department: 5.000.000.000.000.000.000.000€
 Foreign governmental activities: 50.000.000.000.000.000.000.000€
 Investment for foreign firms: 100.000.000.000.000€
 International fund: 300.000.000.000.000€
 ID's International currency in use :150.000.000.000.000€/Q1
 Debt protection fund: 10.000.000.000.000€
 Army Economy: 10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000€(public)
 Foreign development: 200.000.000.000.000€
 Support for foreign governments: 100.000.000.000.000€
 Investment for Stock-properties: 100.Bilion-1.Trilion
 FX Reserves: 100.000.000.000.000.000€

Labor & Corporate standartization of profit:

 10 000 000 000 000 € per person / 1 month

 2 000 000 000 000 000 € per corporation / 1 month
Annual Economy Expenditure Turnover
Gross Cycle of Basic Strategy

 370 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 €
In the Series, Consumerism

 55 100 000 000 000 000 000 000 €

GDP per One Year
10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 €

GDP share values on the One Coin
 1 DMD = 2 260 000 000 €

Symbol of Diamond Currency
(444)
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Cheque Account register, strategy for activate development under regulation
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The federal government Imperium of Diamonds check creates a trading system that will allow
all options to register a stable financial and economic stabilization interactive, and checking the
authenticity of Finance.

Checkbook accounts are designed for direct payment option at the International level partner,
or payments on the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds jurisdiction.

The main interest is to create a stable trading partner and relations of cooperation between
banks abroad and building the global markets. financial and industry standard.

The first of the targets for utilization of funds Imperium of Diamonds is a priority in the case
of ensuring the growth of ID's Civil  camps and Industrial Colonies to be fully active on the
territory  of  the  Imperium  of  Diamonds  and  the  ability  to  ensure  a  stable  and  develop
independently.

One of the first projects of the international stabilization for ID's Corporatocracy government
and the World Diamond International Alliance.

Value of Diamonds Imperium economy is declared over the foundation of the first  banks
Imperium Diamond's

Legal sources:
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-imperium-of-diamond-
s/economy-bank

The first banknote Imperium of Diamond's.
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Strategy of industrial colony's ID and interest in the
development of commercial markets

Quick Observations on the schematic development plan colonies IDs Diamond Oasis, at a
ratio  of  options  to  exercise  competitive  business  strategies  and  political  strategy  or
security.

Act for First Development, easy mobilization.

Signature of Author
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Fast Statement Text

Industrial colony act is based upon the ability to register and develop industrial and commercial
centers corporations that arise in the territory IDs Diamond Oasis, or when registry of foreign
merchants.
Foreign traders have the right to create their own business branch office or establish a consortium
with any foreign firms and corporations that will be on the territory IDs Diamond Oasis operating
as one business group identity legal form.
Strategies  Consortium  gives  the  business  the  opportunity  to  use  the  strategy  of  the  new
headquarters of trade for import and export, or securing for itself the ability to expand the new
business center of logistics and relations.
The  Main  advantage  of  the  system  is  the  possibility  of  Consortium  developing  marketing
subsidiaries in investment cooperation with dozens or hundreds of other traders and therefore the
conversion  of  investments  needed  for  every  single  trader  in  the  Consortium,  a  simple  and
minimal, without the burden of its own business and financial management.

In the case of building an industrial colony,  it will be applied for the benefit of the option to
immediately build additional population of colonies of their own logistics and resources of the
Government's  ID.  This  Means  that  it  is  not  necessary  to  ensure  that  any  development  of
cooperation  at  the  risk  of  International  relations,  but  because  of  all  the  activities  will  be
implemented from internal sources and government forces, completely without complications and
loss of development.

If the government Imperium of Diamonds can create an industrial colony, the more immediate
ability to provide too Development for ID's International Military and Industrial colony from its
own resources,  and that  means the emergence of the international  security center  multilateral
cooperation armies which it jointly can support power strategy, their own security positions as
well as the ability to organize for the purpose of world security and safety of dominance against
local conflicts militant groups threatening the safety of international law.
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Investment in the development of international military and industrial colonies in the territory of
ID's  Diamond  Oasis  are  sponsored by the  Government  of  the  Imperium of  Diamonds.  Each
country's government, from all over the world can be a colony for common activities such as
multilateral military base.
Development of foreign colonies and investment for the creation of the federal government will
sponsor for the purpose of security and humanitarian aid in countries Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Syria, Israel & Palestine, Western Sahara, Mali, Yemen, Central African Republic, the
other countries at risk.
The investment plan will be based upon sources IDs government, together with the possibility of
using bilateral and multilateral strategies markets between states.

Today, because of the ID's international strategies World Diamond International Alliance & The
Corporatocracy government, that means that each country's government or corporate groups have
full rights to form colonies industry in the territory of Diamond Oasis, thus supporting the growth
of joint activities.
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Thank You  to  everyone  who  supports  the  development  of  colonies  IDs  and  stabilization  of
civilization, thank You for Your support and I certainly Always use my skills and capabilities to
why I have to arrange support too for Your country and interests. Thank You for Your activities,
and always certify that the rewards will be earned and welcoming for everyone who deserves the
credit. Your cooperation and support is an important step for the development of world society
and,  therefore,  I  really  appreciate  Your  cooperation,  which  also  supports  our  friendship  and
common respect.

Thank  You  for  Your  understanding  and  wish  You  a  beautiful  day,  good  business
development and safety for Your states

Signature of the document's author
King Peter Gottwald's ID
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The Patent claims designed to fully exploit the international level ID's projects

Generally respected the interests of international relations and justice.
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Levitation city

One of the many development projects
Imperium  of  Diamonds  becomes  the
guiding principle for the development
of  levitating  cities  that  are  able  to
actually levitate in space above ground,
or farther to travel between planets in a
solar constellation.
Each city is a levitating based on self
Cadastral  positions  and  uses  their
resources  and  business  networks  or
representational crowd.
Levitation  cities  are  territory  and
possessions  Federation,  &  the  Royal
Council.

One levitation city can accommodate capacity from 300
000 people,  to  more  than 10 000 000 people.  Its  own
economy, trade networks, utilities, residential centers for
the population.
Economic  value  per  levitating  city,  according  to
standards only today the world economy,  it may be the
equivalent of 1 000 000 000 000 € in the basic phase.
International Advocacy Intelligence Council will develop
its own levitating city in order to create their own city
authorities and the ability of global cooperation.
Other  levitating  cities  are  used  for  development  of
science  centers,  armies,  industry,  agriculture,
infrastructural  intelligence,  telecomunication  centers,  or
public recreations and special stations.
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The Stellar city civilization

ID's Star city format constellation of planets in the universe at the level of a single civilization
which originated from the colonization of a new planet in the universe, thus acquiring the local
area at  the  reach of  its  own civilizational  infrastructure  as  one of  Super  Group of  Galaxies,
predominantly 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 planets in territory.

Territory that  is  used for  ID's  use  of  special  technologies  that  enable  secure  transport  of
planets in the universe, speeds of over 500 milion LY in only ten days, and therefore the ability to
create design ID's Stellar City, a hundred planets around a single star. Each planet will be fully
civilized.

All the planets because they work as a unified civilization, one city associated with the space
transports the ability to instant interplanetary relations.

Some  planets  are  based  on  a  form of  population  centers,  like  humans,  cloning  humans,
androids, bio droids, other intelligent beings that make use of this state the essence of civilization
and legitimate citizenship.

Other planets are intended for agricultural production, to other industrial production, some
serve as source materials from mining, many planets are used as research centers, and also the
format or military planetary civilization as a military base. Each planet is used for own needs and
development,  planets together to create a unified strategic nature of the interactive civalizace
continuity.

Average economics civilization can utilize the capacity of 10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 € in the currency DMD, when converted only 10 milion people.

One population planet could be based on an average population of 1 000 000 000 000 people.
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

ID's International Bank for Cosmic Development
Monday, February 20, 2017

Observations on the Rights of banking institutions IBCD in the nature of official cooperation
with  authorities  IAIC,  and  such  a  possibility  for  international  use  and  development  of  the
property as  well  as  the  growth  of  civilizations  as  a  matter  of  economic  characteristics  such
liability business and economic activity.

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
ID's International Bank for Cosmic Development

1. ID's IBCD is determined to create an International  group of states together using the
center as a common investment banks and monetary relations exercise for the purpose of
developing a common civilization in the universe.

2. ID's IBCD receives funds that are determined by the strategic cycling economy among
business  investors,  and  to  develop  new  cosmic  civilization,  and  creating  their  own
development resources.

3. International Advocacy Intelligence Council owns the rights to create its own official
representation for ID's IBCD, thus ensuring stabilization function of the bank's credibility
and legal activities.

4. International Advocacy Intelligence Council promotes international trade relations with
governments and builds a network of shops and diplomatic partnership ID's IBCD.

5. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore creates a branch destined for sale
Cosmic  land,  according  to  the  capacity  in  a  geometric  scale,  with  no  geographic
assessments, and to sell land for world traders who are interested in their own business
development in space and are able to joint logistics activities entailing goal development
of a joint development project logistics.

6. International Advocacy Intelligence Council therefore provides the possibility of selling
the certification of owning land size, meaning a deposit for the right to establish sales
offices and factories.

7. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  constitutes  commercial  or
informational entity on the territory of all states and the principles of their jurisdiction,
and for the purpose of the establishment as a center for the sale of land space and trade
activities or to ensure public awareness.

8. International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  provides the right  to develop stores with
space  land  through the  Internet  and  other  forms  of  international  telecommunications
network, and the ability to fully use the market at the global level and below functions in
the  interest  of  legal  principles  jurisdictions  ID's  government  and  the  International
Advocacy Intelligence Council intelligentsia.

9. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  therefore  sells  cosmic  properties,  and
certified by the autonomous activity starting be own bank account ID's IBCD, like a bank
account which is written on the name and verifiable identification of the buyer and the
owner of the land.

10. Every buyer of land must own a bank account in ID's IBCD.
11. The bank account is therefore registered under the ID's IBCD authorities, and to develop

joint business cooperation and business strategy planning and development of markets
and  the  ability  of  the  joint  business  continuity  under  the  jurisdiction  of  the  federal
government's ID and the legal principles of the country's markets ID.

12. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  receives  funding  from the  sale  of  land.
Acquired  finances  are  put  on  development  funds  IBCD ID's,  in  order  to  implement
development  projects and create the reverse cycle finances among registered business
entities that collectively support the development of this civilization and increase their
profits.

13. International  Advocacy Intelligence  Council  receives  funding  from the  sale  of  land,
thereby  acquiring  its  own  shares  as  financial  sum for  the  function  of  the  office  of
International Advocacy Intelligence Council, as profit from the value added to the price
of owning a certification cosmic plot.

14. International Advocacy Intelligence Council selects 10% from sales of land as a Royal
property,  or  property  ID's  government.  The  second  dimension  of  profit  as  90%  is
intended to fund IBCD Development Fund, and the King was becoming a capital owner
IBCD institutions.

15. Sale of land space can be carried out on behalf of IBCD a person with a buyer who is
legitimately  certified  by  the  identification  and  verification  of  identity.  International
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Advocacy Intelligence Council creates for authorities IBCD crowd, and also acquired the
rights for the act of selling ID's Cosmic land.

16. Sales space plots lands on behalf IBCD may be exercised only on official fixed addresses
branch  IBCD,  Office  of  International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council,  legitimized
authorities ID's government and also in agreement with the King of the country, and also
in the use of personal contact or the application of the sale and purchase through certified
communication via telecomunication, postal and transit services and the ability to pre-
payment for the value of the land required by the buyer.

17. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  and  based  ID's  cadastral  office  that  is
designed to manage legal documents, archival civilization and project plans, documents
evidencing  the  rights  of  individuals  on  their  own  having  space  land  under  a  legal
character, a register of all land owners, documents proving their ownership rights as well
as documents a register of traders in the area of cosmic ID's territories.

18. International Bank for Cosmic Development own headquarters in the heart of territories
World  Diamond  International  Alliance,  ID's  Corporatocracy  government  and  the
Imperium of Diamonds central and federal territories.

19. Head IBCD in territories WD Alliance are used for the growth of business strategies
according to the interests of civilization development WD Alliance states as a unified
entity developed by common name.

20. Every  state  with  membership  in  WD  Alliance  owns  the  rights  to  the  use  of  space
development cooperation which is instantly legitimate permission to establish a branch
IBCD on national  territory,  and thus  make  use of  the  possibility of  direct  organized
cooperation of the market and the growth of civilization by the ability to direct a global
civilizational strategic cooperation between states and involving the interests of their own
economy.

21. Head IBCD in territories WD Alliance also allows other states of their right to financially
buy ID's cosmic land plots territories in second level and thus enable the establishment of
their own civilizations according to their own principles of jurisdiction or the wording of
Cosmic future contracts applied in the international and legal character.

22. The foreign State in partnership of WD Alliance is to legally purchase acquired the rights
to own landed property, the state therefore has the rights for use of space development
cooperation  which  is  instantly  legitimate  permission  to  establish  a  branch  IBCB  on
national territory, and thus make use of the possibility of direct organized cooperation of
the market  and the growth of civilization by the ability to direct a global civilization
strategic  cooperation  and involvement  of  national  interests  of  its  own  economy,  and
create a common strategy for developing markets in order to support economic growth
without monetary inflation.

23. In the event that the foreign state will take place repurchase ID's Cosmic land to create
their own civilization, the entity that made the purchase of land must therefore agree on
support  fully functioning and stable legitimacy of ownership and purpose of the ID's
government properties infrastructure sites of information utilization of network research
stations, founding research meteorology,  geology,  soil  and space, laboratories for data
acquisition and analysis of  organic samples,  astro observatory,  cosmic navigation and
comunication systems, technology to calculate random numbers in entered, other research
centers and basic infrastructure survivors of civilizational character as a second category
ID's land rights registry. The area of these centers can be deducted from the total cost and
budget trafficked sites.

24. Head IBCD in territories WD Alliance allows states to submit documentation confirming
their own territorial space registry owned space parcels that were legally registered until
2000,  a  year  meaning  the  right  ID's  government  for  its  own  Land  Registry  upon
confirmation of having the legal right for such an act.

25. In the case where another State confirms his own land possession, then justice will be
recognized, and a range of legal land Foreign Minister of the country will be removed
from the register space land Imperium of Diamonds.

26. If a foreign country's government confirmed its own territorial possession space lands
after 2000, the foreign country's government is therefore responsible for creating a false
registry of land rights ID's government, and that means that a foreign government has a
responsibility  to  the  obligation  to  replace  all  necessary  expenses  that  this  must  be
deducted of ID's economic budget and having the rights and activities of jurisdiction.
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27. The obligation to reimburse therefore entitles the ID's government to a weather station, a
laboratory for geological analysis laboratory for data acquisition and research samples
organism,  astro  observatory,  cosmic  navigation  and  telecomunication  technologied,
technology quantum intelligence randomly discards numbers, and other research facilities
of  standard  character  and  basic  forms  of  infrastructure  of  the  first  phase,  with  the
possibility of joint research and diplomatic usage.

28. Head  IBCD in  the  Territories  government  ID's  are  used  for  the  growth  of  business
strategies according to the interests of civilization development ID's federal government
as a single entity developed by a separate name.

29. Head IBCD in territories  ID allows the government  the right  to  their  own economic
management space territories and thus enable the establishment of its own civilization by
the principles of ID's own jurisdiction, or future contracts Cosmic wording applied in the
international and legal character.

30. IBCD developing business with cosmic properties,  depending on the nature and form
logistically economic planning development project of cosmic civilizations which in the
final sum attainable capacitive building will be budgeted for the possibility of calculating
the actual active value of the legal form as the price of cosmic plot, thereby determining a
price for the property at a public capital market ID's Government and such ratification
trading price of the land.

31. Imperium of Diamonds federal government develops strategies for the use of space land
for  development  ID's  cosmic  civilizations,  and  ID's  spacecraft  and  ID's  Universal
civilizing ships and stations which have set up their own character economic purpose and
function according to the plans of mechanical and physical features of the ship and the
foundations of the economic recovery.

32. IBCD therefore sells investment plots of land by the budget size of the planned capacity
civilizational  forms  per  normalizing  the  size  capacity  of  business  operators  and  the
purpose of their usage, therefore the land sold as a square meter responsible for such
financial price ratification if it is a land of planetary type or another format into the nature
of as cosmic entity and optionally principle cubic meters,  as regards civilization used
body in the space between natural cosmic entities character space.

33. IBCD therefore sells investment plots of land by the budget size of the planned capacity
civilizational  forms  per  normalizing  the  size  capacity  of  business  operators  and  the
purpose of their  usage,  therefore the land sold as a cubic meter  responsible for such
financial price ratification if it is a land of technology type or a size nature as spaceship
or Universal civilization ship and stations.

34. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  and  creating  a  logistics  development
planning and growth strategies for building civilizations in strategy formulation and cycle
network of business entities by Intelligence International Advocacy Intelligence Council
in collaboration with the Royal Council's ID and ID's government land.

35. Because of European terrorism are illegaly damage ID's ability to use intelligence cosmic
geography and data about the values of the physical properties of other planets in the
universe. International Advocacy Intelligence Council that the bank's name IBCD only
issue a certification of ownership of the land registry is the legal entity format civilization
as a civilization that established quotas will be built on the territory of the planet that is
responsible  conditions  for  the  ability  of  the  healthy  human  life  or  quotas  designed
development project planning and development of spacecraft.

36. Into the first time as ensuring the functionality of commercial use in a fixed position and
place, the project can not be fully realized. Therefore, any purchaser of land own the full
right to seek financial compensation for all losses on the effects on the development of
the  state.  Responsibility  financial  compensation  therefore  acquires  European  terrorist
organization and all the governments and nations of the criminal alliance of the entity.

37. All  obtained  funds  from  the  sale  of  cosmic  plots  are  therefore  designed  for  the
development of civilization and ensure stable operation of civilization construction, as
well as the ability to create a strategy for geological research space planets and obtaining
full ability to find planets with responsible geological and physical abilities to the quota
of the project which is based upon the rights created civilizational project.

38. All  obtained  funds  from  the  sale  of  cosmic  plots  are  therefore  designed  for  the
development of cosmic and universal civilization ships and ensure stable operation of
civilization construction, as well as the ability to create a strategy for research buildings
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spacecraft  and  universal  civilization  of  ships,  thereby  also  ensuring  their  products
according to  specific  skills  for  quota  Project  which is  based upon the  rights  created
civilizational project.

39. If is created an economic project designed for the development of civilization as a project
founded  on  intelligence,  business  networks  between  business  entities,  but  not  well-
founded budget responsibly confirmed business contracts, the balance will be unusable
commercial area autonomously replaced by commercial operators ID's government and
the state. This keeps the power of strategic land price regulated, without the possibility of
value fluctuation and loss on securities, land and legal possessions.

40. International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council  and  public  law  trade  space  land  as  an
entitlement opened by the budget and the strategic business applications and markets ID's
government, and also the second strategy for the international market as sales by price
international standard land prices in the nature of global economic ratification policy, and
this  is  an  additional  payment  of  the  balance  of  the  price  of  the  Government  of  the
Imperium of Diamonds as an automatic form of agreement entailing joint ownership of
the land between the new owner of the land and the government ID's, and the format for
the joint ownership by the budget as a percentage of the value of the investment by the
sum of the actual huge price by ratification IBCD ID's.

41. Interpretation of contract land sales strategies by common shares and allows investors
from abroad, their ability to use the full space land markets, while ensuring that trade
Contracting Act guarantees allow investment preservation of their own capital invested
by the investor and its subsequent legal manipulation.

42. Interpretation of contract of sale of land under a strategy of common shares and allows
investors from abroad, the ability to fully exploit their property bought by the number of
ID's space land which therefore become fully legal law for handling and full development
of interest to the owner that this becomes the main actor who is critical of the use of and
the application of its own forms of land by large full power of the whole character of the
land and in view of the sum jointly owned rights ID's government.

43. Interpretation of contract of sale of land under a strategy of common shares and allows
for government ID's, if civilization and legal needs, to ensure the re-purchase of land by a
fixed value generated by owned Forces percent of the investor, and in accordance with
the  acreage  of  land  values  in  the  nature  of  their  current  investment  status  to  capital
market,  but  without  any  obligation  ID's  government  forces  for  the  payment  of  a
percentage of the value of the land in the area of balance of having ID's government.

44. The federal government distributes the Imperium of Diamonds space plots lands into two
principal  characters.  The  first  character  is  the  value  space  of  land  intended  for  the
construction of the active civilization, and therefore dimension first category meted out
according to the size of the civilizing capacity and infrastructure networks, such as the
format of activity that determines the price of the ratification of the space lands plots first
location. The second class space lands plots are areas that are in the planetary nature solar
sun, galaxies, super group of galaxies entities with its own infrastructure ID's technology
as a research station, mining centers and raw centers capacity and other centers in the
nature of basic civilizational in nature, as the format of the nature of the proof mark of
civilization determining the law founding for confirmation of land ownership on behalf of
the Imperium of Diamond's and King.

45. The  second category of  land  space  is  not  salable  until  confirmed  by the  investment
project entailing the development of land for the ability of the body functions as an active
civilization. The first category of land space is therefore salable by strategic planning
budget utilization number of entities business activities in the market and trade capacity
network civilization.

46. The third category of land factor are therefore marked areas that are not registered with
any ID's government and the King of the country. In this case, the area is kept as local
Terra  Nullius,  or  land  by  foreign  entities.  Lands  foreign  entities  remain  inviolable
government Imperium of Diamonds, if not created any other bilateral, multilateral treaty.

47. ID's federal  government  hires its  own technologies that  are designed for colonization
territorial entities Terra nullius, thereby creating a subsequent agreement on cooperation
between the contracting parties.

48. Imperium of Diamonds respects the rights of property and land registry space strategy by
proof of the existence of a civilized step and active use or management of legal rights of
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claim for active use. Civilization marks so forth is as active civilization format or format
of  the  monitoring  equipment  and  the  guard  determining  register  of  land  in  state
ownership and other legal or natural persons.

49. ID's federal  government  owns the legitimate rights of territorial  possession spacecraft
lands under public acknowledgment in the interest of a legal nature since 1998, the date
of the liability CZ government to stop terrorist blocking, as well as the acquisition of the
same  legal  obligations  on  behalf  of  the  European  Union  in  2003,  when  the  Czech
Republic joined the EU, thereby achieving obligations jointly apply European Union law,
and remains open to law endorsed in membership CZ and EU countries in the United
Nations  as  a  body confirming  international  law such  liability  terrorist  states  duty to
ensure functionality of all claims of commercial law in relation to the natural principles
of justice and according intelligence principles to agreements made UNIDROID business
rights, and thereby achieve certifiably obligations and to establish the effectiveness of the
rights of peaceful development of States under the Charter of the United Nations.

50. ID's Government therefore confirms its own plan created by the King of the country 1998
as  a  destination  for  the  colonization  of  space  territories  and acquisition  of  land  and
bodies,  as  the  act  of  using  the  Royal  intelligence  industry  for  the  development  of
technologies capable of traveling through space to a distance of infinity Light Years, and
also the ability to produce such technology is colonizing packages as industrial product of
over 1 000 000 000 pieces per second, the capacity of a factory base. Therefore, the legal
claim  of  the  territorial  scope  of  land  registry  ID's  governments  have  always
acknowledged and indeed valid and still evolving at the speed and capacity growth in the
range  of  territorial  character,  without  the  possibility  of  applying  other  claim of  this
nature.

51. ID's Government therefore affirms its objective of stabilizing the government and full
function, and the function of civilization plan as an act again full acknowledgment of
these rights and territorial having such capacity.

52. ID's federal government further confirms the origin of the eigenvalues  space land from
the nature of ID's founds his own existence at the first developmental instrument King
Gottwald Peter establishing planning and intelligent management of the civilization and
national  growth  meaning founding minister  of  the  country in  the  application process
development strategy of the King and growth of their own network resources values at a
given level.

53. The  King  Gottwald  Peter  is  the  first  owner  of  the  territory  as  a  natural  person  and
furthermore legal obligation instituting a law for the federal government Imperium of
Diamond's  open  claim  legal  manipulation  of  land  and  commercial  law  like  format
dealership for exploiting the land and such property as the property of state law and the
essence.

54. The King therefore also their own personal law for determining land use and decisions on
the application of development projects and their regulation, or other business use.

55. The King's own full rights to develop their own plans and projects or activities in the
space of land, and no Royal obligations for payments of any financial criteria for the use
of land, because all the space parcels are legally the property of the King.

Identification document:

Claim in second public:

http://media0.mypage.cz/files/media0:54f7295a1547c.pdf.upl/Registration%20and%20acknowledgment
%20of%20my%20personal%20rights%20for%20owned%20land%20on%20foreign%20planets.pdf

ID's Government Legal bases:

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/about-us/policy-situation
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Confirmation  of  governments  to  cooperate  in  order  to  use  legal
institutions International Bank for Cosmic Development, and allowing
the right to build a legal institution of banks on the territory under its
jurisdiction and joint agreements

The name of the state and government of the country :___________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date Sign :_____________________________________________________________________
Place Sign :____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Name State Represent :___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The name of the institution in the national team :_______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Global Bank Cooperation
Saturday, March 11, 2017

Decisions on stabilizing the interest of the government of the Imperium of Diamond's and
achieving  the  ability  to  jointly  develop  a  strategy  of  global  welfare  states  and  in
collaboration with all the banks around the world in order to develop a network of business
relationships between corporations and trading companies, and traders' associations, and
so the building trade level global markets to support the joint development among partner
states, banks and traders.

Listing Finance Cheque 1 000 000 000 000 € for cooperation in
the interest of each individual state.

If the success of our common business profitable and economically advanced countries for the
countries that will be in the next year budget is increased to a level 10 000 000 000 000 € for the
creation of the annual turnover of the bilateral market.

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter
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Global Bank Business Cooperation

1. ID's stand is based on a form of stabilization levels, and therefore needs to get friendly
help to ensure the function of systematic chain of financial authorities.

2. Therefore, there is an act Global Bank Cooperation, the Bank's own right to create an
office to conduct  a joint investment  fund deposits  and beneficial  business partnership
with the Federal Government of Diamond's Imperium.

3. The  fund  is  used  for  financing  joint  investments  and  business  partnerships,  usage
possibilities for the development  of investment projects on the territory of Diamond's
Imperium, and especially in order to develop cooperation on a range Corporatocracy ID's
government and the World Diamond International Alliance.

4. Every bank that will support the management of financial authority obtains the right to
establish their own branch in the Imperium of Diamond's and thus activate their own
investment and commercial or financial projects.

5. Each Bank to establish any authority and the association representing the territory of the
Imperium of Diamond's therefore always own the right to use the access to conferences
like ID's constitutional form International Bank Council of Imperium of Diamonds and
contribute  to  the  development  of  International  markets  and  joint  networks  of  market
chain.

6. Commercial  form Bank in the ID's government territory may be the basis for a legal
entity  as  the  Representative  seat,  Contact  officials  or  Commercial  form of  Financial
Institution. Form of legal association can also be established by special agreements with
the Government of Diamond's Imperium and therefore establishment of special form of
Legal entity.

7. Banks can thus be active on the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds and thus promote
the  development  of  civilization  and  in  the  strategy  for  the  development  of  markets
between our countries, and encourage the development of new business corporations of
the State headquarters of the Bank.

8. Banks can thus be members of ID's Corporatocracy and set up their own representational
activities  on the territory of  the  state  Corporatocracy together  with all  traders  of  the
Corporatocracy, and promote the development of new business corporations of the State
headquarters of the Bank.

9. Banks can thus be members of the International Alliance of WD and set up their own
representational  activities  in  the  World  Diamond  State,  together  with  all  the  World
Diamond traders, and support the development of new business corporations of the State
headquarters of the Bank.

10. This creates a strategy for the Global Community Bank all around the world, in order to
develop the global economy and the growth of our civilization and common markets.

11. Banks, therefore, its own obligation to build on our joint financial cycles and agreements
on financial  movements,  currency appreciation among states and encourage our legal
relations of peace, friendship and stabilizing character.

12. Banks thus have the right to support the organization among traders around the world and
thus ensure the development of new investment projects.

13. Banks jointly own the rights to negotiate  International  trade conference to develop a
common business relations with the world for the purpose of creating joint investment
projects on the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds and the interest to support the
growth of the economic infrastructure of the state.

14. Support  for  State Diamond Conference is  always  a  welcome development  matter  the
purpose, and composed of all traders, investors and processors of Diamonds from around
the world.

15. Banks in another category of its own right to exploit the Conference of the Royal Council
and the development of common trades and strategies at International level and also for
the expansion of new worlds and civilizations, or to do solid business cooperation in the
country Imperium of Diamonds.

16. Banks jointly acquire such rights, Financial Administration Offices ID's government as a
form  of  Private  Office  with  a  temporary  basis  function  under  the  jurisdiction  of
Diamond's Imperium, a form of extra-territorial, offshore or exile Office.
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17. Banks that operate Administrative Office because they can use in contact with the other
banks operating authority, and thus the opportunity to expand friendly relations and trade
with the rest Banks from around the world.

18. The principle of common stock form of fund as a system ID's Temporary Office means
that Banks have the right to use the ID Financial Management's for management planning
and the development of its own Quartiers and Offices Banks on the territory of the state's
ID.

19. Manage ID's Finance Office is primarily an obligation to ensure oversight of limitations
on the number of coins economic and financial budget of the State, and to confirm the
legal handling of finances and securing a government official in the act of creating their
own management teams in logistics and security arrangements.

20. In exercising the Authorities, the Bank's own provisory right to record stable handling
Cheques Imperium of Diamonds, and the legitimacy of the budget of Check accounts,
until they ensure stable operation of the administrative and security printing banknotes
legal basis for controlled network.

21. In exercising the Authorities, the Bank's own provisory right to register a Registration
List of ID's Businesses and also register new businesses by business interests to the legal
qualification, thus extending the sales network of markets and profit potential internal
movement of cooperation.

22. In exercising the Authorities, the Bank's own right to create a provisory center trading
exchanges such as the centralization strategy developed markets between dealers and thus
strengthen the capacity logistically strengthen the stability of autonomous growth cycle
of repeated sessions of business partners or strategically expand new markets.

23. In  exercising  the  Authorities,  the  Bank's  own provisory  right  to  record  and  develop
business  projects  and  organize  development,  while  ensuring  the  management  of
development management.

24. In exercising the Authorities, the Bank's own provisory right to record Gross Domestic
Product according to the local statistics of export and import in management product with
the other offices abroad, and also budget powers coins at a stable value without inflation,
currency and other risks.

25. In exercising the Authorities,  the Bank's own provisory right to represent the Central
Bank of the Federation of Diamond's Imperium and thereby ensure the management and
creation of the Central Safe, the security of transactions, the development of stable forms
of ID's Central Bank operations.

26. Management  of  the  Central  Bank therefore  permits  enable  it  to  provide  the  right  to
establish deposit  accounts, anonymous accounts and other financial services to clients
and consumers, as the format of a joint fund between Banks which provide management
Office.

27. Banks have the right to use ID's Finance Fund for the opportunity to build their own
investment projects and thus gain also profit from our joint business session.

28. Banks must support the stabilization of government ID, when planning business projects
from the budget IDs Banks act as the main strategy of the project under the principle of
the UN Charter and the UNGA Declaration, as the format of International law over which
there is a principle of International cooperation character.

29. Banks must not misuse the joint relations and the rights granted to support organized
crime and developing crime or infringement of any state.

30. The administrative authority must hold a permanent contact postal address, as well as a
mailing address for telex, internet server or digital system used for financial transactions
and register, contact telephone, fax and e-mail.

31. The first objective of the Bank in the exercise of government ID's Financial Authorities
and Central Banks is therefore necessary to ensure that the first steps of establishing a
stabilization process ID's civilization and the operation of postal functions, infrastructure,
telecommunications,  basic  runway  for  airplans,  excavation  of  wells,  basic  network
construction,  basic network of agriculture,  basic  network industries,  basic network of
energy resources,  basic network of cities and urbanization,  basic network of offshore
platforms  in  international  waters,  the  development  of  growth  management  systems
civilization, as a common agreement for investment.

32. In  the  event  that  the  Bank  will  confirm  the  establishment  of  the  office,  and
interoperability  of  financial  administration  and  the  federal  government  Imperium  of
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Diamond's decision to interactively opening a financial investment check for each group
according  to  the  Bank  the  difference  state  borders,  thus  establishing  a  fund  for  the
common market.

33. Financial check will be written out in the amount of 1 000 000 000 000 € for building a
common market in the direction of a foreign state power to each individual state bilateral
form.

34. Establishment of Administrative Authority and means creating a management staff that is
based on the cooperation of a body crafted from advocacy groups of local jurisdictions,
Business and Investment Analysis teams, security defense offices, team organizers of the
market and also with recourse to cooperation with commercial companies to Business
Mangement  Services  like  Offshore  trend  for  the  establishment  of  new  business
corporations and facilities management.

35. The  Administrative  Office  is  therefore  based  on  a  custom  function  to  ensure  the
autonomy of their own profits and operate the official service and logistics. All payments
will be allocated according to the size of responsible and rights.

36. Representatives of administrative authority is entitled to establish its own Commission to
select and hire new employees and services that this interest will support the function of
Administrative Office and autonomously expand mutual benefits and partnerships.

37. Functions of the Office of Administrative Law provides synchronization and recovery
strategy for launching a Provisory ID's Offices that this interest will be established to
increase political and logistical circuits ensure the management of Ministries.

38. Each member of the Administration of Provisory Offices and their own right to become a
member ID's Provisory Offices.
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Registration of Business Institution

Name of Bank: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Bank categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a Bank Institution:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
_____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

Free Agreement's for Business Activity
Sunday, January 29, 2017

1. The  Organizer  is  the  person  who  creates  the  act  of  the  trade  organization  by  the
Organizing Document.

2. Organizer is  a citizen of the state of  Diamond's  Imperium,  or user of  Extraterritorial
VISA statute.

3. The Organizer is  entitled to commence  an autonomous activity by the principles and
intelligence Organizing Document and in the legitimacy derived from the possession of
the document  and the identity records  of their  own in order to  "ID's   of  Citizenship
Applications", or filling out your own application Extraterritorial VISA card.

4. The  right  to  organize  obtains  anyone,  any  mentally  capable  and  responsible  man
impunity of scale anywhere in the world.

5. Organizer and creates his own office as a central registry of companies, and the position
jurisdiction Imperium of Diamond's.

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter
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Organization document

The Organizational Document goes to apply for activities on the territory of the Imperium of
Diamond's and under the jurisdiction of the state, but also within the scope of Extraterritorial
Jurisdictions ID's, and even when operating in foreign countries using the available legal means
allowing contact with the trader and corporations or clients for the purpose of organizing the
state, foreign or international trade.
The contract gives traders the right to create his business interests in the jurisdiction of the state
Imperium of Diamond's why use such options, create a special treaty and especially to promote
the development of the state of Diamond's Imperium.
Contract system is simple, and at the same time in relation to the simple principles of contractual
partnership between several parties.
Organizational documents can be used by anyone who owns an interest in moving to the level of
retailers and the growth of organized retail networks under its own management.
The first representative of the Organizing document, the Government of Diamond's Imperium,
therefore, to be established principle of business strategy and contracts, while the just system for
all parties and guarantee the development rights. Organizer gains profit from his activities and the
planning of a market.
The second representative of the Organizing document becomes representative, as organizer,
and his task is to get as many business partners in order to increase its sales network. The second
part as leaders those individuals who may therefore be a logistics office and agency officials, or
office as logistics management institutions resulting from the partnership strategy trading parties
and their purpose in the document management business.
The third representative of the organizing document becomes part of the business partnership
that  owns a copy of  a document   with general  agreement  in the archives of his own office,
understood the conditions laid down by the document, and thus also its own signature confirms
the  legal  opinion  of  their  own activity  cooperation  under  management  logistics  trade  which
originated agreement on business cooperation.
The third party, leaders use their own copy of a notarial verifier, the possibility of ensuring that
the guarantees contracts and agreements, business documents and open right's for their finance
manipulation under advocacy observation.

Business principle is simple, as the second representative of the organizer will create a system of
market strategy at the constitution of trading parties.
An example, between a third parties of the first entity becomes a member of an agreement
for the purpose of product planning. The second body finds, the third trading partners who can
supply source of  raw material  for  the  manufacture  of  the  product,  then  the fourth  business
partners who together processed raw materials to components,  the fifth business operator shall
ensure the construction of the components of the finished product, and the sixth trading partner
gives business consumer that this product uses and thereby in exchange for a share of the equity.
Profit  Finance  is  divided  between  all  the  partners  of  the  Third  Representatives of  the
Organizing Document,  and each of  them owns  the rights  to  the  payment  by actually earned
profits and carried out the work, as the provision is lawful under the trade agreement.
Profit is therefore divided by a capital budget method, and the other party as well Organiser gets
its  own  profit  which  originated  in  the  market  planning  and  business  sessions,  or  providing
business opportunities for third parties, percentual scheme of financial cycling.
The second representative as organizer of its responsibility to ensure the Organizing document
also register at the Tax and Commercial Office of the Government of Diamond's Imperium, and
thus obtain approval for business activity in organizational management.
Registration  allows  trade  to  make  a  business  plan,  and  without  the  possibility  to  obtain  a
legalization agreement ID's authorities is therefore document free of charge and without any right
for  such  applications,  office  of  organizer  is  with  all  autonomomity  and responsibilities.  The
register of trade also means co-act emergence of logistics which authorizes the ID's of the Federal
Government for the supply of financial subsidies for trade function and design editing contracts
under favorable interest earnings for cooperation between common market players.
In the event of a registry document, the organizer of gaining a position as a representative of the
legal name of the Member of Organizing Document. Organizer is therefore responsible for the
system of the retail market  and the just distribution, and utilization is sufficiently responsible
persons to cooperation and thus also in the interest of legal interests under the jurisdiction of
Diamond's Imperium.
The organizer is required to pay a registration fee to use the ID's offices, to ensure payment of the
registration process with third Parties, while respecting the principles and limitations on budget
tax obligations and the nose for the transportation of materials at borders and the security checks.
The organizer has the obligation to ensure compliance with the limit trading prices ratification by
a huge area of the market by the government of Diamond's Imperium, and the rights of the trader.
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If  the  organizer  and distributor  agreements  or  obtain new person requesting Authorities  ID's
granting the right  to  use the  Organizing Document,  then if  their  success  will  be  paid to  the
organizers and profit or distributor who could recruit new members. Profit is paid immediately
upon making the activity a new organizational Agreement and application of such profits.
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The Organizer is a legal person

3. Organizer own right for employment of new workers, keeping employee records.
4. Organiser own right to create their own office logistics and financial coffers.
5. The Organizer has the obligation to create the purse which is supervised by a second

person share responsibility, and people from control office of the ID's.
6. The Organizer  Office must  possess a  Bank account,  or  another  form of  financial

accounts, or safe.
7. The Organizer must keep a ledger of receipts from profit-led and register business

entities.
8. Each registered business entity must possess a copy of its statement of common act

recorded in the ledger.
9. The Organizer must be in interactive contact with the Office of Government ID's, for

the possibility of registering documents and business activities. Organizing such an
agreement is a legal document is active. Without the legalization of the document
legal authority and therefore can not be business assets trade at a legitimate level.

10. The Organizer has the right to provide commercial contract only for the individuals
and entities that are within the jurisdiction of ID's government,  citizens and legal
entities registered or group of traders using Extraterritoial Business VISA.

11. In the case of the Organizing Authority as offshore or extraterritorial entities,  the
authority will be created with the function of consulting center is the basis of official
communication with government ID's.

12. Organiser not violate the rights of the UN Charter, the resolutions of the UNSC and
UNGA Declaration or ID's bilateral and multilateral agreements.

13. The Organizer is prosecuted in the government ID's, or on the territory of any other
State, because profession of Organizer is responsible for Legal activities.

14. Organizer  is  the  obligation to  respect  the  principle  of  jurisdictional  Imperium of
Diamond's and a criminal liability.

15. If  the  organizer made  a  criminal  act,  then in  the  primary political  principles,  the
organizer  loses  any  right  to  renounce  citizenship  of  Diamond's  Imperium,  or
discontinue its use for Extraterritorial VISA or Citizenship, up until the verdict will
be implemented and termination of application of judicial punishment.

Organizational Document is a valuable investment paper is registered in the name of the
responsible person.
Responsible person can become a legal entity or natural person. A person must always be
sufficiently accountable for their activities and independence in the exercise of legal rights.
Each legal entity is a guarantor for their own identity and activities.
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The creation of Consortia business entity as a legal
person introduced Organizer

Organiser acquires the business parties, corporations and businesses at the state level, the foreign
country and internationally,  for the opportunity to ensure the growth of transnational relations
business sides of the same category and thus their alliance to form a single entity activating the
territory of  the  Imperium of  Diamond's  like  a business Consortium at  a unitary corporations
representing General Council composed of many of the numerous range of business entities with
legal personality.
Organiser is organizing a group as the third representative of the Organizing documents such
entities trading parties in the form of consortia which are composed of all acquired by business
corporations, and thus create a common trade as an act collectively to expand its network of sales
offices with a new name legal society over the legitimacy of the Organizing Document of the
consortium and this authorization to use profits from its own program, trade and investment by
the joint development of guarantee contracts between traders consortium.
The consortium thus arises that three or more, and no limit on the number of parties business
corporations the same size business category and merchants together constitute an agreement on
trade cooperation as a consortium of ID's, and that means that the members of such an agreement
becomes General Council as the main representation for body Consortium. The consortium is a
fully independent body of owner Head Quartier position and its representation own dimension as
the General Council functioning on the territory of jurisdiction of Diamond's Imperium, and thus
no obligation dual taxation for persons from foreign countries.
The consortium and its General Council are therefore legally recognized as the second person
with his own foundation's headquarters under the jurisdiction of Diamond's Imperium, and not
against a foreign state.
Each consortium obtains legal address within the Imperium of Diamond Offshore's under the
format of principle, while the right anonymous bank account of the State Imperium of Diamond's.
Organiser therefore own position only as a contracting authority with a registry document and
produce  evidence  common  parties  in  order  to  form  a  consortium  and  the  selection  of  the
registration fee which will  be handed over to the official  authorities ID's government  and to
confirm the registry of a new business entity in the ID's Commercial Register, it means the ability
to start  a  legitimate  business activities in the Imperium of Diamond's  and the extent  of  such
jurisdiction.
Organizer subsequently obtains financial share for its activity and gain a new member of the
Group Consortium. For each consortium receives profits immediately in the event that the subject
of the Consortium made a first payment of income taxes and profits. Profit from the creation of
the consortium is ratified by the number for every single entity, while in the second ratification of
a number of active business entities in the interest of capacities necessary for the full functioning
of the consortium as a stable business entity, and therefore with acreage values of the capitalist
system ratification by market levels.

Consortium may be founded in order to  produce oil  companies,  firms  and corporations  with
electronics,  metallurgy,  chemical  industry,  mechanical  engineering,  medical  center  or  as
agricultural  centers  and  financial  services,  even  the  side  of  the  bank from foreign  countries
together can launch function as a consortium of which there is one company form.
Consortium may be established for the purpose of conducting business on behalf of another legal
person status, and to the Strategic Trade Cooperation in the Imperium of Diamonds or the use of
a new center for the export of the product abroad, mainly as a second source to ensure their own
development resources to foreign parties.
Advantage  consortium for  each  business  group,  is  the  possibility  of  cooperation  in  a  multi-
national group and develop also thanks to intelligence and technological advancement from other
individuals in the group and therefore is entitled to conveniently organize and develop as a group
and with  global  selecting  the best  intelligence  and values.  Development  is  organized  by the
willingness of commercial parties in the interest of the provisions on deposit in contracting act of
the General Council of the Consortium.
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Creating the Consortium on the territory of  the  Imperium of Diamond's  is  an opportunity to
develop trade markets and build common commercial properties on the territory of the Imperium
of Diamond's,  under  the  name of  the  state  Imperium of  Diamond's  and legal  registry in  the
territory of international waters, as well as to free orbit and subsequently in free cosmic space and
on other planets in the cosmos.
This creates the ability to dynamicaly developing at advanced level and significantly grow into
the largest business groups in converting the entire world. Cooperation is beneficial for all traders
and  their  interest  in  growth  when  using  the  multi-dimensional  nature  of  global  cooperation
organized by the Common Market.
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Multy Consortium

Multy consortium becomes subject which comprises a further alliances between several different
categories of Consortia which are tied together related business networks, meaning the structure
of the system of Internal trade organizations to build their own modernization of all groups Multy
Consortium for using common resources. Market development and financial cycle is composed of
its  own closed  cyclisation  without  inflationary  rhythm.  The  groups  will  jointly  develop  and
produce advanced level of their own capabilities.
Example activities and composition of the Consortium's multi-trade system when a corporation
jointly  formed  a  consortium  single  category  of  the  market,  such  as  consortia  that  may  be
composed of one business category, such as Metallurgy, is the second category Electronics, the
third category Agriculture, and so on.
Consortia are therefore then collectively unite to form a multi-consortium that it may be active as
a  group composed,  for  example,  a  business  category markets  for  mining  resources  and their
laboratory  production,  followed  by  the  category  manufacturing  solid  materials,  machining
category, categories of construction technology and product electrical engineering and thus the
sales or the economic and strategic use of its own internal management of the consortia, or trade
on the open market.
This creates a multi-consortium. Multi-consortium may also focus on the public market,  as is
standard business corporation.
Multy consortium is also based on a system of cooperation with the Government of Diamond's
Imperium for  planning  grants  and financial  development  objectives  or  division missions  and
projects,  expanded  categories  multy  national  dimension,  and  meanly  the  jurisdiction  of  the
Imperium of Diamond's.
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Dealer agreement on joint presentation centers

The agreement is organizing strategies of traders for the purpose of unification and creating a
system where traders can jointly develop common growth of the shopping center as a multi store
shopping center formed in the joint group multiple merchants.
Organiser therefore own regular profit from the functions of each center common traders because
of the right to trade and to ensure and maintain an organizational logistics.
Organiser therefore creating the first act of a project to build a commercial association which is
intended for the development of market forces organizer.
Subsequently,  description  will  be  appointed  business  strategies  and  legal  principles  of  the
business association in accordance with the relevant jurisdiction.
This will  create an investment  plan and the establishment  of full  functionality of a company
which  will  therefore  be  composed  of  features  like  cooperation  other  trade  associations  and
corporations at the level of global importance.
Commercial companies will together form one entity legal name ID in the registry's offices, or in
the foreign country for the growth of a common network of trade fairs in strategy geography of
the global economy.
This creates a trade association composed of business corporations variety of business categories,
which created a joint business council as the main representation of legal entity business group,
form a consortium.
Traders and establish joint presentation center which performs sales and trading activity, jointly
developed products and services under the name of another person.
Principle agreement if it is raised abroad as an Offshore activity reported in the local sovereign
authority of government, so it is urgent duty to produce a first Cultural Center ID's government
and thereby open the possibility of a second interest in trade as a cultural presentation with a
sense  of  representation  peaceful  nature  without  steps  of  crime  and  the  development  of  a
friendship. The body is designed for cultural promotion and Representatives the existence of the
state of Diamond's Imperium.
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Fundamental rights activities as contracts Organizer

1.0
Offer for the establishment of a branch in the Imperium of Diamond's right to use and trading
markets as the body's own logistics leading offshore entity with its own seat on the territory.

2.0
The contract is open to any company that acquires register of clients applying for a job abroad.
Organiser therefore creates demand for business activity in order to expand its own authority.

Offer for Distribution company employees the opportunity to open a new office in the territory of
the Imperium of Diamonds.

Jobs, Organiser:
1. Profit Finance under its own active power.
2. Creating management between dealers and the growth of common markets, collecting 

profits from the organization and gain raw materials.
3. Use of corporate profits, setting up new business corporations and support for the growth 

of the ID's and abroad.
4. Profit from profit as a percentage distribution business.

Jobs, Officer:
1. Profit Finance under its own active power.
2. Profit from the distribution and organization of markets.
3. Contacting corporations and collecting finances for the registry.
4. Promotion possibilities membership ID's Corporatocracy, or business establishment in 

the territory of ID's Diamond Oasis and other territories.

3.0
Contract Organizing document is opened for each company that is based upon the activities of the
trade providing Business Management Services business associations entrusted by another party.

3.1
Contract  Organizing  document  is  opened  for  each  banking  institution  that  establishes  the
activities  of  trade  and  the  provision  of  Business  Investment  Services  and  Services  for  the
development of business projects and their management.
If the Bank creates its own Office Organizer, then the Bank's own right to create also functions as
Chief Financial Account own office, with features such as kitty.

3.2
Reference Document page:
Contract  Registry and trading companies in order to jointly organized the rest  of  the market
between the contracting parties, in jurisdiction of the ID's.
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Contract for the formation of Consortia

Business entity's legal jurisdiction of the state Imperium of Diamond's
The Consortium

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The  president  of  the  entity  (number  attached document  on  the  contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories:_________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
(In the case of creating a register of approved Central Office ID's government is the only option
for starting business activities legal name)
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The bodies of a company registered as a member of the consortium
Member of The Consortium

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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Contract for the formation of Multy Consortium

Business entity's legal jurisdiction of the state Imperium of Diamond's
Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
The  president  of  the  entity  (number  attached document  on  the  contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories:_________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
(In the case of creating a register of approved Central Office ID's government is the only option
for starting business activities legal name)
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The bodies of a company registered as a member as the consortium
Member of The Multy Consortium, as Consortium

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: _______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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Contract for the formation of the Presentation of the entity
Declaration of Corporation subject

Business entity's legal jurisdiction of the state Imperium of Diamond's
Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signed Represent will good understand obligations of legal trade and codex of jurisdiction.

Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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Company representative bodies in the registry as a member of cooperation
Contact Subject

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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Basic commercial infrastructure as the Organizing Authority office

4.0
Office and office equipment as the basis be multi-consortium:

Cafe, restaurant, bar, food shop, laundry, hairdressers, trade in textiles, toiletries, guesthouse or
hotel,  art  gallery,  selling  furniture,  ceramics,  garage,  auto  mechanic,  office  equipment,
commercial space for rent, architect, massage center conference others.
Business analysis,  business planning,  Notario,  telephone and internet  services,  fax,  exchange,
provider of check payments, bank branch, others.

1. Commercial branches registered in the Organizing Authority, with headquarters build of 
the same addresses as the organizing authority. In this case, the resulting assets such as 
property represents Imperium of Diamonds, which is intended for use by the organizers.

2. Organizational office holds the right to create their own legal entities which are intended 
to establish its own commercial nature Authority, for the purpose of stable official 
functions from its own resources.

3. Organizational Office therefore gets its own commercial services manager. Manager 
ensures business function commercial services from its own autonomous resources, sale 
of public companies, sale of the business entities.

4. Organizational Office therefore earns the right to choice in the trading centers under the 
building of the Organizing Authority. Profit will be used for broad consumption by office
staff, and offices for the function.

5. Organizational authority and build the very essence of commercial networks that may be 
operating as a zone Representative Office for clients.

6. All profits are owned by the Authority.
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5.0
Organizational  office  holds  the  right  to  establish  branches  of  the  operator  of  check
payments

1. Each owner Cheque Account must be fully legitimated by a person certified by a branch
operator of check payments. The owner therefore acquires a new ID card that serves as
the possibility of identification when listing new checks.

2. Legitimated by the owner and given a new identity as a person with the right to use the
independence of the foreign state and its citizenship. Profit and having values  Cheque
accounts  in  the  standards  of  handling  legal  entity  as  an  entity  owned  Imperium  of
Diamonds,  and  so  with  the  right  to  legitimed  holder  to  subsequently used  this  legal
names, according to their own possibilities.

3. Name  of  legal  entity  such  as  a  checking  account  with  its  own  legal  and  criminal
responsibility  for  activities  and  utilized  such  treatment.  Violation  of  criminal
responsibility  is  always  responsible  punished  before  the  federal  court  Imperium  of
Diamonds  and  the  front  of  the  abovementioned  courts  incident  governments  in  the
interests of the principles of the public-arbitrage or misuse of checks for international
organized crime  will  be  the  actors  extradited  and tried by the  International  Criminal
Tribunal of the United Nations, and other international bodies with reference to such law.

4. Checking account is used as a legal entity within the scope of extraterritorial jurisdiction
Imperium of Diamonds, according to the legal status of the Imperium of Diamonds.

5. A check is  used as  a  tender  for  the  development  of  property for  using the common
economy in budget users and their consumption.

6. Budget property values to check individual is assessed by dividing the full dimension of
the GDP of Development Cheque Stox. Partitioning is only adding to traders who are the
strength of GDP.

7. Other users may be limited in the event that their entry into the system is not beneficial
for grow forces of GDP. Limitations means the right to possess only the value obtained
from the provision of services as an employee working. Cheque financial reward.

8. Limited user always has the full right to acquire the status of trader when he contracted
and  activity  confirms  that  his  interest  is  to  use  common  share  of  the  economy,  for
developing its own business entity that is because once again support the development
powers  the  size  of  the  economy and  the  power  budget  for  each  individual,  and  the
possibility for its commercialization and collaboration.

9. The applicant for name recognition as a trader because their own obligation to produce a
catalog of all  the products on which its own legal sources can provide now or in the
future to produce.

10. Cheque payments can not be used for profit, any property which is a criminal act and
acquired or active in conflict with the law in the jurisdiction of origin of such property.

11. Each check is valid only for seven days. In case of rainy validity check, then it must be
before a new payment in exchange for a new check, which is based upon the calculation
of the value of having the present state of the GDP of DC.

12. The value of each check is charged under the exact values of equallity share of GDP, as a
minimal price of check. Each product sold is priced ratified by its strength in the market
value of the capitalist method.

13. Once the check used for the payment,  it  will  transfer a payment  rates to the form of
profits between the seller and the buyer, so he issues a new check by the balance value of
the check.

14. Every trader must always report their sales activities and the deduction of raw materials
and products  from our  own production.  The  announcement  is  made  by writing  in  a
ledger, and the subsequent reporting accountant exchanged invoice for the raw material,
product and finance.

15. Payment by check goes only take place at a branch service provider check payments.
Branch Operator of check payments as Colonial Bank.

16. The  operator  always  check  payments  creates  records  of  all  payments  and  copies  of
canceled and newly issued checks in  touch their  value and identified the owner,  the
operator of check payments simultaneously creates invoices accounting records.
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17. Service provider payments  by check and currently owns the right  to select  their own
profit of XX% of each payment and the transfer, for use commision and developed office.

18. Enterprise service of check payments is functioning as a stock exchange and decides to
find the possibility to buy or sell property owned by any jurisdictions activity of check
payments. Exchange is a center registry of the entire market.

19. Dealer gets a new value on his checking account, and the taxpayer loses the old values of
the Cheque account.

20. The values  obtained are listed in the exact amount on the check as a numerical value
Cheque account.

21. The  values  obtained  must  therefore  be  immediately  used  for  the  purchase  of  raw
materials and the development and use of spending for even grow up own values  and
market forces or setting up a new market and thereby ensure a balanced development of
the economy on the common dimension, without payment of deflation which regulates
power prices.

22. Once Cheque payment will be stronger than the value of profits using purchased raw
materials  development,  then there is no possibility of making a trade if not  the same
values  with the essence of social consumable materials such as pharmaceuticals, food,
textile, higiena, services and recreation.

23. Every seven days to examine the strength of the market and the value of production sold.
According to the final economic forces GDP to recreate even a budget for each merchant
who therefore gets new check to the value of the budget forces the check in an equal
division of the economy.

24. The final balance of the unused value of common uniform distribution strength of the
economy will therefore be canceled every seven days,  and the owner Cheque account
therefore takes full account.

25. Profit  merchant  from  the  previous  seven-day  period  represents  a  value  which  will
therefore numerically attributed to a new state value Cheque account, after adding the
new budget economy.

26. Checking account goes to sell to other categories of traders outside checkbook Union and
for  the  opportunity to  exchange  for  foreign  funding  or  possessions.  Owning Cheque
account is contractually regulated, use only in ID's Jurisdiction.

27. Checking account is the possibility to use the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds, to
shift to value bank notes, or to realize direct trade and benefit the dimensions of such a
market.

28. Right function payment check system goes benefit only until the ensure full functionality
of the Federal Government Imperium of Diamonds,  and thus simultaneously with the
function of civilization and the state. At this moment, the right to payment by check is
stopped  checking  account  remains  valid  as  investment  property,  the  strength  in  the
commercial development of tangible assets will be centralized to the territories of the
Imperium of  Diamonds  and  so  decided  to  transform the  legal  name  for  the  subject
business corporations valid by the lawyers of the state Imperium of Diamonds.

29. Cheque  and  shops  Cheques  should  never  be  used  for  the  formation  of  an  act  in
contravention of the rules of international conventions UNGA, and the UN Charter.

30. Cheques should never be used for the transactions with unregistered weapons, trade in
humans, damage to identity and liberal human rights and its legal ownership, drug stores
and  drug  sources,  or  other  practices  detrimental  to  international  rights  conventions
UNGA, and the UN Charter.
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

The Contact Corporation office
Tuesday, January 24, 2017

Basic provisions of the ideological function and purpose of the special branches of Contact
forms a trading company who is located in the territory of foreign countries against the Imperium
of Diamond's. Each country's government own the right to autonomously support the formation.

Foreign  Trade  Corporation  can  register  their  own  branch  in  the  territory  Imperium  of
Diamonds, as the Contact Center for the operation of the contractual trade on the International
market level.

Contact center therefore only be used for making business relationships between traders who
are registered the Contact Office for the possibility of using the strategy of their own commercial
contracts and production in their country, and thus make the act profit private contracts trade in
development and business intelligence Imperium of Diamonds.

Financial  gain  that  will  be  created  from  the  chain  store  by  store  between  corporations
promoting  their  exports,  the  profits  will  be  divided  in  accordance  with  justice  contract
management between all trading parties that are Interested business contracts.

All markets are therefore registered under the jurisdiction of Your state, and in order to reach
State Court claims of your country, as well as the law courts Imperium of Diamonds at the Court
of claim recovery of profit claimed by the trade agreement.

Government Imperium of Diamonds will therefore benefit from a string of business contacts
also for their own financial gain on your territory, as a proportion manager trade, and thus all
values of financial profits will be invested back into the function of trade cyclus, while for the
possibility of buying up raw materials and the production of your  markets State and national
economy as well as to the possibility to use the purchased goods for stabilizing the development
of civilization Imperium of Diamonds.

Every first trade cyclus in Your country will therefore be based on a strategy to hire lawyers
and mangement office in your country, and therefore the ability to achieve legal compliance with
legal principles of the jurisdiction of Your state.

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

The Start Corporation office
Each member of the International Advocacy Intelligence Council's own right to use, and offering
is  a  duty to  name the office  of  International  Advocacy Intelligence Council  and provide the
opportunity to establish a business entity Start Corporation.
Start Corporation is a business entity which is formed independently of the foundation and the
form of which is determined for a representative form of trade in which registration requirements
rightful owner has all the requirements for the use of management and organizational logistics
ID's  Bureaus  that  by developing  business  activities  of  the  entity  and ensure  its  autonomous
growth and prosperity of business networks and Imperium of Diamonds strategies.
The owner of a business corporation receives financial gain intended for its quality of life and
education. In the period of quality education, the owner of the entity obtains the full leadership of
the corporation.
*Current status because European terrorist government countries operate International crimes level and extends blocking that harms the development

and stabilization of governments' ability Imperium Diamond's, so development activities Corporation suspended. This means that everyone around the

world who will use own registrations to open a trading corporation in the territory of Diamond's Imperium, because everyone own open by judicial

recover any values that were damaged European terrorist blockades.

The signature requirement as to create a Start Corporation
Signature citizen's ID, or foreign business people interested

Name & Surname
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth 
______________________________________________________________________________
Citizenship 
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of Identification 
______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________
SIGNATURE

Date, Time, Place:
______________________________________________________________________________
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
Project Intranet system and trade cooperation for development, the possibility to
exercise your legal activities of The International Law Intelligence Council

The  system  of  trade  between  businessmen  from  around  the  world,  and  ensuring  the
establishment  of  our  global  digital  infrastructure,  Intranet,  using  satellites  and
telecommunication  towers,  public  Internet  or  using  a  laser  connection  of  mobile
telecommunications devices to satellites when the rights for the use of extraterritoriality and
other legal conventions UNGA on diplomatic principles between states and their rights, and also
by bilateral and multilateral ID's government with the other states.

System new business step for the development of a joint profits is based on the development
strategy of business cooperation between corporations for the construction and programming of
virtual  worlds  and  digital  properties,  the  Corporation  for  the  production  of  electronic  and
telecommunications  equipment  and  computers,  especially  corporations  that  are  based  on  the
pursuit of cooperation in the Royal Consortium Imperium of Diamond's.

Trading profit project for our financial fund, materials, engineering and intelligence capability
for the production of technologies created with the help of legal agreements between traders with
the intention to develop a global system of 3D virtual social networks and media like digital
server accessible over the internet or on a new 3D net.

System 3D virtual social networks according to plan Imperium of Diamond's is based on the
ability to create technologies that will be successful in international markets, while certainly large
and strategic financial gain to the achievement of security for our goals.

Business Corporation with us will be signed development agreements on trade cooperation
under  the  strategic  management  of  joint  planning  for  the  manufacture  of  satellites  and  light
aircraft for salvaging the satellite at the orbital space planet Earth, our own technology, satellites
and telecommunications system in accordance with the principles of international political and
business rules.

The main step is the establishment of data centers which will be stored in digital virtual reality
programs over the Internet that is accessible to every registered users around the world.

Data centers will serve as carriers of digital programs that mimic social system, information
and media networks, the Internet, while a 3D virtual reality in the form now known computer
games and worlds for gamers, ©The 3Dnet. Geometric space created from the virtual world, at
fair graphics and the ability for real social contact, multiple virtual conferences, joint sporting
events, use of recreation-level visits to trade virtual centers for bids textiles, art, shops with cars,
stores  with  electronic  and  consumer  products  goods  exchange,  bank  branches,  educational
institutions,  concerts and musicals,  the city health consultation, betting and sports lottery and
betting offices, public appearances by famous comedians and musical artists, or, for example,
centers of relaxation and community activities with the possibility of using virtual spaces for their
own social and socializing with the ways of the media, socially and commercially developed,
building new centers and thus promote economic growth, global digital civilization.

Virtual spaces will be created as a real copies of our reall world and civilizations, cities and
states, building and public centers, transport networks and infrastructure in the virtual world will
be created also the center of agriculture and industry, factories for the production of cars, ships
and  planes,  textile  factories,  electronics  stores,  production  of  construction  materials  and  the
possibility  to  develop  the  architecture  and build  new virtual  buildings,  skyscrapers,  business
centers and shopping centers, sports stadiums and cinema halls, opera halls, really and truly real
form of an advanced civilization with a dynamic infrastructure.

Hence arises market structure in our real world, a market which is based on the values of the
actual shape values of dynamic civilizing the economy and the registration of gross domestic
product with the number of population with a level of access for all persons in the world and
current synchronization with digital people which are based on artificial intelligence. Therefore is
such an average population in numbers despite the potential three miliard until ten miliard people
who are active members of the digital economy.

Project that  can create financial  gains at a level  that surpasses the competitiveness of any
country around the world, because such a business is up economically with much greater force
than the whole world of The Earth.

Therefore, one of the first steps in our logistics is the goal for the founding of the International
Bank ID's virtual reality and digital financial markets, therefore, may be a step towards achieving
the  objective  of  fully  developing  our  projects  and  creation  of  common  infrastructure  of  our
community communication and financial gains for our activities and work results.

International  Bank  ID's  virtual  reality  and  digital  financial  markets  will  be  sufficiently
financially based on the ability of high financial guarantees and register their own project plans
with business treaties for contacting other business corporations and companies doing business in
the  market  of  digital  technologies  and  telecommunications,  programming,  virtual  worlds
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programs. We therefore able to gain a lot of traders who want to benefit from our progress of
business  cooperation  and  opening  common  commercial  contracts  for  the  development  of
technological infrastructure of our digital world, antennas and digital transmitter technology, data
centers  and  specialized  centers  for  high-capacity  operating  activities,  global  infrastructure  of
satellite transmitters and satellites that they will be synchronized with special technologies for
clients who want to join in our virtual world and use this world, together with the other people.

Business Corporations immediately receive all  the funds for their services, and our global
network of virtual world can be fully active in quick time. We therefore can jointly establish well
business corporations that are owned by the International Bank ID's virtual reality and digital
financial markets or the Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's and business associations
may therefore be active in management development strategic business plans that will develop
the  technology  and  structure  of  digital  worlds  and  networks  .  Built  business  firms  will  be
designed  to  develop  technology  at  a  level  supercomputers,  data  centers  and  computing
infrastructure, technology, data media, telecommunications and the Internet, together with further
networks  intranet  and  specialty  telecommunications  and  virtual  technologies,  too  quantum
technology to calculate our reality and many options for this  direction development  on scale
technological world.

The target is to build a new global communications network which is based on a new level in
the form of 3D-net © ® ™, advanced level of today's Internet and telecommunications.

Therefore we can always good to know that our network of data centers and communication
will  always  be  based  on  full  stability  and  success  for  our  intranet  and  our  freedom  of
communication  in  the  legal  development  of  our  society,  The  International  Law Intelligence
Council.

Our common goal is to organize for the purpose of creating a global infrastructure businesses
3D virtual world and making communication with the governments countries worldwide. Our
strategy is to develop a new international center for multinationals ID's, or offshore centers, with
quarteer  our  ID's  International  Bank for  virtual  reality and digital  markets.  We together  will
create steps for the development of new branches in diplomatic relations with the other countries
governments and therefore the ability to own scope of jurisdiction in the territory of a foreign
state.

Our branches and the bank will therefore benefit of business cooperation that will strengthen
the commercial strength and the currency of other countries using our bilateral and multilateral
agreements on the common market, which will be a guarantee for foreign states in their stable
standard financial currency and the strength of the economy without inflation, and the ability to
develop our economy. Central owner of the economic relations of these virtual worlds are the
Corporation for the operation and development of 3D virtual reality, artificial networks together
with the Bank IDs for digital  markets.  That is  why other governments  are depending on our
business  cooperation  and  the  need  to  ensure  that  our  agreement  on  strategy,  financial
manipulation without the threat of inflation and the currency lost value economic dimensions of
GDP.

Our joint markets can be the basis for agreement on a common trade products and exchange
resources for money is an investment development projects or contracts on joint financial fund
which is used for the development of our civilizations and business interests of our party strategic
partnership, and it is equally possible to develop our relations agreements as a form of ID's multy
savings Bank for virtual reality with the possibility to impose financial gains for local banks in
foreign  branches  and  therefore  strengthen  the  currency  state  government.  Commercial
Corporation for the management and administration activities of the 3D virtual world based on
the foundations of the rights of claim for taxation of financial income of all clients who use the
services of 3D digital world 15, 25, to for example, 35% of the direct gains on the activity of
virtual markets and shops, it It is a theoretical financial dimension to the level of 60 000 000 000
000 € in the phase of global recovery, and soon with the ability to dynamic growth in financial
strength gain over 300 000 000 000 000 €. Economy of interactive android intelligence virtual
people  is  full  owned  be  the  Bank  and  Corporations  for  service  management,  therefore  the
Dymension of financial profit is in theoretical values of 500 000 000 000 000 €. These are values
which, in the interest of business collaboration are truly essential strategy for implementation of
joint agreements for each government of the country in the entire world. Significant values which
have an extra benefit for investing in dynamic development of world civilization and the rise of
values  maturity  of  all  the  states  with  the  ability  to  ensure  the  development  of  civilization
Imperium of Diamond's.

Our main goal is to create the global economic associations of governments of countries that
can  benefit  our  joint  investments  and  trade  are  to  agree  on  a  multilateral  commitment  to  a
common strategy and development of our civilization, economic and political alliance at the G20,
G77, OECD, ASEAN and other similar business organizations it is the fact that we were able to
level  the  digital  world  to  build  the  same  structure  trade  policy  as  well  as  the  world  trade
Organization.

Our  goal  is  to  promote  throughout  the  world,  the  development  of  other  civilizations  and
modern level. At the same time, the more users we can get that much bigger gains will be for our
business  center  of  the  digital  world.  Therefore,  our  significant  investment  capability  and
technology to ensure the development of telecommunications and Internet networks throughout
the world, our planet Earth, in Third World countries and territories of widespread land without
any radio signal and communication technologies.
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Our industrial and commercial network of corporations, banks will be expanded sufficiently in
the circuit telecommunication and technological level to ensure that new development for digital
telecommunications and Internet infrastructure anywhere in the world, while the abilities and gain
financial  gains  from  new  users  of  3D  virtual  world,  and  therefore  governments  gain  our
development interests and telecommunication technology is fully free, with no obligation to pay
direct  state  funding,  or  the  option  to  subsequently  negotiate  the  common  market.  For  each
country the government's high profits and big business opportunity.

Future  development  of  a  3D virtual  technology will  be  focused on creating  other  central
datacenter on space stations and the universal civilization of ships, real ships that can fly in space
and attend distance beyond the range of our best observational skills radars and optics, more than
10 000 000 000 000 light-years from planet Earth.

Therefore,  business  corporations  that  will  support  our  development  and common markets,
traders can therefore benefit from great opportunities for the development of their markets at the
level of other civilizations in the universe, even with options cooperation on the development of
new advanced technologies that are important to the economy,  politics and civilization of the
future tense.

According to today's technological intelligence Imperium of Diamonds is an option to extend
the intelligence and dynamism of 3D virtual worlds and new civilizations on other planets in the
universe, a civilization in special space stations. Imperium of Diamonds technology can ensure
the creation of a special space-based telecommunications network at the same level of maturity as
worthy  of  today's  infrastructure  radio  networks  on  the  planet  Earth.  We  can  use  3D-net
communication between galaxies, with speed digital connections in the period of just a few short
seconds. Today's radio signal is able to digitally and telecom combine two galaxies within about
14 years, but the technology Imperium of Diamonds can these positions connect in just a few
short seconds, it is today one of the greatest achievements of mankind and move full ability to
develop mutual civilizations on other planets in space.

If  successful,  these activities and their  defense in the interest  of  the just  claims  and legal
rights,  therefore  the  ability  to  create  high-capacity  infrastructure  3D net  that  creates  a  large
financial gains and that means that the federal government Imperium of Diamonds in cooperation
with IDs Bank for Virtual Worlds and Digital Markets can immediately apply in full  to each
active member of the International Law Intelligence Council.

That  is  why for  us,  this  step is  the  most  important  and vital  for  the  development  of  our
cooperation and the confidence to achieve good results.

____________________________________________
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____________________________________________

The 3Dnet ©™

Profit for every country in the world is minimaly 100% of GDP up.

____________________________________________

The 3Dnet ©™, The ID's Cultural picture
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Registration of Business Institution
with interest of the 3D Net construction

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Signature of the Secretary General: _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
Marketing  Center  of  social  services  and  raw  materials,  food  and
drugstore chain for the consumption of high-density population

Also, I'm looking forward to my markets will operate and trade chains can economically
supply the full dimension of my population using possibilities of the modern system of common
business contracts and prosperous cooperation for our party.

It  is  easy,  in  the  interest  of  civilization  beginning,  even  with  favorable  bilateral  and
multilateral  agreements  beneficial  to both the business side.  Support  for the establishment  of
basic business corporations abroad, anywhere in the world, the goal of the corporation is the
processing  of  raw  materials  for  the  production  of  basic  social  and  marketing  products,  the
Corporation for trade with biscuits Corporation for the fruit and vegetable shops for toilet needs,
trades on basic consumer products. Possibility to use the system also for the expansion of the
pharmaceutical  industry  in  your  country through  agreements  between  traders  on  sharing  the
market between corporations in your country, and a new corporate ID's.

The new ID's corporation can be based on an investment basis of society, and with business
activities in your country and in your jurisdiction, offshore enterprise system. Therefore, financial
profit corporations will be used for payment of the founding of financial costs, while at work and
administrative  operation  of  the  business,  paying  taxes,  and  operational  needs,  paying  for  a
manager  who  cares  about  the  function  and  management  of  company  manager  called  to  the
employment office to exercise functions of political or business contracts.

The subsequent balance of the profits  of  the enterprise will  be made market  in which the
government Imperium of Diamond's as the owner of companies abroad, will be from these own
businesses in buying up raw materials from their profit and carry them into the country Imperium
of Diamond's, along with the strategy of payment for customs services and bulk import.

Some funds may be used for promotion and investment in local development activities of
civilization  in  which  business  corporations  have  their  own seat  and  therefore  while  there  is
support strategies for the development  of your  country,  or  the ability to use the fund for the
development of our bilateral and multilateral projects is a special form of division.

Consumer  Raw,  thinks bars,  drinks,  fruits,  higiena products,  textiles,  and  other  consumer
products without long-term durability and therefore as values without sustained investment value
products that are at redemption for corporate money because state-owned Imperium of Diamond's
and imported for sale in their own state trading centers and compatible trade Marketo for public
social Diamond Oasis.

A formal agreement to promote investment value of business corporations and businesses in
your countries, and trade which again promotes the growth of the value of these enterprises in the
ratio of consumer population statistics Imperium of Diamond's Diamond Oasis with a plan for 10
million consumers, it means an increase in GDP of your country's strong financial growth and
making the basic unit of civilization market, which will be used for future development of your
country  in  case  of  natural  growth  of  your  population  and  consumption,  stronger  consumer
economy in your country and thus strengthen the investment value of such forms of business
corporations which automatically increases a whopping GDP and economy of your  country ,
strengthening growth in strength of your currency.

At the same time, Diamond Oasis could such a deal be used for gain basic raw materials for
the survival of civilization and population health, the establishment of basic infrastructure Market
and shopping malls for public social company, thereby ensuring a stable pace for the possibility
of adopting a new population from abroad, people who migrate, refugees, refugees, children are
dying of hunger and people who for reasons of civilization deficiencies must suffer in society as
people without gain for the state, people in the form of mere consumption of social financial
benefits from the authorities, or those that can only beg on the streets of small finance and coins
and therefore they only damaging to look at the quality of your civilization, people who only
because of  their  civil  registry causes need your  bank to print  higher  number  of  coins which
therefore cause a weakening of your financial currency and reduced production and profits from
international markets, it is weaker profit for your business corporations and their development,
strongly statistically slower development of your civilizations.

Joint agreement is based on a common profit, stable retail chain advantageous for each side
and at the same time with the ability to succeed at the level of humanitarian missions and the
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application of modern principles of the policy of peaceful principles after World War II, and also
in accordance with the UN Charter, to promote peaceful development nations.

It's beautiful to live in a world that is stable and prosperous, every one of you own the right to
promote the development of such contracts as contract activity political form, or business form,
and therefore  each one of you  and supports the ideology of modern  peace and humanitarian
resources with global application, is an important gain for you and for your country.

Deport  is  also  permissible.  According  to  international  principles  and  in  many  cases  the
jurisdiction of the States, vagrant and homeless people have no right to use public streets for their
private life without social principles, and at the same time safeguarding international law that
each person's own obligation rights to health and quality of life. Development plan civilization
Diamond Oasis is the first year designed for 10 million people.

Today, throughout the world, for reasons of economic differential civilizations die more than
15 million children, more than 500 million people have to live on the street without any financial
income persons without any civilizing exercise and social contact, many of these people are just a
little children without social life and education, children who must  live as a raw material for
commercial sex and rape, or slavery without financial disbursements. The federal government
Imperium of  Diamond's  is  the  entity that  owns the legal  value of  government  and state,  but
because of European terrorist blocking, without an opportunity to steadily develop the principles
and standard principles of today's world of peace policies and rules.

Each of you who will support the joint development opportunities, each of you and supports
better values around the world, politics, states and public companies.

It's an important step for the whole world.
As one of the basic steps of the investment opportunity is your cooperation and present the

proposal before the committee Nobel Peace Prize. The most important humanitarian challenges of
today's world and society.
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Registration of Business Institution

Name of entity: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The president  of  the  entity (number attached document  on the contractual  provisions  of  the
General Council): _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
State's headquarters: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Shop categories: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Contact mail address: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Legal Office Mailing address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phones Contact: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fax:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Organizing Office number: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Number of the commercial entity in the Commercial Register: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Business  Institutions  gives  the  right  joint  and  coordinated  business  cooperation  for  the
International market and the use of jointly developed networks for the purpose of ensuring the
application of the common growth and business plans which give scope for joint organized
market on a global level.

Signature of the Secretary General: ______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Signature ID's Office to verify facts about the legal existence of a trade association:
(No authentication is not an option activation)

________________________________________________

Place and position:
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Date, Time:

Copy of Original Contract must be registered in ID's Central Office of Government
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Request UNGA, UNSC and UN Secretary General for the possibility of
the establishment of the tribunal for crimes European terrorist alliance
and their punishment together with a strategy for the implementation of
International law and the UN Charter and therefore achieve a step that
confirms  the  justice  and  legal  title  over  the  world,  all  states  and
governments, citizens and traders as well as all other legal associations
of scale around the world.

2016

The task for all members of The International Law Intelligence Council;

Request for all states UNGA;

Expression of interest Imperium of Diamonds to use standard principles of political rights and
systems of legal principles reference to the current situation, as system of common safety which
in case of actual legal and responsible features designed and capable of ensuring the safety of the
period  of  the  early  weeks  without  broadening  terrorist  threat  or  force  organized  criminal
networks.

The King of the federal government Imperium of Diamond's and asks for support in defending
against  crimes  and  fraud,  international  terrorism  and  genocide  on  the  part  of  European
governments and their terrorist alliance.

The UN in formation as a reaction to the Second World War, to prevent and stop further
conflict  and  genocide,  so  now  in  a  period  when  European  governments  are  intentionally
committed crimes that hard overtook all the statistics of the World War II, so ID's as a legal entity
and is justice goal and peacefull activities unprincipled any crime, but in a situation like the Dear
Jews people after the Second World War, ID's is like a body with the greatest potential value and
capital are entitled to admission to the UN as a right use of legal-political relations and rights and
all conventions, implementation of joint prevention strategies against European states, and it is a
common  law to  ensure  the  development  of  sanctions  and  affirm the  political  bankruptcy of
European governments, along with strategies that according to the value range of statistics today's
European crime therefore lead to a full expulsion of European countries Member lines of the UN,
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because of the obligations of all members of the United Nations to prosecute European countries
for global terrorism, or an obligation for full liquidation of these countries for the same reason.

European states violate the UN Charter, along with more than 90% violated international rules
and legal format represents a violation of UNGA global forces of democracy for all countries
around the world,  according to  the UN Charter  values  UNGA important  than today's  UNSC
forces. Values of the most important character of contemporary human existence.

European nations made crimes at the killings and blocking civilians, killing innocent people,
genocide,  against  320  million  people,  occupation  rights  and  entitlements  for  the  two billion
people, expanding threats of genocide against seven billion people and at the same time start the
first largest Global War the history of mankind as an inevitable consequence in any case. Already
today,  the  European criminal  governments  overtook crime  statistics  Second World War,  and
according  to  the  principles  and  reasons  of  the  United  Nations  must  always  mean  instant
bankruptcy policy and regime of such a criminal government, immediate penalties and the steps
liquidation of such terrorist civilizations using weapons of mass destruction, in order to fully step
the liquidation of all sizes such civilizations.

European governments have reached a stage in which the criminal is a complete loss of rights
for  their  own existence.  European governments  and at  the same time with a terrorist  aim of
collaborating on the structure of government policy, a policy of international alliances in Europe,
structure of state services and also mass  civilian movement  that  functions as a state terrorist
medium, so it is confirmed that European governments were in fact destined for disposal using
weapons  mass  destruction  and that  in  the  real  case,  without  any respect  for  the  population,
because everyone who voluntarily registered as a citizen of the European governments, therefore
he also willingly acknowledges that his interest is to promote the strength and stability of the
central terrorist regime. No global terrorist own the rights to life and liberty of every terrorist and
must be disposed of.

European terrorist regimes violate the jurisdiction of all states in the world and the demands of
each merchant and politician at the entirety of the planet Earth. Again confirmed as the biggest
act of global terrorism in the history of mankind.

Therefore,  in  the  interest  due  on  the  obligation  of  the  rights  of  the  UN  Charter  and
International  conventions  UNGA,  because  the  UN  is  a  duty  to  establish  a  tribunal  for
investigation and conviction of criminal acts in Europe, ensuring full measure loss of legitimacy
and sovereign rights, replacing sovereignty with the help of the legally responsible entity of the
Government of the country and ensure that all the rights of full compensation to all justice parties
for each state and the association of the entire human world.

All states UNGA together and automatically according to the principles of the UN Charter
owns  all  rights  to  launch a  joint  investigation  into  the  act  on  the  territory of  the  European
governments, together with steps to prevent military intervention against the threat of the first
global war, while stopping terrorism.

European Evidence of terrorism are every day fully public and known, as well as the threat of
global wars. Therefore it is not necessary to obtain any further confirmation.

Today,  at  the  same  time,  all  governments  worldwide  own  legitimate  claim  and  state
responsibility,  police  investigations  and  judicial  proceedings  to  prosecute  all  political,
government and civilian persons in cooperation with European terrorism and terrorist European
Alliance.

The UNSC own obligation to confirm the rights of the World Diamond International Alliance
as  a  major  strategy  for  national  self-determination  European  countries,  and  therefore,  the
resolution  to  create  the  legitimate  sovereignty of  the  World  Diamond  in  the  territory of  the
European criminal states and their terrorist alliance, the resolutions of the UNSC as the decision
to prevent  the threat  of  instability in world politics and World economy in bankruptcy these
civilizations terrorist states because of high proportions of financial debts which are in case of
bankruptcy of European civilization over the threat of bankruptcy for the world economic system
which is again another bankruptcy of other countries and governments that are addicted to the
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stability  of  the  European  economy.  This  means  that  half  UNSC  any  other  option  for  the
application.

Governments  that  are addicted to the stability of the European economy,  and therefore in
threaten of financial  crisis  or  bancrupt,  therefore any blockation for The ID's support  Global
Development is immediately marked as an attempt of terrorism against the whole world political
system and global economical stability, opositional threator of terrorist act must be immediately
liquid be the World Military power, threator losse every rights for advocacy.

UN  must  ensure  that  any  halt  the  spread  of  European  influence  on  any  other  countries
worldwide.  European  terrorist  regimes  must  losse  all  abilities  for  their  political  or  business
expansion.

Republic  of France in the  direction of  rights  UNSC member  loses the right  to  issue new
resolutions  of  this  nature,  because  of  the  confirmed  European  cooperation  on  terrorism and
responsible for the greatest genocide in human history. That is confirmed by the obligation of all
states for the implementation of UNGA Declaration of the French Republic to exclude from
membership in the UN.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America in
the direction of the rights of a member of the UNSC lose the right to issue new resolutions of this
nature  given  the  present  situation  on  the  ground  confirmed  the  cooperation  with  European
governments in a deliberate strengthening of the powers of the European terrorist  ingredients
armies such as community NATO , OSCE, European military forces and the stability of crime at
the international level, which means responsibility for the UK and USA as acts of cooperation on
terrorism.  UK and USA own right  only to  confirm the  decisive  resolution  of  the  legitimate
sovereignty of the World Diamond International Alliance. US media at the same time supports
the creation of civil  movement  for the promotion of European crime and global  terrorism or
harming  the  legal  rights  of  others,  because  of  their  ability  to  economic  and  civilizational
competition in maturity. If the US government does not stop terrorist ties, as is confirmed by the
obligation of all  states for the implementation of UNGA Declaration on the exclusion of US
membership in the UN.

The Russian Federation and the People's Republic China towards the rights of a member of
the  UNSC lose  the  right  to  decide  on  the  issue  of  the  resolution  of  this  character,  because
confirmed the efforts  of  these countries to resist  against  international  rights and international
democratic states, along with an interest in provocation and occupation of other territories of
other states and suppressing internationally recognized the rights of free states and their demands,
the development of influence for the purpose of monopolies at the level of world politics. The
Russian  Federation  and China  PR for  daring  to  violate  international  law by reason  of  their
position membership UNSC and as the world's leading referees, organizers manipulators armies
and military forces. UNSC States because they know that my political values on behalf of the
World Diamond International Alliance therefore can legitimately establish a system of the new
format of world politics that using Form Global Equivalent Democracy and political positions
among all countries of the world and replace all positions UNSC and overtake at all levels, it It
means that members of the UNSC no longer be able to carry out crimes and abusing their power,
bureaucracy and neo-colonialism against the world. States UNSC at the same time know that WD
International Alliance as the format of global policy in all categories bigger and better than the
UN, especially the more important as the global military and security force, a force against which
the value of these States UNSC loses the ability to victoriously resist while all  foreign states
while  always  prefer  to  promote such steps.  Therefore,  the  Russian Federation and China PR
losing their claims on the issue of UNSC Resolution into today interest, declared be the Charter
of UN. Thus it is confirmed the right of all states for the implementation of UNGA Declaration
on the exclusion of the Russian Federation and China PR on UN membership.

States UNGA jointly own the right to substitute a claim UNSC to issue a decisive resolutions
with the same name of a political nature as UNSC resolutions, but in order to comply with the
UN Charter and in accordance with International convents UNGA, it is an obligation to use only
one  option  and  that  the  Joint  Declaration  on  World  Diamond  International  Alliance  as  our
common system of sovereign governments of our countries here in the European territories. In the
same case, even if states UNGA they want because of the UNSC terrorist bureaucracy, requesting
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the right to use the principles of the UN Charter, a claim the UN General Assembly for the right
to vote veto UNSC resolutions, the right to vote on the removal of a member of the UNSC and
the election of a new, or the right to vote for the modification of the Charter UN and UN system
and the development of policy by the fact of equivalent rights without a strategic position which
determines and provides opportunities bureaucratic approach and neo-colonialism of other states,
as now, those positions used by Member States to the UNSC.

Because of the relationship UNGA States and all other countries around the world, everyone
has full rights to enforce judicial punishment according to the principles of jurisdiction on the
territories of these countries' governments, and the use of global cooperation of all governments,
for the possibility of a common strategy for the imposition of sanctions against the European
terrorist states and recovery of all those who are a reference to terrorism, as well as the right for
joint  strategies  for  financial  and  property  seizure,  in  the  first  case,  immediate  blocking  and
execution of all foreign bank accounts and blocking access to consulates and embassies in your
countries, as well as qualifying full execution of any other assets of these terrorist states in the
territory of your country.

According to the principles of the UN Charter, a claim for the right to initiate intervention in
the territory of the terrorist state and legally so violate the rights of the integrity of these states
terrorist  alliance,  the  governments  of  countries  in  this  case  own  again  all  rights  to  enforce
property foreclosures freely in the territories of the European modes, thus no violation of any
legal right.

According to the actual interface European countries as the entity governments active in the
world of terrorism, as a subject of public services encouraging corruption and terrorist activities
of the government of the country and the state, and at the same time as the body of the state as the
movement of civilians along with the public relation civilian movement to support terrorist acts
and stability terrorist mode European governments, therefore, legally and in accordance with all
international  principles  implemented  identification  of  the  whole  dimension  of  the  European
countries  as  a  terrorist  movement  that  is  destined  for  disposal  and  the  achievement  of  full
blocking  identity  and  all  possessions,  on  behalf  of  your  government  and  state  why
internationalization and execution of all government, state and civilian property on the territory of
your country's government, with the justification that every civilian who keeps his identity as a
citizen  of  a  European  terrorist  state,  then  such  citizen  supports  the  forces  of  the  terrorist
movement  and  stability  terrorist  regime,  and  legitimately  mean  that  every  such  citizen  is
designated as a terrorist designated the destruction and extinction, full financial and asset seizure
in  the  blocking  of  all  foreign  assets  and  accounts  in  banks,  law  enforcement  back  without
compensation or damages to invoke the courts.

A Terrorist is a terrorist, and terrorists must be disposed of. Citizens of European countries
have the right to defend themselves using the legal denial of citizenship terrorist governments and
by the adoption of new citizenship, the future government of the European territories such as
Imperium of Diamonds, or alternatively any other country abroad. In this case, the citizens lose
responsibility for terrorist crimes European governments. Governments of countries worldwide in
any case not encourage censorship of the media about the incident and duties as the situation with
the same reference value of the real reasons for the founding of the United Nations reactions after
World War II. All people must know a reall true !

In  case,  if  anyone,  in  any  way  resist  against  these  principles  and  rights  according  to
international rights and political principles, then each opponent must be disposed of as a person
who promotes the activity and stability of world terrorism.

If  any stand in  relation to  terrorist  alliance will  want  to  resist  against  legitimate  political
principles for using weapons or military attack, so in this case, all governments around the world
has  all  the  requirements  for  the  use  of  weapons  of  mass  destruction  and commencement  of
liquidation European terrorist states.

So King Peter Gottwald, in respect of their rights and legally formal situations, decide the task
of each member of the International Law Intelligence Council, the registration court application
to the courts of  your  governments  and courts,  governments  around the world,  as well  as re-
contacting the International Criminal Tribunal UN, UNGA group and the General Secretariat of
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the UN, for the possibility of establishing the international Tribunal for European condemnation
of  crimes  of  global  terrorism  and  violation  of  the  rights  and  principles  of  international
conventions UNGA.

So King Peter Gottwald, in respect of their rights and legally formal situation, therefore, calls
on all governments to adopt such tenders and thus the foundation of our joint steps for the defense
of our state and government, defense of civil rights and entitlements of international relations and
on behalf States UNGA foundation international Tribunal for European condemnation of crimes
of global terrorism and violation of the rights and principles of international conventions UNGA.
So because of obligations under international law and Conventions, as well as the responsibility
of governments to their own jurisdiction of the state and obligations to the declarations of a state
office and the obligation to apply the principles of public services and offices for the legitimate
function of the state, as well as my request in good interest for your country and your state, nation
and civilization, today in the main event as my first effort to prevent global war.

I thank you for your time and patience, patience is proof of your responsible relationship to
politics, and your cooperation is proof of the good and important performances for the world and
the future of all countries and world politics.

I  King Peter  Gottwald and on behalf  of  the  Federal  Government  Imperium of Diamonds'
trying to implore all  governments around the world, for your  support for the adoption of the
Imperium of Diamonds to UN member circuits and also the establishment of joint declarations on
our joint diplomatic cooperation.

I thank all the countries that support the development of world politics for a better future for
all the peoples and governments of countries for better rights and freedoms diplomatic strength of
our relationships to significant levels of world politics. Your courage and responsibility is indeed
an important step for the future of the world.
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EU Damaged International Right's

In relation of European Terrorism 1998 until today, and affected Global Financial crisis in
time 2008

UNGA Declaration:
Outcome of  the  Conference on the World Financial  and Economic  Crisis  and Its  Impact  on
Development 
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N09/399/83/PDF/N0939983.pdf?
OpenElement

In Reaction be ID's federal government:
https://www.docdroid.net/M7TW1wI/declaration-against-terrorism-of-cz-beginning-of-the-wd-
int-alliance.pdf.html#page=6

And confirmed commons in reaction of ID's Federal Government, be documentation The G1:
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-g1

Therefore, according the Constitutional Duties of each country government, every policy must in
each case and fully recognized, that the European terrorist organization, as a governments and
states, is it most biggest enemy against their government, nation, country and state.
The Governments countries must unrecognize European political legitimations, right of political
activities  and  representation,  the  rights  of  the  sovereignty.  European terrorist  states  must  be
declared worldwide, as a terrorist organization which is directed for liquidation.

____________________________

The Charter of the United Nations
https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/ctc/uncharter.pdf

The International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism
https://treaties.un.org/doc/db/Terrorism/english-18-11.pdf

Declaration of  the High-level  Meeting of the General  Assembly on the Rule of  Law at the
National and International Levels (24 September 2012)
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N12/478/66/PDF/N1247866.pdf?
OpenElement

Doha Declaration on Integrating Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice into the Wider United
Nations Agenda to Address Social and Economic Challenges and to Promote the Rule of Law at
the National and International Levels, and Public Participation
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/443/27/PDF/N1544327.pdf?
OpenElement

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally  Protected
Persons, including Diplomatic Agents 20 February 1977
((http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/3166(XXVIII)

Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross
Violations  of  International  Human  Rights  Law  and  Serious  Violations  of  International
Humanitarian Law 
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N05/496/42/PDF/N0549642.pdf?
OpenElement

Political declaration of the high-level meeting of the General Assembly to commemorate the
tenth  anniversary  of  the  adoption  of  the  Durban  Declaration  and  Programme  of  Action
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"United  against  racism,  racial  discrimination,  xenophobia  and  related  intolerance"  (22
September 2011)
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N11/459/00/PDF/N1145900.pdf?
OpenElement

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/unts/volume%20999/volume-999-i-14668-english.pdf

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
http://www.un.org/en/udhrbook/pdf/udhr_booklet_en_web.pdf

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b36c0.html

International Convention about Economic principles of states
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/738/83/IMG/NR073883.pdf?
OpenElement

International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201015/volume-1015-I-14861-
English.pdf

International Convention about duties of State Officers
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/377/96/IMG/NR037796.pdf?
OpenElement

The International Convention against the Taking of Hostages
http://www.un.org/en/sc/ctc/docs/conventions/Conv5.pdf

United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat Trafficking in Persons (30 July 2010)
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N09/479/41/PDF/N0947941.pdf?
OpenElement

The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) 
https://www.unodc.org/documents/middleeastandnorthafrica/organised-
crime/UNITED_NATIONS_CONVENTION_AGAINST_TRANSNATIONAL_ORGANIZED_CRIME_AND_
THE_PROTOCOLS_THERETO.pdf

Convention on the prevention and punishment the crime of genocide
https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/unts/volume%2078/volume-78-i-1021-english.pdf

The  Convention  against  Torture  and  Other  Cruel,  Inhuman  or  Degrading  Treatment  or
Punishment
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201465/volume-1465-I-24841-
English.pdf

United Nations guidelines for consumer protection
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/449/10/PDF/N1544910.pdf?
OpenElement

Outcome document of the high-level meeting of the General Assembly on the overall review
of the implementation of the outcomes of the World Summit on the Information Society (16
December  2015)
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/438/42/PDF/N1543842.pdf?
OpenElement
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United Nations Declaration on Human Rights Education and Training (19 December 2011)
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N11/467/04/PDF/N1146704.pdf?
OpenElement

International Convention for Correction
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/079/73/IMG/NR007973.pdf?
OpenElement

International Humanitarian Law
http://guides.library.harvard.edu/c.php?g=310988&p=2079382

Other.....

In comunication for European Representatives;
https://www.docdroid.net/sdRiNXV/ids-extraterritoriality-right-present-for-eu-policy-
2016.pdf.html
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Declaration of State's for prosecute European politicians and terrorist groups for
their political crimes

European crimes,  such  as  crimes  with  responsibility  worst  acts  of  human  history,  crimes
preeminent  criminal  acts after  the Second World War,  conscious and in his own choice of a
criminal entity systematic genocide carried out against 15 million people each year, in the sum
from 1998 to the year current days (2017 = 350 000 000 dead people), supporting fascist national
reality  show as  an  act  of  expressing  threats  First  Global  War  against  the  whole  world,  the
establishment of public crimes of slavery, tyranny, terrorism, apartheid, blocking political rights
and monopoly and occupation against foreign states, support for the growth of terrorism at the
International  level  and major  damage  to the  rights  of  all  countries  in  the  world,  and full  of
destabilization and alkalinity justice in world politics, the implementation of many of the worst
crimes of humanity and violations of the principles of International rules and guiding principles
of the UN Charter.

Crimes without the possibility of forgiveness today, and also the next generations crimes that
reach the worst level against humanity and their own legal responsibility of causing many of the
world collapses in a range of global economics, politics, justice, security and justice of tribunals,
and the development of civilization.

Today,  years  of  the  second Millennium,  our  human  world  experienced a  worse  criminal,
inhumane and terrorist acts that are happening today fully publicly, at the level of public society
European countries, and the crimes and acts of terrorism that extend deep into the spirit of our
countries, but also hard influences and noting on each of our civilization.

Some of us, our states and peoples, often damaged catastrophes with drastic consequences of
shooting  down aircraft,  murder  civilians  but  also  the  murder  of  important  politicians  of  our
countries, as well as drastic discharging our civilization viruses, tornadoes, natural disasters, and
creating the threat of a real act of genocide and enslavement to more than 7 000 000 000 people
around the world.

Our common enemy, the one who has long been respected, the one who for a long time to
expand crimes at the biggest disasters against the whole human world, but because he always
unpunished, we let such evil grow and expand to its purpose and the ability of dominant position
against us so he could continue to destroy and damage the value of the future of our peoples and
states of our civilization, but also the name of our entire human world and publicly ridicule us for
our stupidity of tolerance and their own mistakes which only allow the growth of threats and risks
against our peoples.

So that such an error could no longer be repeated, and giving back more power to our enemies,
criminals who are the enemy of all mankind, I am therefore really asking and certify that it is a
duty for all of us, collectively declare the document and recognize him as valid and without any
possibility to refuse such an attitude common global opposition against our killer and destroyer
against those who are the bane of humanity, and they enslave our future and growth of human
civilization, those who are the major destruction of our world today.

Therefore, this is your responsibility to take into account the act and thus create a common
line, a series of global opposition against our enemy, we are together, we can begin the uprising
of our people and achieve a real victory, a victory decided by now, each of you, and the future of
your countries and the pride of your civilization, so that your country was the the winner as a
force act global rebellion of the whole of humanity which owns all rights to fight for their own
rights precisely the actual law in which you fight as a representation of your countries for this act
and cooperation, and for such a purpose.

It's your pride, it is your responsibility to your country!

Crimes in Europe and the consequences of such criminal liability, as well as the expression of
this document when communicating with European terrorist states and the European Union.

Please sign the document as a regulation establishing the international
tribunal in joint international centralization, and the law of our states.
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1. Countries that sign the document confirming the name of the state real interest in creating
a  cooperation  which  means  joint  security  during  the  act  of  state  for  claim  full
compensation for all losses caused by criminal states and European policy.

2. The country's government confirms that it will cooperate to prosecute all criminals using
their own state courts, and in cooperation with the rest of the court proceedings by the
state courts of foreign countries who are signatories to this document together.

3. Government of a country that continues to confirm that in their own interest to support
the  establishment  of  the  International  Tribunal  of  the  United  Nations  that  it  will
investigate  crimes  of  a  terrorist  partnership  of  Europe,  and  it  ensures  justice  and
international same name.

4. Government of a country that continues to confirm that the results of investigations and
judgments of state courts will apply the sake of the names of the jurisdiction of the state
and in the interest of the common international requests for confirmation from the UN
International Criminal Tribunal.

5. Government of a country that continues to confirm that the management of state courts
will control the fairness of proceedings of the International Tribunal, and will control the
whole process  of  management,  the  nature of its  legal  responsibilities and ensure real
security functions according to the obligations and legal proceedings.

6. Government of a country that continues to confirm that it will hold its own declaration,
for the purpose of advocating justice in the circuit of the UN General Assembly, as well
as for the purpose of a joint statement to all signatories of the declaration for presentation
before the UN Security Council, meaning as an act of World Democracy for to create a
justice with the duty of such a strategy in the UNSC importance of the UN Charter.

7. The country's government and further confirms that in case of irresponsible application of
justice on behalf of the International Criminal Court, the national courts of the country
together with foreign courts State, the justice and legal rights claimed relatedness but also
to punish all acts of monopolies and irresponsibility in the UN and the ICC.

8. The country's  government and further confirms that in the case of abuse of power on
behalf of the UNSC, by the national courts of the country together with foreign courts
State, the justice of the claimed rights and legal relatedness but also to punish all acts of
monopolies  and  irresponsibility  of  the  United  Nations  and  the  ICC,  and  therefore
Declaration valid in accordance with a statement of the purpose of the UN Charter, to
stop Member rights UNSC group for all members who applied irresponsibility, abused
monopoly or have abused their own power for their own endowment or elected only by
self-interest of the state, regardless of the international interests of states and system of
international law.

9. Government of a country that continues to confirm that it will promote cooperation with
the rest of the State and those abroad, to create a common strategy for the recovery of all
the criminals and ensure public acts of execution, unless stated another way to issue a
claimed value of the property.

10. Such provisions  of  the  declaration  is  valid  and in  accordance  with  the  principles  of
natural progression act of justice against the criminal group and all criminal entities.
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Regulation on the establishment of the International Tribunal
for the prosecution of crimes partnerships Europe

Government
Country

Date of Signature Signature,
Declaration
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Number of selected signatures :____________________________________________
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Project "I'am The Secretary General of The United Nation's"

In a subsequent reaction to the  unsatisfactory response of the UN in the fight against
Internationl crimes, therefore it is necessary to create incentives for the development of
power in world politics.
Write your own card to create a special category on the website,  add a link to your
business  card,  share  your  opinion  in  world  politics  under  Your  IAIC  comunication,
support the creation of a better world and therefore directly start your candidation the
position of UN Secretary General.

Candidacy, King Peter Gottwald:

1. Promoting democracy groups Union for Consensus, and compensation for members of
the UNSC group of ten non-permanent members of the UNSC.

2. The development of space policy authorized basis of their own sovereignty in space only
for countries that own territorial sovereignty in the territory of the planet Earth, and are
willing to  common  political  centralization,  maintaining  diplomatic  relations,  meaning
confirmation of the peace keeping governments at least ten years.

3. Ensuring strategies to develop the rights and physical  activity sufficient to ensure the
responsible  nature  of  the  function  of  the  legitimate  state  system  and  preventing
dictatorship or occupation.

4. Ensuring the function of legal processes of a diplomatic nature, which are intended to
create the possibility of legal proceedings in order to resolve territorial disputes.

5. Development of joint forces on behalf of the United Nations, thereby ensuring the ability
of the international security mobilization in the event of instability in the political interest
among partner states with major  military capabilities,  so the target  is  to develop,  for
example, ID International M & I colonies.

6. Ensuring the ability to support humanitarian services to all refugees and migrants and
imigrants.  Create  group  of  states  that  are  willing  to  regularly  accept  refugees  some
capacity,  and  therefore  also  the  ability  to  achieve immediate  deport  all  refugees  and
asylum seekers. ID's government always receives all immigrants from abroad, therefore
here is a reall space for use.

7. Creating a global organized network of police cooperation for the purpose of detection,
infiltration  and  destruction  of  all  forms  of  organized  Mafia  movement,  using  the
technology of  quantum computation rhythm of  physical  reality and thus  detection of
criminal networks and criminal  activities to the extent of the whole world, even with
strategies for such an act of destruction.

8. Creating instant International systems to prevent viruses and their propagation, support
for planning economic management that ensures the function of international research
and  the  ability  to  immediately  act  civilizational  isolation  in  international  military
cooperation.

9. Ban the use of all forms of weapons of mass destruction that have resulted in long-term
soil  contamination  and  the  inability  to  use  development  of  another  civilization.
Destination  because  of  obligations  security  strategy  specifically  created  reactions
weapons of mass destruction, support the use of new ways of WMD by the Technology
plans ID's government, meaning the ability of immediate dismantling terrorist entity and
without any consequence soil contamination.

10. Creating Economic Council of the United Nations as a body active management which is
conducted  for  the  purpose  of  conducting  its  own  business  corporations,  commercial
media,  textiles,  technology,  healthcare,  development  projects  and  thus  ensure  stable
operation  of  the  financial  gains  for  UN  agencies,  and  stop  depending  on  financial
contributions from UN members.

11. Humanitarian project to stop the famine, start global cooperation of countries for use their
sources and develop new production structures in countries of third world.

12. Mobilizing projects that mean the ability to develop education in the world, especially in
Third World countries, and the establishment of a system of retraining courses for the
immediate elimination of illiteracy and poverty.

13. Ensuring deeper understanding of the value of international law in a public company.
14. Utilization of network resources and commercial business partners in order to develop an

international  network  library  UN  Rights,  established  libraries  in  all  countries  of  the
world.

15. Creating international cooperation zoos, science institutions and ensure the capture of all
species of wildlife,  and plants for the purpose of cyclic  farming in closed zones and
storing genetic samples in order to ensure stabilization of endangered species and prevent
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their extinction. World Diamond International Alliance at King's proclamation allows the
use of their own territories to ensure full functionality of the zoo, and storage space for all
srmen of plant and animal genetic samples, as the value of mankind's heritage.

16. Opening access to UN Civil  Society,  at  the opening of publicly accessible counseling
centers  in  all  countries,  serving  for  the  possibility  of  using  social  companies  and
reporting of safety reports to the office of UN Secretary-General, in order to familiarize
the UNGA and UNSC groups, and other Human Rights Office, but also the ICC UN.
Therefore,  the  possibility  of  submitting  proposals  for  the  establishment  of  a  judicial
tribunal in the name of the ICC, and based on social initiatives.

17. The  right  to  own  and  use  ICC  states  without  UN  membership  if  such  States  have
confirmed their cooperation to the interests of security and justice.
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
Right's of Impeachment

Right impeachment naturally means eligible persons and groups to draft a joint petition which
serves as a testimony to the motive for the dismissal of persons from political office because of
the confirmation of the acts of abuse of political positions and intent of the crime or performance
regardless of the intentions of International rights and obligations of legally acquired as a person
legal power.

Therefore,  each member  IAIC authority's  own right to document  and require materials on
persons of foreign policy,  as their acts which signify their damage right performance and the
interests  of  our  policy created interest  for  the  joint  use  of  the  UN Charter  and the peaceful
development  of  the  state,  and  demands  UNGA  convention,  meaning  open  the  right  to  use
international political cooperation under UN agreements of UNGA treaties be our relation for UN
state's, meaning re-confirmation of the legitimacy of all ID's government and the state, and such
claims subject to exploitation rights at this level.

The right  of  every member  IAIC group,  in  the case  of illegal  and irresponsible  forms  of
oppositional attitudes is therefore open our claim to the founding act which implies the creation
of applications for impeachment each person's criminal performance, thereby ensuring the ability
to replace the powerful position of another person who is capable of responsible performance and
legal activities by legal principles and legal functions.

Right impeachment is thus designed as a system of petitions IAIC members who will be in the
request  for  impeachment  voiced  by  the  number  of  numeric  character.  The  request  for
impeachment is therefore in the form intended for public use between members of the Bureau
IAIC who  therefore  have  a  duty  to  always  fully  support  the  implementation  of  justice  and
promote the rights of ID's government, so is the attitude position as the act with the same interests
opposition to all persons of a criminal nature.

The second objective of the request for impeachment is submitting the document prior to all
States reference to the function of political active persons in the crime. Goal is to contact all the
Constitutional courts and the legal center Constitutional Institution as a mean democratic state
center, in order to submit a proposal on impeachment and a step toward implementation.

The  request  for  impeachment  is  then  presented  to  the  observation  mission,  other  foreign
countries and organizations which may therefore contribute to the interests of surveillance in
order to confirm assurance on the safety and stability of political legitimate entity that is invited
to recognize the act of impeachment.

In the same interest of the document will be applied against all entities NGO's reference for
establishing the reasons for the request for impeachment, and the presentation of the document
before  the  rest  of  the  state  and  the  Organizing  Committee  jointly  oversee  the  function  of
constitutional courts and legal functions of the legitimate interests of the democratic institutions
that received the document submitted requests about impeachment.

This creates a strategy other format for the target application steps impeachment risk persons,
according to a strategy organizational strength IAIC office which also uses its own network of
international scope of cooperation with business, with banks, with NGOs, associations, banks and
market networks, political parties, relations in political circles, general of armies, and also created
the right to decide matters at the international level and thereby achieve full overthrow of persons
and  groups  in  the  interests  IAIC  are  intended  for  impeachment.  The  act  of  this  kind  of
organization is therefore legally designated as performance penalties.

Office  IAIC  has  a  strategic  goal  to  develop  a  strategy  of  sanctions  and  international
coordination  network,  in  order  to  achieve  the  full  exercise  maximum  efficiency  of  power
sanctions  and  their  ability  to  risk  full  isolation  and  opposition  body or  ensure  its  complete
destruction and extinction.

Development departments for the development of health care and ensure the full stabilization
of hospitalization qualities in all states, in the act of utilization of production growth aftermath
State of intelligent consulting and business organization from countries with advanced economies
and material production.
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Confiscation act
Number ______________________.

Based  on  the  situation  of  the  provisions  of  the  Federal  Government  of  Diamond's
Imperium;

As acts of European terrorism confirmed public and legal evidence, the testimony of more
than ten milion inhabitants of the European continent,  as well as testimony and substantiated
evidence  of  such  a  crime,  European governments,  with  knowledge  about  the  crime  between
politics  and  representation  of  all  national  governments  around  the  world,  as  well  with  the
confirmation of such knowledge between organizations, International;

By the governments of the European terror alliance with the responsibility of criminal
cooperation as coordination for the purpose of criminal interests and global terrorism, a network
based  on  European  governments  of  top  politicians  and  parliamentary  democracy,  while
continuing cooperation within the scope of the structure of public services such as police and
army,  and continues  terrorist  organization  extended full  recognition  and  open  willingness  to
terrorist  cooperation  on  behalf  of  the  state  as  the  population  of  the  European  citizens  and
governments;

Together criminal movement based for the purpose of the activities of terrorism at the
global level as liability for violations of international law and its own policies jurisdiction of the
States, in view of international responsibility under the European Convention on Human Rights,
and also the principles of the UN Charter and the UNGA Declaration and must always refuse to
support such an operation and collaboration for purposes of criminal movement, and thus created
the obligation to respect and promote the development purposes that are applying consistent with
the  performance  of  the  government  Imperium  of  Diamond's  as  an  entity  acknowledged  by
international law for an act  of  sovereignty over the territory of terrorist  states, and use those
values to their own mobilization, stability and growth.

Therefore States certifiably concerned, the Government of the Czech Republic, Slovak,
Austrian,  French,  Italian,  Portuguese,  Hungarian,  Romanian,  Bulgarian,  Turkish  Republic,
Federal Republic of Germany, the Confederation of Switzerland, Kingdom of the Netherlands,
Belgium, Spain, and the Grand Duchy Lucemburg instituting as a country of terrorist character
and  without  the  right  to  further  recognize  and  use  their  claims  of  sovereignty  and  political
legitimacy.

This creates a performance measure founding statute as Terra nullius territories, the right
of  the  federal  government  Imperium of  Diamond's  claims  for  the  use  of  financial  debts  that
exceed the value of productivity and economic height of the partner countries terrorist alliance,
and their civilization. Imperium of Diamonds is therefore the only legal entity that is a legitimate
claim to establish their own sovereign rights and the formation of a new state power.

Every  resident  territories  rogue  states  must  respect  those  rights  and  jurisdiction  of
Diamond's Imperium, together with the principles and obligations to support such growth and
maintain order.

Therefore, on the basis of further survivors tradition law of the European Convention on
Human  Rights,  the  obligation  of  civilians  and  public  officials,  to  cooperate  to  ensure  the
prevention of crime and the removal of criminal entity providing all available values of the scale,
for the purpose of securing this right.

Confiscation can be enforced against anyone who is a citizen of a terrorist state on its own
recognition, contacts and contacts with terrorist responsible person is not willing to perform the
isolation of terrorism, he or socially promotes the growth of terrorism and is willing to respect the
needs of the government Imperium of Diamond's.

Due to the force of international law as the principle global responsibilities for combating
terrorism and organized crime, with the duty of such prevention, by people displaced, or on the
run, there is no possibility that any government could accept anyone from terrorist related entities
to asylum procedures or to ensure the possibility of using legal citizenship.

This means that terrorist entities are intended to deprive them of freedom, prison locks, or
execution. The execution can be applied immediately after securing the first ground of the act of
confiscation.  Confiscation  provision  does  not  conflict  with  the  rights  of  international
humanitarian law and the Geneva or Hague treaties.
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All the possessions that were under confiscation that will be legal in the hands of the
federal  government  Imperium of Diamond's.  The federal  government  Imperium of Diamond's
own  law  and  then  announce  a  public  competition  that  will  allow  the  sale  or  open  edition
possessions in the hands of a new owner with the legal origin of the state of Diamond's Imperium
as a federation, and such an economic purpose.

Confiscatory form

Entity against which it is applied confiscation:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
At the registered office or permanent residence address:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The reason:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Place:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date:

____________________________________________________________________________/

Official signature of the officer                         Confirmation iD's Authority

_____________________________________       _____________________________________

Proclamation of Person under confiscation:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
Without need of Signature
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's

ID's Dual Citizenship Right's
Sunday, March 19, 2017

Signature of The King Imperium of Diamond's
The King Gottwald Peter
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ID's Dual Citizenship Right's

1. Dual citizen is legally registered as a permanent citizen of the Imperium of Diamonds.
2. Dual citizenship can apply to anyone who is a citizen of another country,  and also in

relation to the recognition of the person responsible citizenship by:

a) As a recognized King of the land, as "Royal recognition".

b) As recognizing a common ideology Unified World as "One World".

c) As citizen of Federal state, such as " Federal"

d) As a child, born on the territory as "jus soli".

e) As a descendant of a family member permanent citizen as "jus sanguinis".

f) As an adopted descendant as "jus adoption".

g) As in partnership, marriage, such as "Matrimonio jure".

h) Five years as an active lifestyle and using the state as "jus naturalization".

i) As a member of Noblese families, such as " Noble Genuse"

j) As a form of state that recognizes same faith as "jus Religion".

k) As the person in educational law, such as "Student".

l) As an active and steady business as "jure investment".

m) As an official government executive, as "jus officio"

n) As the holder of the passport of an International character, such as "Global Citizen".

o) As  a  person  with  the  right  to  citizenship  of  an  International  agreement,  such  as
"multilateral".
p) As a person with the right to citizenship of a global agreement as "unilateral".

q) As an active soldier, and a soldier in training as "member of the military".

r) As a citizen of a failed state or country in a disaster, such as "jus humanities".

s) As a person without citizenship, such as "stateleness".

t) As an applicant for health care, such as "health care".

u) As an aplicant for security proction, such as " protection".

v) As an acknowledged responsibility of crime, such as "claimed Prisoner".

w) As a member of the colony and staff, such as "ID's Colony"

x) As a person with their own applications, such as the "applicant".

y) As an individual member of a special mission as a "specialist".

3. Member state as a Dual Citizen loses the right for the active power level of Parliament, or
other right of  any major executive political position of the government  of Diamond's
Imperium.

4. Member state as a dual citizen owns the rights to the active power at the state offices of
the Government of Diamond's Imperium.

5. Member state as a dual citizen loses the right to vote and the state represent the views of
the state as an act of democracy, crucial as the National Movement.

6. Member State as a dual citizen has the right to vote and to represent the state as a second
opinion really social statistics, a fact determined by the decision on the outcome behalf of
the government.

7. Member state as a Dual citizen has the right to exploit their own full rights to the nature
of the state of democracy in the event of a full-length five years of life on the territory of
the state ID's, and without leaving the territorial zone in law connection to another state
citizenship, while impunity related to his stay in the country.

8. Every Dual citizen has the right to hold private property in the territory ID's states and
territories, without having to conform to the civil law of another State. Dual citizenship
ID's country and establishes a new integrity with its own integrity under the jurisdiction
of the state.

9. Member  state as a dual  citizen owns all  rights equivalent  trade as the citizens of the
country Imperium of Diamonds.
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10. Member state as a Dual citizen immediately acquires an obligation to education courses
and  providing  professional  retraining  in  order  to  use  trade  rights  and  personal
development at the legal level, but also to exploit the claim of financial subsidies in order
to build their own business.

11. Dual citizen has the right to use all the services of the state, as well as the obligations and
principles  of  jurisdiction.  Dual  Citizen  is  equivalent  rights  as  the  citizens  ID's
government.

12. Dual  citizen  on  the  territory of  ID's  government  gains  full  obligation  to  respect  the
principles of state jurisdiction and its own ties to the rights of government.

13. Dual citizen on the territory of a foreign state has the right to exploit their own citizenship
ID's government, nepotism and legal union.

14. Dual  citizen on the territory of his second citizenship not  by reference to the law of
citizenship ID's government, and thus is legally use the legal relationship as a citizen of
this state in foreign.

15. Dual citizen is not allowed to enter the country Imperium of Diamonds, as a citizen of the
other country.  Dual  citizen who enters  the  territory of  the  Imperium of Diamond's  it
automatically uses its legal relationship citizenship Imperium of Diamond's.

16. Every Dual citizen must respect the rights that signify security strategy and verify the
identity of each one coming or leaving the territory's government ID.

17. Citizenship ID's country can always get someone who is recognized as safe and without
risks to society and government.

18. Citizenship ID's country can get always a person who is fluent in the state language, the
language of federal, or is willing to learn the territory, as the applicant for citizenship, or
possibly with positions in other legitimate forms of relationship.

19. Anyone  who  is  a  refugee,  displaced,  demilitarized,  endangered,  migrant,  immigrant,
emmigrant, everyone owns all rights to apply for asylum and the recognition of waiting
for citizenship. Everyone must be widely accepted, without any difference.

20. An applicant for citizenship must be proven as a person without a criminal summons, and
no criminal responsibility in another country.

21. If  the  second  citizenship  of  foreign  state  becomes  in  losse  on  validity,  the  survivor
receives an automatic right to benefit from full citizenship Imperium of Diamonds, with
trial about recognization of security.

22. The applicant for dual citizenship can be recognized as a citizen in the Royal decision,
implying special rights and privileges and entitlements as determined by the King of the
government & countries.

23. Every  person  on  the  scope  of  the  human  world,  one  that  recognizes  the  rights  of
ideologies The One World so it has the immediate right to obtain their own citizenship
Imperium of Diamonds, or reprezent.

24. Every person on the scope of the human world as a member of the family of a person
with a valid citizenship of Diamond's Imperium, or born here, so it has the immediate
right to obtain their own citizenship Imperium of Diamonds.

25. Every person on the scope of the human world, is genetically identical and the related
nature of the main forces of the Imperium of Diamond's  demographics,  so it  has the
immediate right to obtain their own citizenship Imperium of Diamonds.

26. Every person on the scope of the human world, a person with an active lifestyle and a
social partnership in the Imperium of Diamond's fifth year, so it has the immediate right
to obtain their own citizenship Imperium of Diamonds.

27. Every person on the scope of the human world,  a person with family code in Noble
families,  so  it  has  the  immediate  right  to  obtain  their  own  citizenship  Imperium of
Diamonds, and use special right's of Noblese Law.

28. Every person on the scope of the human world, as believers in the same faith which is
identical to the demographics of the state recognition of religion, so it has the immediate
right to obtain their own citizenship Imperium of Diamonds.

29. Every person on the scope of the human world as a permanent student on the territory of
the Imperium of Diamonds, so it has the immediate right to obtain their own citizenship
Imperium of Diamonds and subsequently the special environmental benefits of the state.

30. Every person on the scope of the human world, as the applicant for business activities, or
become a trader in the country Imperium of Diamond's so instantly acquires the right to
citizenship of the Imperium of Diamonds.
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31. Every person on the scope of the human world as an active interest in performing official
government Imperium of Diamond's so instantly acquires the right to citizenship of the
Imperium of Diamonds.

32. Active interest in performing official government Imperium of Diamond's also owns the
rights  to  political  immunity,  diplomatic  and  other  rights  under  the  contracted  law
character.

33. Every person on the scope of the human world as a force for citizenship statute Global
Citizen,  therefore,  immediately  acquires  the  right  to  citizenship  of  the  Imperium  of
Diamonds.

34. Every person on the scope of the human world, as applicable to the Statute of citizenship,
common areas or common agreement of regional and International character,  because
immediately acquires the right  to citizenship of the Imperium of Diamonds,  but  with
claims by reference to the principles of the agreement, and also in published format right
government Imperium of Diamonds.

35. Every person on the scope of the human world, as active military service or applying for
military service to the state and government of the Imperium of Diamonds, therefore,
immediately acquires the right to citizenship of the Imperium of Diamonds.

36. Every person on the scope of the human world, the one who does not hold any citizenship
or his status is in the nature of not existed state and emigration needs medical care, thus
gaining  the  right  to  acquire  citizenship  ID's  government  and  also  ask  his  personal
transport in order to deport to their country Imperium of Diamonds, if such options will
be made available.

37. Every person on the scope of the human world, if claimed as a prisoner be the courts
Imperium of Diamond's so instantly acquires the citizenship of Imperium Diamonds and
asked the prison performance status.

38. Claimed prisoner is not allowed to travel abroad, it is claimed that the prisoner on foreign
soil is as extraterritorial entity that may not be supported in any way for gain freedom.
Citizenship Statute of the foundations of the prisoners claimed not stop when the period
of full application of the punishment.

39. Claimed the prisoner as a citizen of the Imperium of Diamonds do not own any rights for
their  business  development,  freedom of  movement,  claim  the  state  elections,  media
communication or contact with any public company. Any other civil rights are therefore
stopped.

40. Member ID's colony with its own origin from abroad, own the right to establish its dual
or permanent citizenship, if the user colony demonstrate his interest continue to remain
active in the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds with civil laws.

41. A member of the colony's ID with dual citizenship must respect the principles and rights
of activity colonies which may differ from state jurisdiction and therefore the colonial
rule of the state as a substitute for the jurisdiction of the Imperium of Diamonds.

42. Right of Dual citizenship statute Specialist, serves people living in the country Imperium
of Diamond's or abroad, and to special missions in the country Imperium of Diamond's,
and  abroad,  the  mission  to  protect,  collaboration  security,  humanitarian  intervention,
coercive practices, special communication, performance of special tasks in the interest of
Imperium Diamonds government and diplomatic commitments.

43. A person who is active on the territory of the Imperium of Diamonds, as a person from
abroad,  and  therefore  in  the  interest  of  international  diplomatic  relations  in  security
policy,  and to ensure their protection, so the person receives an automatic right Dual
Citizenship  as  "Protection",  meaning  entitled  to  use  the  protective  supervision  and
international security cooperation, as well as immunity for the purpose of stable security
protection.

44. Each member  of  the  human  world,  owns  all  rights  to  the  use  of  options  to  acquire
citizenship of the country of Diamonds Imperium, and that for him such laws were a legal
form distributed.

45. Right civil claims resulting from the use of rights UNGA convention, together with the
principles  of  the  UN  Charter.  This  creates  a  community  at  national  character,
internationally recognized as a "national movement".

46. The only legal authority that is authorized to issue a certificate of recognition and Dual
citizenship,  is  only  government  office  Imperium  of  Diamonds,  Ministry  of  Interior,
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Foreign Affairs and Justice, as well as a certified institution Imperium of Diamonds, for
the right to issue citizenship and dual citizenship Imperium of Diamonds.

47. Imperium of Diamond's citizenship expires only in the case of appeals force in agreement
with the Minister of the Interior, and the applicant to stop the force of his citizenship.
Stopping the rights of citizenship must be carried out responsibly in the interests of the
principles of jurisdiction Imperium of Diamond's.

48. Dual  citizenship is  based diplomats  over the format  of its  own consolidation of civil
rights by further diplomatic agreements.

Aditional documentation in International Advocacy Intelligence Council relation:

1. International Advocacy Intelligence Council,  each member  of the authority's  own full
rights to acquire its own statute of citizenship Imperium of Diamond's.

2. If a member IAIC, because of the principles of law of their country of current citizenship
does not allow benefit, steps to gain citizenship ID's in accordance with International law,
or it is not possible because the current strategy of the person exercising IAIC office, then
the officer's own right to ask for Extraterritorial VISA which options used to provide the
ability  to  enter  into  official  functions  IAIC,  under  the  law of  the  jurisdiction  of  the
Imperium of Diamonds.
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Formular of ID's Citizenship registration

Aplicant 3D Profil
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Official Signature

The ID's International Advocacy Intelligence Council

Aplicant Identification

Name :________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Second name :__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Surname :______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Natural Surname :_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Passport N.° :___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
ID N.° :________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth :__________________________________________________________________
Place of Birth :__________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Profession :_____________________________________________________________________
Profession :_____________________________________________________________________
Profession :_____________________________________________________________________
Certificated school :______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Certificated school :______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Family (Name/Birth date/Citizenship/Sex) :___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Child (Name/Birth date/Citizenship/Sex) :____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Religion :______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Healt statute and special needs :____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Cetification be personal doctor or observer :___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

N.° of Aplication (written only be the ID's office) :_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

(*number is written be the ID's Office, in final registration)

Applicant's own acknowledgment of the request civil status Imperium of Diamond's

Notaries, Lawyer_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Adress of Office :________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Document registration number :____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date of registration and verification :________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Instead verification :_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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The applicant for citizenship Imperium of Diamond's currently in his application agrees that
it is not in its conflict undertake further investigation of his identity and the nature of its current
situation  and intention  civil  use.  Investigation  is  conducted  by  the  authorities  of  Diamond's
Imperium, while immigration police.

The applicant  for  citizenship agrees  that  his  form of  citizenship applications  is  a  private
document. Information can only be used by certified government agency Imperium of Diamond's,
for the investigation of the legal status of the applicant, the authenticity of the information in its
form, and also to allow for the release of his new civil document Imperium of Diamond's.

The applicant must submit an application to his or her personal identification documents,
legal  passport  its  original  state,  or  ID card  which  will  be  verified  by  the  facts  in  front  of
government offices.

Information and created database will be used for the issuance of identification documents
and passport, the establishment of the civil status of citizen as a person with civil claims.

The applicant's own right to create a verification of its registry application for inspection and
certification of a notary or lawyer, and thereby also provide rights prosecute his compensation
for the loss of finances and possessions that were in a legal claim and availability damaged due
to illegal blocking or occupation ID's territories.

The signature of the applicant for citizenship

_____________________________________________

Official signing the lawyer or notary

_____________________________________________

The final official confirmation from the authorities Imperium of Diamond's

Validation date :_________________________________________________________________
Office number :_________________________________________________________________
Statute of citizenship :____________________________________________________________

Official stamp and signature of the official

_____________________________________________
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Royal Personal Clinic

International  Advocacy  Intelligence  Council's  own  obligation  to  apply  its  own  logistics
cooperation for the opportunity to develop cooperation with professional doctors.

The  establishment  of  international  conferences  on  advanced  medical  procedures  and
treatment, in collaboration with the health centers, associations and institutions, thus opening the
possibility of cooperation competitions to select the best candidates for the position medic king.

The selection is  intended to position the medical  staff,  supervision and care,  surgery and
surgery, as well as research and development. This creates a team that is in constant coordination.

Choosing a physician is responsible ratification by the best quality of education, and practice
of the information confirmed by documents.

The king chooses medical  staff  and a team of participants who want to join the circle of
internal collaboration and obtain the special vocation in collaboration with the government of the
country in political life, and close collaboration with the king of the country. Each selected person
must acknowledge gain citizenship Imperium of Diamond's.

Every doctor and member of the Royal  medical team gains a new internal identity,  a new
home for his own family, responsible financial rewards and bonuses for service to the King, the
regular provision of all the living resources of the family, as well as the benefits to the authorities
and society, special benefits at retirement age and also relaxing tours.

IAIC  therefore  establishes  a  strategy  to  seek  cooperation  with  merchants  for  the  use  of
partnerships to build the clinic.

The clinic is built from its own finances king. The clinic is based on its own development
Basically, the format ID's Multi consortium of business networks and so full capabilities together
provide a return on investment.

King creates full  management functions and development functions of the clinic. Business
corporations have rights in cooperation cooperate, and thus establish their own joint businesses
for the joint development and use of joint research and cooperation.

Development of the Royal  Clinic is  open to the collaboration of all  business corporations
worldwide.

The  information  generated  during  the  research  in  laboratories  and in  the  development  of
scientific matters are subsequently used in the national interest of general health.

The clinic then represents its own partnership with the rest of the medical associations in the
country Imerium of Diamond's and abroad.

The  department  establishes  regular  conferences  and  summits  in  collaboration  with  health
organizations  and  associations,  business  corporations,  and  also  in  the  interest  of  public
companies.

Clinic creates strategic analysis of social infrastructure in order to develop better value health
care in the country of Diamond's Imperium, but also to mobilize more development and stability
of healthcare abroad.

The capacity of staff selection, the first diameter may be used to more than a hundred workers.
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Royal Clinic as the composition of the multi consortium's ID business

 Research Genetics and modifications

 Research cloning and DNA evolution

 Research trans-humanization

 Cell research and bio materials

 Research cell therapies

 Research Cybernetics

 Research lasers in biological healthcare

 Research biochemistry and pharmaceuticals

 Science Research and Therapy hypnology

 Research and Extension android artificial intelligence for healthcare

 Research on human anatomy and molecular biology

 Research bacteria and viruses, their prevention

 Research on human evolution in different cosmic conditions

 Research in biological reactions in cosmic environments

The  possibility  of  cooperation  in  a  new  level  of  modern  technology  and  exploit  new
opportunities

 Development of autonomous research laboratories

 The use of supercomputers

 Education is in the interest of the most modern and advanced methods of health

 Development of new technologies

 Special microscopy

 Automated operations

 The development of methods to suppress the possibility of death

 Animal and cell laboratories

 The clinic with its own infrastructure of civilization

 Clinic civilization in space stations and ships

 Building clinics and research centers on other planets

 Early use of technology to ensure immortality

Cooperation  is  intended  for  qualified  corporations  and  institutions  in  the  business  and
professional category of health, biological research, production of pharmaceuticals, genetic
engineering  but  also  electronics,  micro-electronics,  supercomputers,  IT  engineering,
telecommunications,  machinery,  mechatronics  and  robotics,  manufacture  of  laboratory
equipment, production of building materials and construction, architectural planning, with the
possibility of cooperation with corporations to design botany and relaxing gardens, and other
professions suitable for common development strategy.
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's federal government
& The International Advocacy Intelligence Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Register legal persons as a lawyer, thus gaining entitlement
cooperation in legal group office IAIC

Aplicant 3D Profil
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Official Signature

The ID's International Advocacy Intelligence Council

Aplicant Identification

Name :________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Second name :__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Surname :______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Natural Surname :_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Passport N.° :___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
ID N.° :________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth :__________________________________________________________________
Place of Birth :__________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Profession :_____________________________________________________________________
Profession :_____________________________________________________________________
Profession :_____________________________________________________________________
Certificated school :______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Certificated school :______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Family (Name/Birth date/Citizenship/Sex) :___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Child (Name/Birth date/Citizenship/Sex) :____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Religion :______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Healt statute and special needs :____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Cetification be personal doctor or observer :___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

N.° of Aplication (written only be the ID's office) :_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

(*number is written be the ID's Office, in final registration)

Applicant's  own  acknowledgment  of  the  request  civil  status  ''in  office'' Imperium  of
Diamond's

Notaries, Lawyer_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Adress of Office :________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Document registration number :____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Date of registration and verification :________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Instead verification :_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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The signature of the applicant for citizenship

_____________________________________________

Official signing the lawyer or notary

_____________________________________________

The final official confirmation from the authorities Imperium of Diamond's

Validation date :_________________________________________________________________
Office number :_________________________________________________________________
Statute of citizenship :____________________________________________________________

Official stamp and signature of the official

_____________________________________________
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Extraterritorial VISA
Activities base

The  lawyer  who  owns  an  interest  in  becoming  a  member  of  the  International  Advocacy
Intelligence Council must therefore fill in the form for registration.

The registration  form must  be filled  with  copies  documents  on certification of  professional
education  in  the  legal  profession,  and  also  with  the  document  that  refers  to  the  founding
document of IAIC office as confirmation of interest IAIC cooperation.

The  registration  documents  must  therefore  be  in  the  copy  sent  to  the  nearest  center  IAIC
abroad, thereby ensuring proper registration and the ability to regularly make common contact.

The lawyer who is registered, it must also ensure its own cooperation to build IAIC authorities
through  a  strategy  that  means  contacting  other  law  experts  in  its  vicinity,  thus  ensuring
sufficient capacity of law experts who can guarantee that functions as a company office.

Founding  Act  in  the  extraterritorial  zone  that  functions  only  as  an  authorized  entry  to  the
Extraterritorial  Zone  Imperium of  Diamonds,  but  only  for  the  purpose  of  establishing  IAIC
authorities  to  allow the  use  of  full  rights  extraterritorial  nature  of  authority  and  protect  the
interests of the ID's integrity.

Extraterritorial Activities for First Stabilization Act, Aplicant and User of VISA format is in 
His autonome responsibility until time, when is developed IAIC office.
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Extraterritorial VISA
Extraterritorial Visa as a form of authorization to enter into legal area jurisdiction

of Diamond's Imperium in Extraterritorial division.

Format extraterritorial Visas under the form of the issuing authority as the International Advocacy
Intelligence Council.

Extraterritorial VISA is right to capitalize on the jurisdiction of Diamond's Imperium, on the
territory  of  a  foreign  state  that  is  a  member  of  the  United  Nations  or  with  respect  rights
obligations of the UN Charter and those International rules.

Right  extraterritorial  act  formed  in  the  aftermath  of  crime  and  terrorism  on  European
governments and terrorist states in the partnership, which means a terrorist state law blocking the
government and use their own territory Imperium of Diamond's.

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's why own open justice, while claims of the
UN Charter and the basic provisions on the organization, as well as the principles of UNGA
conventions,  the  meaning  maintaining  claim  possessions  rights  of  extraterritoriality  in  the
territory of a foreign country due to a forced entry into the territory of a foreign state, and the step
because forced act of crime and terrorism.

The person who was forced to declare extraterritorial law that has the right to use the principle
of  jurisdiction  Imperium Diamonds  and  such  rights,  but  in  order  to  comply  with  the  rules,
International as the UN Charter and the UNGA convention.

Therefore, Extraterritorial VISA can be issued only to people who are important to stabilize
the functions of government, civilization and justice of Diamond's Imperium.

Since such a  situation application of  extraterritorial  rights  occurs  because of  a  crime,  the
responsibility for the use, application and consequences of the use of extraterritorial rights and
such sanctions must therefore assume responsibly crime group. The government of the country in
which territory the act  is  implemented  because of  extraterritoriality own entitlement  to  issue
proceedings against the first criminal state, which thus caused the violation integrity of the state
in the aftermath of the reason for violations of international rules and the rights of a foreign state.

This  is  in  the  interest  of  consistent  international  law  decreed  that  the  user  is  a  person
extraterritorial rights under international law nepotism.

User extraterritorial rights when entering because of the use of extraterritorial VISA that own
the right to use this act in order to contact family and social cooperation with their own loved
ones  who  are  users  of  extraterritorial  jurisdiction,  as  well  as  for  the  purpose  of  legal
communication and support for the function of the Cabinet Office Imperium of Diamond's in
order economic and trade cooperation, for the purpose of security cooperation, as well as the
requirement for the purpose of profit civil rights Imperium of Diamond's.

The applicant for an extraterritorial visa must confirm his no relatedness to any crime, for the
period  of  five  years,  upon  presentation  of  an  extract  from  the  criminal  registry,  which  is
maintained  in  the  records  of  the  state  in  which  the  applicant  is  registered  as  a  citizen.  An
applicant for a visa extraterritorial simultaneously agrees to respect the principle of jurisdiction of
Diamond's Imperium, and is willing to undertake verification of its security and the peaceful use
of extraterritorial visa. If a user violates the principle of extraterritorial jurisdiction visa Imperium
of Diamond's, then the user automatically receives a visa ban cards and avoid the legal form of
legal status or leave the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the Imperium of Diamonds, until such time
as otherwise the statement issued by the Court of Diamond's Imperium. This is the person the
prosecution always kept in the legal jurisdiction of Diamond's Imperium.

An applicant for a visa extraterritorial agree a fee for creating extra-territorial visas, according
to its own financial plan office that is authorized to issue VISA cards. Authorized office may
apply for quotas to ensure the identification of the applicant, by taking fingerprints, eye scans the
network structure of pupils, other biometric data and DNA samples.

Extraterritorial visa can be publicly verified on the website or via telephone at the contact
offices that issue visas extraterritory.

Extraterritorial visa may be issued only institution certified by the Government of Diamond's
Imperium. Institutions own legal obligation to register all Visa documents and publish them by
valid documents proving the identity of applicants for the issue of extraterritorial visa.

All kinds of communication are registered regularly sent  to the headquarters of  the Royal
Council, in order to register and create a central database.
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Extraterritorial VISA are applied for the purpose of legal relations on the territory of a State
which is a sovereign country. Extraterritorial VISA therefore means the right of the user to enter
that  territory  into  the  legal  union  for  ID's  extraterritorial  jurisdiction  for  the  purpose  of
cooperation lawful purpose, and this input should not be misused for the purpose of smuggling
illegal  substances,  illegal  drugs,  unconventional  weapons  trafficking  and  violations  of
international rules.

The government of the country that is sovereign in its own right and territories sought for
financial payment for the use of territories for extraterritorial activities. The financial obligation
of  payment  is  therefore  intended for  parties  that  are  responsible  for  the  formation  of  extra-
territorial rights in criminal because of their crime. This creates the right to choose a plan, and the
right to additional payments from the corrupt payment.

The government of the country that is sovereign in the territories and their own obligation to
notify the United Nations of crime groups that caused terrorism and the occupation of the state.
The country's government must work with the citizens of Diamond's Imperium and ensure their
free development in the interest of peace rules.

Local  government  of  a  country's  sovereignty have  the right  to  appoint  cesium values  for
equipment and material that is transmitted from the territories to the extra-territorial area, or back.

Extraterritorial VISA is not used to the free tourism or recreation. Extraterritorial VISA law as
the emergence of the aftermath of a terrorist crime and occupation of another country, and forced
to capacitive inability to use their own territories because of the occupation and misinformation
and crime.

Extraterritorial VISA is therefore created, in order to cooperate for the target and its product
strategy designed to stabilize the government and civilization Imperium of Diamond's, and also
claim the actual citizens to maintain rights of citizenship and the free life ensuring the opportunity
to return to the territories of legal origin, citizenship, such as a natural State policy.
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Acknowledgment extraterritorial rights VISA
The Imperium of Diamond's

VISA Card number :____________________________________________________________

Name :________________________________________________________________________
Second Name :__________________________________________________________________
Surname :______________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth :__________________________________________________________________
Citizenship :____________________________________________________________________
Number of Passport :_____________________________________________________________

The reason for the use of VISA cards :_______________________________________________

Authority issuing VISA card :______________________________________________________
Office number :_________________________________________________________________

Date of first day of validity VISA cards :_____________________________________________
The last day of validity of VISA cards :______________________________________________
Date of first issue of extraterritorial application for a visa :_______________________________

Applicant agrees that all his published data will be processed by the authorities of Diamond's
Imperium, for legal purposes, and the possibility of further use in order to reveal the identity for
security purposes.

The applicant agrees that his entry into the Extraterritorial Zone of Diamond's Imperium will
be conducted in full compliance with the jurisdictions of Diamond's Imperium.

Applicant's signature on Extraterritorial Visa

Confirmation of an official representative office of Diamond's Imperium
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Duties IAIC authority in issuing VISA

1. Create a database of applicants and active users of VISA.
2. Created scan identification cards and passport of each applicant.
3. Gains biometric facial image.
4. Net created fingerprints.
5. Acreage fifth stature and temporary physical identification features characters.
6. Can be made scan the eye pupils and DNA sampling.
7. All information collected will be stored in the register of applicants for VISA.
8. IAIC has a duty to register all applications for visas, and to receive comments on the

reason for the request for obtaining visas, and by such notice will be decided on the issue
Visa cards or rejection. The decision must be confirmed by the central office IAIC.

9. IAIC also has a duty to ensure the transfer of the database to the Central Bureau IAIC.
10. Central Bureau IAIC saves all data to its own archive, database and sends a copy to the

office of the Royal Council.
11. Central Bureau IAIC has an obligation to continue to use a common circuit database,

allowing you to check the identity of applicants and determine the relatedness searched,
the missing or criminally prosecuted persons. IAIC therefore uses a database of its own
resources, at the same time, according to public databases of Interpol and national police
by the citizenship of the State of the applicant for a visa.

12. Each IAIC authority that issues Visa cards, has the right to choose financial plan, under
which Visa  acquired.  The financial  plan is  demarcated by cost-per-function office  in
relatedness  local  state  economy,  and  such  payments  for  office  staff,  or  by  tariff
standardization.

13. IAIC own right official to hire a person who will be responsible for the performance of
professional work visa issuing cards.

14. IAIC can hire a safety investigation team, to ensure the questioning of suspects and also
provide protection officials.
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Speech States in the proclamation of King Diamond's Imperium

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's, founded act of proclamation and affirmation
claim political  rights  legal  system since  1998,  thereby in  accordance  with  principles  of  UN
Charter  and  claiming  to  the  International  Public  recognition  of  interest  policy  UNGA
conventions, while confirming King Imperium of Diamond's on his interests and actual activities
of the government and the state under the law of peaceful development demands of the state
guaranteed by the UN Charter, and in full respect UNGA convention as rules of International
character and of such importance at the International level.

King federal  government  Imperium of  Diamond's  as  a  state  councilor  instituting  a  major
interest  because of  government  Imperium of  Diamond's,  so in  order  to  use  the  principles  of
diplomacy  between  nations  and  friendship  between  governments  therefore  own  power  and
intelligence to support the unification of the world and all countries to act together forming a
single world unity government, a unified nation and civilization.

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's is established as a subject of peace and to
spread  friendship,  cooperation,  diplomacy  and  peace  among  states  to  support  the  growth  of
justice and the rights of states and politicians to support the growth of our civilization and build a
noble name for future generations of the world's nations and people today.

The  federal  government  Imperium  of  Diamond's  when  previewing  international  practices
applicable under international law, Imperium of Diamond's stand is that the full value of its own
territorial  rights  possession  in  Independence,  entitled  population  registry  and  development
jurisdictions  and international  political  communication.  The  federal  government  Imperium of
Diamond's body is fully legitimate government and the state, and those rights at the international
level.

Therefore, the federal government Imperium of Diamond's asking heads of state of foreign
governments on recognition of shared diplomatic relations between States, and recognition of
common friendship, and for the purpose of being able to establish peaceful development between
our  states  and  peoples,  promote  the  development  of  favorable  interest  common  policy,  the
development of interest expand state growth nations around the world and International laws.

Today, because of the current status of government Imperium of Diamond's as an entity under
occupation by European terrorist states, so Imperium of Diamond's like the government under
occupation and formally demilitarized country, still so with the right to use the rights of justice
and the Charter of the United Nations, ensuring an act of peaceful development of the state and
the use of international support, because law that allows collaboration with the Legal Profession
offices  of  the  country  and  establishment  of  provisory,  exile,  extraterritorial  authority  and
capability  in  order  to  establish  their  own  international  political  communication  between
representatives of countries with common law interest in trade agreements for the development of
our civilization.

King Gottwald Peter and therefore submitted a request for support to stabilize and allow a
stable and organized functions of government in supporting act your part policy and allow to
establish awareness of the Bar of your states and cooperation with the lawyers of your country,
with  traders  who  are  thus  invited  to  cooperation  development  of  our  common  shops  and
stabilization of civilization Imperium of Diamond's.
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Government recognition of Imperium Diamond's government on behalf of foreign
countries

The government of the country which declares an act that for the peaceful interests and to
prevent  further  conflict  and  therefore  refuses  to  create  disputes  over  political  legitimacy  of
government  Imperium  of  Diamond's,  and  this  guarantees  all  rights  and  claims  for  joint
cooperation  as  the  two bodies  at  the  state  level  with  equal  rights,  the  status  of  state  at  the
International level.

The  country's  government  to  issue  confirmation  of  this  right,  recognizing  common  law
relationship at the political level, respect and integrity, together with two independent entities.

The country's  government  confirms  open the  possibility  of  building  common  relations  of
friendship and partnership between States and internationally.

Interest and purpose of joint partnership is to support the promotion of peace between our
countries, mutual support and ensure progress for our future generations.

Government country :____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

State Representation :____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Date Sign :_____________________________________________________________________
Instead recognition :______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Official statement on behalf of the State Government
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

We are commonly create a lot of much, than only New World !
We are is commonly The New World !
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The Imperium of Diamond's Federal Government
& The International Advocacy Council
Legal Intelligence 2017 ©
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Legal Material & Information Source

ID's Central page of International Comunication (provisory page)

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/about-us/legal-
statement-of-declaration-s

United Nation's Convention's

http://www.un.org/documents/instruments/docs_en.asp

International Humanitarian Law Database on Harvard Law Library

http://guides.library.harvard.edu/c.php?g=310988&p=2079382

ID's Provisory Office Centralization Intelligence

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/about-us/office

ID's Dual Citizenship Right's

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/citizenship-passport

Legal situation of International Policy be European Policy

https://www.docdroid.net/R3IwF2M/call-for-states-with-membership-in-the-european-union-
for-a-joint-withdrawal-eu.pdf.html
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Notes
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The Global Lawyer Cooperation for

The Imperium of Diamonds
The International Law Intelligence Council and The Royal Invitation

The Imperium of Diamond’s Federal Government
Invitation for Lawyer’s, Advocat’s, Legal Intelligence

The International Law Intelligence Council of The Imperium of Diamond’s, special political form
of cooperation be Founder, The King Peter Gottwald, the King of The ID's & WD government,
special territories on planet Earth, and Galaxies.

Welcome in ,,Time of The Globalisation’’.

The government with statute of  The Independent  government,  under terrorist  occupation and
blockade,  formal  demilitarization,  with  not  legal  exile  and movement  in  terrorist  territories,
today in The Extraterritoriality and Right’ of Diplomatic person.

http://www.theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com
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Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond’s

******
The Imperium of Diamond’s Federal Government

The International Law Intelligence Council 
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